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Editorial

The Arts in Times
of Crisis
Bussakorn Binson+ Executive Director

This article was written as the threat of the COVID-19 pandemic appears to be
TVCTJEJOHGSPNCFJOHÎSTUSFQPSUFEJO/PWFNCFS0WFSUXPZFBST NPSFUIBO
500 million people around the world have been affected by the outbreak. After
COVID-19 vaccine production and a large number of people vaccinated, the spread
of the disease has decreased. There was a protocol to wear a mask, wash hands,
and set a strict social distance in the past. To date, many European and American
countries have allowed those regulations to be eased. More countries are opening
up to each other, creating a brighter look in the business and tourism sectors. In
times of crisis, it can be seen that during the epidemic of disease, the arts were
used as a mental remedy for those who have to work from home with loneliness
from having to self-isolate for years.
Earlier this year February 24, when Russia invaded Ukraine, became a global crisis
alongside the end of the COVID-19 pandemic. In the midst of this war, Ukrainians
struggled nationwide including many urban artists were affected. Various galleries
in the cities of Kyiv and Lviv that were the centers of arts have shut down. Most
PGUIFBSUJTUTÏFEUIFXBSUPPUIFSDPVOUSJFT6LSBJOJBOBSUJTUTMJWJOHPVUTJEFUIF
country, either as painters, musicians, or performers have exhibited their works in
NBOZDPVOUSJFTSFÏFDUJOHUIFXBSCFUXFFO3VTTJBBOE6LSBJOFCZVTJOHWBSJPVT
types of arts to raise donations to support the Ukrainian people and immigrants.
There were many art exhibitions and performances organized to build morale
support and to show widespread concern for Ukraine. For instance, the Ukraine
World Art project (https://artforukraine.world/) was established by people who
have been engaged in Ukrainian affairs before the war began. These groups of
people dedicated their extra time and energy to implementing the Art for Ukraine
charity platform that unites artists from different parts of Ukraine and from all
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over the world to help raise funds to support Ukraine. The Ukrainian Cultural
Foundation hosted an online meeting with representatives of the performing arts
sector on May 17th. The aim was to analyze the performing arts during the war,
the impact of war, transformation, and adaptation to modern realities, and prospects for support and development under the theme: Performative art through the
war prism in Ukraine: challenges and opportunities.
In terms of music, there were German artists who came together in Berlin to collect donations to support Ukraine under the theme “Sound of Peace” which was
one of the largest concerts held at the Brandenburg Gate on March 20, 2022.
In a time of crisis, it can be seen that any art form can be a source of comfort
for those in the most vulnerable groups, such as those affected by COVID-19 and
those affected by the war in Ukraine.
Though it will take a long time to restore buildings and homes caused by war, the
trauma of the mental state cannot be left unattended thorugh the passage of time
because the psychological impact will result in the health and mental collapse of
the victims of such wars or pandemic. In times of crisis, art is not just a tool to relieve emotional stress, it is also a tool to show sympathy and help public relations
UPSBJTFGVOETUPIFMQUIPTFXIPBSFJOEJGÎDVMUTJUVBUJPOT
On behalf of the editors of the Journal of Urban Culture Research, I extend my
condolences to all those affected. I wish all to stay safe and may the dangers of
both the outbreak of disease and the war end soon in order to restore well-being
and peace to the world once again.
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Sustainable
Cultural Tourism
and Community
%FWFMPQNFOU
The Perspectives of Residents' and the
Application of Social Exchange Theory
Chanin Yoopetch+ (Thailand)

Abstract
5IJTTUVEZBJNTUPFYBNJOFUIFTJHOJÎDBOUGBDUPSTBGGFDUJOHSFTJEFOUThTVQQPSUGPS
UPVSJTNEVSJOHPOFPG5IBJMBOEhTNPTUDFMFCSBUFEGFTUJWBMTUIFDBOEMFGFTUJWBM 
and develop practical guidelines to support its sustainability. Data was collected
from residents of the local community where the candle festival is held. Guided by
the Social Exchange Theory, the measurements used in this current study were
adapted from the past literature concerning the theory. In this research, the
EFQFOEFOUWBSJBCMFXBTSFTJEFOUThTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN BOE
the independent variables included community pride, sense of community, perDFJWFEDPTU QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUBOEBUUJUVEFTUPXBSETUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOU5IF
ÎOEJOHTTIPXFEUIBUBUUJUVEFUPXBSETUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOU TFOTFPGDPNNVOJUZ 
DPNNVOJUZQSJEF BOEQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTTJHOJÎDBOUMZBGGFDUFEUIFSFTJEFOUTh
support for sustainable festival tourism.
Keywords: Festival Tourism, Sustainable Tourism, Community Development, Social

&YDIBOHF5IFPSZ $PNNVOJUZ1SJEF 1FSDFJWFE#FOFÎUT 5IBJMBOE
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Introduction
Tourism is one of the most critical drivers to support growth and development for
many economies worldwide. Its impacts ranged from economic, social, environmental, and cultural and heritage dimensions (Asero and Tomaselli, 2021; Bimonte
and Punzo, 2016). Cultural tourism is one of the fast-growing areas of the tourism
environments around the world, especially in developing countries (Salazar, 2012;
Li, 2004; Richards, 2021). Communities celebrated their festivals based on their
socio-economic backgrounds and ways of life. Festivals allowed the local residents
to celebrate their local identity and unique local characteristics to create a sense
of ethnic identity. Several communities promote the festivals to raise their pride,
SFDPHOJUJPOBOEQSPÎMFUPMVSFNPSFJOWFTUNFOUTBOEBUUSBDUWJTJUPSTBOEUPVSJTUT
(Murphy and Boyle, 2006). Furthermore, Cecil et al. (2008) noted that the investment and improvement of cultural tourism projects can lead to greater satisfaction of the residents.
Richards (2021) stated that the growing trend of cultural tourism had been inDSFBTJOHMZJOWFTUJHBUFEGSPNUIFWBSJPVTÎFMETPGTUVEJFT SBOHJOHGSPNBOUISPpology, marketing, management, heritage, and cultural studies. Ramkissoon and
Uysal (2010) noted that cultural resources and authenticity of the tourism destination are uniquely attractive to the tourists and travelers to visit or revisit the
destination.
Festival tourism (Choi et al., 2021) can be referred to as the attractiveness of
local festivals, which can draw the visitors and tourists to join, visit and participate in such local festivals based on the local culture, heritage, and other local
SFTPVSDFT(FU[BOE1BHF  TUVEJFEWBSJPVTUZQFTPGFWFOUUPVSJTNÎFMETBOE
highlighted festival tourism as one of the fastest-growing areas of tourism sectors.
Furthermore, festival tourism represented the management of activities, utilizing
and managing local resources, and the participation of various groups and organizations (such as local residents, businesses, and government agencies (MolinaGómez et al., 2021). Moreover, festival tourism supported local business activities
BOEDPOUSJCVUFEUPWBSJPVTCFOFÎUT JODMVEJOHFDPOPNJDBTQFDUT FH FNQMPZNFOU
and job creation), social aspects (e.g., social cohesion), cultural dimensions (e.g.,
cultural and heritage preservation) (Asero and Tomaselli, 2021). Furthermore, the
participation, involvement, and voices of the local residents are highlighted as the
crucial roles towards the community development in different parts of tourism
development, especially in the long run and sustainable development for the tourism activities (Surasawadee et al., 2019; Somnuxpong, 2020; Kalaya et al., 2018).
5IFQVSQPTFPGUIJTTUVEZJTUPFYBNJOFUIFTJHOJÎDBOUGBDUPST JODMVEJOHBTFOTF
PGDPNNVOJUZ QFSDFJWFEDPTU QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT DPNNVOJUZQSJEF BOEBUUJUVEFT 
BGGFDUJOHSFTJEFOUThTVQQPSUGPSDBOEMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNBOEUPEFWFMPQUIFQSBDUJcal guidelines to support sustainable festival tourism.
Literature Review
This section offers reviews on the leading theory used in the study, which is the
TPDJBMFYDIBOHFUIFPSZ BOEGBDUPSTJOÏVFODJOHUIFTVQQPSUPGTVTUBJOBCMFDBOEMF
festival tourism.

5 | Chanin Yoopetch
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Social Exchange Theory
Social exchange theory has been one of the important theories used to explain
tourism studies (Chang, 2021; Gannon et al., 2021), suggesting the relationship
among positive and negative factors towards certain actions (or support for tourJTN JOUIJTTUVEZ#BTFEPO5IBJDIPOFUBM  UIFUIFPSZJEFOUJÎFEUIBUQFPQMF
HFOFSBMMZDPOTJEFSBOEBOBMZ[FUIFCFOFÎUTBOEDPTUTPGUIFBDUJWJUJFTPSUSBOTactions before participating or involving in the social exchanges. Chang (2021)
stated that social exchange theory has its strengths in clarifying the situations
XIFSFCFOFÎUTBOEDPTUTXFSFFYDIBOHFE CVUUIFUIFPSZMBDLTUIFEFUBJMTPGHSPVQ
SFMBUJPOTIJQT*OUIFDVSSFOUTUVEZ UIFBVUIPSBUUFNQUFEUPÎMMJOUIFHBQJOUIF
literature. In this case, the author included the crucial factors of sense of community and community pride, responding to the group implications to improve
UIFUIFPSZhTXFBLOFTTBTJUIBTCFFOEJTDVTTFEJOUIFQBTUSFTFBSDI ,BZBU  
The study aimed to address another limitation of social exchange theory, as Kayat
 BOE$IBOH  NFOUJPOFE JHOPSJOHUIFJOÏVFODFPGHSPVQSFMBUJPOTIJQT
in theory. Therefore, a sense of community and community pride were added to
explore the group relationship. In addition, the social exchange theory was criticized for assuming bipolarity where extreme negative and positive aspects were
presented and tested in the theory (Cropanzano et al.,2017). Therefore, the proposed model included other external variables, which in the current study, additional factors were included such as attitudes towards tourism development and
sense of community.
Candle Festival
Thailand has been one of the major tourist destinations in Asia, and many tourism activities are in the areas of beach destinations, city tourism, and naturebased tourism (Tourism Authority of Thailand, n.d.). However, festival tourism in
Thailand has continued to attract tourists domestically and internationally. One
of the well-known festivals is the candle festival, which has grown from the local
level to the international level. Cohen (2001) mentioned that the candle festival in
Ubon Ratchathani, Thailand, was an example of festival transformation from the
local event into the festival tourism event, attracting tourists, not only from other
parts of Thailand but also from around the world to visit the city and participate
in the festival together with the residents. The candle festival of Ubon Ratchathani
province was one of the main features in the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT)
website (Tourism Authority of Thailand, n.d.), promoting Thai and international
tourists to visit the destination to participate in the festival with the local people.
Although many provinces in Thailand also held their provincial candle festival
celebration, the largest and oldest candle festival in Thailand is at Ubon Ratchathani province (Suntisupaporn and Kaewnuch, 2019). For a few weeks before the
festival, professional carvers, residents, and visitors can participate in carving the
candles as a good contribution to Buddhist Lent day, where residents celebrate the
religious celebration and pride of the local people to host the biggest candle festival in Thailand (Hongpukdee and Hongpukdee, 2016 Buddalerd, 2017).
Support for Sustainable Festival Tourism
5PVSJTNTDIPMBSTOPUFEUIBUUIFSFTJEFOUThTVQQPSUGPSUPVSJTNDBOFOTVSFUIF
sustainable development in the tourism destination because the residents are
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the essential participants in various tourism activities, contributing to the experiences of the tourists during their visits to the destinations (Moghavvemi et al.,
2017; Ganji et al.,2021; Rasoolimanesh et al.,2017). Megeirhi et al.(2020) stated that
UIFMPDBMSFTJEFOUThWBMVFT CFMJFGT BOEOPSNTBSFDSVDJBMGPSTVQQPSUJOHUPVSJTN
activities. Furthermore, the support for tourism can be related to actions, longterm expectations, and willingness to engage and participate in the community as
the host of the tourism destination. Papastathopoulos et al. (2020) stated that the
support of the residents for the tourism activities and developments depended on
the perceived impacts (e.g., economic, social, and environmental) from tourism in
their residential areas and the degree of the support for tourism development was
related to the perceived impacts of the residents. Nunkoo and Gursoy (2017) stated
that political trust and support of the local residents are critical to the success of
developing tourism activities and programs. Woosnam et al. (2018) demonstrated
that support for tourism development for the residents implied the long-term
growth and sustainability of the tourism events. Furthermore, Rasoolimanesh et
al. (2017) noted that support for tourism development is crucial for long-term sustainable tourism. In the current context of the study, support for tourism development is referred to as sustainable candle festival tourism.
1FSDFJWFE#FOFÎUT
1FSDFJWFECFOFÎUTPSQPTJUJWFJNQBDUTPGUPVSJTNIBWFCFFOBEESFTTFEJOUIF
TPDJBMFYDIBOHFUIFPSZ1FSDFJWFECFOFÎUT "MPOTPFUBM  JOUPVSJTNEFWFMPQment can lead to socio-economic, environmental, educational sustainability, and
tourism development in the various characteristics of tourism destinations. In
BEEJUJPO 5FXBOE#BSCJFSJ  TVHHFTUFEUIBUQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTJNQMJFEUIF
entrepreneurial and community development for tourism sectors. Furthermore, to
SFQSFTFOUUIFQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTPGUIFSFTJEFOUT /VOLPPBOE4P  TUBUFEUIBU
UIFDPODFQUPGQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTEFQFOETPOUIFTVCKFDUJWFFWBMVBUJPOBOEFYQFDtation of the local people.
*OBEEJUJPO UIFMPDBMSFTJEFOUTDPOTJEFSUIFQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTXJMMDPOUJOVF BOE
the residents expect the future positive opportunities from the increased arrivals
PGUIFUPVSJTUTUPXBSETFDPOPNJD TPDJBM BOEDVMUVSBMCFOFÎUT -FF  "EEJUJPOBMMZ QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTPGUPVSJTNBMTPJODMVEFEKPCDSFBUJPOBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFT
for the residents, investment in the destination, improvement of the standard of
living, and the improvement of the basic infrastructure of the tourism destination,
such as roads and bridges (Weber and Hsee, 1998; Rasoolimanesh et al., 2017).
/VOLPPBOE3BNLJTTPPO  GPVOEUIBUQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTBSFQPTJUJWFMZJOÏVential towards support for tourism development.
H1: Perceived benefits have a positive impact on support for sustainable festival tourism
Perceived Cost
For all types of development in general, there are not only positive dimensions,
but there exist some negative consequences. The perceived cost of tourism development basically is related to creating changes in physical settings, such as new
construction and infrastructures, leading to air and noise pollution and loss of
property for some residents, or in social or cultural changes, such as the loss of

7 | Chanin Yoopetch
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cultural identity from external values brought in by the tourists (Timothy, 2014;
Gursoy et al., 2019; Sokhanvar, 2019; Ledwith, 2020).
In addition, the perceived cost can refer to the inconvenience of residing in the
tourism areas, such as crowdedness of tourists, an increase of living expenses,
USBGÎDKBNT WBSJPVTUZQFTPGQPMMVUJPO FH BJSBOEXBUFSQPMMVUJPO BOESJTFPG
criminal activities. (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2017; Eusébio et al., 2018). Furthermore,
the aftermath of the tourism development may cause discomfort for the local
residents from the growth of tourism projects and activities (Litvin et al., 2020).
From the empirical research, the effects of perceived cost on support for tourism
from the past studies represented mixed results. Nunkoo and Ramkissoon (2012)
QSFTFOUFEUIBUQFSDFJWFEDPTUTIPXFEBOJOTJHOJÎDBOUFGGFDUPOUIFTVQQPSUGPS
UPVSJTN XIJMFUIFÎOEJOHTPG/VOLPPBOE3BNLJTTPPO  BOE-JUWJOFUBM
 JOEJDBUFEUIBUQFSDFJWFEDPTUTIPXFEBTJHOJÎDBOUOFHBUJWFFGGFDUPOTVQport for tourism development.
H2: Perceived cost has a negative impact on support for sustainable festival tourism
Attitudes Towards Tourism Development
Several researchers in tourism development have recognized the importance of
MPDBMSFTJEFOUThBUUJUVEFTUPXBSETUPVSJTNBDUJWJUJFTBOEEFWFMPQNFOU )BEJOFKBE
et al., 2019; Nunkoo et al., 2013). Attitude can be referred to as a psychological
notion where one assesses a place, an object or an abstract idea and attitude is
JOÏVFOUJBMUPQFSTPOBMNPUJWBUJPOBOEJOUFOUJPO5IFDVSSFOUTUVEZGPDVTFEPO
SFTJEFOUThBUUJUVEFTSFHBSEJOHGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOUJOUFSNTPGUIFPWFSBMM
evaluation of the residents towards the candle festival. (Tournois and Djeric, 2019;
Choi and Murray, 2010; García et al, 2015). Furthermore, the concept of attitudes
UPXBSETQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTXBTGPVOEJOUIFQBTUMJUFSBUVSF TVDIBT-FF 
Weber and Hsee, 1998; Ribeiro et al., 2013). Moreover, Mbaiwa and Stronza (2011)
GPVOEUIBUBUUJUVEFTUPXBSEUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOUIBWFBOJOÏVFODFPOTVQQPSU
for tourism development. Additionally, Moghavvemi et al. (2017) has found that
the attitudes of the residents had a positive impact on support for tourism. Chang
 IJHIMJHIUFEUIFJNQPSUBOUSPMFPGMPDBMSFTJEFOUThBUUJUVEFTJOUIFUPVSJTN
development in the tourism destination. Ramkissoon (2020) stated that perceptions and attitudes of the local residents led to support for tourism development.
H3: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive impact on perceived benefits
H4: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive impact on support for sustainable festival tourism
Community Pride
$PNNVOJUZQSJEFJTEFÎOFEBTUIFTFMGFTUFFNPGUIFMPDBMSFTJEFOUTSFTVMUJOH
from being a part of a community or a social group (Magno and Dossena, 2020;
'JðFSBOE,PòVI  'VSUIFSNPSF UIFDPNNVOJUZQSJEFBMTPSFQSFTFOUTB
TZNCPMJDEFTDSJQUJPOPGCFJOHBNFNCFSPGBDPNNVOJUZ SFQSFTFOUJOHBTQFDJÎD
positive value toward the identity of the community. Sadler and Pruett (2017)
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noted that community pride can be represented in the form of the positive dimensions of the community, such as the attractiveness of community surroundings
and high public safety of the community. Sirgy (2012) stated that community pride
JTEFÎOFEBTUIFQPTJUJWFFNPUJPOBOEGFFMJOHTXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZUPXIJDIUIF
SFTJEFOUTCFMPOH'VSUIFSNPSF QSJEFDBOBMTPSFÏFDUUIFTBUJTGBDUJPOPGCFJOHB
member of such a community. In addition, the community pride represented the
intense feelings of a positive effect of tourism development, guiding to the support
and the need to engage in tourism development and activities (Butler et al., 2021).
In addition, according to Pookaiyaudom (2015) and Magno and Dossena (2020),
community pride led to support for sustainable tourism development.
H5: Community pride has a positive impact on support for sustainable festival tourism
Sense of Community
In the study of Macke et al. (2019), a sense of community can have an impact on
UIFSFTJEFOUThTBUJTGBDUJPOBOEMFBEUPBTVTUBJOBCMFUPVSJTNEFTUJOBUJPO*OBEdition, a sense of community is connected to the norms, values, and acceptable
behaviors of the people living in the community (Dempsey et al., 2011). Macke et
al. (2019) highlighted the importance of a sense of community to be studied in the
context of developing countries. As for this study, Thailand is one of the developing countries relying heavily on tourism development, especially in the areas of
rural areas to support the local people to generate income and career opportunities (Dabphet et al., 2012). Dempsey et al. (2011) referred to a sense of community
as the shared feeling among the local people to have a sense of belonging and
trust in that engaging and collaborative relationship among the local residents
can help them achieve the goals of the local community (Wood et al., 2010). Furthermore, a sense of community improves the policy development and implementation for sustainable cities. In addition, the regular participation of local people is
also considered a result of a strong sense of community (Bibri and Krogstie, 2017;
Macke et al.,2019; Dempsey et al., 2011 and Wood et al.,2010).
H6: Sense of community has a positive impact on support for sustainable festival
tourism
The Measurements
Regarding the measurement scales for this study, past literature and empirical
research were studied, and the questionnaires for each factor were adapted and
EFWFMPQFEBTGPMMPXTQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT FH ,BOHBOE-FF  DPNNVOJUZ
pride (e.g., Magno and Dossena, 2020).; Perceived cost (e.g., Rasoolimanesh et al.,
2017). ; Attitude towards tourism development (e.g., Kim et al., 2019; Ramayah et
al., 2009; Ali,2011) ; sense of community (e.g., Lardier Jr et al., 2018) and Support
for sustainable candle festival tourism (e.g., Gannon et al., 2021).
Research Methodology
The structural equation modeling was adopted to test the relationship and the
MFWFMTPGJOÏVFODFTBNPOHUIFGBDUPST5IFEBUBXFSFDPMMFDUFEGSPNUIFMPDBM
residents of Ubon Ratchathani province, where the candle festival has been annually held and celebrated. The questionnaires were distributed via an online survey

9 | Chanin Yoopetch
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with the screening question that the respondents must be residents of Ubon Ratchathani province at least in the past two years and considered Ubon Ratchathani
as their home.
'PVSIVOESFETJYUZGPVSTBNQMFTPGMPDBMSFTJEFOUTXFSFÎOBMMZJODMVEFEJOUIF
TUVEZ5IFSFTQPOEFOUTDPOÎSNFEUIFJSTUBUVTBTMPDBMSFTJEFOUTPG6CPO3BUDIBthani province. In terms of gender, 51% were male, and 49% were female respondents. Concerning education, the majority of the residents earned undergraduate
degrees with 62%, followed by high school degrees (20%) and others (18%). Regarding the occupation, The largest age group was 29% in the range of 21-30 years old,
followed by 25% in the range of 31-40 years old and 19% for the group of 41-50
years old. Based on the characteristics of local residents, 70% of the respondents
lived in the province for more than ten years, 27% resided in the province for 5-10
years, and the rest lived in the province for 2-4 years.
The collected data were analyzed by statistical analysis, including reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity prior to testing the relationship of the
factors with structural equation modeling. The research framework of the study
was proposed based on the literature review is shown in Figure 1.
Attitude Towards
Tourism
Development

H3
H4
Perceived
Benefits
Community
Pride

H1
H5

Support for
Sustainable
Festival Tourism

H6
Sense of
Community

H2

Perceived Cost

Figure 1. The proposed model diagram showing the relationship between the H1 - H6 elements.

Results
'SPNUIFUBCMFJOÎHVSF UIFDPOWFSHFOUWBMJEJUZ TUBOEBSEJ[FEMPBEJOHT BOESFMJBCJMJUZBOBMZTJT $SPOCBDIhTBMQIB XFSFQSFTFOUFE5IFDPOWFSHFOUWBMJEJUZSFTVMUT
XFSFTBUJTÎFECZUIFDSJUFSJBPG"7&TNPSFUIBOJOFBDIDPOTUSVDU "OEFSTPO
and Gerbing, 1988; Hair et al., 2010). Additionally, the reliability of all the constructs achieved the criteria where the alpha values were higher than 0.7.
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Item/Factors

Standardized
Loading

Perceived Benefits
1. Candle festival tourism increases
employment opportunities in the community.

0.897

2. Candle festival tourism attracts more
investment to my community.

0.891

3. Our standard of living would increase
because of candle festival tourism.

0.879

4. Tourism provides more infrastructure and
public facilities like roads, shopping, etc.

0.876

5. Candle festival creates more investment and
small business opportunities in the community.

0.803

6. Candle festival tourism creates social
cohesion in the community.

0.887

Community Pride
1. After the candle festival, the community
pride of the local residents is higher.

0.858

2. The candle festival reinforced community
spirit.

0.856

3. After the candle festival, the community of
the local residents of the city is more solid.

0.861

4. The candle festival makes the local residents
proud of the community.

0.84

5. The candle festival instills the self-esteem of
the community.

0.861

Perceived Cost
1. Local residents suffer from living in a
tourism destination area.

0.801

2. Candle festival tourism results in traffic
congestion.

0.891

3. Candle festival tourism increases the costs of
living.

0.893

4. Candle festival tourism increases pollution,
such as noise, and air pollution.

0.887

Attitude Towards Tourism Development
1. I am positive about tourism development.

0.86

2. Tourism development is a good idea.

0.848

3. I have a positive attitude toward tourism
development.

0.84

4. I feel tourism development is a wise idea

0.821

5. I feel favorable to tourism development.

0.885

Sense of Community
1. I feel like a member of this community.

0.856

2. I belong to this community.

0.81

3. I feel connected to this neighborhood.

0.821

4. I have a good relationship with other
community members.

0.835

5. This community helps me get what I need.

0.859

Support for Sustainable Festival Tourism

AVE

Composite
Reliability

Cronbach’s
Alpha

0.761

0.785

0.821

0.731

0.761

0.832

0.755

0.780

0.856

0.724

0.755

0.845

0.700

0.736

0.847

0.718

0.751

0.836

Figure
2. Table
of item
factors. Continued on next page.
1. I support
and would
like toloadings
see candle on related
0.831
festival tourism become an important part of
my community.
2. I believe that candle festival tourism should
be actively encouraged in my community.

0.841

3. I participate in candle festival tourism

0.869

5. I feel favorable to tourism development.

0.885

Sense of Community
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0.700

1. I feel like a member of this community.

0.856

2. I belong to this community.

0.81

3. I feel connected to this neighborhood.

0.821

4. I have a good relationship with other
community members.
Item/Factors
5. This community helps me get what I need.

0.835

0.736

0.847
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Standardized
0.859
Loading

AVE

Composite
Reliability

Cronbach’s
Alpha

0.718
0.761

0.751
0.785

0.836
0.821

Community
Pride
Figure
2 Cont.
Table of item loadings on related factors.0.731

0.761

0.832

Support
Sustainable Festival Tourism
Perceivedfor
Benefits
1. ICandle
support
and would
likeincreases
to see candle
festival
tourism
employment
opportunities
the community.
festival
tourism
become anin
important
part of
my community.
2. Candle festival tourism attracts more
2.
I believe to
that
festival tourism should
investment
mycandle
community.
be actively encouraged in my community.
3. Our standard of living would increase
3.
I participate
in candle
tourism
because
of candle
festivalfestival
tourism.
development.
4. Tourism provides more infrastructure and
4.
I support
the promotion
candle festival
public
facilities
like roads, of
shopping,
etc.
tourism.
5. Candle festival creates more investment and
5.
It isbusiness
important
to develop plans
manage
small
opportunities
in thetocommunity.
the candle festival and long-term growth of
tourism.
6. Candle festival tourism creates social
cohesion in the community.

0.831
0.897
0.891
0.841
0.879
0.869
0.876
0.853
0.803
0.8435
0.887

1. After the candle festival, the community
pride of the local residents is higher.

0.858

3. After the candle festival, the community of
the local residents of the city is more solid.

0.861

'VSUIFSNPSF JOÎHVSFhTUBCMF EJTDSJNJOBOUWBMJEJUZXBTNFUXJUIUIFBDDFQUBCMF
2. The candle festival reinforced community
0.856
measure
with the criteria that square
roots of AVEs (shown in bold and italic) were
spirit.
above the correlation values, according to Fornell and Larcker (1981).
F1the local residents
F2
4. The candle festival makes
proud of the community.
5.
the self-esteem of
F1The candle festival instills
0.873
the community.
Perceived Cost

F2

0.785

1. Local residents suffer from living in a
tourism destination area.

F3

F4

F5

F6

0.861
0.755

0.855

0.780

0.856

0.801

F3

0.021

0.061

F4

0.651

0.721

2. Candle festival tourism results in traffic
congestion.

0.84

0.891

0.869
0.203

0.851

F5Candle festival tourism0.534
0.622 0.887
4.
increases pollution,
such as noise, and air pollution.

0.22

0.751

0.836

Attitude
Towards Tourism
Development0.729
F6
0.743

0.106 0.724

0.755
0.764

0.845
0.742

3. Candle festival tourism increases the costs of
living.

1. I am positive about tourism development.

0.893

0.848

0.86

2. Tourism development is a good idea.
0.848
'JHVSF5BCMFPGUIFDPSSFMBUJPODPFGÎDJFOUNBUSJYBOEUIFTRVBSFSPPUPG"7&T/PUF4RVBSFSPPUPG
3. I have
a positive
toward
tourism
AVEs
(shown
in attitude
bold and
italic).
development.

0.84

,FZ'QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT 1# 'DPNNVOJUZQSJEF $1 'QFSDFJWFEDPTU 1$ 'BUUJUVEF
4. I feel tourism development is a wise idea

0.821

towards tourism development (AT); F5=sense of community (SC); F6=Support for sustainable festival
5. I feel favorable
tourism
(ST). to tourism development.

0.885

Sense of Community

0.700

0.736

0.847

8JUIDPOÎSNBUPSZGBDUPSBOBMZTJT
1. I feel like a member of this community.
0.856UIFTUSVDUVSBMFRVBUJPONPEFMXJUIBDDFQUBCMF
MFWFMTNVTUQSPWJEFTFWFSBMÎUJOEJDFTTIPXJOHBHPPEÎUPGUIFNPEFMXJUI$'*

2. I belong to this community.
0.81
NFI, NNFI, and IFI values higher than 0.90 (Beauducel and Wittmann, 2005; Sch3. I feel connected to this neighborhood.
0.821
reiber et al., 2006). Additionally, RMSEA was less than 0.08 and X2/df was less than
4. I have a good relationship with other
0.835

QSFTFOUJOHUIFHPPEÎUPGUIFNPEFM
community
members.
5. This community helps me get what I need.

0.859

Support for Sustainable Festival Tourism

0.718

1. I support and would like to see candle
festival tourism become an important part of
my community.

0.831

2. I believe that candle festival tourism should
be actively encouraged in my community.

0.841

3. I participate in candle festival tourism

0.869

0.751

0.836
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Fit Index

Model Value

2/df ( 2 = 2480.999 ;df =866 )

2.865

Comparative Fit Index (CFI)

0.978

Normed Fit Index (NFI)

0.967

Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI)

0.976

Incremental Fit Index (IFI)

0.978

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
(RMSEA)

0.063

Figure 4. Table of the Fit index.

'PSUIFNPEFMÎUJOEJDFTJO5BCMF $'* /'* //'*BOE*'*XFSFIJHIFSUIBOUIFDSJUFSJBPGHPPENPEFMÎU XIJDIXFSFBCPWF .POUPZBBOE&EXBSET 4DIFSmelleh-Engel et al., 2003). Furthermore, RMSEA was 0.063, less than 0.08 (Browne
and Cudeck, 1992; Marcoulides and Yuan, 2017). Based on the recommended valVFTPGHPPEÎUT UIFDPOTUSVDUTVTFEJOUIFTUVEZNFUXJUIBDDFQUBCMFTUBOEBSET

Attitude Towards
Tourism
Development

H3 0.828*

RSQ = .661

H4 0.378*

RSQ = .889

Perceived
Benefits
Community
Pride

H1
H5 0.180*

Support for
Sustainable
Festival Tourism

H6 0.339*
Sense of
Community

H2 -0.038

Perceived Cost

'JHVSF'VMMNPEFMXJUIDPFGÎDJFOUTBEEFE/PUF3423TRVBSFE TJHOJÎDBOUXJUIQWBMVF

'SPNUIFSFTVMUTJOEJDBUFEJOÎHVSFBCPWF BUUJUVEFUPXBSEUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOU
IBEUIFHSFBUFTUJOÏVFODFPOTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN GPMMPXFE
CZBTFOTFPGDPNNVOJUZ DPNNVOJUZQSJEF BOEQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT5IFÎOEJOHT
QSFTFOUFEUIBUBUUJUVEFTUPXBSETUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOUIBEUIFIJHIFTUJOÏVFODF
on support for sustainable festival tourism, meaning that the higher degree of
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positive attitude, the greater the support of the local residents for the sustainable
festival tourism, and the stronger the sense of community, the higher the support
GPSUIFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN'VSUIFSNPSF DPNNVOJUZQSJEFBOEQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT
BMTPQSFTFOUFETJNJMBSJOÏVFODFTPOTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN
5IFTFÎOEJOHTDPOÎSNFEUIFTJHOJÎDBODFPGUIFDPOTUSVDUTTFMFDUFEJOUIFNPEFM
shown in Figure 2. Although perceived cost showed a negative sign on the support
GPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN UIFTUBUJTUJDBMFGGFDUXBTOPUTJHOJÎDBOUBU
DPOÎEFODFJOUFSWBM SFQSFTFOUJOHUIBUQFSDFJWFEDPTUIBEOPTJHOJÎDBOUJOÏVFODF
on the dependent variable. Additionally, attitudes towards tourism development
QSPWJEFEBQPTJUJWFJOÏVFODFPOQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT5IFTVNNBSZPGUIFIZQPUIesis testing was shown in the table in Figure 6.
Hypotheses
H1: Perceived benefits have a positive impact on support for sustainable
festival tourism
H2: Perceived cost has a negative impact on support for sustainable festival
tourism

Testing Results
Supported
Not supported.

H3: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive impact on
perceived benefits

Supported

H4: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive impact on support
for sustainable festival tourism

Supported

H5: Community pride has a positive impact on support for sustainable
festival tourism

Supported

H6: Sense of community has a positive impact on support for sustainable
festival tourism

Supported

Figure 6. Table of summary of hypotheses tests.

Discussion
(VJEFECZUIFTPDJBMFYDIBOHFUIFPSZ QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTTIPXFEBTJHOJÎDBOU
JOÏVFODFJONBOZPGUIFQBTUUPVSJTNSFTFBSDITUVEJFT5IFÎOEJOHGSPNUIJTDVSSFOUSFTFBSDIDPOÎSNFEUIFTBNFSFTVMUTXJUI)1FSDFJWFECFOFÎUTQPTJUJWFMZJNQBDU
support for sustainable festival tourism5IJTÎOEJOHEFNPOTUSBUFTUIBUUIFCFOFÎUT
from economic, social, and cultural contribution to the community have effects
POUIFTVQQPSUPGUIFSFTJEFOUTJOGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN5IJTÎOEJOHXBTTVQQPSUFECZ
several studies (Nunkoo and So, 2016; Nunkoo and Ramkissoon, 2011; Lee, 2013;
Rasoolimanesh et al., 2017).
As one part of the social exchange theory, perceived cost was hypothesized to
OFHBUJWFMZJOÏVFODFTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNJOH2: Perceived cost
has a negative impact on support for sustainable festival tourism. However, in the conUFYUPGGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN UIFQFSDFJWFEDPTUIBTOPTJHOJÎDBOUFGGFDUPOUIFTVQQPSU
GPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN TJNJMBSUPUIFJOTJHOJÎDBOUSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
these two factors found in the work of Nunkoo and Ramkissoon (2012). RegardJOHUIFPUIFSTUVEJFT UIFQFSDFJWFEDPTUXBTGPVOEUPIBWFBTJHOJÎDBOUOFHBUJWF
effect on the support for tourism, including the works of Nunkoo and Ramkissoon
(2011), Eusébio et al. (2018), and Litvin et al. (2020).
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The positive attitude towards tourism development is hypothesized to positively
BGGFDUUIFQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTPGGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN0CWJPVTMZ UIFBHSFFBCMFBOEQPTJUJWFBUUJUVEFTPGUIFSFTJEFOUTJOÏVFODFEUIFQFSDFQUJPOPGCFOFÎUTUIBUUIFMPDBM
SFTJEFOUTDBOHBJOGSPNUIFMPOHUFSNEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFGFTUJWBM5IFÎOEJOH
supported the hypothesis, H3: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive
JNQBDUPOQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT The works of Weber and Hsee (1998) and Lee (2009)
DPOÎSNFEUIFÎOEJOH
#BTFEPOUIFSFTVMU SFTJEFOUThBUUJUVEFTBSFFTTFOUJBMGPSTVQQPSUJOHTVTUBJOBCMF
candle festival tourism. From H4: Attitude towards tourism development has a positive impact on support for sustainable festival tourism. A positive attitude was clearly
crucial to participation and engagement in festival tourism. Promoting positive attitudes for the local residents is a key to sustainable festival and cultural tourism
EFWFMPQNFOU5IFÎOEJOHXBTTVQQPSUFECZUIFXPSLTPG3BNLJTTPPO  BOE
Moghavvemi et al. (2017).
Having self-esteem and a positive feeling for being in the community lead to support for the community. For H5: Community pride has a positive impact on support for
sustainable festival tourism.5IJTJOEJDBUFTUIBUIBWJOHUIFDPNNVOJUZhTVOJRVFness and being proud of the community directly affects the support for festival
tourism. With the pride of their community, the local residents are clearly willing
UPTVQQPSUBOEQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFMPDBMGFTUJWBMT5IFSFTVMUXBTDPOÎSNFECZUIF
work of Magno and Dossena (2020) and Pookaiyaudom (2015).
Regarding H6: Sense of community has a positive impact on support for sustainable
festival tourism. Being a member of the community with the connection with other
community members strengthens the support for festival tourism. Therefore,
improving the sense of community should yield future support for community
activities in tourism development. Creating a sense of community should be effectively and systematically planned and implemented by the local authorities,
community leaders, and crucial stakeholders. For example, having monthly meetings (e.g., online or on-site) can help strengthen collaborative efforts and monitor
GFTUJWBMQMBOOJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUBUJPO5IFÎOEJOHXBTTVQQPSUFECZ.BDLFFUBM
(2019), Dempsey et al. (2011), and Wood et al. (2010).
Conclusions and Recommendations
5IFTUVEZhTPCKFDUJWFXBTUPJOWFTUJHBUFUIFFGGFDUTPGUIFGBDUPSTCBTFEPOUIF
TPDJBMFYDIBOHFUIFPSZ FH QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTBOEQFSDFJWFEDPTU UPHFUIFSXJUI
external variables, and the objective was clearly achieved. The study indicated
the critical roles of the key factors, namely attitudes of the residents towards the
tourism development activities, community pride and sense of community, and
QFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT POUIFTVQQPSUGPSUIFTVTUBJOBCMFDBOEMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN
)PXFWFS QFSDFJWFEDPTUMBDLFETJHOJÎDBOUJOÏVFODFPOTVQQPSUJOHTVTUBJOBCMF
DBOEMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN5IFTJHOJÎDBODFPGUIFTUVEZDBOQSPWJEFUIFHVJEFMJOFT
for festival tourism development to raise the support from the local residents to
engage and participate in festival tourism activities as it can be known that the
local residents and local community are the foundation of festival management
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and development. Several empirical studies have adapted and applied the social
exchange theory to tourism areas, such as community-based tourism. This study
enriches the application of social exchange theory in the area of festival tourism,
which is the fastest-growing sector in tourism studies.
Theoretical Contribution
The current research was initiated by adopting the social exchange theory as the
foundation to develop the research model. The limitation of social exchange theory has been argued in that the theory pays less attention to the effect of group
relationships (Kayat, 2002; Chang, 2021; Cropanzano et al., 2017). The study validated the social exchange theory by introducing the external variables to help explain the proposed relationship generally used in theory. Additionally, theoretical
contributions from the current study, including external variables, were tested in
UIFQSPQPTFENPEFM JOEJDBUJOHUIFQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTPSQPTJUJWFJNQBDUTXJUITJHOJÎDBOUFGGFDUTPOUIFTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFDBOEMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN5IFTVQQPSU
GPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNXBTFYQMBJOFETJHOJÎDBOUMZCZQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUT
and other external factors, including attitudes toward tourism development, sense
PGDPNNVOJUZ DPNNVOJUZQSJEF)PXFWFS UIFQFSDFJWFEDPTUJOEJDBUFEOPTJHOJÎDBOUFGGFDUPOUIFTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN5IJTQBSUMZDPOÎSNFE
UIFTPDJBMFYDIBOHFUIFPSZJOUIBUPOMZQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTEFNPOTUSBUFEUIFJOÏVence of the support for the festival tourism, while perceived cost showed no effect.
In the context of festival tourism, the study provided that residents and communities considered the positive impacts from all the developments and activities
related to the festival arrangements. Furthermore, the current study included
community pride and a sense of community, which were not often investigated in
the context of festival tourism.
Practical Contributions
Candle festival is considered one of the important festivals in Thailand, where
the festival unites residents, visitors, and stakeholders and enhances the sense of
celebration, pride, and community among the participants. Therefore, managers
and hosts of festival tourism development should understand the relationship
BNPOHSFTJEFOUhTBUUJUVEFTUPXBSEUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOU TFOTFPGDPNNVOJUZ
BOEDPNNVOJUZQSJEF BOEQFSDFJWFECFOFÎUTCZDSFBUJOHUIFTFRVFODFPGFWFOUT
and activities to improve the social network within the community since all
UIFTFJNQPSUBOUGBDUPSTEJSFDUMZJOÏVFODFUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGGFTUJWBMUPVSJTN
development. Since the attitude towards tourism development showed a positive
JOÏVFODFPOSFTJEFOUThTVQQPSUGPSTVTUBJOBCMFGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNBOEUIFSFGPSF MPcal authorities should highlight and present the positive impact of tourism activities to the residents and should offer more opportunities for the local residents
to participate in the tourism activities with the tourists. Understanding the role
and importance of tourism development for the community can help create positive attitudes for the local residents. Furthermore, creating local events for social
HBUIFSJOHTBNPOHSFTJEFOUTDBOIFMQQSPNPUFUIFQFPQMFhTFOHBHFNFOUT MFBEJOH
to a sense of community. To support sustainable festival tourism, local authorities, community leaders, and tourism organizations at all levels, including local
and national, should continuously support and promote the history, story-telling,
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uniqueness, and the meaning of the candle festival for the local residents, especially new generations in the local areas, to understand the cultural value and to
generate community pride for its festival. Additionally, educational institutions or
schools may include extracurricular activities for students to participate in and be
involved in several local festivals to increase the sense of community and pride.
The tourism authorities can support the community building and promote the
destination branding to enhance their pride in their local resources and values.
"EEJUJPOBMMZ UIFCFOFÎUTPGGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNTIPVMECFQSPNPUFEBOEDPNNVOJcated to all related stakeholders, including residents, local businesses, and local
public organizations.
Limitations
The limitations of the current research included the single use of the research
method, which is structural equation modeling, in this case, providing the explanation based on the rigorous test of the model. Some further explanations or
ÎOEJOHTDBOCFGVSUIFSJODMVEFEJOPUIFSBOBMZUJDBMUFDIOJRVFTGPSUIFQIFOPNFOBhBEEJUJPOBMEJNFOTJPOBMFYQMBOBUJPO4FDPOEMZ UIFTUVEZXBTDSPTTTFDUJPOBM
research. The limitation may occur in attempting to generalize the study results in
the long run. Thirdly, the study was conducted at the individual level, which is the
level of local residents. There might be some missing points of view from the community or provincial levels to holistically represent the whole community for the
comprehensive explanation for sustainable candle festival tourism development.
Directions for Future Research
There are various potential topics to be further explored in the context of cultural
and festival tourism, such as further qualitative research studies may be conducted to enhance the clear understanding of the relationship among the key factors
of the study. In addition, the researchers may replicate similar research studies
in other types of festivals to test the relationship among the factors in different
cultural contexts. Furthermore, the researchers may conduct a longitudinal study
POGFTUJWBMUPVSJTNUPNFBTVSFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPSUPSFDPOÎSNUIFOBUVSFPGUIF
relationship of the factors in the long run. Additionally, focus groups and in-depth
interviews with various stakeholders, including tourism authorities, local administrators, and destination managers, should provide additional valuable insights.
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Introduction
áÄE[JTBOJOUFSFTUJOHDBTFUPBOBMZ[FUIFEFUFSNJOBOUTPGTIBQJOHUIFDJUZhTJNage. It is the third largest agglomeration in the center of Poland, which has been
struggling with serious barriers to development since the political changes initiated in 1989. An important element shaping this situation is the culture of the place,
that, among other things, functions as the primary source of information about
JUGPSUIFSFTJEFOUT JOWFTUPSTBOEHVFTUTáÄE[JTEJTUJOHVJTIFECZBOHSJQQJOH CVU
TIPSUBOEJOUFSNJUUFOUIJTUPSZPGUIFDJUZhTEFWFMPQNFOU BTBSFTVMUPGXIJDIUIF
culture has become little expressive. The myths about the city contributed to the
formation of a negative image and a weak city’s brand. The problem was noticed
during recurrent activities undertaken by city authorities. There is a lack of the
proper distinction between the cultural aspects regarding heritage and modern
DVMUVSFPGUIFDJUZ FWFOUIPVHIDVMUVSBMBDUJWJUZTJHOJÎDBOUMZTIBQFTDVMUVSF JUJT
POMZBOFMFNFOUPGBCSPBEJTTVF XIJDIJTTQFDJÎDGPSUIFGVODUJPOJOHPGBHJWFO
community because it determines the nature of experiencing it, the impressions
and opinions it leaves in people’s awareness.
The goal of the article was to show the importance of historical and cultural
factors in the process of building the image and brand of the city, based on the
FYBNQMFPGUIFDJUZPGáÄE[
The research objectives for the study were:
r 5PTIPXUIFTUSVDUVSFPGUIFSFTFBSDIQSPCMFN
r 5PPVUMJOFBIJTUPSJDBMPWFSWJFXPGáÄE[
r 5PJEFOUJGZUIFNZUITBOETZNCPMTQSFTFOUJOUIFDJUZhTDVMUVSF
r 5PEFTDSJCFUIFDIBSBDUFSPGUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZDVMUVSFPGUIFDJUZCBTFEPOUIF
historical data and cultural artefacts and to present the proposals for using
them in order to improve the image of the city and reconstruct its brand.
5IFQVSQPTFIBTCFFOSFBMJ[FECZBOBMZ[JOHUIFDPOUFOU JEFOUJÎDBUJPOBOEEFTDSJQUJPO DMBTTJÎDBUJPOBOEJOUFSQSFUBUJPO PGIJTUPSJDBMEBUBBOENZUIT0OUIJT
basis, the conclusions were made.
Theoretical Framework of the Study
A city is a undertaking aimed at organizing the lives of a large group of people, alMPXJOHJUTTUBLFIPMEFSTUPBDIJFWFCFOFÎUT UBOHJCMFBOEJOUBOHJCMF  %JOOJF 
15). These include:
r

r

r

.BUFSJBM -BOESZ  BOEDBQJUBMWBMVF $BQFMMP  IVNBOSFTPVSDFT
(which include intellectual and social capital) and information resources
(Florida, 2014:202) for city managers;
)BWJOHBQMBDFUPMJWF 0MD[BL  XPSL XJUIDPOUSBDUPSFOUSFQSFOFVSship) and the possibility to access widely understood development (Bertaund,
2015), the alternatives to spend free time (European Commission, 2010:9) for
citizens;
1SPÎUBCMFDPOEJUJPOTGPSFYUFSOBMJOWFTUPST FTQFDJBMMZXJUIBGPSFJHODBQJUBM
(McDonald, Baily, 2017:3), attractiveness for tourists (accommodation and
restaurants, sightseeing options) (Alvarez, 2010:172) and the offer of recurrent
and one-off events in a national and international scope (Yi-De, 2015:150).
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5IFDJUZhTBCJMJUZUPHFOFSBUFUIFBCPWFNFOUJPOFECFOFÎUTEFUFSNJOFTUIFJNBHF
and brand of a place (Monteiro et. al., 2022:1) - two marketing attributes correlated
with each other. Since a brand is the result of the perception of a place and its image consequently it is a foundation where the mental associations are created and
remembered, building awareness and reputation of the place (Vuignier, 2016:5).
The purpose of creating a brand of a place is positioning; the positive perception
DPOUSJCVUFTUPUIFTFOTFPGJEFOUJÎDBUJPOXJUIJUPOUIFQBSUPGUIFMPDBMDPNNVOJUZ 7FMB  *OUVSO UIFQFSDFQUJPOBOEJEFOUJÎDBUJPOBSFDPOEJUJPOFECZ
the heritage of a place - its history and culture (Gillberg, 2012:4-5). These are the
factors determining the possibilities of generating added value: attracting investment capital, talents, tourists, etc. (Papadopoulos 2004).
Culture contains the information about resources at its disposal. Associations
arise as a result of experiencing a place and the behavior of its inhabitants, and
these associations are used by marketers to create a brand that is the basis for
positioning that excels the city among competitors (Grzys, 2017:3).
The value of a place is therefore shaped by intangible resources, such as historical value, which are based on associations related to the culture of a place (Wolfe,
2021: 20). These factors are an important criterion when deciding to establish ‘a
relationship’ with a place, in other words to make a decision to live, work, run a
business, or do other investment activity in it.
Culture is a set of spontaneous and planned interactions between members of a
given community (Bjerke, 2000:20), as a result of which an image affecting internal and environmental relations is developed. This general picture is assessed and
categorized, thereby shaping the image (Kavaratzis, 2005:2; Hands, 2017:129). The
RVBMJUBUJWFBTTFTTNFOUPGBOJNBHFJTBQSPDFTTBCPVUUIFTJNQMJÎDBUJPO JOEVDFE
by human nature) based on visible cultural products - artefacts - factual, behavioral and linguistic, eg myths that are subjective, colorful stories (Schein 1986).
Some artefacts function as a symbol, suggesting associations and communicating
BDFSUBJOIJEEFONFBOJOH &[FMM 0h#SJFO0h,FFGGF  .PSFPWFS UIFZTZOUIFUJcally transfer knowledge. Furthermore they encourage the building of stereotypes
(Hogg, Cooper, 2007:69-71). These, in turn, become part of myths or acquire the
meaning of a symbol. Myths, stereotypes and symbols are inscribed in the language of the narrative about a given culture (Campbell, 1991:23). These images
CSJOHBTVQFSÎDJBMNFTTBHFBCPVUXIBUBHJWFOTPDJFUZIBTBUJUTEJTQPTBM BMMPXJOH
the affective (emotional) layer of the image to dominate the cognitive one (knowledge of facts) (Gasc¢ -Hernandez, Torres-Coronas, 2009:29).
The cultural narrative is thus correlated with a historicism, the acceptance of
disseminating information that differs from historical data. This dependence has
an impact on the use of stories in the process of shaping the image and brand of a
place, and consequently on the effectiveness of this process. Referring to the modern rules of storytelling, emotionally colored stories, the character that arouses
interest and the clear context encourage the recipient to interact and leave impressions (Fog, Budtz, Yakaboylu, 2004). This type of marketing communication,
is successfully used today in place marketing. However, cultural myths create
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themselves (Lynch, 1960:123), they are not the subject of marketing activities, so
they exist on their own and sometimes generate negative consequences for the
image and brand of the place. It happens when they expose unfavorable events
or prompt the reluctance of a person. Nowadays, due to the goals pursued by the
city, the process of spreading myths should therefore be designed, planned and
DPOUSPMMFEJOPSEFSUPTUSFOHUIFOUIFFGGFDUJWFOFTTPGUIFDJUZhTGVODUJPOJOH "OIPMU
2007). Arranging this aspect, selected communication activities should be underUBLFOBQQSPQSJBUFMZUPEFÎOFUIFFYQFDUFEXBZPGVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFCSBOEJUT
desired image (Nilsson, Zillinger, 2020:287).
5IFBCPWFBSHVNFOUBUJPOTFSWFTUPKVTUJGZUIFQSPCMFNTDIPJDFBCPVUUIFJOÏVence of historical and cultural factors on building the image of the city.
Historical Background
áÄE[BDRVJSFEDJUZSJHIUTJO CVUVOUJM EVFUPJUTOBUVSF JUSFNBJOFEB
TNBMMBHSJDVMUVSBMTFUUMFNFOUXJUIUIFSJHIUUPPSHBOJ[FGBJST #BSBOPXTLJ 'JKBâFL
FE  "UUIBUUJNF UIFUTBSJTUBVUIPSJUJFTEFDJEFEUPJODMVEFáÄE[JOUPBOJOdustry cluster and made it a weaving and cloth-making center. The fathers of the
dynamic development of the city which took place in the second half of the 19th
DFOUVSZXFSFUIFJOÏVY(FSNBOFOUSFQSFOFVST POFFYDFQUJPOXBT*[SBFM1P[OBOTLJ XIPXBTCPSOJOUIFOFJHICPSJOHUPXO "MFLTBOESPXáÄE[LJ XIPOPUPOMZ
JODSFBTFEUIFJSGPSUVOFTCVUBMTPCVJMUUIFDJUZ5IVT UIFIFZEBZPGáÄE[JTEVFUP
UIFGPSFJHODJUJ[FOTXIPIBEBOFYUSFNFMZTJHOJÎDBOUJNQBDUPOUIFDIBSBDUFSPG
UIFDJUZhTDVMUVSF #BSXJOTLJ *UXBTUIBOLTUPUIFNUIBUTDIPPMT IPTQJUBMTBOE
orphanages were established. At the same time, they basically did not differ from
the capitalists of Western Europe considering how did they treat their local workGPSDF5IFXPSLFSTJODMVEFEXPNFO BMNPTUIBMGPGUIFQFPQMFFNQMPZFEJOáÄE[BU
that time) and children over 10 years of age (Smiechowski, 2018). The stories about
ridiculously low wages, dire housing conditions, numerous accidents at work and
economic unemployment do not compose a positive collective picture of worker’s
lives standards. However, it should be remembered, that this situation affected
many workers in the nineteenth-century industrialized world. The struggles for
XPSLFSThSJHIUTIBECFHVOFBSMJFSJOUIF8FTUCFDBVTFUIFSFXBTBQSJPSJOEVTUSZ
TFDUPSEFWFMPQNFOU*OáÄE[ UIFXPSLFSTEJEOPUQMBZBWJTJCMFTPDJBMSPMFVOUJMUIF
last decade of the 19th century. In the subsequent century, the political and ecoOPNJDXPSMETJUVBUJPOTIPPLUIFGPSUVOFTPGáÄE[ UIVTSFEVDJOHDMBTTEJGGFSFODFT
After the German factory owners and Polish workforce, the third important soDJBMHSPVQJOUIJTDJUZXFSFUIFOVNFSPVTQSPHSFTTJWF+FXTXIPDBNFUPáÄE[UP
educate themselves and work in craftsmanship and trade (Pus, 1998:12). After
 XIFOUIFZPCUBJOFEGVMMDJWJDSJHIUT 1S[FXâPDLB4JPOFL  UIFJSTPDJBM
status and estates’ possession allowed them to enter the intelligentsia in large
numbers, becoming doctors, lawyers, teachers and artists.
áÄE[TUBZFEBDVMUVSBMMZEJWFSTFJOEVTUSJBMDFOUFSVOUJM8PSME8BS**1BSBEPYJcally, the German elite of the city and their estates were endangered by their own
countrymen - German soldiers, who after World War I on the orders of their leadFSTMPPUFEUIFGBDUPSJFTPGáÄE[ BOEUIF/B[JT XIPFYQFDUFEMPZBMUZUPUIF5IJSE
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Reich. An example of the resolute resistance to these pressures was the tragic
EFBUIPG3PCFSU(FZFSHSBOETPOPGUIFÎSTUGBDUPSZPXOFSJOáÄE[ XIPXBTTIPU
by the Gestapo (Szymanski, Toranski 2016). The post-war, pro-Soviet nationalizaUJPOMFEUPUIFDPNQMFUFEFTUSVDUJPOPGUIFDJUZhTFOUSFQSFOFVSJBMQPUFOUJBM XIJDI
took away not only the property but also the dignity of the Lodzermensch1 (one of
the evidence was the tragedy of the Biedermann family and their decision to take
their own lives due to being forced to seizure their property and goods) (Kozerawska, Podolska 2010). The factories then received a new owner (the state) and
new employees. Before the occupation, almost half of the inhabitants were not of
1PMJTIPSJHJO 3[FQLPXTLJ  BGUFSXBSET áÄE[CFDBNFBQSFEPNJOBOUMZQPMish city.
%VSJOH8PSME8BS** áÄE[XBTOPUTFWFSFMZEBNBHFESFHBSEJOHJUTCVJMEJOHT'PS
this reason, and its proximity to Warsaw, it had the role of the capital while WarTBXXBTCFJOHSFCVJMU6OUJMUIFFOEPGUIFhT JUTFFNFEUIBUáÄE[EJEOPUIBWF
JOTVGÎDJFODJFT5IFUFYUJMFJOEVTUSZXBTTUJMMUIFESJWJOHGPSDFPGUIFDJUZBOE8BSTBXhTJOUFMMFDUVBMFMJUFXPSLFEJOUIFOFXMZDSFBUFEVOJWFSTJUJFT"UPUBMDPMMBQTF 
however, came with the change of regime in 1989 and the collapse of large stateowned enterprises (Cudny, 2011:154). The radical change in the economic system
DBVTFEQBTTJWFSFBDUJPOTPSNJHSBUPSZCFIBWJPSBNPOHUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPGáÄE[
5IFDJUZhTTJUVBUJPOBGUFSSFTVMUFEJOUIFEJTBQQFBSBODFPGJUTDVMUVSF5IFSF
were no ‘natural teachers’ - the residents and representatives of all social and ethnic groups that previously created this community. The mass exiles, genocide and
FTDBQFTIBWFJNQPWFSJTIFEUIFNFNPSZPGUIFQMBDF5IFTPDJBMDBQJUBMPGáÄE[T
JOIBCJUBOUTIBECFFOUBLFOBXBZ"IVHFJOÏVYPGQFPQMFBGUFSUIFXBS ;ZTJBL 
 XBTIFEPVUUIFDJUZhTIJTUPSZ MFBWJOHPOMZQBMFNZUIT UIBUUPBTNBMM
extent based on facts, but were saturated with anti-German and anti-Semitic
QSPQBHBOEB 3BLPXTLJ,âPT 5IFGBDUPSJFTBDRVJSFEOFXOBNFT UIFJSIJTUPSZ
and the fate of their rightful owners became taboo. The rough, centrally planned
economy and the assumptions of the socialist state almost vanished the past and
traditions of this city from the pages of history, enlarging the gray and bland agHMPNFSBUJPOTQBDF*OQPTUXBSáÄE[ UIFMPXTLJMMFEXPSLJOHDMBTTQSFWBJMFE MJWJOH
according to the maxim: "whether you stand or lie you will receive 1500 PLN,2" not
knowing and not identifying with the history of the city. The inhabitants did not
develop models of active and entrepreneurial behavior, such as those represented
by pre-war entrepreneurs.
áÄE[XBTPSQIBOFE TUSJQQFEPGJUTJEFOUJUZ5IJTFNQUZWPJESFTVMUFEJOUIFGPSmation of a negative image of the city, which is transferred both by residents and
visitors. The problem with the development of this city emerges, among others,
from the fact that its heyday was happening just for half a century, two generations, on a very short timeline, which, due to the subsequent dynamics of changes,
was not able to be permanently recorded in the community’s memory. The families of Scheibler, Grohman, Meyer, Poznanski remained in the city only for four
EFDBEFTáÄE[JTOPUBDJUZXJUIPVUIJTUPSZ CVUBDJUZXJUIBOBSSBUJWFHBQGPSPWFS
IBMGBDFOUVSZ XIJDIJTXIZQFPQMFBSFVTJOHUIFNFUBQIPSáÄE[MPTUJUTTPVMJO
the commune.3
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Research Methodology
*OUIFDBTFTUVEZPGáÄE[ UIFDPOUFOUPGUFYUTQSFTFOUJOHHFOFBMPHJDBMNZUIT
is analyzed - stories about the history of the place, its ancestors, the fate of the
inhabitants, and the legacy they left behind, as well as the symbols appearing in
them are indicated. Content analysis is used to describe, classify and interpret its
meaning in order to establish the essence of social phenomena and subjects of
social activities (Krippendorff, 1980).
The selection of genealogical myths was made by the analysis of existing sources
(desk research). The basic criteria for the selection of source materials in the dataCBTFTPGUIF-JCSBSZPGUIF6OJWFSTJUZPGáÄE[BOEPOUIF*OUFSOFUXFSFUIFTFBSDI
LFZXPSETßNZUI ßßáÄE[ßBOEUIFOBNFTPGNBOVGBDUVSFST*OUIFDPVSTFPGUIF
case study, the criteria were expanded with new threads and keywords that belong
to the adopted research area. In total, 67 source texts were revised.
Based on the criterion of the strength of the myth’s message (Eliade, 1963), selectFETUPSJFTBCPVUáÄE[XFSFDMBTTJÎFEBTUPUIFJSJNQPSUBODFGSPNUIFQPJOUPGWJFX
of building the image and brand of the city. The more the story was popularized,
the greater it was taken as the measure of the strength of the message, which
determines the vitality of the myth (Eliade, 1963), assuming that:
r
r
r

"MJWJOHNZUIJTHFOFSBMMZ GSFFMZUPME
/BSSBUJPOPGBEFBENZUITUPQQFE
"SFWJWFENZUIJTBTUPSZXIPTFWJUBMJUZIBEEFDFBTFECVUSFUVSOFEJOUPB
narration.

5IFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGUIFDPOUFOUTFSWFEUPEFUFSNJOFUIFJOÏVFODFPGUIFNZUIUP
building the image of the city.
Findings
Living Myths
"MJWJOHNZUIJOáÄE[JTUIFMFHFOEPG#BâVUZ*UXBTPODFBRVJFUWJMMBHFCPSEFSJOH
the northern Jewish part of the city. However, by virtue of the tsarist authorities’
decision was that many criminals were settled thereafter they had left the prisons
(Pus, 1998:202).In the second half of the nineteenth century, Polish peasants who
XBOUFEUPXPSLJOGBDUPSJFTCVUEJEOPUIBWFTVGÎDJFOUGVOETUPQBZUIFSFOUJO
UIFDFOUFSPGáÄE[ XFSFDPNJOHUP#BâVUZBTXFMMBTUPUIF$IPKOZEJTUSJDU 3BCPO
2016). This social mixture that appeared there along with cramming into wooden
barracks, associated with strongly expressed frustration, that entailed drunkenOFTT SPCCFSJFTBOENVSEFSTJOUIFEJTUSJDU5IFTFCFIBWJPSTJOUFOTJÎFEJOUJNFT
of bad economic conditions in factories and high unemployment. And although,
BTUIFPMESFTJEFOUTTBZUIFSFBSFOPSFBM#âVDJBS[Z SFTJEFOUTPG#BMVUZ BOZNPSF 
in modern days it is still a part of the city where incidents of hooliganism often
PDDVSBOEEFWBMVFUIFCSBOEPGáÄE[5IFOBNFß#BâVUZßIBTCFDPNFBMJOHVJTUJD
symbol depicting the degradation of the poor, unskilled workers in society (Gronczewska 2015).
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'JHVSF#BâVUZ UIDFOUVSZIPVTF4PVSDF.V[FVN.JBTUBáPE[JIUUQTE[JFOOJLMPE[LJQMMBU
temu-baluty-wies-liczaca-100-tysiecy-mieszkancow-zostala-czescia-lodzi-zdjecia/ga/c15-15149734/
zd/45030962.

'JHVSF#BâVUZ UFOFNFOUIPVTFGSPNUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFUIDFOUVSZQSFTFOUTUBUF4PVSDF5Pmasz Stanczak. Agencja Gazeta https://lodz.wyborcza.pl/lodz/7,44788,24192382,na-starych-baluckichpodworkach-kryje-sie-prawda-a-byc-z-balut.html.

The tangible artefacts of the period of industrialization are not only elements of
the myth about the golden age for the city, but also the myth about the bumbling
TUFXBSETIJQPGUIFDJUZPGáÄE["GUFS8PSME8BS** UIFQBMBDFT WJMMBTBOENPTUPG
the more impressive tenement houses lost their owners and were adapted to the
needs of public institutions (schools, kindergartens, hospitals) or turned into workFSThIPVTJOH5IFCVJMEJOHTXFSFFYQFSJFODJOHBTUFBEZEFDMJOFBTBSFTVMUPGUIF
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political and economic changes from almost 30 years ago when the textile indusUSZJOáÄE[JSSFUSJFWBCMZDPMMBQTFE -JT[FXTLJ  5IFIVHFFNQUZGBDUPSJFT
buildings started to decay, frightening off both potential residents and visitors
alike to the problem of the lack of new jobs placement for the massively laid-off
XPSLFST $VEOZ  áÄE[IBECFDPNFBDJUZXJUIOPQSPTQFDUT/PUPOMZUIF
JOGBNPVT#BâVUZCVUBMTPNBOZPUIFSEJTUSJDUTCFDBNFFODMBWFTPGQPWFSUZ BTUIF
wealthier inhabitants moved to new residential accommodations, so mainly the
poor and unemployed remained in the tenement houses.

'JHVSF#VJMEJOHPGPOFPG,4DIFJCMFShTGBDUPSJFTmQSFTFOUTUBUF4PVSDF5PNFL0HSPEPXD[ZL 
Agencja Gazeta https://lodz.wyborcza.pl/lodz/7,35136,22959523,fabryki-scheiblera-czekaja-na-odnowebeda-biura-mieszkania.html.

Reconstructed Myths
5IFNBJODIBSBDUFSTPGUIFDVSSFOUMZQPQVMBSNZUITBCPVUáÄE[BSF-VEXJL(FZFS 
Henryk Grohman, Karol Scheibler and Izrael Poznanski. These men are the pillars
of the stories about the factory owners who built the city (Szymanski, Toranski
2016). On the one hand, they are cherished for their role in the dynamic development of the city, and on the other hand, they are stigmatized for the way they
treated employees. They were controversial personalities offering jobs, apartments, hospitals, and churches, while simultaneously, expecting a high pace of
work, sometimes beyond the limits of human ability, due to the this, they were
distinguished by the nickname of Lodzermensch (a term which has various interpretations depending on the above-mentioned perspectives of assessment). This
term was popularized by Wladyslaw Reymont in the Nobel Prize-winning novel
entitled "The Promised Land" (1988). It tells about capitalist’ behavior and its impact on the social relations between eg, partners, employees, and on the development and character of the city. The person as a symbol most strongly remembered
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JOUIFDJUZhTNFNPSZJT*[SBFM1P[OBOTLJ"DDPSEJOHUPUIFMFHFOETIJTCFIBWJPS
SFÏFDUFEUPUIFHSFBUFTUFYUFOEUIFTUVCCPSOQVSTVJUPGNBUFSJBMHPPETBOETUBUVT 
shown in his relentless competition with Karol Scheibler and his empire (Juchowski 2019). This is evidenced by, inter alia, the tangible symbols of the four palaces
belonging to the Poznanski’s, including the main one, belonging to the factory
PXOFS EVCCFEUIFß-PVWSFPGáÄE[ß

'JHVSF*[SBFM1P[OBOTLJhT1BMBDF .VTFVNPGUIF$JUZPGáÄE[4PVSDF4FCBTUJBO(MBQJOTLJIUUQT
uml.lodz.pl/aktualnosci/artykul/lodzki-luwr-po-remoncie-id36351/.

The source of the myth about the factory owners was their employees, who
ESFBNFEBCPVUUIFHMBNPSPGFNQMPZFSThMJWFTBOEJUTTPVSDFTBOBMMFHFEQBDU
with the devil (Waingertner 2013). Later, the above-mentioned writer W. Reymont
BOEIJTQFSDFQUJPOPGUIBUDPOUFNQPSBSZXPSMENBEFBTJHOJÎDBOUDPOUSJCVUJPO
to the content of the myth. He was standing against the industrialization of cities and the presence of Germans and Jews in Poland. His negative message was
further strengthened by Andrzej Wajda in his screen adaptation of the novel. For
UIFTBLFPGBSUJTUJDFGGFDU IFSBEJDBMMZFYQPTFEBMMUIFÏBXTPGUIFDIBSBDUFSTMJLF
greed or hypocrisy, and also the oppressive character of the city, building an impression that has remained negative until the present times through coded associations with the darkly-framed movie.
"OJNQPSUBOUFMFNFOUPGUIFTUPSZBCPVUGBDUPSZPXOFSTGSPNáÄE[BSFUIFOVNFSPVTNBUFSJBMTZNCPMTQBMBDFT WJMMBT UFOFNFOUIPVTFT GBNVâZ GBNJMZIPNFT 
and factory buildings. These beautiful (many now restored) palaces, villas and
tenement houses, which occupy a large part of the city, attract attention till nowaEBZTáÄE[JTSJHIUMZGBNPVTGPSJUTFDMFDUJDCVJMEJOHTXJUIUIFJSWBSJFUZPGTUZMFT 
rich details along with the revitalized factory buildings, distinguished by unplastered brick walls and architecturally modeled on old strongholds (Stefanski 2008).
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Figure 5. Tenement house “Pod Gutenbergiem. Source: LODZ.PL https://uml.lodz.pl/aktualnosci-lodzpl/
artykul-lodzpl/lodzianizmy-dom-pod-gutenbergiem-jaka-jest-historia-kamienicy-ze-smokamiid45507/2021/11/23/.

Figure 6. Entrance to the Grohman factory. Source: https://klubglobtroterawarszawa.com/2022/03/21/
lodz-potentatow-polska-z-klubem-globtrotera/.

"OPUIFSMJOHVJTUJDTZNCPMPGáÄE[ LOPXOGSPNNBSLFUJOHDBNQBJHOT JTUIFTMPHBOTUBUFNFOUh5IF$JUZPG'PVS$VMUVSFTh(FSNBOGBDUPSZ +FXJTIDSBGU 1PMJTI
- workers and Russian - administration, which is the basis of the myth about the
cultural diversity of the city and its cosmopolitan character (Flatt, 1853:116). This
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was evidenced by the joint ventures of the factory owners, such as the construcUJPOPGDIVSDIFTÎOBODFECZEPOPSTPGWBSJPVTEFOPNJOBUJPOT PSUIFDPMMBCPSBtive struggle of Polish and Jewish workers on the barricades in 1905. Undoubtedly,
the city was multinational during that period, in addition to the above-mentioned
HSPVQTTPNF$[FDITBOE4JMFTJBOTXFSFBMTPTFUUMFEJOáÄE[ #JFEB 8JTOJFXTLB
Józwiak, 2013:185). Ethnically-based settlements bordered each other and daily life
took place in factories.
"NPOHUIFSFDPOTUSVDUFEMFHFOET UIFNZUIPGBSUJTUJDáÄE[TFFNTUPCFUIFNPTU
controversial. Yes, Artur Rubinstein (pianist) and Julian Tuwim (writer) were born
here, but they were never created here. And Wladyslaw Reymont (writer, laureate
of the Nobel Prize in Literature), Kazimierz Dejmek (director, actor), Stefan Jaracz
(actor, director, writer) and Gustaw Holoubek (actor) were only temporarily associated with this place. In the interwar period, the Polish avant-garde was born
in this city, when the regaining of political independence encouraged freedom of
UIPVHIUBOEBDUJPO"QBSUJDVMBSTZNCPMPGUIFQFSJPEJT8âBEZTâBX4US[FNJOTLJ
(avant-garde artist) with his resistance to socialist realism.
"TQFDJBMQMBDFJOUIFNZUIPGUIFBSUJTUJDDJUZJTPDDVQJFECZUIFáÄE['JMN4DIPPM
GPVOEFEJOPOUIFJOJUJBUJWFPG8BSTBXhTBSUJTUTBOEBSUUIFPSJTUTXIPIBEOP
TQBDFUPXPSLJOEFWBTUBUFE8BSTBX 5IFTDIPPMhTÎSTUEFDBEFTPGBDUJWJUZFEVcated, among others: Roman Polanski, Krzysztof Zanussi, Krzysztof Kieslowski and
"OES[FK8BKEBUIFBGPSFNFOUJPOFEÎMNNBLFSPGß5IF1SPNJTFE-BOE ßXIPMBUFS
supported the transfer of the Film School to Warsaw. The “Honoratka” cafe, which
IPTUFENBOZPGUIFTFPVUTUBOEJOHÎMNBSUJTUT BOEXBTBTPVSDFPGJEFBTGPSUIFN 
has also become a tangible symbol.

'JHVSF-PE['JMN4DIPPM4PVSDF.BSJPMB"OOB4IUUQTXXXMPHPQM-PHP   ÎM
mowka-wsrod-najlepszych-szkol-na-swiecie.html?disableRedirects=true.
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Dead Myths
"UUIFFOEPGUIFUIDFOUVSZ UIFNZUIPGUIFXPSLFSThTUSVHHMFUPJNQSPWFXPSLing and living conditions was born. The calendar of historical events includes the
áÄE[SFWPMUUIFÎSTU1PMJTIXPSLFSThTUSJLF .BZ  BOEUIF+VOFVQSJTJOH
(June 22-24, 1905) which was an event belonging to the Revolution of 1905, when
áÄE[XPSLFSTPG1PMJTIBOE+FXJTIPSJHJOGPVHIUUPHFUIFSPOUIFCBSSJDBEFTBHBJOTU
the absolutism of the Tsar (Smiechowski, 2014:78). Another incident in post-war
IJTUPSZXBTUIFUFYUJMFXPSLFSThTUSJLFJO XIPXFSFQSPUFTUJOHBHBJOTUSJTJOH
GPPEQSJDFT ;BQPMTLB%PXOBS  *OUIJTXBZ UIFXPSLFSTGSPNáÄE[CFDBNFLOPXOBTIFSPFTBOEBDUJWJTUT 1JTLBâB .BS[FD  
5ISPVHIPVUUIFFOUJSFUFYUJMFQFSJPEPGáÄE[ UIFSFXBTBNZUIPGXPNFOBTXPSLers, mainly textile, and professionally active guardians of the hearth. Undertaking
work in noise, dust and chemical vapors and being proud of their attitude towards
supporting the family budget, it was women who humbly accepted the hardships
of life, while still being ambitious and trying to cope with any situation, seeking a
sense of personal freedom and self-worth at work (Kuzma, 2013:36-37).

Figure 8. Women in the cotton products factory - the beginning of the 20th century. Source: Centralne
.V[FVN8âÄLJFOOJDUXBXáPE[JIUUQTXXXQPMJUZLBQMUZHPEOJLQPMJUZLBNPKFNJBTUP  OB
czym-polega-grozna-feminizacja-lodzkiej-biedy.read.

Interpretation of Myths
History is recorded, inter alia, in cultural artefacts which carry the information
about the nature and potential of a given community and the place it occupies.
8IFOBOBMZ[JOHUIFBCPWFDPOUFOU JUTIPVMECFOPUFEUIBUáÄE[JTOPUBDJUZ
without history, but with a short, intermittent and "uncomfortable" history, as
FWJEFODFECZUIFNZUISFHBSEJOHUIFGPVOEFSTPGJOEVTUSJBMáÄE[5IFJSOBUJPOBMJUZ
and religion were used for the purposes of post-war anti-German and anti-Semitic
propaganda, as a result of which the myth turned into a taboo. With the particular
care the pro-social activities of the factory owners were removed from the memPSZ0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFÎHVSFPG*[SBFM1P[OBOTLJXBTVTFEGPSUIFTUBVODI
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negation of the bourgeoisie as an example of a ruthless upstart. It can be seen,
UIFSFGPSF UIBUBEFMJCFSBUFNPEJÎDBUJPOPGUIFDPOUFOUBCPVUUIFBODFTUPSTPGUIF
city was made for the purposes of political indoctrination. On the other hand, as a
result of the artistic endeavors undertaken by Wajda, there was a deepening of the
mental rejection to remember the German factory owners and Jewish merchants
inhabited the city. The contemporary reconstruction and its emotional layer indicate these stories are being treated with distention by their current narrators, who
do not show the need to identify with the reported events and their characters.
8IFOBOBMZ[JOHUIFTFTUPSJFTBCPVUáÄE[ JUJTXPSUIOPUJOHUIBUJUJHOPSFTPSNBSginalizes the broader historical context indicating the reasons for their settlement
JOáÄE[ XIJDIXPVMENBLFJUQPTTJCMFUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFSFBTPOTGPSUIFTVEEFO
development of the city (it was the effect of the second wave of globalization in
this part of Europe, favored economic conditions for the development of entrepreneurship: low customs duties in the Kingdom of Poland, low or interest-free loans,
and high absorption of the Russian market) (Sieron, 2017:74 ).
5IFWFSJÎDBUJPOPGUIFNZUIBCPVUNVMUJDVMUVSBMJTNESBXTBUUFOUJPOUPUIFGBDU
that Russian nationality was not only the least visible - because Russians constituted 2% of the population - but also the least socially active due to the role
QMBZFECZUIFTFSFTJEFOUT UIFUTBShTBENJOJTUSBUJPO #VE[JBSFL  .PSFover, it is important to emphasize that it was not only the Russian culture that
was isolated, others also remained in their national circles due to the rules and
moral norms prevailing at that time that representatives of various social classes
should not enter into mutual relations outside of work (Rzadkowolska, 2013:362).
5IFTFOPSNTXFSFTUSPOHMZFOGPSDFE BTFYFNQMJÎFECZUIFUSBHFEZPG1P[OBOTLJhT
HSBOETPOBOEIJTTVJDJEFEVFUPIJTGBNJMZhTSFGVTBMUPBDDFQUIJTSFMBUJPOTIJQ
with a Polish employee. The mixing of cultures was also limited by the regulations
concerning the rules governing Jewish settlements in Polish cities (Pus, 1998:15).
Cultural diversity was, therefore, not based on the interpenetration of customs
of individual nationalities, but on coexistence in the same place. The myth of the
NVMUJDVMUVSBMJTNPGáÄE[JTNPTUPGUFONFOUJPOFECZGPSNFSJOIBCJUBOUTPG+FXJTI
origin who were forced after the war to leave not only the city but also Polish territory, even though their roots remained here. Despite one-third of the city’s inhabitants being Jewish before 1939 and there being nearly 250 synagogues and prayer
houses (the Nazis successfully destroyed these numerous material symbols; with
only one surviving after the war) (Walicki 2000), there are hardly any traces of
their existence in the common social memory. There are only references to the
ghetto in the narrative.
5IFNZUIBCPVUUIFBSUJTUJDQPUFOUJBMPGUIFDJUZXBTSFÏFDUFEJOUIFBTTVNQUJPOT
PGUIFáÄE[CSBOENBOBHFNFOUTUSBUFHZGPSCVJMEJOHUIFDJUZhTJNBHF
as a center of creative industries (Szyjkowska 2019). Although the foundations for
UIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGáÄE[BSFFOUSFQSFOFVSJBMBOEJOOPWBUJWFCFIBWJPS UIFTDPQF
PGDSFBUJWFJOEVTUSJFTJTEFUFSNJOFENBJOMZCZUIFDMBTTJÎDBUJPOPGDVMUVSBMJOdustries, which have been expanded to include contemporary creative products,
TVDIBTHBNFTPSBEWFSUJTFNFOUT5IPVHIáÄE[IBTUISFFSFQVUBCMFBSUBDBE-
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emies, it has not become a workplace for many graduates, because the market
PGDSFBUJWFQSPEVDUTJOUIFDJUZJTOPUSFDFQUJWF IUUQTVNMáÄE[QMEMBCJ[OFTV
QS[FNZTMZLSFBDZKOFHPBLUVBMOPTDJUIFDSFBUJWFTFDUPSJOáÄE[ 5IFSFJTBMTPOP
DMFBSKVTUJÎDBUJPOGPSSFGFSSJOHUPIJTUPSZ*OBEEJUJPO FGGPSUTXFSFNBEFUPFYQPTF
UIFGFXOBNFTPGBSUJTUTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIáÄE[ XIJDIJTQSPCBCMZJOUFOEFEUPSBJTF
the standing of the place, thereby preventing the city from being categorized as a
working-class city, for one distinguished by its interest in high culture (Rakowski,âPT )PXFWFS áÄE[hTSPMFJOUIFJSBSUJTUJDFOEFBWPSTJTNBJOMZBTBQMBDFPG
study, without creating a need to identify with this place. Therefore, the undertaken image-building activities did not bring the intended results. Currently, the
starting point for brand building is a more general vision of the city as friendly,
DSFBUJWFBOEEZOBNJD *OUFHSBUFE%FWFMPQNFOU4USBUFHZGPSáÄE[
Attempts were made to revive the myth of revolutionaries during the commuOJTUFSBUPCPPTUUIFNPPEPGUIFFNQMPZFFTPGUIFOVNFSPVTGBDUPSJFTJOáÄE[
Although, the heroes of these events were assigned the role of activists for the
rights of the proletariat to appropriate working conditions and decent wages.
Little known remain in present the commemorative plaques and the monument
in Pilsudski Park indicating the burial place of the victims of the Great Revolution
PG5IFBDUVBMIJTUPSJDBMWBMVFPGUIFXPSLFSThTUSVHHMFJUTFMGNBEFUIF
myth short-lived (Potkanski, 2014:160-161).
The narrative of the myth about women working in factories is very weak as if no
one cares about saving this image permanently (the heroines themselves were
convinced that they only do what they have to do). Thus, the message has lost its
power. However, a synectic4JOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGUIFQPSUSBJUPGBXPSLFSGSPNáÄE[
TVHHFTUTUIBUáÄE[ VTJOH)PGTUFEFhTUZQPMPHZPGDVMUVSF  JTBXPNBO TPIBT
a feminine dimension. This was evidenced by the independent initiatives of factory owners undertaken for the development of the city, such as the construction
PGIPTQJUBMTBOENBJOMZKPJOUDPÎOBODJOHPGDIVSDIFT XIJDIXBTQPTTJCMFUIBOLT
UPSFTQFDUPGDVMUVSBMEJWFSTJUZ$VSSFOUMZ áÄE[JTPOUIFEJGÎDVMUQBUIUPSFOFXBM 
focuses on cooperation and is open to new residents, who require a satisfactory
place of residence and a guarantee of employment. The above are manifestations
PGGFNBMFCFIBWJPSBMQBUUFSOTUIBUTUBOEJOPQQPTJUJPOUPÎFSDFNBMFDPNQFUJUJPO
5IF*OÏVFODFPGUIF.ZUIUP#VJMEJOHUIF*NBHFPGUIF$JUZ
Confronting the historical content with the myths allows enabling the assessment
of what information is important for the process of the conscious building of the
image and brand of the city (Grzyz, 2017:10) by raising awareness about the culture of its former inhabitants and the motives behind their behavior.
The reconstructed myths show what the real character of the city is and what
GBDUTIBWFCFFOSFNPWFEGSPNUIFDJUZhTNFNPSZáÄE[IBTSFUBJOFEJUTJOEVTUSJBM
DIBSBDUFS XIJDIJTOPUTVGÎDJFOUMZFNQIBTJ[FE5IFEJGGFSFODFJTUIBUUPEBZJUJT
a multi-sector activity (production, logistics, BPO) and factories are located on the
PVUTLJSUTPGUIFDJUZBOENPEFSOUFDIOPMPHJFTBMMPXBFTUIFUJDCVJMEJOHTUIBUÎU
seamlessly into residential estates. Contrary to appearances, a wide range of com-
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QBOJFTGSPNNBOZÎFMETSFTJEFJOUIFDJUZ QSPWJEJOHOVNFSPVTKPCT SFWFBMJOHUIF
openness to external investors (Antal, 2019).

Figure 9. Once a Scheibler and Grohman factory. Currently Art_Inkubator. Source: https://www.propertydesign.pl/konkursy/126/ruszyl_konkurs_na_rezydentow_lodzkiego_art_inkubatora,33497.html.

5IFFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQVOEFSMZJOHUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGJOEVTUSJBMáÄE[JTDVSSFOUMZ
JOJUJBUFEJOTQFDJBMMZDSFBUFEJOTUJUVUJPOTUIFáÄE[4QFDJBM&DPOPNJD;POF #JPOanpark, Art_Inkubator, SkyHub, or through the competition organized by the City
0GÎDFß*IBWFBOJEFBGPSBTUBSUVQß
The anti-Semitic and anti-German propaganda carried out throughout almost
UIFFOUJSFUIDFOUVSZIBTSFTVMUFEJOBMBDLPGJEFOUJÎDBUJPOPGUIFDJUZXJUIJUT
IJTUPSZáÄE[IBTOPDPMMFDUJWFKVTUPOMZJOEJWJEVBMNFNPSZ 'JT[CBL  PG
activists (such as the Marek Janicki Street Foundation or Marek Edelman Dialogue
Center). There were no natural history teachers, pre-war residents, representatives
PGUIFPUIFSUXPOBUJPOBMBOETPDJBMHSPVQTJOáÄE[+FXJTIBOE(FSNBO)PXFWFS 
JUTIPVMECFOPUFEUIBUUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZJOIBCJUBOUTPGáÄE[BSFOPUQBSUJDVMBSMZ
interested in either the history of the city or the fate of its pre-war inhabitants,
which should be respected from the point of view of an interpretative (as opposed
to functional) approach to shaping culture. An example of the lack of residents’
JEFOUJÎDBUJPOXJUIUIFDJUZhTIJTUPSZJTUIFTDBSDJUZBOEJMMFHJCJMJUZPGUIPTFTZNbols that should be the essence of the content or information about the place and
QFPQMF5IJTQSPCMFNDBOCFJMMVTUSBUFECZUIFFYBNQMFPGUIFDJUZhTMPHPOBNF
XSJUUFOJO4US[FNJOTLJhTBMQIBCFU +BSFDLJ XIJDIJTOPUXJEFMZLOPXO UIFSFGPSFJUEPFTOPUFWPLFBTTPDJBUJPOTXJUIUIFáÄE[BWBOUHBSEF5
Living myths are the source of its bad image. Although the situation in the city has
changed radically in recent years, the power of the message of a living myth is still
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WFSZQSPEVDUJWF5IFQPQVMBSJUZPGUIFXBZNBLFTJUTDPOUFOUDSFEJCMFáÄE[FYQFrienced a crisis that left its mark on its image and brand, but in the last few years,
a big number of measures have been taken to renew the city on many levels. Over
UIFMBTUEFDBEF UIFDJUZBVUIPSJUJFTIBWFCFHVOUPVTFUIFDJUZhTNBUFSJBMTZNCPMT
in a visible and effective way. The factories of Poznanski (now the Manufaktura
TIPQQJOHDPNQMFY (SPINBO áÄE[4QFDJBM&DPOPNJD;POF 4DIFJCMFS 'BCSZLB
Sztuki, Art_Inkubator), Ramisch (OFF Piotrkowska mixed-use development) and
John (217 Piotrkowska-performance & event venue) have been given a new lease
of life. Revitalization of post-industrial facilities for the purposes of a range of
entrepreneurial activities creates a unique atmosphere and increases the prestige
PGUIFQMBDF0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFUPQPHSBQIJDJEFOUJÎDBUJPOPGUIFTFPCKFDUT
and others related to the history and culture of the city (material symbols) would
JODSFBTFUIFDJUZhTSFBEBCJMJUZVOEFSTUPPEBTUIFBCJMJUZUPMPDBUFJNQPSUBOU
points or parts of the city. The average tourist is still limited to Piotrkowska Street
BOEUIF1P[OBOTLJDPNQMFY&WFOGPSBOBUJWFPGáÄE[ JUJTEJGÎDVMUUPEFMJOFBUFB
mental map of the southern part of the factory town (in the times of the Polish
1FPQMFhT3FQVCMJD UIFTFXFSFQPWFSUZFODMBWFT 

'JHVSFáÄE[MPHP4PVSDFIUUQTVNMMPE[QMEMBNJFT[LBODPXPNJFTDJFIFSC
logo-i-symbole-lodzi/logo-lodzi/.
Dead myths can be reconstructed, and such attempts are made in relation to the
POFPGUIFTFNZUIT"UQSFTFOU áÄE[GPDVTFTPODPPQFSBUJPOPOJUTXBZUPSFOFXBM
and is open to new residents and investors. These are manifestations of feminine
DVMUVSBMCFIBWJPSQBUUFSOT8IJMFTVSÎOHJOUIF*OUFSOFUUPMPPLGPSßáÄE[JTB
XPNBOßUIFSFJTNBJOMZJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUFYUJMFXPSLFST IUUQTQMBTUFSáÄE[LJ
QMXZEBS[FOJBáÄE[KFTULPCJFUBTQBDFSZQPNJFTDJF GBNPVTáÄE[XPNFO
IUUQTXXXE[JTXáÄE[JQMMFBSOáÄE[EPCSFCPáÄE[LJFHSFBUáÄE[JBOT
áÄE[JTBXPNBOTUPSJFTPGUIFNPTUGBNPVTáÄE[XPNFO 5IJTQISBTFBQQFBST
in the statements of the current Mayor of the City, Hanna Zdanowska (https://
twitter.com/hannazdanowska/status/918842870118928385) and was also used to
distinguish the information about the preparations for the opening of the intimate
QSFWFOUJPOQPJOU IUUQTVNMáÄE[QMBLUVBMOPTDJBSUZLVMáÄE[KFTULPCJFUBX
áÄE[JJFT[LBXJFDFKLPCJFUOJ[NFOBOEJTUIFNPTUQSPGFNBMFDJUZJO1PMBOE
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id26489 /). It should be added that there are few of them (7 in total, as of June
2021). Thus, the feminine character of the city is perceived (however, the small
OVNCFSPGBDUJWJUJFTJOUIJTBSFBEPFTOPUBMMPXUIFNZUIUPCFDMBTTJÎFEBTSFDPOstructed). This metaphor not only refers to the history of the city but also provides
a wide range of possibilities for describing its positive values indicated above. It
BMTPÎUTJOXJUIUIFGFNBMFTUZMFPGTPMWJOHQSPCMFNT JOUIJTDBTFXJUIUIFJNBHF
and brand of the city.
Discussion
Place branding is a relatively new issue and is not very precise, both in terms of
EFÎOJUJPOBOEJOTUSVDUVSJOHUIFGBDUPSTEFUFSNJOJOHTVDDFTT 7VJHOJFS  
The historical and cultural context is essential in this respect (Scaramaga, 2012).
0OPOFIBOE JUIBTBTJHOJÎDBOUJNQBDUPOUIFQFSDFQUJPOPGUIFCSBOEJNBHF 
due to, among other things, marketing communication referring to known facts,
as well as legends and myths (Rivas, 2015:25-38). On the other hand, it makes a
DPNQBSBUJWFBOBMZTJTPGQMBDFTEJGÎDVMU*UJTCFMJFWFEUIBUUIFTUBSUJOHQPJOUGPS
its implementation may be measurable variables, such as the year of foundation,
area, number of inhabitants, number of investments, number of tourist attracUJPOT JOEVTUSJBMQSPÎMFPGUIFDJUZ FUD)PXFWFS UIFIJTUPSJDBMBOEDVMUVSBMDPOUFYU
important in place branding is descriptive, qualitative, comparable to a psychological study of the individuality of a human being. It reveals many complexities and
differences conditioned by different experiences (Petraskis, Kostis, 2013:47).
Therefore, place branding should be a case study supported by benchmarking.
There is, of course, a need to make comparisons with similar cases and to look
at solutions to problems as well as the causes of their formation and barriers to
their elimination (Mskowiec, 2016). However, each branding project is unique and
should have its own vision, also because the brand must be different from others
and not resemble them (Oguztimur, 2017:149-150).
8JUISFHBSEUPUIFFYBNQMFPGáÄE[ UIFMJUFSBUVSFPOUIFTVCKFDUNPTUPGUFOJOcludes comparisons of this city with: Manchester and Detroit (Sieron, 2017; Kazmierczak, Kosmowski, 2018). The common point is the dynamic development of
the place associated with the industrial revolution and the problem with manageNFOU BGUFS8PSME8BS** PGBTQFDJÎDMBSHF QPTUJOEVTUSJBMTQBDFBOEQFPQMF 
low-skilled factory workers. The analysis of the content of the available studies
SFWFBMTUIBUUIFOBSSBUJWFBCPVUCPUIDJUJFTDPNQBSFEUPáÄE[JTDPNQMFUFMZEJGGFSent, due to the historical and cultural context that is key in this study.
In the nineteenth century, Manchester was hailed as "Cottonopolis" and became
the urban paradigm of agglomeration turbodevelopment with the entry into its
space of large industry powered by steam engines (Hahn, 2020). The history of
the city is long, dating back to Roman times. The space is distinguished by monuments that have survived from the beginning of the modern era. They are complemented by stories, for example, about the work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
in one of the historical libraries on the Manifesto of the Communist Party (Musto,
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2007:479). There are also modern stories related to famous football teams: Manchester City and United, their players, coaches, stadiums, successes and failures
(Edensor, Millington, 2008). However, there are not too many references to the
industrial era. It is the result of, among other things, the great bombing of the city
in 1940 by the Germans, the main targets of which were industrial facilities. The
IJTUPSJDEJTUSJDUPG$BTUFMÎFMEIBTTVSWJWFEBOEJTOPXBUPVSJTUBUUSBDUJPO (JCTPO 
1997). Therefore, the points of reference for building a marketing communication
strategy of the place are divided into various, the above-mentioned threads are
elements of an interesting historical and cultural puzzle.
The history of the city of Detroit dates back to the beginning of the 17th century,
but the area was already inhabited 11,000 years ago. In the second half of the 19th
century, Detroit became a world hub for trade and transport (Martelle, 2015:25-34).
At the beginning of the 20th century, it was again the focal point, this time of the
socio-economic revolution, to which Henry Ford contributed, who opened a large
GBDUPSZIFSF5IFFOUSFQSFOFVShTBNCJUJPOXBTBMTPGPSFBDIPGIJTFNQMPZFFTUP
have a car (Barrow, 2018:101). This is where the idea of consumer and mortgage
loans was born (Hounshell, 1985:293). In the 1960s In the 1980s, the African-American music label Motown Record started its activity, which to this day, despite
NBOZPCTUBDMFT QMBZTBTJHOJÎDBOUSPMFJOUIJTJOEVTUSZ "RVJMB  *OBEEJUJPO 
the communication of the place shows two more motives of the stories, less exposed. One of them concerns the Mardis Gras parade organized since 2005, thematically referring to the myth about the dwarf Nain Rouge, which was supposed
to curse his person and place immediately after Antoine de la Mothe founded the
city (Fee, Webb, 2016:696). The second one raises the issue of involving the local
DPNNVOJUZJOUIFSFWJUBMJ[BUJPOPGUIFDJUZTQBDF (PâFCJFXTLJ  )PXFWFS UIF
dominant theme in the story of Detroit is its collapse, which began in the 1940s. In
UIFT JUDPOUJOVFTUPUIJTEBZEVFUPSBDJBMDPOÏJDUTCFUXFFOUIFJOIBCJUBOUT 
the relocation of housing estates and factories to the suburbs (Sugrue, 1996), and
UIFUBYQPMJDZ5IFOBSSBUJWFBCPVU%FUSPJUGPDVTFTPOUIJTPOFUIFNFUIFDJUZhT
degradation and darkness (Ryzewski, 2021:7-12), taken from different perspectives,
overshadowing its weight with other worth of attention (Hitchen, 2011).
*OCPUIDBTFT BTJOUIFFYBNQMFPGáÄE[ WJWJENZUITEFUFSNJOFUIFJNBHFBOE
brand of a place. They have an impact on reputation understood as a cultural phenomenon that is not under the direct control of the "owner" of the brand (Anholt,
2008:4). They play an crucial role in the perception of a place by its stakeholders
SFTJEFOUT JOWFTUPST UPVSJTUT FUD  3JWBT  áÄE[EPFTOPUIBWFUIFBUUSJbutes of Manchester, but also such socio-economic problems as Detroit. It also
differs in terms of politics and economy. Both selected cases are located in the
territories of highly developed countries, leading the world, as opposed to postcommunist Poland. These observations argue the importance of historical and
cultural barriers that make it impossible to carry out a comparative analysis of
cities. At the same time, the same factor determines the placement of the place’s
brand and image.
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Conclusion
Contemporary cities care about effective customer acquisition in the form of
tourists,investors and encouraging residents to stay within its territory. All stakeholders want to feel the atmosphere and the exclusiveness of the place. Something has to seduce them. Therefore, by making sure that the place is attracting
residents and guests with an interesting image and a good brand, a positive image
of a place is built. Its cognitive layer should be strengthened and conclusions that
BSFESBXOGSPNUIFTUVEZPGDVMUVSBMBSUFGBDUTDPOÎSNUIJT5IFLOPXMFEHFPGUIF
culture of a place, including myths and symbols, is a database for analysis and
JOGFSFODFSFHBSEJOHUIFSFBTPOTGPSCVJMEJOHUIFTQFDJÎDJNBHFBOECSBOEPGBDJUZ
5IFFYBNQMFPGáÄE[EJTDVTTFEBTUIFDBTFTUVEZTIPXTUIBUCSPBEDPOUFYU
research reveals ways to overcome the negative image and encourage positive reinforcement. The study of historical data and cultural narrative creates marketing
opportunities through the skillful use of trivia, little-known facts or told stories. As
a result, the expressiveness of the place increases, which in turn is a factor conduDJWFUPUIFBDIJFWFNFOUPGUIFDJUZhTHPBMT0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFFYQSFTTJWFOFTT
of a place is determined by the ease of experiencing its history on emotional level.
The purpose of the case report was to show the relationship between the inept
use of historical and cultural data and the poor brand of the city and its unfavorBCMFJNBHFáÄE[JTBOFYBNQMFPGBQPTUJOEVTUSJBMDJUZUIBU EVFUPUIFFDPOPNJD 
technical and technological changes determining the functioning of industry,
DPVMEOPUBDIJFWFJUTPSJHJOBMHPBMT5IFDVMUVSFPGáÄE[JTBMJUUMFFYQSFTTJWFDVMture, not very expressive, not preserved in the memory of the place, but the city
IBTBTQMFOEJEIJTUPSZáÄE[XBTBDJUZUIBUHBWFBTFOTFPGGSFFEPNGPSFOUSFQSFOFVSJBMUIPVHIU GPSBSDIJUFDUVSF UIFGBNPVTáÄE[FDMFDUJDJTN BOEGPSDSFBUJWF
activities. It did not impose rigid standards, it does not overwhelm with history, it
does not label or categorize. The ancient cultural diversity has taught its people
(from different backgrounds) to be tolerant. The unique industrial character of the
QMBDFJTFNQIBTJ[FECZOVNFSPVTBSDIJUFDUVSBMNBUFSJBMTZNCPMTáÄE[JTBDJUZ
that is shaping its culture anew. It is a culture that is reviving, thanks to which it
IBTUIFQPTTJCJMJUZUPSFDPOTUSVDUJUTJNBHFBOECSBOEJOBXBZUIBUJTCFOFÎDJBM
GPSUIFDJUZhTJOUFSFTU
The conclusions show the importance of historical and cultural factors for the
FGGFDUJWFCVJMEJOHPGUIFDJUZhTJNBHFBOECSBOE5IFZJOEJDBUFUIBUUIFLOPXMFEHF
of the culture of a place, including myths and symbols, constitutes a database
for analysis and inference about the reasons for building a distinctive image and
brand of a city.
Endnotes
 'SPN(FSNBO-PE[FSáÄE[ NFOTDIIVNBO
2

Polish currency.

3

When there was a communist regime.
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 (PSEPOhTTZOFDUJDTJTBNFUIPEPGDSFBUJWF JOUIJTDBTFNFUBQIPSJDBM UIJOLJOH  
 "O FYBNQMF VOSFMBUFE UP UIF NBJO ÎFME PG SFTFBSDI FMBCPSBUJPO JT UIF QSPCMFN PG TZNCPM XIJDI
VOFYQFDUFEMZBQQFBSFEJOáÄE[ DBVTJOHIVHFDPOUSPWFSTZmVOJDPSO5IFSPPÎOHPGUIFNBJOUSBOTGFS
station in the city centre near two main arteries intersecting gained the common name of "Stable of
Unicorns." In 2016 the project of building a monument of a unicorn was announced as part of the
DJWJDCVEHFU XIJDIXPOUIFDPOUFTU$VSSFOUMZ UIFVOJDPSOCFDBNFUIFTZNCPMPG.PCJMFáÄE[mB
nationwide promotional campaign aimed at obtaining new workers and citizens. Judging the birth
of this symbol from point of view of natural cultural processes it should be assumed that it is an
expression of need of having symbols, which are legible for citizens. However, unicorn have a rich
cultural history reaching 4th century BC and has a very positive meaning. Reservations may arouse
only its current graphic visualization.
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Abstract
This article reviews the previously published studies on sustainable heritage cities,
and to derive lessons for further research. The research method used is document
BOBMZTJT"UPUBMPGKPVSOBMBSUJDMFTGSPNMFBEJOHEBUBCBTFTQVCMJTIFEJOUIFÎWF
(5) years (2016–2020) were selected using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) method. The results of the analysis can be broken down into the purpose of the study, methodology, selection of
indicators and study area used in previous studies. The purpose of the past studies was to lead towards the development of sustainable heritage cities by using
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cultural heritage, and (5) institution. The study area is divided into three (3) types:
(1) city (urban area), (2) historical site, and (3) heritage building. However, there
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Introduction
Studies related to sustainable heritage city development have long been conducted. At the global level, there have been various movements and policies that
demand sustainable heritage city development efforts. From a global historical
perspective, it is triggered through Limit to Growth (1972)(Meadows et al. 1972),
followed by the Bruntland Report (1987) (Brundtland, 1987), Rio Summit (1992),
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2004 - 2014) (DefSD) (UNDP
2017), Millennium Development Goals (United Nation, 2006) and, most recently,
the Sustainable Development Goals with 17 key focuses that need to be acted
upon by each country (UNESCO, 2017). The United Nations (UN) Member States
have agreed to achieving the 17 development goals as outlined in the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030. In the context of urbanization, sustainable development has brought about various changes in the global urbanization agenda,
including the Healthy Cities Movement, Local Agenda 21, and the New Urban
Agenda (NUA). NUA has goals for a better and more sustainable future (Habitat
III, 2016; Satterthwaite, 2016). This NUA was accepted at the UN Conference on
)PVTJOHBOE4VTUBJOBCMF6SCBO%FWFMPQNFOU )BCJUBU*** JO2VJUP UIFDBQJUBM
of Ecuador, on 20 October 2016. One of the aspirations in the NUA is to create a
sustainable city.
The concept of a sustainable city includes all types of cities, such as a large city
(capital or state capital), small towns, and heritage cities. The terms of heritage
cities mentioned in the NUA have led to the development efforts of sustainable
heritage cities. This effort has been driven by the United Nations Educational,
4DJFOUJÎDBOE$VMUVSBM0SHBOJ[BUJPO 6/&4$0 BOETJODFUIF8PSE)FSJUBHF
Convention, various policies and governing bodies have been formed for sustainable development in the context of cultural heritage (UNESCO 2019). The main
bodies that have joined UNESCO in ensuring sustainable development efforts are
achieved by 2030 are the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation
and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM), International Council on Monument and Sites (ICOMOS), International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN),
and International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments
and Sites (Venice Charter). This commitment has been demonstrated and is being
implemented with a common goal of making the city and cultural heritage sustainable and continuously competitive over time(UNESCO, 2016; Guzman, Pereira
Roders, & Colenbrander, 2017; Phuc & Felix, 2020; Manh, 2020).
The intensity shown by the international body with the formation of various policies, committees, and guidelines has attracted the interest of many researchers in
areas related to sustainable urban development and cultural heritage. However,
there is lack of clarity on the main objectives, methodology, indicators, and study
areas used in the development of sustainable heritage cities. Therefore, this article
highlights the empirical studies that have been conducted to examine the research gaps in the development of sustainable heritage cities.
Sustainable Heritage City
5IFEFCBUFPWFSUIFEFÎOJUJPOPGBTVTUBJOBCMFIFSJUBHFDJUZJTPOHPJOHThere is
a lack of clarity about what is meant by a sustainable heritage city. According to
Micelli and Pellegrini (2017) and UNESCO (2016), sustainable heritage city devel-
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opment is able to follow the dynamics of the heritage city environment for the
CFOFÎUPGDVSSFOUBOEGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOT%FUFSNJOJOHUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGIFSJtage cities is more critical compared to the other types of cities because there are
elements of heritage that need to be preserved and maintained for originality. All
sustainable urban development efforts in the context of heritage cities must follow the heritage mould of an area. Former UN secretary-general Ban Ki-Moon said
that in order to achieve sustainable development heritage city status, it is necessary to make heritage an important agenda in development.
The efforts made by UNESCO, NUA, and other responsible bodies are the right step
towards the 2030 Agenda, as outlined in the SDGs. The SDGs include 17 goals, and
the 11th goal outlines the development of sustainable cities and communities. Under this 11th goal, Target 11.4 mentions the need for all countries to mobilise efforts for the management and development of sustainable cities in the context of
cultural heritage. In short, a safe, livable, and inclusive safe heritage city needs to
be formed for the general public United Nation, “Sustainable Development Goals
4%(T ß)FODF IPXGBSEPFTUIFTUVEJFTIBWFGVMMÎMMUIFOFFEFEPGUIFTVTUBJOable development as request by SDGs?.
Materials and Methods
The research method employed is a qualitative study using secondary data from
previous studies. The analysis used is document analysis. The research method
is based on indexed journal databases. The indexed journal databases are also
among the comprehensive search engines by selecting only quality research. The
databases include Scopus, Science Direct, Elsevier, SpringerLink, ResearchGate,
Routledge, and MDPI. The use of multiple search engines is one way to reduce bias
that focuses only on one source.
The search strategy to select the articles was guided by the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). The guidelines provided by PRISMA assist in the effort to check and evaluate the quality of the study.
In addition, the PRISMA method can help to provide minimum requirements as a
prerequisite for the study protocol. Through this PRISMA protocol, the article criteSJBBSFJEFOUJÎFEUIBUDBOCFTFMFDUFEPSSFNPWFE TPUIBUUIFTUVEZIJHIMJHIUFE
coincides with the title of the study that has been set, and the analysis will be
more organized.
A total of 30 articles published in leading journals from 2016 to 2020 were selected
EFUBJMTBSFQSFTFOUFEJO'JHVSFhTUBCMF 5IFTFBSUJDMFTXFSFBOBMZ[FECBTFEPO
UISFFMFWFMT5IFÎSTUTUBHFJTUPDPOEVDUBOBOBMZTJTCBTFEPOUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
indicators. This indicator is the largest scope used in the development of sustainability and covers all sub-indicators. The discussion focuses on the frequency value of an indicator. The second stage is analysis based on the sub-indicators. The
EJTDVTTJPOJOUIJTTFDPOETUBHFJTUIFTBNFBTJOUIFÎSTUTUBHF XIJDIJTCBTFEPO
the frequency value of the sub-indicator used. Finally, the third stage is the analysis based on the purpose, study area, and research approach used in the previous
TUVEJFT5IJTEJTDVTTJPOGPDVTFTPOUIFHBQTUIBUGVUVSFTUVEJFTOFFEUPÎMM
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Total

Name/Tile of Journal
International Journal of Heritage Studies
Cities
Sustainability
The Historic Environment: Policy & Practice
Journal of Cultural Heritage
Resources, Conservation & Recycling
Quality Innovation Prosperity
Buildings
Applied Geography
International Journal of Heritage and Sustainable Development
Place Branding and Public Diplomacy
Annals of Tourism Research
Third World Quarterly
Journal Of Heritage Tourism
Sustainable Cities and Society
Tourism Management

Article Number
7
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
30

Figure 1. Table showing the names and titles of selected journals.

Purpose of Sustainable Heritage City Development
5IFNBJOQVSQPTFPGUIFSFTFBSDIJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJTUP
NFFUUIFEFWFMPQNFOUOFFETBTTVHHFTUFEJOUIF4%(TGPSUIFCFOFÎUPGUIFMPDBM
community. However, in small-scale research, this purpose is broken down into
various types and requirements because it is based on limited capabilities. But
the original purpose is the same: the development of a sustainable heritage city.
The literature review in this section examines the purpose of previous studies, the
MFWFMPGTUVEZ BOEUIFNFUIPEPMPHZVTFE 'JHVSFhTUBCMF 
The result of the highlights made on 30 articles, trends or the purpose of many reTFBSDIJTUIFJOJUJBMSFTFBSDIPSÎSTUTUBHF SFGFSUP'JHVSFhTUBCMF GPSUIFEFWFMPQment of a sustainable heritage city. Most research is still at the stage of exploring
BOEJEFOUJGZJOHXIBUJTOFFEFEJOUIJTÎFME.BSUJOF[  .JDFMMJBOE1FMMFHSJOJ
(2017); Perez and Martinez (2017); Seduikyte, Grazuleviciute-Vileniske, Kvasova,
and Strasinskaite (2018); Tan, Tan, Kok, and Choon (2018); Ginzarly, Houbart, and
Teller (2018); Ginzarly, Roders, and Teller (2018); Khalaf (2018); Leus and Verhelst
(2018); Wiktor-Mach (2019); and dan Wang and Gu (2020) focus more on early
TUBHFSFTFBSDIJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJOUIFDPOUFYUPGBIFSJUBHF
city. These studies were conducted to examine what indicators, theoretical frameworks, methods, and assessments are appropriate to achieve cultural heritage sustainability status. These studies are also more qualitative because the data used
BSFGSPNTFDPOEBSZTPVSDFT JODMVEJOHBOOVBMSFQPSUT QSFWJPVTTUVEJFT BOEPGÎcial websites. The results of this initial study can be used as a guide in formulating
future research. In addition, this preliminary study also aims to develop guidelines
based on past research. Such a study can be a catalyst for future research.
"TBTFRVFODFGSPNÎSTUTUBHF UIFFNFSHFODFPGGVSUIFSSFTFBSDISFMBUFEUPUIF
development of sustainable heritage cities. This second stage research is more
about testing, practice and actual implementation of the theoretical framework,
HVJEFMJOFTBOEJOEJDBUPSTQSPQPTFEJOUIFÎFMEas in the studies conducted by Martinez (2016); Ripp and Rodwell (2016); Gravagnuolo and Girard (2017); Nocca (2017);
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No.
1.

Reference
Foster, (2020)

2.

Wang & Gu, (2020)

3.

DeSilvey &
Harrison, (2020)
Kim & Kwon,
(2020)
Pham et al., (2019)
Karoglou et al.,
(2019)

4.
5.
6.
7.

Poon, (2019)

8.

Zandieh & Seifpour,
(2019)
Wiktor-Mach,
(2019)
Gentry & Smith,
(2019)
Hossain & Barata,
(2019)

9.
10.
11.
12.

Rodwell, (2018)

13.

Leus & Verhelst,
(2018)
Ginzarly, Houbart,
& Teller, (2018)
Su, Bramwell, &
Whalley, (2018)
Khalaf, (2018)

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Patiwael, Groote, &
Vanclay, (2018)
Ginzarly, Roders, &
Teller, (2018)
Guzman, Pereira, &
Colenbrander,
(2018)
Tan, Tan, Kok, &
Choon, (2018)
Seduikyte, Grazuleviciute-Vileniske,
Kvasova, &
Strasinskaite, (2018)
Nocca, (2017)
Guzman, Pereira
Roders, & Colenbrander, (2017)
Gravagnuolo &
Girard, (2017)
Perez & Martinez,
(2017)
Micelli &
Pellegrini, (2017)
Martinez, (2017)
Ripp & Rodwell,
(2016)
Martinez, (2016)
Fredheim & Khalaf,
(2016)

Purpose
Eliminate the problem of abandoned heritage
buildings (Conservation).
Incorporate tourism development and management
indicators to form a comprehensive framework in the
development of sustainable heritage cities.
Examine the importance of the future in the field of
heritage studies.
Examine the new perspectives in formulating
policies in the context of cultural heritage
The assessment of land use change in heritage cities.
Creating a culturally based neighborhood identity,
environmentally based heritage development
management.
Analyze the influence of cultural heritage in the
construction of modern buildings
Seeing space changes in influencing the authenticity
of heritage sites.
Study the evolution of ideas and concepts that link
development and heritage.
Discuss limitations and biases (weaknesses) in
heritage-related studies.
Shows how interpretative mapping can combine
historical chronological information, landscapes,
monuments, and cultures from a historical place.
Studies related to commitment to the protection of
cultural and environmental heritage.
Creating a framework for sustainable development
indicators.
Build a graphical presentation in the process of
heritage conservation.
Study the economic, political, cultural relationship to
heritage tourism.
Exploring the effectiveness of the Heritage City
Landscape (HUL) on the preservation of cultural
heritage.
Criticize Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA)
guidelines.
Assist people for a better understanding of heritage
sites and attributes in the development of a
sustainable heritage city.
Finding the relationship between heritage
management and the sustainability dimension.

Stage
Second

Methodology
Qualitative

First

Quantitative

Second

Qualitative

First

Qualitative

Second
Second

Quantitative
Quantitative

Second

Quantitative

Second

Quantitative

First

Qualitative

Third

Qualitative

Second

Quantitative

Second

Quantitative

First

Qualitative

First

Qualitative

Second

Mix Method

First

Qualitative

Third

Qualitative

First

Qualitative

Second

Quantitative

Understand how to preserve intangible heritage
accurately.
Provide an overview and transfer of knowledge
related to sustainable heritage development.

First

Mix Method

First

Qualitative

To observe the double relationship between the
dimensions of sustainability with the tourism sector
and climate change.
Consolidation of cultural heritage indicators into the
development of sustainable city.

Second

Qualitative

First

Qualitative

Focuses on multidimensional needs,
multidisciplinary assessment and impact assessment
to transfer heritage or landscape into a driver of
sustainable development.
Identify new opportunities and ideas in maintaining
the authenticity and value of local heritage city.
Determining the right framework and appropriate to
the dynamics of the heritage city.
Develop a framework for assessing authenticity of
cultural heritage using heritage conservation theory.
Integrated cultural heritage restoration in sustainable
development.
Evaluate the integration of contemporary
commercial architecture into a historic environment
(adaptation).
Know the importance and disadvantages of the
topology values of heritage conservation and
management.

Second

Qualitative

First

Quantitative

First

Quantitative

First

Quantitative

Second

Quantitative

Second

Quantitative

Third

Qualitative

Figure 2. Table showing the purpose, research level and previous study methodologies.
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Guzman, Pereira, and Colenbrander (2018); Su, Bramwell, and Whalley (2018);
Rodwell (2018); Hossain and Barata (2019); Zandieh and Seifpour (2019); Poon
(2019); Karoglou et al. (2019); Pham, Nghiem, Bui, Pham, and Pham (2019); DeSilvey
and Harrison (2020); and Foster (2020), they conducting research in the nature of
assessments, communications, and integration into the development of sustainable heritage cities at all around the world. The theoretical framework, models,
HVJEFMJOFTFYBNJOFEEVSJOHUIFÎSTUTUBHFBSFCSPVHIUEPXOUIFTQBDFUPUFTUUIF
effectiveness and obtain the results as planned. In this stage, the use of methodology also mix which either quantitative, qualitative, or mix method (quantitative
and qualitative) based on the needs and questions of the study. The research in
this second stage is also more about case study (involving the study area) which
JTEBUBTPVSDFDPMMFDUFEJTUIFSFTVMUPGÎFMEPCTFSWFECZUIFSFTFBSDIFSPSUIF
representative. The result of the data analysis in this second stage of study is a
SFÏFDUJPOPGUIFSFBMTJUVBUJPO"OBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFMFWFMPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGUIF
heritage cities can be obtained from these studies.
Next, the third stage is more to be critical and discussion of the study conducted
JOUIFÎSTUBOETFDPOETUBHFT5IFDSJUJDJTNBOEEJTDVTTJPOTFFLUPÎOETIPSUDPNings and further improve in relation to frameworks, theories, and indicators to
BDIJFWFNPSFTJHOJÎDBOUBOECFUUFSRVBMJUZSFTVMUT"NPOHUIFTUVEJFTJOWPMWJOH
criticism are those by Fredheim and Khalaf (2016); Patiwael, Groote, and Vanclay
(2018); and Gentry and Smith (2019). They criticized the guidelines in the Heritage
Impact Assessment (HIA) and the shortcomings in studies related to heritage.
However, such critical study is rare because it requires relevant arguments and
facts. In addition, studies related to the development of sustainable heritage citJFTBSFTUJMMMBDLJOH4DIPMBSTBSFKVTUTUBSUJOHUPEFMWFJOUPUIJTÎFME5IFGBUIFSPG
heritage studies, David Lowenthal, introduced many new guidelines and frameworks for studies related to cultural heritage (Gentry & Smith, 2019). This shows
UIBUTUVEJFTJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOBCMFIFSJUBHFDJUZEFWFMPQNFOUTUJMMIBWFHBQT
UIBUOFFEUPCFÎMMFE
Use of Sustainability Indicators
The study of sustainable urban development will focus on indicators used as the
measurement variables. Sustainability indicators should be present from the micro level to the macro level and include all elements in the current environment
Mahat et al., (2020). Elements of sustainable development used as an indicator of
NFBTVSFNFOUXFSFÎSTUJOUSPEVDFEJOUISPVHIUIF8PSME$PNNJTTJPOPO&Ovironment and Development in the "Our Common Future" report, better known as
the Brundland Report, as economic, social, and environmental elements (Nocca,
2017). These three key indicators are widely used in sustainable development both
globally and locally. Nevertheless, are these three key indicators of sustainability
fully utilized by past studies related to the development of sustainable heritage
DJUJFT 5IFSFGPSF UIJTTFDUJPOJEFOUJÎFTUIFUZQFTPGJOEJDBUPSTVTFEJOUIFTUVEZPG
sustainable urban development cities.
'JHVSFhTUBCMFTIPXTUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGJOEJDBUPSTVTFEJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPG
sustainable heritage cities. Based on the literature review, 13 studies used economic indicators in sustainability measurement. Among the issues related to the
economic indicators are the economic cycle, market size, type of business, capital size, labour, and wage rates. Social indicators are found in 16 studies, such as
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those by Gentry and Smith (2019); Wiktor-Mach (2019); and Foster (2020). Micro issues related to the social indicators used in these studies are housing, basic facilities, systematic building layout, and transportation. The third indicator is the environment. Fourteen studies used natural indicators as one of the main indicators
for measuring the development of sustainable heritage cities. The fourth indicator
is cultural heritage, which is an important core in sustainable development in
the context of a heritage city (Watanasin 2020). Indicators of cultural heritage are
rarely used by mainstream urban development studies. Out of 30 studies, 24 used
cultural heritage indicators. This shows that many scholars have responded to the
SDGs, UNESCO, and NUA to place cultural heritage indicators as one of the main
pillars of sustainability measurement. Lastly are institutional indicators. These
indicators are rarely used on their own, as most studies combined institutional
indicators with economic and social indicators. The institutions are governments,
politics, policy, social acceptance, government efforts and knowledge, as well as
the behavior of all parties. The role of institutions is very important in ensuring
the survival of cultural heritage in a city is preserved (Manh, 2020; Ghazali, Saleh,
and Mahat, 2021; Saleh et al., 2021; Purwantiasning, 2021). This makes institutional indicators eligible to stand alone from other sustainability indicators.
"GUFSIJHIMJHIUJOHUIFÎWFJOEJDBUPSTPGUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGIFSJUBHFDJUJFT JUDBO
be concluded that all the dimensions found in the heritage city should be taken
JOUPBDDPVOU5IFTFÎWFJOEJDBUPSTJODMVEFBMMUIFFMFNFOUTGPVOEJOBIFSJUBHF
city. Graphically, the sustainability indicators of the heritage city are shown in
Figure 3.
Each indicator is related to each other; that is, they need each other. Each indicator needs to work well to form a sustainable heritage city. If there is a defect in one of the indicators, then there will be problems in the heritage urban
environment.

Figure 3. Graphic of heritage sustainability indicators.
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Figure 4. Table of the heritage city sustainability indicators.

Sustainable Heritage City Development Study Areas
This study area is the same study area used by the 30 selected studies. It was
divided into three areas: heritage city areas, heritage sites or historical sites, and
IFSJUBHFCVJMEJOHT 'JHVSFhTUBCMF 5IFMBSHFTUDPOUFYUJTUIFIFSJUBHFDJUZJUTFMG 
which includes the whole element, including heritage sites and heritage buildings. All elements found in the heritage city are used as the subject of the study,
and this study is the most accurate study to measure the level of sustainability
of the heritage city. However, there are also studies that only take a particular
part or certain elements in a city, such as the studies by Pham et al. (2019) and
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Foster (2020), as well as other studies that only involve the historical areas and
heritage buildings. The historical areas and heritage buildings studied are within
the heritage city, but the study only focuses on those elements alone, which do
not involve the entire city. Taking certain parts or elements in a heritage city for
the purpose of sustainable development is less effective because the impact is not
holistic. However, there are still micro-implications for sustainable development
efforts. Thus, the most effective study in measuring the level of sustainability
of heritage cities uses all the elements found in heritage cities as the subject of
measurement.
A heritage city refers to a city that has been built for centuries, has a unique
architectural design and identity, and is inhabited by a distinctive community,
as mentioned in the 1972 World Heritage Conference. It also has a complete and
functional urban ecosystem as most other cities with its dynamic elements.
Therefore, the assessment of sustainability in the context of a heritage city is
RVJUFEJGÎDVMUUPJNQMFNFOU BTUIFSFBSFNBOZFMFNFOUTUIBUOFFEUPCFUBLFO
into account, and those elements are constantly changing Ross (2020). However,
efforts related to sustainability measurement should always be made so that the
assessment is always relevant. The results of the literature review also show that
sustainable development in the context of heritage is the main subject of 21 studies. Among the areas selected for sustainable development studies are Northern
Italy (Italy) (Micelli & Pellegrini, 2017), Cuenca (Ecuador) and Ballarat (Australia)
(Perez & Martinez, 2017), Nanjing (China) (Su et al., 2018), Georgetown and Melaka
City (Malaysia) (Tan et al., 2018), and Khalifatabad and Barobazar (Bangladesh)
)PTTBJO#BSBUB  0UIFSTUVEJFT ÎSTUTUBHFTUVEJFT XFSFDPOEVDUFEJOHFOeral for the use of all types of areas in the study of heritage city development.
The second study area is a heritage site or historical site. These heritage sites only
focus on protected sites that have aesthetic value, such as forts, ancient settlement areas, mining sites, caves, and other areas that have historical discoveries
or remains, such as artifacts and monument fragments. Among the heritage sites
that have been studied by previous researchers are Guozijian protected areas (Beijing, China) (Martinez, 2016), the Shanghai Music Valley (Shanghai, China) (Martinez, 2017), and the Complex of Hu Monuments (Vietnam) (Pham et al., 2019).
Often, studies related to these heritage sites are focused towards preservation,
conservation, and management. These three elements are among the sub-indicators in the development of a sustainable heritage city. Preservation, conservation,
and management of heritage sites are essential for survival. The preservation of
heritage sites will ensure that the legacy of previous generations is not destroyed
GPSUIFCFOFÎUPGQSFTFOUBOEGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOT 1VSXBOUJBTOJOHBOE,VSOJBXBO 
2020). Relics of heritage sites can be a source of education for the next generation
to get to know each identity and the identity of the nation. Moreover, they can be
an exclusive tourism asset as well as a valuable national treasure. However, only
four studies use heritage sites as a study area because studies related to heritage
sites are more often conducted in the context of history and archeology than sustainable development. Even so, sustainable development in the context of heritage
sites is also important to implement.
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'VSUIFSNPSF TUVEJFTJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUBSFBMTPDPOEVDUFE
by making heritage buildings as the main study area. Studies that use heritage
buildings as study areas or key subjects have less impact on sustainable development. This is because the impact of the study is only focused on the building.
Such studies are also more focused on the process of preservation, conservation, and management of the design, architectural elements, age, durability, and
originality of the building (Ancho and Mark, 2021). Among the types of buildings
used in previous studies are market buildings (markets) and traditional bazaars
;BOEJFI4FJGQPVS  ÏBUIPVTFT ,BSPHMPVFUBM  BOETUSFFUCVJMEJOHT
(shophouses, etc.) (Foster, 2020; Poon, 2019). The studies on heritage buildings also
contribute to micro-sustainable development. Therefore, these studies should also
be carried out regularly to meet the requirements of Target 11.4 in the 11th goal of
the SDGs, which is the effort to preserve the elements of local cultural heritage.
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Figure 5. Table of sustainable heritage city development study areas.

Study Limitations
5IJTTUVEZHBQJTGPSNFEGPSGVUVSFSFTFBSDIFSThSFGFSFODFJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOable heritage city development. There are some vacancies and shortcomings that
OFFEUPCFBEESFTTFEJOUIJTÎFMEJOUIFNFUIPEPMPHZ JOEJDBUPSTBOETUVEZBSFB
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First, research gap is the lack of studies on sustainable heritage city development
conducted using quantitative methods and mixed methods. As shown in Table 1,
many studies were conducted using quantitative methods. According to Guzman
FUBM  TUVEJFTJOUIFÎFMEPGTVTUBJOBCMFIFSJUBHFDJUZEFWFMPQNFOUOFFEB
EJWFSTJÎFENFUIPEPMPHZEVFUPUIFJODPOTJTUFOUBOEEZOBNJDVSCBOOBUVSF XIJDI
requires various research methods to obtain relevant results. In addition, studies
JOUIJTÎFMEBSFTUJMMJOUIFFBSMZTUBHFT TPUIFSFJTTUJMMOPQSBDUJDBMNFUIPEUPVTF
5IFVTFPGWBSJPVTNFUIPEPMPHJFTJOUIFTBNFÎFMEBMMPXTBDPNQBSJTPOPGUIF
effectiveness of the selected methods. One of the most practical methods can be
JTTVFEGPSPGÎDJBMVTFJOUIFGVUVSF
Secondly, all key indicators in sustainability have been used by scholars in previous studies. However, there are still a few additions that can be made by combining all the indicators in the same framework. In the trends shown in Table 3, only
DFSUBJOJOEJDBUPSTBSFVTFEGPSBTJOHMFTUVEZ BOEBMMÎWFJOEJDBUPSTBSFOPUDPNbined at once. Only Ripp and Rodwell (2016) and Leus and Verhelst (2018) comCJOFEUIFÎWFJOEJDBUPSTOBNFMZ FDPOPNJD TPDJBM FOWJSPONFOUBM DVMUVSBM BOEJOTUJUVUJPOBMIFSJUBHFJOBTJOHMFTUVEZ6TJOHBMMÎWFJOEJDBUPSTJOPOFTUVEZXJMMMFBE
to more comprehensive and integrated results in the measurement of sustainable
development. This is because the dynamics of a heritage city require a comprehensive indicator. Therefore, a large enough space is still left for future research in
sustainable development to use all sustainability indicators in one study.
Lastly, using heritage cities holistically (heritage cities, heritage sites, and heritage
buildings) as study areas is the most appropriate choice because assessment can
be done comprehensively. This is because in a heritage city, there must be historical sites, heritage buildings, and intangible culture. Using only one study has
overshadowed all types of study areas, as shown in Table 4. However, the assessNFOUPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUÎSTUDBOCFEPOFBUBNJDSPTDBMFBOENPWF
UPXBSETUIFNBDSPTDBMF4UBSUXJUIBTNBMMBSFBÎSTUBOEUIFOXJUIBMBSHFSBSFB
until a heritage city is complete. The selection of some of the historic sites and
heritage buildings found in the heritage city is a practical step, especially in smallTDBMFSFTFBSDIUIBUIBTÎOBODJBM UJNF BOENBOQPXFSDPOTUSBJOUT)PXFWFS JU
cannot be used as an indicator for the overall sustainability of the city. But if the
study uses only certain parts of the historic site or heritage building combined
with other sustainability studies in the same city, it can have a big impact on the
DJUZ*OBEEJUJPO UIFTFMFDUJPOPGIJTUPSJDBMTJUFTBOETQFDJÎDIFSJUBHFCVJMEJOHTDBO
provide more in-depth results than conducting general research. The assessment
can be done more carefully and systematically. Therefore, it is recommended
GPSSFTFBSDIFSTXIPIBWFGVUVSFDPOTUSBJOUTUPTFMFDUPOMZTQFDJÎDIFSJUBHFTJUFT
and heritage buildings because they can make an in-depth assessment. However,
to study the level of sustainability as a whole, it is recommended to do a macro
study that involves all the elements in a heritage city.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the development of a sustainable heritage city still has a lot of
FNQUZTQBDFUIBUOFFETUPCFÎMMFE5IFSFTVMUTPGUIJTMJUFSBUVSFSFWJFXDMFBSMZ
show the space left by previous researchers. In terms of the purpose and objec-
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tives of the study found in the previous study still needs to be enhanced and
enlarged to overshadow the sustainability of the heritage city holistically not only
involves certain issues only. The construction of guidelines and frameworks needs
UPCFEJWFSTJÎFEUPFOTVSFUIBUOPJTTVFTBSFMFGUPVUJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUFGGPSUTPG
sustainable heritage cities around the world. Elements of cultural heritage need
to be highlighted in the measurement of sustainable urban development. Indicators of sustainable urban measurement should involve the heritage elements that
underlie a city equivalent to the economic, social and environmental elements.
Next an urban sustainability index that includes all indicators of urban dynamics can be created. Many people are unaware that cultural heritage is one of the
drivers of sustainable development in the Agenda 2030 especially in the context
of urban development. Cultural heritage supports sustainable economic development, the formation of prosperous communities, the formation of a conducive
environment and so on. Cultural heritage is able to generate an economy based on
heritage tourism, form a harmonious society by cultivating a sense of belonging as
BSFTVMUPGUIFJEFOUJÎDBUJPOPGPSJHJOT TBWFUIFVTFPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTCZSFVTing existing heritage elements and so on. The values brought by cultural heritage
cross borders and complement every existing dimension in sustainable urban development. These studies should also be multiplied throughout cities and heritage
areas around the world. Therefore, efforts towards sustainable development must
CFJOUFOTJÎFEGSPNUJNFUPUJNFVOUJMUIFZSFBDIUIFSFBMQVSQPTFBTSFRVJSFE
in the 2030 Agenda. With this effort, the heritage city will become an inclusive,
safe, and livable city for all communities. Sustainable urban development efforts
involve not only planning on paper but also physical endeavours that encompass
all aspects, starting with holistic objectives, the construction of various indicators,
and application throughout areas that are categorized as local and world heritage.
8JUITVDIFGGPSUT UIF"HFOEBDBOEFÎOJUFMZCFSFBMJ[FE
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Abstract
This paper compares the research outcomes regarding the two river deltas in the
central part of Thailand: the Chao Phraya River – CPR and the Bangpakong River
– BPR. The most common feature of the river deltas in this region is an ecosystem
MBOETDBQFUIBUÏVYVBUFTUISPVHIPVUUIFZFBS5IFTFSJWFSEZOBNJDTBSFLOPXOBT
UIFQVMTFÏPX XIJDIJOÏVFODFTUIFXBZPGMJGFPGSJWFSGSPOUDPNNVOJUJFTBOEBHSJculture. The pulse differences are high and low in magnitude on the scale of a day,
a lunar calendar month, annual seasons, a century, or even a longer period. The
objectives of this study are to understand how people’s lives are affected by water
to understand the dynamics of nature when living under different circumstances,
TVDIBTJOVOEBUJPOPSEFIZESBUJPO1SJNBSZEBUBGSPNQSJPSPCTFSWBUJPOTBOEÎFME
surveys of the two rivers are analyzed and the recent impacts from anthropocentrism, including using waterways as sewage channels for decades, are assessed
to seek connections with nature and other forms of life. The conclusion leads to
the understanding of the transboundary nature in multidisciplinary research and
holistic approaches to integrate bioengineering and local wisdom into planning
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Introduction
Human Settlement and the Relationship to the Cultural Landscape
The river delta in Thailand has a long history of ancient settlements, empires
and kingdoms. There is evidence of ancient settlements in U-Thong in 500 BC, the
%WBSBWBUJQFSJPEJOUIFÎSTUNJMMFOOJVN"% BOEFTQFDJBMMZEVSJOHUIF"ZVUUIBZB
1FSJPE  UIFNPTUTJHOJÎDBOUQFSJPEPGUIF"ZVUUIBZBLJOHEPN XIFSF
the kingdom developed trade activities along the canals connected with the Chao
Phraya River through the Gulf of Thailand. Later, in 1768, during the reign of King
Taksin the Great, Thonburi, which is on the opposite side of the Chao Phraya River
from present Bangkok, was chosen as the new capital after Ayutthaya was totally
burnt by the enemy and could not be rehabilitated. Many studies stated that Thai
QFPQMFPGUIFQBTUXFSFBDDVTUPNFEUPSJWFSÏPPETBOEEFWFMPQFEBXBZPGMJWJOH
JOUIJTWBTUÏPPEQMBJO BOEEVSJOHCBUUMFT UIF5IBJPS4JBNFTFNJMJUBSZXJTFMZVTFE
UIFMPOHJOVOEBUJPOEVSJOHÏPPEUJNFTJOUIFEFMUBBTBOBUVSBMCBSSJFSBHBJOTUUIF
enemy. Then, at the end of the eighteenth century, the capital was transferred to
Rattanakosin and later named “Bangkok." The Thai people started the reclamation
of the young delta, and agriculture gradually shifted to an export-oriented rice
monoculture (Ishii, 1978, cited by Tuan & Molle, 2000). The settlements along the
canal embankments and some older and cluster-type villages to the north of the
delta showed the best characteristics of the cultural landscapes of the delta.
Traditional ways of living with water in the Thai cultural landscape have also been
strongly related to the physical locations of rivers and deltas. In addition, there
were canal excavations to provide short cuts between the river and canals to join
UIFXBUFSXBZTUPGBDJMJUBUFXBUFSXBZUSBGÎD&YDBWBUJOHMBCPSFSTXFSFUZQJDBMMZ
drawn from the king’s conscription. Land development in the periods of Thonburi
and King Rama III (1768-1851) in the Rattanakosin era was similar to that of the
Ayutthaya period, whereby canals were excavated to provide short cuts to the
river and to join rivers together for the purpose of faster and convenient trade
routes and city moats were dug as defensive barriers. During the reign of King
Rama IV (1851-1868), the excavation of canals facilitated an increase in the area
GPSQBEEZÎFMET BTXFMMBTTVHBSUSBOTQPSUBUJPOGSPNUIFNBJOTVHBSDBOFCFMU 
such as Nakhon Chaisri. The government carried out canal excavation with the
aim of changing wild land into farmland. These canals were excavated for transportation and irrigation use on the western side of the Chao Phraya River. King
Rama V (1868-1910) created “the Canal Department” to look after canal excavation
along the Chao Phraya delta to enhance the importance of communication and
transportation with foreign countries (Jarupongsakul & Kaida, 2000).
The history of the region also provides a sense of identity and traditional wisdom,
both in the case of the Chao Phraya River watershed (20,298 sq. km) – CPR – and
in the case of the Bangpakong River watershed (20,440 sq. km) – BPR. Especially
in the CPR case, we found a paradigm shift and the invention of best practices for
GVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOÏPPEQSPUFDUJPOVTJOHAUIFNFBOJOHBOETQJSJUPGDVMUVSBMMBOEscape’ model. The cultural landscape and the waterfront landscape change and
shift the Thai way of life, which may severely impact the country’s sustainability
and food security for future generations. The incorporation of information about
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a river’s natural resources and cultural history should also be conceptualized into
the design of riverfront features. Finally, adopting local wisdom-based community
participation should be encouraged to mitigate the future impacts of riverfront
construction (Aruninta, Matsushima and Phukumchai, 2020).
Another case on the BPR, the US$43 billion Eastern Economic Corridor - EEC megaproject, will be expanded into a very fragile wetland of the BPR Basin, Chachoengsao, Thailand, in the east of Bangkok. This large-scale economic development plan
will affect the cultural landscape of the riparian area, where there are the following three different types of ecosystems according to the seasons in a year: 1) fresh,
2) brackish and 3) salt waters. The dynamic nature of the BPR has played a crucial
role in the breeding and feeding of various aquatic vegetation and animals, especially those contributing to household food security. The environmental attractiveness of an area, as a valuable resource, can attract investment and jobs and
enhance the value of property in the longer term, as in the following 4 proposed
themes: 1) ecological service, 2) hybrid farming agriculture, 3) aquaculture, and 4)
cultural landscape and resilient communities (Aruninta and Dhammasiri, 2021).

Figure 1. Research project location map on the Chao Phraya River (CPR) & the Bangpakong River (BPR).
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Understanding the Dynamics and Consequences of Nature
"TBMTPNFOUJPOFEJONBOZTUVEJFT QFPQMFMJWJOHJOUIF5SPQJDBM;POF TQFDJÎcally Southeast Asia, seem to live with nature and their surrounding environment
by developing various agrarian systems according to the ecological conditions
of their environments (Kaida 1991, cited by Tuan & Molle, 2000 ibid). They have
BEBQUJWFTUSBUFHJFTUPEFBMXJUIUIFOBUVSBMQBSBNFUFST TPJM SFMJFG SBJOGBMM ÏPPE 
etc.) while gradually engaging in endeavors to modify these conditions through
different engineering and technological innovations (dikes, canals, lifting devices,
HFOFUJDDSPQJNQSPWFNFOU FUD )PXFWFS UIFFDPMPHJDBMDPOEJUJPOTJOÏPPEQSPOF
lowlands are unsuitable for any crop other than rice. Raised bed systems, with
QBSUJBMPSGVMMQSPUFDUJPOGSPNUIFÏPPESFHJNF BSFVOEFSEFWFMPQNFOUJOTPVUIeast Asian deltas, including the CPR delta (F. Molle et al., 1999). A total of 300,000
IBJOUIF$13EFMUBBSFTUJMMDSPQQFEXJUIEFFQXBUFSBOEÏPBUJOHSJDFWBSJFUJFT
(Chompadist, Molle and Durongdet, 2000). They have also resorted to the raised
bed technique to polderize this old tidal marsh and have built a huge canal network to ensure drainage and irrigation year round; thus, farmers in this area are
able to grow a vast range of vegetables and fruits (Cheyroux, 2000).
The river basins in the central part of Thailand have a strong sense of identity
and traditional wisdom regarding the amphibian nature of the delta area, where
UIFUSBEJUJPOBMIPVTFTXFSFCVJMUPOTUJMUTUIBUMFUUIFIJHIUJEFTÏPXVOEFSOFBUI
the house. There are a number of Buddhist temples and monasteries in the area,
and the front entrances are located toward the waterfront. In front of the temple
HBUFXBZT UIFSFBSFBMXBZTÎTITBODUVBSJFTUPXFMDPNFLJOEIFBSUFE#VEEIJTUTBU
the boat pier. In the past, the land behind waterfront houses was typically used for
BHSJDVMUVSFQBEEZÎFMETBOEWFHFUBCMFGBSNTXFSFMPDBUFEJOUIFVQTUSFBNBOE
NJETUSFBNBSFBT BOEGSVJUPSDIBSET ÏPXFSHSPWFT BOEWFHFUBCMFHBSEFOTXFSF
located in the downstream areas.
In addition, Thai traditional ways of life also have a strong relationship with water,
such as the Songkran ‘Water’ Festival, which is held from 13th – 15th April (Thai
New Year’s Day), where participants splash each other with water. In addition,
on the day of the full moon in November, there is another water related festival
called Loi Kratong, which is when Thai people pay respect to the river goddess
CZMFUUJOHUIFJSTVGGFSJOHÏPBUBXBZJOUPUIFSJWFSJOTNBMMÏPXFSQPOUPPOT5IF
riverfronts have offered them access to the water in everyday life and for those
special events. Therefore, the tangible edge of the water and the intangible cultural landscape have met each other where the land, water, and people rely on the
same river.
Most of the region is originally lower than the level at high tide. The tidal plain of
the delta is the region where a direct impact from a rise in the sea-level may occur. Coastal erosion is already in progress, and there is a possibility that the region
may become submerged if the sea level rises. The acceleration of bad drainage
conditions is anticipated in the deltaic plain because the surface gradient of the
region is very low and the relative drainage gradient will decrease as the sea level
SJTFT"TUIFSFJTMJUUMFSFMJFGJOUIFEFMUBJDQMBJOSFHJPOFYDFQUGPSBSUJÎDJBMSF-
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claimed land, the impact of a rise in sea level might be widespread. The land subsidence of the region also accelerates the effect of the sea level rise. In the deltaic
ÏPPEQMBJO EJGGFSFODFTJOÏPPEJOHDPOEJUJPOTDBOCFPCTFSWFEJOSFMBUJPOUPUIF
NJDSPTDPQJDMBOEGPSNT/BUVSBMMFWFFTBOEPUIFSIJHIFSQMBDFTTVGGFSMJUUMFÏPPEJOHPSFTDBQFÏPPEJOH*ODPOUSBTU TXBNQZBSFBTPGBÏPPECBTJOTVGGFSTFWFSF
ÏPPEJOH.PTUÏPPETEFWFMPQJOBSFBTTVSSPVOEFECZOBUVSBMMFWFFT5IFÏPPEJOH
conditions may be accelerated due to future sea-level rising. (Umitsu, 2000).
Hungspreug, Khao-uppatum & Thanopanuwat (2000) suggested that the causes
PGÏPPET JOHFOFSBM NBZDPNFGSPNUIFGPMMPXJOHUXPNBJOTPVSDFTOBUVSFBOE
human intervention.
/BUVSBMDBVTFTJODMVEF PWFSCBOLÏPX  IFBWZSBJOGBMM BOE UJEBMJOÏVFODFT
Man-made causes include 1) deforestation, 2) uncoordinated development, 3) deTUSVDUJPOPGÏPPEFNCBOLNFOUT BOE PWFSBCTUSBDUJPOPGHSPVOEXBUFS
They also concluded that in addition to the natural causes, several human interWFOUJPOBDUJWJUJFT TVDIBTMBOEVTFJOÏPPESJTLBSFBT EFWFMPQNFOUPGVQTUSFBN
BSFBT PQFSBUJPOPGÏPXDPOUSPMGBDJMJUJFTTVDIBTEBNT BOEDPPSEJOBUJPOBNPOH
BHFODJFTDPODFSOFEXJUIÏPPENBOBHFNFOU BSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFJODSFBTFJO
ÏPPEEBNBHF
"MUIPVHIÏPPEQSPUFDUJPOXPSLJOUIFMPXFSQBSUPGUIF$13CBTJOXBTJNQMFNFOUFECZUIFHPWFSONFOU BOOVBMÏPPEEJTBTUFSTIBWFDPOUJOVPVTMZPDDVSSFE
XJUIFWFONPSFJNQBDUT"SVOJOUB  DBUFHPSJ[FEUIFXBZTUPQSFWFOUÏPPETBT
GPMMPXT MBOEUSFBUNFOU  ÏPPETBOEÏPPEQMBJOT  EBNTBOESFTFSWPJSTBMPOH
XJUICBGÏFT  MFWFFTXBMMT  DIBOOFMBMUFSBUJPOT  EJWFSTJPOT  EFUFOUJPOSFUFOUJPO BOE MBOEÎMMT'MPPEDPOUSPMGBDJMJUJFTJODMVEFEHSFZJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBMPOH
UIF$13CBOLTUPQSFWFOUPWFSÏPXJOUPUIFDVMUJWBUJOHMBOET"TFSJFTPGEJLFTPO
the eastern side of Bangkok and permanent pumping facilities were constructed
UPQSFWFOUXBUFSGSPNÏPXJOHJOUPSFTJEFOUJBMBSFBTBOEUPESBJOSBJOXBUFSJOUP
the river. Flooding of the city of Bangkok and the surrounding suburban areas
occurred much more often during the last decade due to several reasons, such
as heavy local rainfall and changes in land use from agriculture to industrial and
residential areas (Jarupongsakul & Kaida, 2000 ibid).
"MUIPVHIFGGPSUTIBWFCFFONBEFUPNJUJHBUFÏPPEEBNBHFJONBOZSJWFSCBTJOT
UISPVHIUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGEBNT SFTFSWPJST EJLFTBOEQVNQTUBUJPOT ÏPPEJOH
QSPCMFNTTUJMMQFSTJTUEVFUPUIFJODSFBTFJOÏPPEEJTDIBSHFBTBSFTVMUPGEFGPSestation, expansion of farmlands and urban areas, etc., in line with economic
HSPXUI5IFÏPPEEBNBHFQPUFOUJBMJTJODSFBTJOHEVFUPSBQJEVSCBOJ[BUJPOBOE
land development in downstream areas, particularly the Bangkok metropolitan
BSFBBOEPUIFSNVOJDJQBMJUJFTBMPOHUIF$13"EJTBTUSPVTÏPPEPDDVSSFEJO0DUPber 1995, resulting in extensive damage to property and loss of human lives.
5IBJMBOETXPSTUÏPPEJOEFNPOTUSBUFEUIBUOPUPOMZQFPQMFBOEUIFJSQSPQFSUJFTCVUBMTPQVCMJDGBDJMJUJFTJOUIFÏPPEQMBJOTPGUIF$13CBTJOXFSFBUSJTL
4JNJMBSUPUIFÏPPEJO4PVUI,PSFB XIJDIXBTUIFMBSHFTUTJOHMFEBZSBJOGBMM
in July since records began in 1907, experts and news media also attacked Seoul
city authorities, accusing them of making the situation worse through an allegedly
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reckless development of hills near residential areas in the south of the capital.
Some residents living under Mount Umyeon in southern Seoul, where eight landslides occurred, believe the disaster was preventable (Agence France-Presse, 2011).
In contrast, the characteristics of delta land and the network of canals make the
area more suitable for agriculture rather than residential or industrial purposes,
but for the past three decades, the country’s development has been concentrated
on promoting industry as a replacement for agriculture. Jarupongsakul & Kaida
(2000 ibid) also discussed the water management issues in the CPR delta and
argued that they would become much more complex and increasingly important
JOUIFOFBSGVUVSF BOEUIJTJOUVSOXPVMEIBWFBEFÎOJUFJNQBDU CPUIQPTJUJWFMZ
and negatively, on the future land and water development of the Rangsit area.
"TBSFTVMU UIFSFIBTCFFONPSFJOWFTUNFOUJOWBSJPVTBSFBT SFÏFDUJOHUIFSBQJE
growth of the community and economy and the transformation of agricultural
land to other land uses. Such rapid urbanization has caused unplanned development, especially in cities that have received economic policy support. Currently,
since there is no effective control of land use planning, and the limited capabilities of the government sectors, poorly coordinated planning, and poor administration have resulted in more serious and complicated problems. Development and
urbanization have created sprawl. The unplanned expansions along major infraTUSVDUVSFOFUXPSLTIBWFSFTVMUFEJOJOFGÎDJFOUMBOEVTF5IFEFWFMPQNFOUTDSFated ribbon-shaped pieces of land that led to super blocks, blind land, urban voids
and vacant spaces (Aruninta, 2009). Similarly, the construction of roads, buildings,
facilities, cultural and service centers are considered problems of urbanization
(Hnes & Cherevko, 2017); without effective control, unplanned sprawl and expanTJPOTXJUDIFEUIFXBUFSGSPOUDPNNVOJUJFTUPUIFJSCBDLTBOENBEFJUEJGÎDVMU
to construct systematic and interconnected infrastructure networks. sois (small
lanes), walkways, sewer and storm drainage channels, etc. The river and canal
systems occasionally become sewer drainage ditches, parts of which have been
ÎMMFEVQGPSBDDFTTJCJMJUZQVSQPTFT BOEIFBWZSBJOGBMMBOEIJHIUJEBMBDUJPODBVTF
GSFRVFOUÏPPEJOH
The energy issue seems to be another factor; the Thai energy generation system
was based on hydroelectricity. Thus, this is a controversial issue, as the Electricity
Generating Authority of Thailand - EGAT is often accused of using huge amounts
of water for the sake of only energy generation, which depletes the water stocks
available for agriculture, energy generation and dam management, and must be
adapted to changing conditions (Molle et al., 2001). In addition to hydroelectricity,
XBUFSIBTCFDPNFBWFSZTJHOJÎDBOUSFTPVSDF TPMBSHFTDBMFEFWFMPQNFOUPGJSrigation has long been an attractive option for postwar development. Thailand has
developed approximately four million hectares of irrigated land, and its northeastern region (Isaan)—both the driest and poorest part of the country—has been the
target of many water management projects (Molle & Floch, 2008).
5IFOBUVSBMQIFOPNFOBPGÏPPETBOEESPVHIUTBSFUIFNBKPSSPVUJOFEJTBTUFSTJOvolving water management, especially from hydropower dams. Floods are a natural phenomenon, and while residents have adapted their lifestyles to deal with anOVBMÏPPEPDDVSSFODFT UIFZDBVTFTJHOJÎDBOUFDPOPNJDMPTTFT5IFNBKPSDBVTFT
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IBWFCFFOUIFEFDMJOFJOÏPPESFUFOUJPOBOEUIFDPOÎOFNFOUPGÏPPEQMBJOTEVF
to increasing development, the rapid urbanization around Bangkok, the growth
PGQSPWJODJBMDJUJFTBOEUIFJOUFOTJÎDBUJPOPGBHSJDVMUVSF 0/83$  5IF$13
%FMUBTVGGFSFEGSPNTFWFSFÏPPEJOHJOBOEBOE NPTUSFDFOUMZ FYQFSJenced the so-called “Worst Flood in Thailand’s” in 2011, which submerged cities,
industrial parks and ancient temples, and water management experts blamed human activity for turning an unusually heavy monsoon season into a disaster.
"DDPSEJOHUPUIFÏPPEWPMVNF ÏPPENJUJHBUJPODBOOPUPDDVSXJUIPVUIBWJOHBO
effect. Therefore, the idea of His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej was applied,
LOPXOBTUIFA.POLFZ$IFFL1SJODJQMFPSÏPPESFUFOUJPOQPOE XIJDIVTFTMPXlands for water retardation. The implementation involved using lowlands, which
are located in the upper parts of the communities, as the retention ponds. At a
TQFDJÎDEVSBUJPO UIFSFBSFXBUFSDPOUSPMCVJMEJOHTBOEFRVJQNFOUUPDPOUSPMUIF
JOBOEPVUÏPXPGXBUFS'PSQVSQPTFJTUPDPOUSPMUIFXBUFSWPMVNFJOUIFMPXMBOETCFGPSFUIFÏPPEJOHTFBTPOCZVTJOHESBJOBHFPSQVNQJOHXBUFSGSPNUIF
lowlands into the main river to the extent that the river can support the water;
UIFNBJOSJWFSDBOTVQQPSUUIFFYDFTTXBUFSGSPNUIFMPXMBOEUIFSFGPSF ÏPPET
will not affect the lower community.
5IFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBÏPPESFUBSEJOHBSFBJTPOFPGUIFNFBTVSFTGPSÏPPENJUJHBUJPOJOUIF$13#BTJO*UIFMQTUPEFDSFBTFUIFÏPPEWPMVNFPSXBUFSWPMVNFJOUIF
rivers during their peak period. The method of diverting water into retarding areas
XJUIJOUIFEFUFSNJOFEUJNFBOEDSJUFSJBJTTQFDJÎFE*GUIFNBYJNVNWPMVNFPG
XBUFSJTIJHIFSUIBOUIFEFUFSNJOFEWPMVNF UIFÏPPESFUBSEJOHBSFBTDBOOPU
TVQQPSUÏPPENJUJHBUJPO5IFÏPPESFUBSEJOHBSFBEFWFMPQNFOUUIFSFGPSFOFFET
UPCFDPNCJOFEXJUIIFBWZSBJOBOEIJHIUJEFÏPPENBOBHFNFOUUPJODSFBTFUIF
ESBJOBHFFGÎDJFODZJOUIFBSFBT 6/&4$"1  
5IFTFBGPSFNFOUJPOFEQSPCMFNTSFTVMUFEGSPNDPOUJOVPVTÎFMEWJTJUTPWFSNBOZ
years. The authors categorized the spaces and structures located on the waterGSPOUBOENBEFJUEJGÎDVMUUPBDDFTTUIFSJWFSTBTUIFDPNNVOJUJFTEJEJOUIFQBTU
The observations found built structures that can be divided into the following two
UZQFT ÏPPEXBMMTBOE ÏPPEUFSSBDFT
Recently, anthropocentrism has left behind waterways that were used as sewage channels for decades, canals that were replaced with roads and highways to
mobilize cities, and the fear of seasonal inundation, so-called ‘antlophobia.’ At the
same time, in this dichotomous world, engineering technology under drought climate pressure and ‘ariditaphobia,’ that is, the fear of drought, has tried to introduce
the construction of larger dams. Therefore, it is time to return to nature as in the
former time and support the coming of a new epoch of ecological naturalism or
der ökologische naturalismus (Oechsle, 1988), a subset of biophilia (Wilson, 1984),
which is the idea that humans possess an innate tendency to seek connections
with nature and other forms of life.
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Methodology
The results from prior studies on the CPR (Aruninta, Matsushima & Phukumchai,
2020 ibid) raised the question of whether we should live our life to achieve economic development or turn back to our origins. The studies concluded that best
practices in the design and planning of riverfronts should be emphasized and
conceptualized into the design of riverfront features. Then, adopting local wisdom-based community participation should be encouraged to mitigate the future
impacts of riverfront construction. In the BPR delta, we found ‘Na Kha Wang’
hybrid farmers (Figure 2), who cultivated rice during the rainy season and adapted
the same piece of land to aquaculture (Aruninta and Dhammasiri, 2021 ibid),
JODMVEJOHDSBCT TISJNQT NVTTFMT QSBXOT BOETIFMMÎTIFT3JDFBRVBDVMUVSF
hybrid farming (Reddy and Kishori, 2018) usually uses fewer pesticides and are
occasionally organic because the saline environment limits the weed and pest
populations. This sequential/rice-aquaculture rotation/alternate farming begins
annual rice production around September – October, and the harvesting season
begins in December; then, the area is irrigated with sea water and the aquatic
species (ASp) that come from outside through sea water or are cultivated within
the land are grown.

'JHVSF-FGU USBEJUJPOBM5IBJIPVTFT XIJDIBSFVTVBMMZSBJTFEPOTUJMUTBOEBSFÏPPESFTJMJFOUJOUIF
CPR delta. Right, ‘Na Kha Wang’ site preparation in the rainy season (September) for rice farming after
aquaculture farming in the BPR delta.

Especially in the Tropical Zone, it is crucial to understand the natural processes
of ÏPPEQVMTFBOEÏPXGPSÏPPEQMBJOSFTUPSBUJPOCFDBVTFJOVOEBUJPO XFUUJOH BOE
EFIZESBUJPO ESZJOH BOEJOQVUPGSJWFSEFSJWFEOVUSJFOUTSFTVMUJOIJHIÏPPEQMBJOQSPEVDUJWJUZ BOEOBUVSBMSJWFSÏPPEQMBJOTBSFIJHIMZQSPEVDUJWFBOEEJWFSTF
ecosystems (Keizer et al., 2014). Thus, the authors will assess the primary data
GSPNUIFQSJPSPCTFSWBUJPOTBOEÎFMETVSWFZTPGUIFUXPSJWFSTBOEEJTDVTTUIFN
NPSFTQFDJÎDBMMZUPEJTDVTTUIFJOÏVFODFPGUIFCVJMUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFTPOCPUISJWFS
CBTJOT UIFPSFUJDBMMZDPNQBSJOHUIFNXJUIUIFOBUVSBMÏPPEQVMTFBEBQUBUJPOTCZ
the local communities.
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'JHVSF'SVJUPSDIBSEGBSNFSTBEBQUUPIJHITBMJOFTPJMTBOETFBTPOBMQVMTFÏPXTCZEJHHJOHEJUDIFT
and adding earth mounds to form different types of plant beds..
Upstream
Sta1-CPR: Shrine/Rim Kheun
15°41'59.9"N+100°08'31.8"E

Midstream
Sta6-CPR4: Wat Phanan Choeng,
Ayutthaya
14°20'40.6"N+100°34'42.1"E

Downstream
Sta10-CPR8: Koh Kred, Nonthaburi
13°54'46.2"N+100°29'30.1"E

Sta2-Nan1: Paknam Po Railway Station
15°42'17.1"N+100°09'11.9"E

Sta7-CPR5: Wat Chaiwattanaram
14°20'34.0"N+100°32'34.7"E

Sta11-CPR9: Lad Po, Samut Prakarn
13°39'49.9"N+100°32'20.4"E

Sta8-CPR6: Bang Baln/Embankment
14°25'29.9"N+100°29'09.3"E

Sta12-CPR10: Butterfly Fort,
Samut Prakarn
13°36'00.5"N+100°35'14.4"E

Sta3-Ping1: Wat Thep Samakeetham
15°43'51.2"N+100°07'22.3"E
Sta4-CPR2: Chao Phraya Dam, Chainat
15°09'28.9"N+100°10'48.0"E

Sta9-CPR7: Silpacheep Bangsai
14°09'08.2"N+100°30'57.5"E

Sta5-CPR3: Wat Pa Kwai Beach,
Singhaburi
14°48'55.5"N+100°26'27.1"E

Figure 4. Table of the locations of the CPR survey stations are divided into upstream (Sta1-5), midstream (Sta6-9), and downstream (Sta10-12) - March 2016.
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Figure 5. Location map of the CPR survey stations.
Station

Location

Sta1 - Wat Bang Taen BPR+Nakhon Nayok

13° 54' 4.320" N

101° 10' 3.216" E

Sta2 - Integrated Orchard Ban Songsana

13° 49' 6.276" N

101° 10' 23.952" E

Sta3 - Phra Sathup Chedi (Paknam Jolo)

13° 44' 23.136" N

Sta4 - Irrigation canal

13° 44' 27.240" N

Sta5 - Ama Shrine

13° 40' 6.924" N

Sta6 - Wat Ban Pho

13° 34' 59.196" N

101° 4' 10.884" E

Sta7 - Khao Din (Na Kha Wang)

13° 32' 31.776" N

101° 2' 26.952" E

Sta8 - Klong Om Kaeo (Amata Industrial Estate)

13° 28' 49.044" N

101° 0' 28.548" E

Sta9 - Klong Tamru (Salt Farm)

13° 26' 8.628" N

100° 59' 50.856" E

Sta10 - Bang Pakong EGAT Training Center, Electricity Generating
Authority of Thailand

13° 28' 27.048" N

Figure 6. Table of the locations of 10 BPR survey stations (Sta1-10) - February 2020.

101° 12' 37.728" E
101° 7' 59.484" E
101° 3' 48.528" E

100° 58' 51.384" E
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Figure 7. Map of the locations of the BPR survey stations.

Findings and Discussion
The original settlements along the canal embankments and some older and
cluster-type villages of the areas show the best characteristics of the delta cultural
landscapes. While urbanization is a threat and affects the transformation of agricultural land into modern urban life estates, there are a few places that still allow
visitors to feel the tranquility of the old days. Some of them are the main attractions for canal cruise tourist routes that arrive by boat. The canals are commonly
DPOUSPMMFECZÏPPEHBUFT TPUPVSJTUTVTVBMMZDPNFJOTNBMMHSPVQTVTJOHMPOHUBJM
motor boats to explore the communities and learn about living on the water. Agrotourism and gastronomy tourism in this unique cultural landscape are attracted
by the resilience of farmers to seasonal inundation and dehydration – the soDBMMFEÏPPEQVMTFmBOEUIFFDPMPHJDBMTFSWJDFTUIBUTFDVSFUIFJSGPPETVTUBJOBCMZ
The lifestyles of the old communities were simple and their lives are lived on the
canals, e.g., taking baths, brushing teeth, washing, using canal water for drinking
and cooking, and even defecation. There are a few store boats and postal service
boats; in the mornings, monks from the Buddhist monastery along the canals will
row their boats to obtain food from door fronts, and peddlers sell fresh vegetables,
GSVJUT NFBU ÏPXFST PMETUZMFCSFXDPGGFF BOEIPVTFIPMEHPPET
During the past few decades, younger generations have tended to work in the
DJUZBOEDPNNVUFUPUIFJSPGÎDFTCZDBS BOECBDLZBSEPSDIBSETIBWFCFFOUSBOTformed to garages and paved to form small access roads. Elderly people cannot
engage in planting. Hence, orchards and gardens have been abandoned. Families
usually owned large plots of land, including a traditional cluster house for extended family, such as grandparents, daughters/sons, and granddaughters/sons, which
were later were divided into the more individual detached houses.
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CPR Survey in March, 2016

Shrine/Rim Kheun - 15° 42' 0.741" N 100° 8' 31.785" E

Chao Phraya Dam - 15° 9' 31.101" N 100° 10' 48.274" E

BPR Survey in February 2020

Wat Khanak - 13° 52' 25.958" N

101° 8' 26.786" E

Bangpakong Barrage - 13° 42' 27.6" N 101° 08' 06.8" E

Wat Pa Kwai Beach - 14° 48' 53.241" N 100° 26' 15.025" E

Tha Sa An - 13° 32' 41.125" N

Bang Baln flood wall - 14° 25' 30.642" N 100° 29' 9.120" E

Klong Om Kaeo - 13° 28' 52.365" N

100° 59' 38.519" E

101° 0' 24.690" E

'JHVSF$PODSFUFTUSVDUVSFTBMPOHUIF$13#13CBOLTGPSÏPPEQSPUFDUJPOBOEJSSJHBUJPOQVSQPTFT
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5IFTJHOJÎDBOUÎOEJOHTPOCPUISJWFSTBSFUIFJOÏVFODFTPGUIFEZOBNJDFDPTZTUFNMBOETDBQF FTQFDJBMMZUIFQVMTFÏPX XIJDIIBTGPSNVMBUFEUIFXBZPGMJGFPG
the riverfront communities and agriculture, and how people live with water to
understand how the dynamics of nature affect life in different circumstances.
When anthropocentrism approached, people tended to leave behind the waterway
as their sewage channels. Even though the high and low pulse differences occur
on the scale of a day, a lunar calendar month, annual seasons, a century, or even
a longer period, the combination of the two fears of ‘antlophobia’ and ‘ariditaphobia’
throughout the year, therefore, has led to grey infrastructures and developments
along the rivers and their watersheds. These separate structures were found to
impact not only the waterfront landscape (Figure 6) but also the mindset of the
communities and organizations involved.
Conclusion: Formulation of a Creative & Adaptive Landscape
A new epoch of ‘ecological naturalism’JTDPNJOH XIJDIJTBTVCTFUPGACJPQIJMJB h
which is the idea that humans seek connections with nature and other forms
of life. To integrate bioengineering and local wisdom into design and planning,
people must understand the dynamics of nature and adapt themselves to mitigate and remediate to create more sustainable and resilient development. The
conclusion leads to the understanding of the transboundary nature in the multidisciplinary research and holistic approaches to Earth science, environmental
science, and human geography or anthropogeography and their relationships with
communities, cultures, and economies and interactions with the environment
across locations. The best management practices – BMPs – especially in stormwater management, green infrastructure and low impact development (LID) practices, which minimize impervious surfaces and avoid large grey infrastructure and
land disturbance by using bioengineering and maximizing the retention of native
vegetation and soils, should be introduced as an approach to land development (or
redevelopment) that addresses nature resiliency, similar to how the local wisdoms
were applied in former times.
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Abstract
This research stems from the assumption that knowing how sound technology works,
as well as its features and limitations, can help us better understand the mainstream
music styles and genres of the last decades. Consequently, the evolution of music recording is explored through a grounded analysis based on both published documents
and on interviews with currently active music producers who are specialists in urban
pop music, with the aim to collect enough data to support the need to increase the
presence of sound technology in the teaching plans of Compulsory Secondary Education. After the data analysis, several didactic proposals are presented involving the
introduction of these technologies in secondary education. Thus, the aim is to update
formal music education for teenagers and facilitate their informed and critical point
of view so they can apply it to their own music consumption.
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Introduction
*OUIFTUDFOUVSZ UIFÎSTUUIJOHUIBUDPNFTUPNJOEXIFOUIJOLJOHPGBEPMFTDFODFBOENVTJDJTNBJOMZNBJOTUSFBNNVTJD.BOZSFTFBSDITUVEJFTDPOÎSN
that urban pop music styles are the macrogenre preferred by the youth1 (Faure;
$BMEFSÄO(BSSJEP(VTUFNT$BSOJDFS  TQFDJÎDBMMZ UIPTFSFDPSEFEJOBTUVEJP 
through music production processes, and following the demands of the record
industry market (Pouivet, 2010).
*OUIJTDPOUFYU TPVOEUFDIOPMPHJFTIBWFQMBZFEBDSVDJBMSPMFJOUIFEFÎOJUJPOPG
sound trends in different times (Théberge, 1997) as, with each advance, new creative horizons have arisen for both musicians and producers (Homer, 2009) which
have ended up establishing sonic clichés typical of “modern” music styles and
genres (Aucouturier & Pachet, 2003). From the transgressive attitude of Punk to
the hedonism of Trap and the claims of Hip-hop, the lechery of Reggaeton or the
anguish of Grunge, each of these aesthetical features related to these music styles
have been associated with a genuine sonic style of their own (Melchiorre & Schedl,
2020).
Urban pop music styles have progressively been introduced in the curricula of
Compulsory Secondary Education (henceforth ESO, following the Spanish ‘Educación Secundaria Obligatoria’) (Rodríguez, 2004), thus taken in consideration
almost on the same level as classical and traditional music (Wise, Greenwood
& Davis, 2011). However, the historical approach to those music styles, besides
considering their necessary contextual issues, is tackled from the point of view of
musical language, the repertoire, and the main authors, without considering the
sound recording technology which, nevertheless, has been crucial in the evolution
of these styles (Baker & Green, 2013). Thus, their pedagogical aims would not have
CFFOHSPVOEFETPMJEMZCVUGPSUIFTDJFOUJÎDDPNNVOJUZTDMBJNTSFHBSEJOHUIF
inclusion of urban pop music in formal education (Flores, 2007).
On the other hand, in music education, part of our recent history cannot be explained without the role of technology (Delalande, 2004). This relation between
music and technology comes in the shape of software available in our computers
and mobile phones, both for playing audio and video and for simulating, presenting information or searching for information (Gorgoretti, 2019). Technology has
also been of use to transcend cultures and reach a massive audience through the
adaptation and optimization of opportunity costs.
In this sense, readjusting curricula and including digital technologies in music
teaching and learning processes are increasingly claimed for (Crawford, 20110 &
(Faure-Carvallo; Calderón-Garrido; Gustems-Carnicer, 2021). This re-adaptation
DBUFSTGPSUIFTUVEFOUTDVSSFOUOFFET BNPOHXIJDIXFDBOÎOENFEJBPVUMFUT
to learn, create or imagine new contexts (Kim, 2016). Students are connected to
the world through increasingly sophisticated mobile phones (Kongaut & Bohlin,
2016) and tablets used as sound generators, recorders, managers and editors (Stephenson & Limbrick, 2015). These students are, in a nutshell, digitally (Hagood &
Skinner, 2012) and multimodally (Gainer, 2012) literate, so their digital education
demands are higher.
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The use of technology in ESO applied to music education has been proven to be
CFOFÎDJBMXIFONBUDIJOHDMBTTSPPNFYQFSJFODFTXJUITUVEFOUTQFSTPOBMJOUFSests (Gertrudix & Gertrudix, 2014). Some examples, are, for instance, video games
(Countryman & Rose, 2017) as well as activities stemming from tutorials, like the
ones analyzed by Chan et al. (2006). As Carlisle (2011) proposes, new interpretative
experiences could be carried out in the classroom where the type of music adolescents listen to is present. This music often comes from several media and social
networks used in the 21st century, which facilitates the creation of classroom
multimodal experiences where both audition and creation are present.
Nevertheless, Savage (2010) stated that, in the United Kingdom, digital technology
is mostly used to reinforce traditional contents, thus limiting or even wasting its
potential. In addition to this, some schools are digitally under supplied (Crawford,
2009) and some educational curricula do not include the existing social recognition of the use of technology in teaching and learning processes (Crawford &
Southcott, 2017; Peppler, 2010; Liu & Liu, 2017).
The present study focuses on the musical and education reality of western urban societies although there exist other ways of living and thinking of music and
education that should not be disregarded as the world as we know it nowadays is
experiencing a rapidly growing globalization process. Knowing the western urban
cultures should serve to take advantage of its positive additions and to compenTBUFGPSUIFQPUFOUJBMBOEHSBEVBMEJTTPMVUJPOPGMPDBMDVMUVSFTEVFUPJUTJOÏVence (Laovanich & Chuppunnarat, 2016). Consequently, through bibliographical
research and the analysis of interviews with sound recording professionals, this
QBQFSBJNTUP ÎSTU TIFEMJHIUPOUIFSFMFWBODFPGUFDIOPMPHJDBMBEWBODFTBOEPO
the historic evolution of urban pop music styles in the 20th and 21st centuries,
and, second, to suggest a series of grounded didactic proposals for formal music
education contexts that facilitate the access to those kinds of music styles so that
adolescents can get to know and understand them better. This paper has, therefore, two main aims:
r 5PHFUUPLOPXUIFJNQPSUBODFPGUFDIOPMPHJDBMBEWBODFTJOUIFEFÎOJUJPOPG
different urban pop music genres.
r #BTFEPOUIFBCPWF UPQSPQPTFJNQSPWFNFOUTJOUIF&40GPSNBMNVTJDUFBDIing that include technology.
Methods
This research follows a qualitative approach of an interpretative nature. With this
aim, a phenomenological descriptive method was adopted to gather the participants’ experiences. Following an inductive procedure, both the essential and the
subjective aspects of the participants’ experiences have been emphasized, thus
FYQPTJOHXIBUJTSFMFWBOUBOETJHOJÎDBOUJOUIFJSQFSDFQUJPOT FNPUJPOT BOEBUtitudes (Massot, Dorio & Sabariego, 2004).
8JUIUIJTBJN ÎWFNVTJDQSPEVDFSTXFSFJOUFSWJFXFEBTUIFZXFSFDPOTJEFSFE
key agents in the music recording industry. The selection of participants followed
a deliberate non-probabilistic sampling method (Martínez, 2007) following these
criteria.
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The interviewees:
r XPSLPONBJOTUSFBNNVTJD
r IBWFXPSLFEGPSTPNFNBKPSSFDPSEMBCFM 2 and
r BSFDVSSFOUMZXPSLJOHJOUIFNVTJDJOEVTUSZ
All the interviewees participated on their own will, signing an informed consent.
5IFJSEBUBXFSFDPEFEUPQSFTFSWFUIFJSBOPOZNPVTTUBUVTBOEUIFDPOÎEFOUJBMJUZPG
the results (Universidad de Barcelona, 2010).
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the participants. This allowed the
BDDFTTUPFWJEFODFPUIFSXJTFEJGÎDVMUUPPCUBJOUISPVHIPUIFSNFBOT BTUIFZJODMVEF
beliefs, opinions, and values. The interviews were conducted following a plan, with a
pre-established, sequenced, and paced script (Ruiz, 2003). To design it, several documents on music production were analyzed, contrasting this information with teachers from the Universidad de Barcelona and from the ESMUC.3
The items were written paying special attention to their clarity, simplicity, and relevance, and were organized following criteria related to dimensions, categories and
subcategories meeting the aims of this type of research. So as to validate the interview, and following Porta & Ferrández (2009), a preliminary version was evaluated by
six teachers from XXX (anonymized for blind peer review). From their observations
BOEBQJMPUTUVEZXJUIBQSPEVDFS UIFÎOBMWFSTJPOPGUIFJOUFSWJFXXBTDPNQPTFE 4
with 30 questions.
During the interviews, the interviewer played a non-participant role and used a
non-directive technique so as to keep a trusting atmosphere (Massot, Dorio & Sabariego, 2004). This allowed the researchers to obtain valid and reliable information
(Martínez, 2007), thus making sure that it was not contaminated by the researcher’s
interventions (Ruiz Bueno, 2014).
The data were gathered in a planned, systematic, intentioned, and objective way, so
UIBUUIFJOGPSNBUJPODPVMECFWFSJÎFEBTTDJFOUJÎDBMMZPCKFDUJWF .BSU¿OF[  5IF
interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis purposes.
As the questions were open, the quantitative analysis of the data followed a 5-step
procedure, similar to the one used in the ATLAS.TI software:
1. Transcribing the interview and classifying the contents to discern the irrelevant
and the relevant information.
2. Deciding on the key issues, associated to quotes selected among all the answers.
3. Grouping of all the key concepts in dimensions, categories and subcategories.
4. Elaborating a mind map to relate emerging key concepts, dimensions and subcategories.
5. Analyzing the data.
Results and Discussion
8IBUGPMMPXTJTBTVNNBSZPGUIFJOUFSWJFXTXJUIUIFQSPEVDFST.PSFTQFDJÎDBMMZ 
the common issues are exposed, while contrasting them with specialized references
SFMBUFEUPNVTJDBOETPVOEUFDIOPMPHZÎFMET
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Technology and Music Genres
The interviewed participants highlight the application of sound advances in sound
SFDPSEJOHXIFOEFÎOJOHUIFWBSJPVTVSCBOQPQNVTJDHFOSFTXIJMFSFGFSSJOHUP
the very essence of recorded music. In that sense, the tools found in a recording
studio, both physical and virtual, determine the musical identity of any piece. For
instance, participant C describes the case of EDM –Electronic Dance Music– and its
relationship with the voice chopping sound processing technique:
The sign treatment nowadays is part of the creative process […] In the most mainstream EDM […] voice chopping, which is an editing treatment that seeks to distort
UIFIVNBOWPJDF JTUIFFMFNFOUUIBUEFÎOFTBO&%.TPOH UIJTCFJOHXIBUJTNPTU
valued out of the whole creative process (C, question 5).

5IJTJEFBTFUTBOFTTFOUJBMEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFOUIFSFDPSEJOHPGBTQFDJÎDQFSGPSmance, rendering a faithful record of the musicians’ performance, and the recording aiming to create a new phonographic work from a musical sketch. This
concept stems back from the very invention of sound recording when its author,
Thomas Edison, already considered this technology to be an instrument capable of
creating music and that “would usher in a new era of artistic production” (Milner,
2016:42).
Later, with the emergence of the electric recordings in 1924, Stokowski suggested
the evolution that would mean outdoing the original compositions and performances to make musicians’ dreams come true: an even more vivid and beautiful
kind of music; the one he had only heard in his own mind (Stokowski, 1946).
According to the interviewees, creative emergence is linked to the dissemination of recording technology, which dates back to the 50s. This meant a new way
of making music which was adopted by both the artists of that time and those
of later generations, such as The Beatles, which from the 60s on would work in
a recording studio (Martin & Hornsby, 1994). From the experimentations in such
studios new genres emerged that depended on the advances in recording technology, such as multitrack recording, editing, re-recording, etc. The grounds of those
advances were founded even before, in the mid-1930s, when Les Paul developed
the re-recording technique. The term sound on sound was coined back then. It
was a methodology that allowed overlapping layers until obtaining a new music
piece. From then on, just one person would be able to play the kind of music they
had imagined, overcoming the limits of time and space. At the same time, Les Paul
also experimented with reverberation, or the different effects achieved by relocating microphones.
As technology advanced, new sounds started consolidating that matched the features of each time, aesthetics, attitude and way of thinking of each music genre.
1BSUJDJQBOU%FYFNQMJÎFTUIFMJOLFTUBCMJTIFECFUXFFOUFDIOPMPHZBOEJEFPMPHZJO
some music styles:
In Hip Hop, an urban genre with a code, a dress style, a philosophy... sound aesthetics
is crucial […] For years, it had a rather unpolished sound. As it was not mainstream,
hip-hoppers had limited resources […] they were trying to, in a way, state that “I’m
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a street kid…” […] So, that unpolished sound is a sort of code shared by all those
related to that genre. Something similar happens with Indie music. From the start,
JUXBTRVBMJÎFEBTiMPÎuNVTJD*UXBTEFMJCFSBUF UIBUJTiXFXBOUPVSTPVOEUPCF
murky, we don’t want it to be perceived clearly," which is the opposite you would do
with a mainstream producer in a studio. What kind of attitude is that? It is: “we are
independent," “we don’t want to follow the mainstream music steps." We could also
talk about other genres: Rock, Punk… endless examples closely linked to the artist’s
attitude (D, question 9).

At the same time, when it comes to disseminating music, the technological advances also contributed to the creation of new sonic trends. For example, at the
beginning of the 60s, the American radio station WABC established a new broadcasting style for Rock and Roll: the “color radio." It was a type of sound that the
engineers in this radio loaded with reverberation by means of processors (Milner,
2016).
This trend propelled an increasing demand of resounding records. Phil Spector
consolidated the “Wall of Sound” technique, which gave recordings a feeling of
unprecedented power to date. Layers and layers of sound, mixed with a large
amount of reverberation that created a kind of sound with no parallel in the real
world (Ribowsky, 2000). This sound left such a mark on the adolescent audience
that Tom Wolfe called Spector the “tycoon of teen." Thus, the interaction between
BSUJTUTBOENVTJDQSPEVDFSTIBTMFEUPBTTPDJBUJPOTPGTUZMFTBOETQFDJÎDTPVOE
techniques. Music production handles technical resources to create music recordJOHTUPNFFUTQFDJÎDHPBMT TVDIBTEFÎOJOHBOBSUJTUTBSUJTUJDQSPÎMFBOEPQUJNJ[ing any piece for the music industry. In sound engineer Moses Ash’s words, “the
QSPEVDFSSFDPOTUSVDUTXIBUIBQQFOFEJOUIFTUVEJPUPÎUTPNFCPEZTJEFBPGXIBU
it should” (Ash; quoted by Milner, 2016:104). This commercial vision implies the
need of formulas that can guarantee success. According to those interviewed, this
success partially depends on the fact that consumers can easily recognize what
they are looking for: stable sonic models. With this aim, production will reinforce
the elements that make it easy to identify a music genre or style explicitly. The
history of these modern music styles and genres is inseparably linked to the history of production and sound technologies, in a tandem where it is impossible to
EFUFSNJOFXIJDIPOFÎSTUJOÏVFODFEUIFPUIFS
Sound Capture
*OOPWBUJPOTJONJDSPQIPOJDT BNQMJÎDBUJPO TQBDFBDPVTUJDT FUDIBTEFUFSNJOFE
the sound of different music periods. Consequently, as the interviewees point out,
at present, a music producer is capable to reminisce a given decade by means of
resources that emulate technical features of the past. One example of this “production archaeology” would be the case of Daptone Records, famous in the mid2000s, coinciding with the release of Amy Winehouse’s Back to Black:
What they did there, to capture the sound aesthetics of the Soul of the 60s, was to record
MJWF<w>XJUIUIFTBNFNJDSPQIPOFT HVJUBSBOECBTTBNQMJÎFSTUIFZVTFEUPVTF UIFZPSHBnized the drums set in the same way, used the same pads... All that is crucial, so it sounds
like in the past (D, question 20).
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This record label is inspired by Motown, whose productions gave prominence to
WPJDFT QMBDFEUIFESVNTBUUIFCBDLBOEVTFESFWFSCFSBUJPOJOBWFSZTQFDJÎDXBZ
(Landau, 1971). This sound became the symbol of almost all the 60s Soul and R&B
productions.
Sound Editing (Duration and Pitch)
According to the participants interviewed, most of the music addressed to adolescents has a socializing function, such as the dancing sessions, where several songs
must be played in a continuum, overlapping with each other. The DJ, in charge of
“dropping” these tracks, has the necessary tools to adapt the tempo of each song
so that it coincides with and can be overlapped with the following one. But it is on
the Producer to make sure that the same beat is kept all throughout a song. With
that aim, they resort to “quantization," an editing process that allows the temporal
relocation of sounds and their adaptation to a reticle based on the predictability of
the beats and metrics of any song, as participant C says:
Songs can have two types of beats, a human beat or a mechanical beat […] In the
mechanical beat you adhere to a clapperboard […] A pop or rock group mechanizes
it […] Other styles don’t. There’s the case of loop or Groove, present in most “black”
music. R&B, Hip Hop, Soul, Acid Jazz... are cyclic, but follow a human beat. You loop
a human performance, give it a mechanical cycle, and it automatically keeps the huNBOCFBU CVUJUBMMPXTZPVUPÎUJUUPHFUIFSXJUINBDIJOFT $ RVFTUJPO 

Another sound element that can be edited is pitch.5 Pitch correction audio processors, such as the Auto-Tune, have become creative tools with aesthetic purposes
used in most music productions aimed at adolescents (Danielsen, 2017) and are
essential in styles such as Reggaeton or Trap, which have integrated electronic
music production tools.
Its origin dates to the end of the 20th century, with the arousal of digital technology, which broadened the sound recording features almost unlimitedly. The DAW
(Digital Audio Workstation) would become the main music recording and creation
tool (Danielsen, 2017). This hardware and software combination would allow
musicians to record, edit and mix sound digitally, making it easier for newcomFSTXJUINVTJDLOPXMFEHFBOEEJGGFSFOUJOÏVFODFTUPJODPSQPSBUFUIFJSNVTJDBM
discourses in the recording industry and to establish new aesthetics based on the
home studio sound (Harper, 2014).
Also, the interviewees explain how, in the current musical creation context, many
songs are made collaboratively. These creations, made by different people in different places and times, must be assembled, which often requires the adaptation
PGUIFLFZJOXIJDIUIFTPVOEÎMFTBSF5IJTUFDIOJRVFIBTMFEUPUIFFNFSHFODF
of new sound trends, typical of Pop and Electronic Dance Music, where it is very
common to hear dehumanized voices which sound even attractive to the audience’s ears. The following example exposed by participant C illustrates this phenomenon:
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The piece is a collage of things composed completely autonomously […] For example, Martin Garix has a tune named “In The Name Of Love” where the voice sounds
like “smurf-y” because that was recorded in a given key and then, as a collage, a new
layer in a different key was added, and so they played with the key adaptor, and
people don’t even care if it sounds like the Smurfs […] Nowadays that’s a technique
that is used even as a marketing strategy (C, question 26).

Audio Processing (Timbre and Sound Intensity)
Timbre Variation Processors
Several processors, among others, belong in this category. They are commonly
LOPXOBTFRVBMJ[FSTPSÎMUFSTBOENPEJGZUIFJOUFOTJUZPGGSFRVFODZPGUIFTJHOBM
processed. In this way, they can give a piece or a fragment a particular sound and
DIBSBDUFS GPSFYBNQMF BWJCSBOUPSBOPQBRVFTPVOE BNPOHPUIFST2VPUJOHQBSticipant A:
If I need to transmit rawness, power, moodiness, energy, I’ll go for Sharp, aggressive, high-pitched or medium-pitched sounds. In contrast, if I need to transmit
warmth and clam, I’ll go for sounds that are silkier, lower-pitched, less strident”
(A, question 17).

These metaphorical associations between timbre and attitude have led to the creation of sound aesthetics linked to styles, genres and even musical eras:
In the 90s […] with the appearance of Grunge and Britpop, there was a wish to go
back to the 70s style. The sound is much more processed, in the sense of adding a
murky feel (D, question 20).

Filters can also give priority to a range of frequencies, attenuating the rest. This
QSPDFTTDBOCFBQQMJFEUPTQFDJÎDGSBHNFOUTPGTPOHTBOEJOBDPOUSPMMFEXBZGPS
FYBNQMF JUJTQPTTJCMFUPTFUVQUIFÎMUFS TPJUBQQMJFTUIFDIBOHFTHSBEVBMMZPS
progressively. This technique is commonly used in certain styles to render certain
passages more powerful:
For example, in Electronic or Dance music, or even in Pop […], you can hear everyUIJOHÎMUFSFEBTJO%BWJE(VFUUBBOE BMMPGBTVEEFO UIFDIPSVTDPNFTJO ZPVPQFO
it and you feel on a high. Or the typical technique, more typical of the 90s, of starting
BTPOHJOSBEJPNPEFBOEUIFOUIFDIPSVTTPVOETXJUIPVUUIFÎMUFS " RVFTUJPO 

Dynamics Processors
%ZOBNJDTQSPDFTTPST BNPOHXIJDIXFDBOÎOEDPNQSFTTPST FYQBOEFST TPVOE
gates, etc., allow the manipulation of the dynamic range of any signal, the difference between its maximum and minimum intensity level. This can be of great
help for listening to music in noisy social environments, which makes most of the
music addressed to adolescents to be highly homogeneous in terms of dynamics
(Faure; Gustems; Navarro, 2020).
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This fact is partly related to the changes in listening habits. The emergence back
in the 90s of mobile phones with which music could be played created the need to
adapt the sound in recordings so they could be played in noisy places. That made
compression an indispensable tool (Katz, 2002). In addition, radio stations, right
in the middle of the “Loudness War," resorted as well to compression techniques
to be able to offer the feel of higher sound power than their competitors (Devine,
2013). Some sound effects stemmed from that hyper-compression such as clipping
(signal saturation), that would be used in Hip-Hop, Dance or contemporary R&B;
or pumping6 which, some years later, would be deliberately used, for example, in
the drops of EDM (Deruty & Tardieu, 2014). This phenomenon became more and
more salient until 1999, known as the year of the square wave, when that ultracompressed sound could also be found in other music genres, such as Pop, Rock or
even Jazz (Milner, 2016).
Nevertheless, dynamics processing can also be applied for other purposes; for
example, it is commonly used to stress attitude in Rap:
So that something sounds aggressive, […] you need a type of compression […] with
WFSZTQFDJÎDTFUUJOHTUIBUIJHIMJHIUTDPOTPOBOUTBOEFNQIBTJ[FTUIFBHHSFTTJWF
character of that attitude (C, question 19).

Another typical example of dynamics processing is in the use of sound gates during the 80s, which cut any other signal that does not reach a minimum intensity
threshold. Combined with a reverberation sound, you simultaneously get a feel of
HSBOEJMPRVFODFBOEEFÎOJUJPO UZQJDBMPGUIFESVNTJOUIFTNVTJD
Space Processors
Space processors, such as reverberation or delay, are designed to imitate the sound
of acoustic spaces although, all throughout the history of sound recording, they
IBWFCFFOJEFOUJÎFEXJUIUIFQFDVMJBSTPVOEPGTQFDJÎDTFOTBUJPOT BUUJUVEFTPS
the imaginary linked to different music styles. In the case of reverberation, going
CBDLUPUIFFYBNQMFPG8BMMPGTPVOE UIJTUZQFPGNBOJQVMBUJPONBHOJÎFEUIF
sound of Rock and Pop productions from the 60s on resorting to reverberation to
make an impression of grandiloquence. Other genres, such as the New Age in the
80s, have also used reverberation, which gave them the mystical atmospheres and
sensations that they wanted to instill in their listeners:
Reverberation is a resource used many times to give a feeling of amplitude […] In the
case of Enya, her sound transmits this feeling of “I’m in the middle of the sea, and
I can only see the ocean all around me” and the song is about that. It’s actually the
work on production, and not on the arrangements, that expresses that idea (D, question 11).

Delay, the processor which generates the repetition of a sound with a certain delay
GSPNUIFPSJHJOBM BMTPIBTTQFDJÎDVTFTJOVSCBOQPQNVTJD1BSUJDJQBOU%FYQMBJOT
UIFSFDVSSFOUVTFPG4MBQ#BDL BTQFDJÎDTFUVQPGEFMBZ JOTFWFSBMNVTJDTUZMFT
throughout time:
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If I want to create a Rockabilly sound […], Slap Back is used a great deal. It’s a process that started being applied in the 50s […]. It has also been used in the 80s, in
Techno Pop, […] and then in the 2000s. […] It was also very much used in Glam (D,
question 16).

5IFSFFYJTUNBOZPUIFSQSPDFTTPST TVDIBTEJTUPSUJPO ÏBOHFS QIBTFS DIPSVT FUD
that could be grouped as special effects, all of which decisive in the construction
of the sound identity of some music genres and styles.
Mixing and Mastering
5IJTJTUIFQIBTFXIFSFUIFÎOBMUPVDIFTXJMMCFHJWFOUPUIFTPVOEPGSFDPSEFE
NVTJDBOE UIFSFGPSF UIFDIBSBDUFSPGUIFTPOHTJTÎOBMMZEFÎOFEUPFTUBCMJTIB
balance of levels between the recorded elements and to place their sound levels
properly. According to participant A:
When mixing a song and choosing the levels for the instruments, you can cause a
more aggressive feeling or attitude […] by setting, for example, the guitars louder,
the voice very present… In contrast, if you want to evoke a more Chill Out kind of
feeling, you will put a great deal of reverberation, very little transitory elements, with
just some attack, with compressors that make the attack softer […], and in this way
you already get this feeling of peace (A, question 10).

As it happens with timbre processors, metaphors linked to feelings, attitudes or
emotions are used to refer to the sound of different types of mixings. For example,
NJYJOHTBSFRVBMJÎFEBTiSBXuGPSUIF1VOL3PDLPGUIFTT"TPQQPTFEUP
this “opaque” sound of the end of the 70s, in the 90s there was a predominance of
sonic glow, typical of the digital era.
5IFTFBTTPDJBUJPOTCFUXFFOEFDBEFTBOETPVOETBSFPGUFOKVTUJÎFEUFDIOPMPHJDBMly. For example, in the 70s, magnetic recordings enlarged their capacity to record
sound tracks printed on their tapes. The increase in the number of simultaneous
USBDLTBGGFDUFEUIFRVBMJUZBOETPVOEEFÎOJUJPOPGUIFUBLFTEVFUPUIFPWFSMBQT
5PPWFSDPNFUIJTÏBX UIFOBUVSBMSFWFSCFSBUJPOPGUIFTUVEJPTUIBUQSPMPOHFEBOE
mixed the sounds was abandoned, so a new aesthetics with a dry sound was gradVBMMZFTUBCMJTIFE*UQFSNFBUFEJOUIFBVEJFODFBOEFOEFEVQEFÎOJOHUIFTPVOE
of the 70s, regardless of the genre, Rock, Funk or Disco (Milner, 2016). However, in
the 80s, the recording industry bet for sounds more similar to sports stadiums and
larger spaces, through the use of processors and effects. Also, the mixing boards
could be connected to external equipment, which allowed even more effects,
which also fostered a tendency to overproduction (Rotondi, 2011). Producer Andy
Wallace clearly explains the trends in recorded music in the following years: “the
CBOEXBTBMNPTUEFÎOFECZUIFTUZMFPGSFDPSEJOHBOEQSPEVDUJPO SBUIFSUIBO
having their own character” (Wallace; cited by Milner, 2016:142).
0ODFUIFNJYJOHXBTSFBEZ UIFSFTVMUJOHTPVOEÎMFTBSFTFOUUPNBTUFSJOH XIFSF
they will be optimized to be listened to in any other situation and using any other
equipment. This process has made listeners to get used to new sound sensations,
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usually comparable to the feeling of power. Consequently, some styles arisen in
UIFMBTUEFDBEFTIBWFBMTPCFFOEFÎOFECZUIFJSNBTUFSJOHNPEFMT"DDPSEJOHUP
participant C:
*OTPNFDBTFT NBTUFSJOHDPNQMFUFTUIFEFÎOJUJPOPGUIFBSUJTUJDQSPÎMF<w>&MFments such as the drop, in EDM, are polished in the mastering, or the feeling of wall
UIBUXFDBOÎOEJO.FUBM PSJO+VOHMF PSJO'SFODIDPSF $ RVFTUJPO 

Nevertheless, the data gathered show how sound manipulation processes, during the production of urban pop music, are inseparable from their aesthetics and,
UIFSFGPSF EFÎOFUIFNBOEHJWFUIFNBOJEFOUJUZPGUIFJSPXO TFF'JHVSFhTUBCMF 
Production
Technique

Technological
Resources

Style/Genre
Rock & Roll
Rockabilly
Glam
Techno Pop
Indie
Rock
Pop

Decade
50

Slap Back

Delay

Wall of Sound

Reverberation and track addition

Motown sound

Leveling between tracks and
reverberation

Soul
R&B

“Dry and opaque” production

Microphonics and
“absence” of reverberation

Rock
Pop
Funk
Disco

Home Studio sound

Portable or virtual recording
devices

Hip Hop
Indie

“Raw” production

Distortion and equalization

Punk

“Hyper-production”

Reverberation, sound synthesis
and noise gates

Rock
Pop
New Age

“Dry, vibrant and aggressive”
production

Microphonics,
equalization and compression

Rock
Pop
Grunge
Britpop

90

Voice “robotization” 7

Pitch correction

Trap
Reggaeton
EDM
Pop

Late 90s,
2000s and
21st Century

70
80
2000
60

70

80

Figure 1. Table of examples of production techniques associated to music styles, genres and decades.
%FSJWFEGSPNBVUIPShTJOUFSWJFXXJUINVTJDQSPEVDFSTJOUIJTSFTFBSDITUVEZ

Didactic Proposal
The objectives of this research were to get to know the importance of technologiDBMBEWBODFTJOUIFEFÎOJUJPOPGUIFEJGGFSFOUVSCBOQPQNVTJDHFOSFTPGUIFUI
and 21st centuries so as to propose improvements in music education in secondary school including the technological dimension.
From the results obtained, which highlight the importance of recording processes
BOEUFDIOJRVFTJOUIFEFÎOJUJPOPGNBTTDPOTVNQUJPONVTJDHFOSFT XFQSPQPTFB
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didactic sequence to be completed throughout an academic term, in 40 to 60-minute sessions consisting of theory and practice activities incorporating the DAW
gradually and effectively in the Music subject of secondary education.8 To implement these activities, we recommend the use of one DAW – for instance, Reaper9
– which is intuitive, small sized, multiplatform (Windows, MacOS, Linux) and with
undemanding technical requirements, so that it can work with most classroom
computers. The students will be able to work individually or in pairs, and will have
to have access to a personal computer with Internet and headphones. The tasks
done will be shared in an online platform such as Google Classroom or Moodle so
that the class group can evaluate them and comment on them. This way, it will
also be easier to apply them in distance learning environments (Vela González,
2020).
Sessions 1 and 2: Historical Background of Music Recording
A brief historical overview of mainstream music will be presented through sound
technologies. The different music styles that arose with the emergence of music
recording will be reviewed, as well as the different music eras and the technologiDBMSFTPVSDFTUIBUIBWFEFÎOFEUIFEJGGFSFOUTPVOETQSFTFOUEVSJOHUIFUIBOE
21st centuries. Several listening sessions will take place so that students can learn
to identify the most representative technological resources used in urban pop
music. The DAW with which all the activities will be done in the sessions to follow
will be presented.10

Session 3: Cutting Off a Song Passage
8JUIUIFDIPTFO%"8 UIFTUVEFOUTXJMMDSFBUFBOBVEJPÎMFGSPNBTPOHTOJQQFU
This snippet will have been cut off bearing in mind its internal harmonic/melodic
structure as well as its rhythmic coherence. Once isolated, suitable fade-ins and
GBEFPVUTXJMMCFBQQMJFEUPUIFTUBSUBOEÎOJTIWPMVNFT
By means of this activity, basic digital audio and acoustics concepts will be tackled
and students will practice techniques to import and export and to edit (cut, move,
EFMFUF BVEJPÎMFT
Session 4: Linking Different Sound Fragments
Following the instructions of the previous activity, different sound fragments will
CFJTPMBUFEBOEDIBJOFEJOKVTUPOFÎMF POFBGUFSUIFPUIFS GPSFYBNQMF TPBTUP
create series of music fragments for a choreography.
The concepts dealt with in the previous activity will be delved into and new concepts will be introduced, namely, basic mixing techniques (leveling and volume
automatizations) and sequencing (audio fragments distribution in time).
Session 5: Creating a Looped Music Fragment
A fragment from a musical piece will be cut off so that it can be looped in such
a way that the editing work cannot be perceived and keeping its rhythmic and
harmonic/melodic coherence. In this way, the students can, for example, create an
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instrumental base so as to sing over it if using urban music. For that purpose, the
isolated fragment will have to be free of melody so that it can work as a base.
With this activity, the concepts previously tackled will be applied to a musical context, introducing concepts such as tempo, harmonic cadences or melodic motif,
and music editing techniques will be practiced.
Sessions 6 and 7: Composing a Sonic Passage
We suggest the recreation of a sonic passage by combining isolated sounds either
from sound banks11 or recorded by the students themselves.
In this case, activities with multitrack format will be dealt with and simultaneous
sounds will be tackled on different tracks. At the same time, signal processing will
be delved into. With this aim, specialization sound techniques will be practiced,
such as panning (the lateral distribution of sound), reverberation (the simulation
of a physical space) and sound layers (the apparent distance between sound elements by manipulating their intensity), as well as the automatization of settings
so as to create a feeling of motion.
Sessions 8 and 9: Recording an Audio-tale
The students will record themselves telling a tale and, later on, will add sound effects and background music to it.
New techniques will be implemented such as recording (which will be possible
using mobile phones) and the use of pitch correction audio processors (which
will allow the creation of different characters) and timbre variation processors to
create radio effects, etc. In this way, the collective sound imaginary will be tackled
through the analysis of sound clichés and sound and musical atmospheres.
Sessions 10 and 11: Creating a Remix
An alternative version of a song will be created. With that aim, several snippets
will be cut off and reordered. One of those snippets will be instrumental and will
be duplicated so that its length allows the recording of a singing or ‘rapping’ voice
on top.
All the concepts and techniques will be practiced and applied in a musical context. In the same way, the work with processors typical of mainstream music
consumed by adolescents will be introduced, such as the Auto-Tune. In this way,
several stylistic features of different types of music will be examined in terms of
sound and structure.
For the evaluation of all the activities, completed during 11 sessions, the students
will have, in advance, a self-evaluation rubric (it will be a co-evaluation rubric if
they have worked in pairs) which will allow them to know which items will be
taken into account and how for evaluation purposes. Every student or pair will deliver an evaluation document for each activity. The teacher will also evaluate each
BDUJWJUZTFQBSBUFMZ GPMMPXJOHUIFDSJUFSJBJOUIFSVCSJDT5IFÎOBMTDPSFXJMMCFDBMculated considering both the students’ and the teacher’s evaluation in each case.
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Conclusion
From the present analysis and the interviews in this study, urban pop music
styles, those preferred by adolescents, should be treated as mainstream music
massively consumed in recorded format, that is, as music created by means of
sound recording technologies so that they can be massively distributed in the reDPSEJOHJOEVTUSZ5IJTEFQFOEFODZPOUFDIOPMPHZIBTDPOUSJCVUFEUPUIFEFÎOJUJPO
of these urban pop music styles and genres of the last decades partly due to these
BEWBODFTJOSFDPSEJOHUFDIOPMPHZ$POTFRVFOUMZ JUDBOCFBGÎSNFEUIBULOPXJOH
the historical advances in technologies is essential to identify and understand the
features of these types of music.
For all the exposed above, and in agreement with Flores (2007), we believe that
teaching the techniques and procedures followed when recording these types
of music will contribute to a better and thorough music education among adolescents, be it due to obvious motivational reasons (Galera, 2011), or due to the
pedagogical virtues in terms of creativity, cooperative attitude and interdisciplinarity, thanks to the introduction of such technologies in a formal music education
context (Marín-Liébana, Magraner & Nicolás, 2020).
In the same way, understanding how recording production and the recording industry work will help adolescents to have a critical look towards mainstream muTJD 5FSSB[BT#BÃBMFT  5ISPVHIJUTOFUXPSLTBOEVOÎMUFSFENBSLFUJOHTUSBUFHJFT UIFSFDPSEJOHJOEVTUSZJOÏVFODFTUIFBEPMFTDFOUTBVEJPWJTVBMBOENVTJDBM
consumption, as well as their ideologies and attitudes (North & Hargreaves, 2007).
Accordingly, the didactic proposal presented in this paper includes the DAW in
ESO. With the emergence of digital recording, theses types of software programs
have become essential tools to create music consumed by adolescents. Styles such
as Trap, Hip-Hop or Pop are possible thanks to sound manipulations facilitated
by the DAW. Learning how to handle them will help the adolescents’ music learning activities to sound like the current trends in music, which will make them
more appealing and will foster their motivation (Fink, Latour & Wallmark, 2018).
Besides, they offer the possibility of creating music pieces with surprising results
without needing too much prior music knowledge (Rudolph, 2004) and make collective music creation easier, which fosters motivation and commitment in the
students (Ocaña-Fernández, Montes-Rodríguez & Reyes-López, 2020).
After several weeks of class work using sound recording technologies, we intend
to get adolescents to be familiar with music reality in a curricular context. Besides
reducing the gap between formal and informal education (García-Peinazo, 2017),
XFJOUFOEUPGPTUFSTJHOJÎDBOUNVTJDMFBSOJOHBNPOHUIFZPVUIUIBUXJMMBMMPX
them to build their own individual and collective identities (Rentfrow, 2012). Even
so, there are limitations to this proposal: for instance, some of the most important
music technology elements such as broadcasting means (radio, digital radio, CD,
streaming, etc.) are not tackled and neither is sound synthetization, which was
JOÏVFOUJBMBOESFMFWBOUGPSVOEFSTUBOEJOHIPXNVTJDJTQSPEVDFEOPXBEBZT OPS
collaborative tools for music production, among many others.
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Consequently, this proposal is presented as the starting point from which music
FEVDBUJPOTIPVMEDPOUJOVFCFJOHDPOTUBOUMZSFEFÎOFE JOBXPSMEXIFSFUIFNVTJcal experience is increasingly technological (Williams, 2007). Thus, with the addition of new pedagogical perspectives and the indispensable contribution from our
inherited tradition, a thorough and high-quality education will be ensured.
Endnotes
1

“Style” is considered in this text as the group of features that identify the artistic trend of a given time
or genre. “Genre” is considered here as the concept that establishes formal differences considering
the socio-musical context as well. Even so, in this paper both terms are used indistinctly.

2

Those record labels currently control about 70% of the recorded music industry, regarding worldwide
sales (Insunza Aranceta, 2016).

3

ESMUC: Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya, is the public Music Conservatory in this region.

 5IFÎOBMWFSTJPOPGUIFJOUFSWJFXDBOCFGPVOEJO 'BVSF  
5

Pitch is included in the sound editing section as we consider the way the contents of recorded
material is transformed, beyond its sonic texture, although technically speaking it is about audio
processing.

6

The limiter mitigates all the frequencies jointly so the elements that generate intensity peaks, such
as the low-pitched sound of a drum, can affect the other sounds, such as voices.

7

Using auto-tune for creative purposes became popular with the release of Cher’s greatest hit ‘Believe’
in 1998. Producers Mark Taylor and Brian Rawling opted for an aggressive Auto-Tune setting so that it
was executed right when receiving the signal. This instantaneous tune correction involved a robotic
effect in Cher’s voice. After the single’s great success, this production technique became a recurrent
trend in many mainstream songs during the next years.

8

Although this didactic proposal could be implemented in any ESO grade, it is recommended for Grade
POXBSETBT JGUIFPGÎDJBM4QBOJTI&40DVSSJDVMVNIBTCFFOGPMMPXFE 3PZBM%FDSFF
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, 2015:454), the students will have acquired basic computer
technology and music concepts which will be of very much use for our proposal.

9

Available at https://www.reaper.fm/download.php .

10 See some examples in the table of sound resources available in (Faure; Navarro; Gusterns, 2020).
11 Like the collaborative audio simples repository: Freesound, accessible online at https://freesound.
org/.
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Abstract++
The Roma are the most populous minority group in Europe and have lived in the
UFSSJUPSZPGUIFNPEFSOEBZhT3FQVCMJDPG$SPBUJBGPSZFBST5IJTTUVEZJTCBTFE
on cultural and musical research in the area of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, with
an emphasis on the conurbations of Rijeka, Delnice, Crikvenica and Novi Vinodolski. This paper asks what the musical position of the Roma in Primorje-Gorski
,PUBS$PVOUZJTBOEIPXUIJTJTSFÏFDUFEJOUIFJSNVTJDBOEJONVTJDBMJOUFSBDUJPO
with other Roma and non-Roma. The work gives an overview of the musical life of
the Roma and takes us through several musical events that are very important to
the lives of the Roma in this area. Their interactions with the majority population
and many ethnic groups in the area of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County are described
through the prism of their personal vision and notion of relations. The work takes
a look at the musical life of the Roma and contributes to the better understanding
and coexistence of bearers of different cultural identities in Primorje-Gorski Kotar
County.
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Introduction
Roma in different parts of the world - thanks to emancipation movements, but
also to international conventions and documents - have the political status of
NJOPSJUZ XIJDIIBTBTJHOJÎDBOUJNQBDUPOUIFJSTPDJBMTUBOEJOH MJGFTUZMFBOEDVMture, as well as artistic status. Despite the equality guaranteed by its Constitution,
the Roma in the Republic of Croatia are still, due to many factors, at the bottom of
the social ladder. On the other hand, there exists a mystique regarding their musical uniqueness and distinct talent. A special characteristic of the Roma lies in the
SJDIOFTTPGUIFJSDVMUVSFBOEUSBEJUJPO XIJDIJTTUJMMTDJFOUJÎDBMMZVOFYQMPSFE4JMverman (2012), investigating the Roma of Southeast Europe, claims to demonstrate
NBOZRVBMJUJFTTVDIBTDVMUVSBMIZCSJEJUZBOEBEBQUBCJMJUZ XIJDIXFXJMMDPOÎSN
in this article. In the territory of the Republic of Croatia, there is a visible lack of
TDJFOUJÎDTUVEJFTPOUIF3PNB FTQFDJBMMZXPSLTJOUIFÎFMEPGFUIOPNVTJDPMPHZ
4DJFOUJÎDSFTFBSDIPOUIF3PNBIBTCFFODPOEVDUFEFYDMVTJWFMZJOBTPDJBMDPOUFYU NPTUPGUFOPO GPSFYBNQMF QPPSMJWJOHDPOEJUJPOT QPWFSUZBOEJOTVGÎDJFOU
education), and the number of published articles about their music is practically
JOTJHOJÎDBOU4PGBS OPPOFIBTTDJFOUJÎDBMMZFYQMPSFE3PNBOJNVTJD BOEOFJUIFS
has the music of other national minorities living in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
CFFOFYQMPSFE5IJTQBQFSJTXSJUUFOBDDPSEJOHUPBUIFNBUJDBMMZQSPÎMFESFTFBSDI
model based on previous research by the International Council for Traditional
Music (cf. Pettan, 2019), and its aim is to get to know and understand the musiDBMJEFOUJÎDBUJPOGBDUPSTPGUIF3PNBOJQPQVMBUJPOJOTFMFDUFEDPOVSCBUJPOTPG
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County. In this regard, I take into account in particular the
ÎOEJOHTPGFUIOPNVTJDPMPHJTUTJOUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PVODJMGPS5SBEJUJPOBM.VTJD
(ICTM) Study Group. The study of music and minorities are linked in publications
such as Music and Minorities and Ethnomusicology: Challenges and Discourses from Three
Continents (Hemetek, 2012) and Music and Minorities from Around the World: Research,
Documentation and Interdisciplinary Study (Hemetek et al, 2014). Special research
attention will be paid to musical processes in which Roma actively participate.
#FGPSFTUBSUJOHUIFÎFMESFTFBSDI XFBTLFEUIFGPMMPXJOHSFTFBSDIRVFTUJPOT
1. What is the musical situation of the Roma in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County?
2. What are their music-interaction processes with other Roma and non-Roma?
3. Engaging in music - for the subjects of the study based on - need or desire?
Methodology
Field research conducted in the four largest conurbations of Primorje-Gorski Kotar
County (Rijeka, Delnice, Crikvenica and Novi Vinodolski) was complemented by
UIFSFTVMUTPGXPSLEPOFJOUIFMJCSBSJFTPGUIFTFQMBDFT.PTUPGUIFÎFMEXPSLJO
the Romani settlements of the selected locations took place during 2015 and 2019,
XJUICSFBLT5IFJOUFOTJUZPGÎFMEXPSLXBTHSFBUMZJOÏVFODFECZUIFPQQPSUVOJties to set up and arrange interview dates with research participants. The research
took place in time periods four years apart and, on the basis of the data collected,
a complete overview of the musical circumstances of the Roma was obtained, as
well as some different answers to research questions at the beginning and end of
UIFSFTFBSDI5IFÎFMESFTFBSDIJODMVEFEBMM3PNBOJNVTJDJBOTGSPNUIFDPVOUZ
who agreed to be interviewed and a few respondents who hired Romani musi-
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cians for the purpose of musical participation in their private celebrations. The
review of geographical and historical information on Roma in this particular area
is based on descriptive, historical, and statistical methods (cf. Pettan, 2011). Interviews were conducted on the basis of previously prepared questions. Before the
interview, the respondents were introduced to the topic by the main representative of each Romani settlement. The way of life of the Roma and the celebration
of religious and other rituals such as Eid al-Adha, St George’s Day, the birth of
a child, weddings and funerals were directly observed, modelled on the work of
Bonini-Baraldi (2021). Following on from the work of authors Hemetek (2006) and
Silverman (2012), the focus of the research was all types of music that Roma create, perform or listen to in the studied area, but also musical interaction with the
majority population. The ethnomusicologists Malvinni (2004) and Nuska (2016)
were particularly considered as exemplars during the research. First, it was necFTTBSZUPÎOEUIFSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIFDPNNVOJUZJOFWFSZ3PNBOJTFUUMFNFOU1
where Roma lived, who then gave credible information about the settlement and
its inhabitants, and arranged meetings with his fellow citizens, with whom I conEVDUFEJOUFSWJFXT*OWPMWJOHNFNCFSTPGUIF3PNBOJDPNNVOJUZJOÎFMESFTFBSDI
XBT BUÎSTU OPWFMUPUIFNJODPOWFSTBUJPOJUCFDBNFBQQBSFOUUIBUUIFZIBEOPU
previously had the opportunity to participate in this type of research, or research
in general dealings with their music. Their only experience of research was that
related to their social and economic status.
Roma in Croatia and Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
Over the past twenty years, research on social topics and education has been most
prevalent. Hrvatic (2000), who is engaged in the education of the Romani people in
$SPBUJB PGGFSTTQFDJÎDHVJEFMJOFTBOENPEFMTGPSNPSFTVDDFTTGVMFEVDBUJPO5IF
history of the Roma has been explored by Hrvatic and Ivancic (2000) and Vojak
(2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2010 & 2013), and their social aspect studied by Posavec
(2000), Štambuk (2000a, 2000b & 2005) and Šlezak (2009, 2010). The problems of
discrimination, segregation, and marginalization of the Romani people has been
addressed by Babic (2004), Bogdanic (2004), Horvat (2009) and Novak (2004). According to research conducted in 1998 by the Ivo Pilar Institute in on the developNFOUBMTUBUVTPG3PNBOJQFPQMFJO$SPBUJB UIFÎSTU3PNBBSSJWFEJO&VSPQFEVSJOH
the 14th and 15th centuries. The authors (Pongrac, 2003:83-84; Rumbak, 2009,
2010; Vojak, 2004/05:223) state that the following Romani communities are located
in Croatia today: Lovari, Laktaši, Kolompari, Kalderaši, Kanjari, Koritari, Burgijaši,
Gurbeti, Arlije, Aškalije, Cergari, Sinti, Kaloperi, Egipcani, Bajaši, Luri, Tamari and
Gopti. This shows the marked diversity in the present-day Romani population
of the Republic of Croatia. In the last twenty years, there has been intense immigration of Romani people from other parts of the former Yugoslavia, especially
from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, and Serbia. Jean-Pierre Liégeois
explained that for “states, local authorities and communities, Gypsies have always
posed a threat of political and psychological unrest” (Liégeois, 2009:119). Prejudices about Roma are still deeply rooted, the causes being primarily social and
psychological in nature. Hemetek (2006) and Silverman (2012) portray the Roma
as the most common target of racism in Europe. The Constitution of the Republic
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of Croatia, from 1974, recognized the Romani ethnic groups as a national minority, making them equal to the 21 other national minorities in the country. Hrvatic
points out that “it is crucial for the Romani community in Croatia to integrate2
with the improvement of the social and economic situation of Roma in all segments of society, with the need for them to preserve their culture, traditions, and
lifestyles in order for them to become and/or recognizable in a multicultural environment” (Hrvatic, 2004:367).
The Romani minority in the Republic of Croatia is not homogeneous: they speak
different languages and have different religions. Most Romologists today think
UIBUUIFSFMJHJPVTDPNNJUNFOUPGUIF3PNBJTJOÏVFODFECZUIBUPGUIFNBKPSity of the population (Clebert, 1967:159; Liégeois, 1987:60-61). When looking at
the language of the Roma in Croatia, three groups predominate: one speaks the
Romani language, the Bajaši speak Romanian3 and the Aškalije speak Albanian.4
Demographers estimate that the actual number of Roma in the Republic of CroaUJBJTCFUXFFO BOE  VOPGÎDJBMSFTVMUTPGUIFSFTFBSDIPGUIF0GÎDF
for Human Rights and Rights of National Minorities of the Republic of Croatia).
The reason for this is that many Roma do not declare themselves as Roma but as
members of the majority population (in this case as Croats). This can be seen from
the following table showing the number of the Roma in the Republic of Croatia
according to the census of the Central Bureau of Statistics, in which we can see
that the number of listed Roma and the number of actual Roma in the Republic of
$SPBUJBÏVDUVBUFTESBNBUJDBMMZ
Number of Roma
Year

Number

1948

405

1953

1261

1961

313

1971

1257

1981

3858

1991

6695

2001

9463

2011

16975

Figure 1. Table showing the number of the Roma in the Republic of Croatia. (Census, Zagreb, Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, 2013).

Primorje-Gorski Kotar County was established in 1993 with its main headquarters
in Rijeka, which, due to its demographic and economic importance, is an independent spatial unit both as a university and as the industrial centre of the county.
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Figure 2. Map of the Republic of Croatia (yellow) with Primorje – Gorski Kotar County highlighted in
PSBOHF 4PVSDFIUUQTISXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ1SJNPSTLPHPSBOTLBòVQBOJKB 

Due to the incomplete data, we have made our own assessment of the numerical status of the Romani population within the area that we surveyed. Our visits
to Romani settlements throughout Primorje-Gorski Kotar County resulted in a
detailed analysis of over 2000 Romani people, which is double the number from
UIFDFOTVTEBUB5IFÎSTUSFTJEFOUJO3VKFWJDB5 (the largest Romani settlement in
the county, which we will address the most in this paper) was Hamdija Osmani
XIPBSSJWFE3JKFLBJOUIFZFBSGSPN,PTPWPJOTFBSDIPGBCFUUFSMJGF)FÎSTU
came on his own and after he had settled in he brought the rest of his family from
Kosovo. Following him and his family, other families from Kosovo began arriving in
Rujevica from where they spread to other outskirts of the city. Most of the Romani
population in Rujevica declare themselves Roma and Aškalije and more than
90 percent of them are of the Islamic religion. In the last few years, members of
other national minorities such as Albanians, Macedonians and Bosniaks have also
begun to settle there, and they live in peaceful coexistence with the inhabitants
PGUIF3PNBOJOBUJPOBMNJOPSJUZ5IF3PNBJO1SJNPSKF(PSTLJ,PUBS$PVOUZÎSTU
teach their children to speak the Romani language, the Aškalije teach their children Albanian, and then all learn Croatian. The reason for this is that within the
Romani groups, their languages still prevail as a means of mutual communication,
whereas the Croatian language is taught so that they may communicate with the
majority population. This is also the reason why a large number of Romani chilESFOIBWFEJGÎDVMUJFTXJUIUIF$SPBUJBOMBOHVBHFBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFJSFEVDBtion because through most of their childhood they have only spoken their native
language.
Some of the world’s famous composers such as Franz Liszt, Giuseppe Verdi and
Johannes Brahms got the inspiration for their superb works from Romani music.
-VEWJL,VCBXBTUIFÎSTUUPUSBOTDSJCF3PNBOJGPMLTPOHTJOUIFUFSSJUPSZPGUIF
former Yugoslavia, in 1893. Also notable were Vladimir Dordevic, who wrote down
GPVS3PNBOJTPOHTJO BOE3BEF6IMJL XIPJOQVCMJTIFEUIFÎSTUDPMMFD-
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UJPOPG3PNBOJGPMLTPOHT XJUIPVUUBCMBUVSF IFIBEDPMMFDUFEJOUIFÎFME8FDBO
say that the Romani culture is very diverse: while all Romani groups share many
common elements, they also differ in many ways. Music, dance, religion, myths,
TUPSJFTBOEMFHFOETBSFTQFDJÎDFMFNFOUTPGUIFJSDVMUVSF5IF3PNBIBWFXJUIJO
their own culture many elements of other cultures throughout the world, such as
Indian, Persian, Egyptian and European. The Romani culture is constantly changing in today’s globalized world and in many cases it is only preserved in the form
of an ethnic heritage. It is believed that Romani communities living in more isolated and rural settlements have maintained their Romani identity and national and
cultural self-esteem while the communities that inhabit larger and more developed cities, and have mixed with the majority population, have lost their national
JEFOUJUZ8FDBOSFKFDUUIJTUIFTJTBGUFSUIFÎFMEXPSLUIBUIBTCFFODPNQMFUFEJO
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County.
The Association of Croatian Roma, which was established in 1991, has been a
strong impetus for the entire Romani community with regard to their national,
cultural and economic awareness. There are now a total of ten Romani associations in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County: The Aškalije Association in Primorje-Gorski
Kotar County, The Romani Women Association of Rijeka “Better Life,” The Gorski
Kotar Romani Association “Croatian – Romani Spring," The Association of the
Roma War Veterans from the Homeland War of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, The
Crikvenica Roma and Aškalije Association, The Romani Association of the Town
of Delnice, The Delnice Romani Association “Better future," The Roma – Rijeka
Association, The Romani Community of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County “Romani
Unity," and The Rijeka Association of Young Roma “Romani future." These associations issue newsletters, organize summer schools for Romani children and take
part in various cultural events. One of these events, the “Festival of Young Roma”
in Rijeka, has been taking place for years now, in April or May. This cultural event
aims at combating prejudices against the Roma and establishing the best possible coexistence of Roma with other national and ethnic communities, primarily
through promoting the music of the Roma. The festival opens, every year, with the
Romani Anthem Delem, Delem (Gelem, Gelem) performed by Orhan Sali and his “Pehlin Kings” ensemble. The festival brings together not only Romani but also other
local performers from the city of Rijeka and its surrounding area. I will list only
some of those who performed: Orhan Sali and Pehlin Kings, Rijeka, RKUD Aškalije
1(ïMFECZ4BEJL,SBTOJD "SNBOEP0TNBOJ 3JKFLB 4FCBTUJBO5BIJSPWJD ;BHSFC 
The Mali Rijecani Children’s Choir and Morcici led by prof. Egle Trošelj (Rijeka), the
belly dancer Sara Saršon (Zagreb) and Roma dancers from Rijeka and Crikvenica.
In addition to the festival, the traditional “Roma Meetings” have been held for 18
years. The programme includes round tables, lectures, art exhibitions and socializing. Many prominent individuals and representatives of Romani groups from all
over Europe participate in these events. The meetings end with a concert of Romani music, songs and dances, and a folklore performance by a group from Rijeka
(as the host of the event), as well as other invited music groups from across the
Republic of Croatia. The meetings are organized under the auspices of the Council
for National Minorities of the Republic of Croatia, the City of Rijeka, and PrimorjeGorski Kotar County. It is an event that represents Romani culture and is an op-
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portunity to get closer to and get to know the Roma of Rijeka and their neighbors.
They try to break down prejudices and achieve tolerance between members of the
Romani national minority and the majority population, but it is also an opportunity to resolve a number of important issues related to Romani communities in
the Republic of Croatia.

'JHVSF:PVOH3PNBQFSGPSNJOHBUUIFi3PNB.FFUJOHTuIFMEJOUIFDJUZDPVODJM 3JKFLB "VUIPShT
personal archive).

Musical integration and resourcefulness of the Roma in Primorje-Gorski Kotar
County
8IFO EVSJOHNZÎFMESFTFBSDI *BTLFEPOFPGNZ3PNBOJJOUFSWJFXFFTUPUFMMNF
how Romani music came to be, he told me the following legend about the origin of
the Roma music.
Once, God created a violin on Saint Peter’s back. Not knowing that he had a violin on
his back, Saint Peter walked into a bar that was full of cheerful people, who, when
they saw Saint Peter with a violin on his back, shouted: “Play, play!” Due to all their
noise and shouting, Saint Peter was scared and began to run away. When he got to
the door, the violin fell off his back, so he took it and went straight to God and asked
him: “God, what is this?” I gave you a violin to play for people when they are cheerful,
TPUIBUUIFZIBWFGVO BOETPUIBUUIFZEPOUÎHIUu(PEBOTXFSFEIJNi*OUIBUDBTF 
let’s have more musicians!” Saint Peter said. “So who will play the instruments?” God
asked. “Let the Roma play," Saint Peter responded, “let them entertain people so that
UIFZ JOESJOLTBOENFSSJNFOU EPOUHFUJOUPBÎHIUßi4PCFJUàu(PESFQMJFE"OETP JU
has remained this way (Etem Fazli, Rijeka).

8FDBOÎOEUIJTMFHFOEPOUIFXFCTJUFTPGNBOZ3PNBOJBTTPDJBUJPOTUIFSFGPSF 
we can assume that it has been passed down from generation to generation and
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that it has been with the Romani people for centuries. Pongrac believes that the
opinion of various authors is succinct: “central features of Romani music highlight
passionate and dynamic rhythm, improvisational involvement and a wealth of
different decorations (ornamentation) and deep expressiveness; the most important feature of Romani culture and the national inspiration of the soul to create
and move was luck”(Pongrac, 2003:13). Rumbak states “The music of the Roma
may be the only true European blues, the original existential scream, inseparable
from the self-life philosophy of these people with the eternal destiny of nomads”
(Rumbak, 2010:131). Pettan notes how “The Romani musicians have a broad basis
for performing music, wider than non-Roma musicians, making them attractive
to diverse audiences” (Pettan, 2011:18) and are “characterized by the way music is performed” (Pettan, 2011:42). The majority of the population has very little
knowledge of Romani tradition, language and art. Therefore, we can agree with the
statement of Hrvaticand Ivancic (2000:255) that the “basic problem in the social
FNBODJQBUJPO OBUJPOBMBOEDVMUVSBMBGÎSNBUJPOPGUIF3PNBJTOPUJOUIFFYJTtence of insurmountable differences or their rigidity. The problem of the Roma is
actually the problem of the non-Roma and their understanding and acceptance of
the Roma as they are, not as “we” would like them to be.”
In the Republic of Croatia, the music of the Roma can be heard mostly in places
where they live and at cultural events that are represented by national minorities.
As for Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, the music of the Roma can be heard during
Romani celebrations and on national holidays such as World Roma Day, Jurjevo
(St. George’s Day) and the above-mentioned Festival of Young Roma, which takes
place in Rijeka. At the beginning of the research, the Pehlin Kings Romani ensemble from Rijeka had started appearing in nightclubs and bars over the previous two or three years, where this kind of music could not have been heard before.
"Sometimes we hire the Pehlin Kings because our audience has been looking for
UIFNNPSFBOENPSFMBUFMZ8FIBWFBHPPEQSPÎUXIFOUIFZQMBZß PXOFSPGB
nightclub in Crikvenica). This way of presenting Romani music, which was never
before popular in this area, gives hope that Romani music will continue to spread.
The ensemble performs music that is predominantly improvised at the performance itself. When arranging performances, they do not have a set price; instead,
they make money from their performance by receiving “tips” from the celebrators
GBNJMJFTBOEUIFJSHVFTUT8FÎOEUIJTFYBNQMFXJUI3PNBOJNVTJDJBOTJO,PTPWP
the organizer of the celebration (from a community known for correct behavior
and generosity) pays a relatively low base price, and in some cases the musicians
do not ask for a basic fee at all, expecting high tips to fully meet their expectations (Pettan, 2011:84).
“Previously, we would only play for our Roma, mostly at weddings and exclusively
performing Romani music but last year we began playing in clubs in Rijeka where
we were “forced” to play genres other than from the Romani genre. “Forced," puts it
bluntly, but if we did not agree to play other genres, the club owners would not hire
us for subsequent gigs. Sometimes we need to adapt to the needs of the market and
perform music that the people who have hired us want to hear, whether it be Croatian, Albanian, Serbian or even songs in English” (interview with Orhan Sali, singer
and founder of the Pehlin Kings ensemble).
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8IFOBTLFEJGUIFZIBWFUIFJSPXOTPOHT UIFZBOTXFSJOUIFBGÎSNBUJWFBOE
explain that they most often compose pop and hip-hop songs and post them on
a YouTube channel. “So far, we have recorded two videos that were shown on national
television. Musicians (a band), who are not “ours,” also took part in one video, so we made
a mix of “their and our music” which turned out to be a good combination” (interview
with O. S. from Rijeka). The Roma call the music of the majority of the population “their” music, but as Primorje-Gorski Kotar County is a multi-ethnic area, we
BTLFEUIFNGPSDMBSJÎDBUJPO8IBUEPFTiUIFJSNVTJDuNFBOUPUIFN “It’s any music
that doesn't have our Roma tone and is performed in this area. We also know how to play
it, and we perform it in situations when those we play for ask us to do so.” (Interview
with I. S. from Rijeka).
In the area that was covered by the research, mostly men perform Romani music
played at celebrations and weddings, while women participate in music at home
by singing accompanied by baking pans or tambourines. There is no age limit for
performing Romani music. Performers range from 10 years of age (the youngest)
to 70 (the oldest). In addition to the members of the Pehlin Kings ensemble, who
we can say are actual professionals without a formal music education (although
music is not their only source of income), there are also amateur performers who
play for the love of it. Young Romani musicians who perform in this area have
the desire to become professionals and they want their music performances to
become their “jobs," with which they would be able to feed their families. “I would
like to play music my whole life because it makes me very happy. I have no education and
I don't know the notes. I learned to play the clarinet with my father and from when I was
a child he took me to concerts where he played. Little by little, I also started playing and
making money. I have a son who is also interested in music, maybe he will succeed me, you
never know what life brings!” (Interview with O. M. from Novi Vinodolski). Very rarely
XJMMXFÎOEB3PNBOJGBNJMZJOXIJDIPOMZPOFQFSTPOQMBZTNVTJDDPOTUFMMBUJPOT
tend to be grandfather-father-grandson or some other close relative.
Among Roma from Rijeka, playing music is a economic strategy, so much so that
NPSFBOENPSF3PNBBSFEFDJEJOHUPFOHBHFJONVTJD CVUOPUCZQMBZJOHTQFDJÎD
traditional instruments or performing exclusively Romani music, but rather with
NVTJDUIBUCSJOHTUIFNBEFRVBUFÎOBODJBMSFXBSE8FDBOBMTPBTTPDJBUFUIJTXBZ
of thinking with the Roma from Kosovo, who, according to Pettan, do not generally
VTFßNVTJDBMJOTUSVNFOUTUIBUEPOPUNBLFBQSPÎUGPSUIFNß 1FUUBO  
The Pehlin Kings have a repertoire of songs, but they usually play according to the
wishes of the listeners, where each song requested is paid for. They most often
play indoors during weddings and circumcision celebrations (Sunet), in private
premises. These locations are usually different catering facility halls that are
rented by the celebrators for themselves and their guests. The festivities usually
last from the afternoon until the early morning hours and the musicians play
as long as guests remain. They are capable of singing one song in three different
languages. This way of singing is most often practised at wedding celebrations
where sometimes several different ethnic groups are in the same room. At the
wedding where I was an observer, I received information from the family that the
guests were Roma, Croats, Albanians, and Bosnians. The desire of the ensemble
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that performs is to satisfy all groups to some extent. Why? “It's not a problem for me
to sing in several languages. I sing as needed. If I see that there are Croats at the wedding,
I will sing in Croatian also, and not only in the language spoken by the newlyweds. All
this brings money in, and we work for a tip” (interview with O. S. from Rijeka). When
celebrating Jurjevo (St George’s Day), the musicians have a public performance.
Roma from all over Primorje-Gorski Kotar County traditionally gather at Rujevica
for their biggest holiday and through dancing and music they say goodbye to the
winter and celebrate the arrival of spring. The older residents visit the last resting places of their loved ones on that day. The religious part of this holiday begins
with the youngest children waking up before dawn and going to wash in a nearby
TQSJOHJOXIJDIUIFJSQBSFOUTQMBDFGSFTIMZQJDLFEÏPXFST5IF3PNBCFMJFWFUIBU
this ritual helps them maintain their health and hope for a better life. They decoSBUFUIFJSIPNFTBOEZBSETXJUITQSJOHÏPXFST

'JHVSF$FMFCSBUJPOPG%VSEFWEBO 4U(FPSHFT%BZ JO3VKFWJDB  "VUIPShTQFSTPOBMBSDIJWF 

The celebration in Rujevica is not only for Romani people, but also for all those
who wish to spend the day in the pleasant company of their Roma hosts and for
those who want to enjoy various gastronomic specialties of the Roma, along with
EBODJOHBOENVTJD&WFOUIPVHIUIF3PNBGSPN3JKFLBBSFJOBSBUIFSEJGÎDVMU
economic situation and many of them are unemployed, they always try to appear
good hosts. In the last few years, there have been an increasing number of nonRoma visitors in Rujevica. In a conversation with one of the visitors at the celebration who is not of Roma origin, I learned that he came from Sweden. “I have been
living in Sweden for many years, but every year on St. George’s Day I come to Rujevica
with my family. It’s a long trip, but I like it here and I really have fun at the celebration.
This has become our tradition and I will come here as long as I’m alive! I have relatives and
Roma friends near the city of Rijeka, so we stay with them for a few days while we are in
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Croatia” (interview with S. E. from Sweden). As for the performers, in addition to
the Pehlin Kings from Rijeka, who perform every year, Romani performers from
Macedonia, Serbia, Albania and Montenegro can also be heard and they are always
exclusively Romani ensembles and perform Romani music. “For St George’s Day we
play mostly only our Romani music, but sometimes we play something else: it all depends
on the mood and on our listeners” (interview with R. M. from Rijeka).
“Any sound that accompanies their lives (groups of people) is worth studying”
(Merriam, 1964:116). According to researchers, the most popular musical instruments amongst the Roma are the violin, lute, accordion, various types of tambourines, guitar, cymbal, various types of wind instruments, the zurna and drums
UBNCPVSJOFBOEHPCMFUESVN 0WFSUIFMBTUÎGUZZFBSTUIFVTFPGDMBSJOFUTBOE
XJOEJOTUSVNFOUTIBTCFDPNFNPSFQPQVMBS1FUUBOJEFOUJÎFTUIFÎWFCBTJDUZQFT
of Romani ensembles in Kosovo (Pettan, 2011:35): 1. Shawm and drum ensemble,
2. A pair of tambourines for women, 3. Bleh (wind instruments and percussion), 4.
“Calgija” (clarinet, accordion and goblet or tambourine with the possibility of adding other instruments), 5. “Moderan ozvuceni ansambl” (synthesizer or electronic
accordion, saxophone or clarinet, electric guitar or banjo, bass guitar and drums).
Musicians in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County most often use a modern sound ensemble to perform their music, with the following instruments: two synthesizers,
drums, electric guitar, darbuka and clarinet or saxophone (or both together). We
can see the composition of the Pehlin Kings ensemble in the photo below.

'JHVSF0SIBO4BMJBOEUIF1FIMJO,JOHTFOTFNCMF ),%PO4VðBL3JKFLB  "VUIPShTBSDIJWF 

The picture below shows a Romani ensemble from Germany making a guest
appearance at a wedding, consisting of a clarinet, saxophone, two synthesizers, drums, and darbuka. We see that the difference between the ensemble from
Rijeka with the German ensemble is in one instrument (the guitar). A singer from
Rijeka, Orhan Sali, also performed with the ensemble at the wedding. Borrowing
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singers from other ensembles is a common occurrence, depending on the availability of performers at the agreed time of performance. When I asked the Orhan
4BMJJGJUJTEJGÎDVMUUPQFSGPSNXJUIEJGGFSFOUFOTFNCMFT *HPUUIFBOTXFS“it is not
EJGÎDVMU CFDBVTFJUJTOPUUIFÎSTUUJNF*IBWFTVOHXJUIEJGGFSFOUFOTFNCMFT JUJTOPSNBM
here, people hire an ensemble from abroad, but e.g., under the condition that I sing with
them. We have a short rehearsal before the performance and that’s it, we quickly coordinate, because we perform mostly the same songs here in Croatia and abroad, of course if
we perform only a Romani repertoire, which is usually true when it comes to weddings.”
(Interview with O. S. from Rijeka).

'JHVSF3PNBOJFOTFNCMFGSPN(FSNBOZEVSJOHBXFEEJOH 3JKFLB  "VUIPShTBSDIJWF 

They use transitions with melodic and loud surprises during their performances,
often changing the rhythm, tempo and also the tune depending on the mood of
UIFQFSGPSNFSTUIFNTFMWFT5IFNFMPEZJTEFDPSBUFEXJUISJDIÎHVSBUJPOTBOE
decorations. The ensemble leaders have (in this case the singers) a great reputation in society and are highly respected. During the performance of the ensemble,
it is apparent that although they have a list of songs they play, sometimes it is
OPUDMFBSMZEFÎOFE TPEVSJOHUIFQFSGPSNBODFUIFZBHSFFPOXIJDITPOHUIFZXJMM
QMBZ"UUIBUNPNFOU UIFTJOHFSIBTUIFÎOBMXPSEBOECFGPSFIFÎOJTIFTUIFTPOH
they are performing, he gives a signal to his ensemble to indicate which song they
XJMMQMBZOFYU5IJTJTPOFPGUIFTJHOJÎDBOUEJGGFSFODFTCFUXFFO3PNBOJNVTJDJBOT
BOENVTJDJBOTPGUIFNBKPSJUZQPQVMBUJPO XIPNVTUIBWFBTQFDJÎDQSPHSBNNF
at performances.
Special attention is paid to Romani musicians who play “by ear,” most often with
wind instruments, clarinet, or saxophone. Pettan says that in Kosovo performing
on the orders of an individual is one way of expressing respect for the client. In a
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particularly effective way, they perform “by ear” playing with aerophone instruments - zurna, clarinet, saxophone or trumpet. (Pettan, 2011:84/85). Amongst the
Roma that we interviewed, playing the clarinet “by ear” is preferred. Instrumental
music differs depending on the place where the particular Romani group lives.
The hand drum (def) and rotating pans (rotirajuca tepsija) is most commonly used
by women when dancing. This tradition of rotating pans is most cherished by
women from the Romani settlement in Crikvenica.
Conclusion
We need to recognize that the many Romani communities differ geographically,
historically, culturally, by religion and language and hence in music; therefore, we
must be careful to never generalize and represent all Roma together, but conTJEFSFBDI3PNBOJHSPVQTFQBSBUFMZJOPSEFSUPHFUBSFBMJTUJDQJDUVSF"GUFSÎFME
research, we can conclude that the Roma in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County have
integrated relatively well into the society of the majority population but there is
still room for progress. Since Rijeka, the capital of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, is
truly a multi-ethnic city that promotes tolerance, non-violence, different human
cultures and coexistence, it is increasingly inhabited by various national minoriUJFTXIPNBOBHFUPÎOEUIFJSQMBDFUPMJWFJOUIBUDJUZ"XBSFPGUIFJSDVMUVSBM
identity, they are eager to demonstrate their culture and customs, but also to accept others. Of course, more work should be done to promote the cultural identity
not only of the Roma but also of all other national minorities living in the county.
During the research, it was determined that Roma in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County perform other types of music in addition to their own Romani music, but this
mainly depends on the client. They play for the Romani community, but also for
non-Roma who come to listen to them. They are open to everyone and according
UPUIFNVTJDJBOT UIFJSXJTIJTOPUPOMZUIFÎOBODJBMSFXBSEUIFZSFDFJWFXIFO
they perform, but also the promotion and presentation of their musical culture to
the general public.
%VSJOHUIFÎFMESFTFBSDI JUXBTFTUBCMJTIFEUIBUUIFNBKPSJUZPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO
MJWJOHJOUIFJNNFEJBUFWJDJOJUZPG3PNBOJTFUUMFNFOUTJTTUJMMJOTVGÎDJFOUMZGBmiliar with Romani tradition, art and other characteristics. Over the four years
of this research there has been a shift on this issue: Romani musicians receive
increasingly more invitations to play for the non-Roma population, which is a big
step forward for them. These are rare cases for now, but they are happy about it
because, as they themselves say, “we have come out of the cocoon, and more and
more people are starting to listen to our music” (interview with Z. B. from Delnice).
We can say that music is one of the survival strategies of the Roma and that is
why nowadays more and more Roma decide to play music; however, fewer and
fewer children play a traditional instrument and perform “original” Romani music,
unfortunately. Recently, turbo folk (originally from Serbia) has become very popular on the music scene in the Republic of Croatia, and young people are listening
to it more and more, so Romani musicians are already familiarizing themselves
with this widely accepted music genre. Regarding the third research question, we
can say that for the Roma in Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, performing music is
primarily a need (usually an additional source of income), but also a desire because, as they say, “we enjoy playing, it’s in our blood!”
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It is vital the music of this people in the territory of the entire Republic of Croatia
be explored, as this will provide a bigger picture and give the majority population
the opportunity to get to know the Roma and their culture better. The people are
very isolated and reluctant to talk about their lives, and they are one of the socially marginalized minority groups, but they are very approachable, and they like to
present their music to strangers who come to their settlements. It was exactly this
openness and affability that I have experienced throughout this research. AccordJOHUPPOFNVTJDJBO UIFSFBTPOJTUIBUNVTJDJTUIFPOMZFTDBQFGSPNUIFJSEJGÎDVMU
everyday life, and as they say “it is our life, everyone knows us by it! Therefore, whoever
wants to listen to our music, we will play it.” (Interview with A. B. from Crikvenica).
5IF3PNBOJDVMUVSFJTDPOTUBOUMZDIBOHJOHJOUPEBZhTHMPCBMJ[FEXPSMEBOEJO
many cases is preserved only in the form of an ethnic cultural heritage. The
cultural development of the Roma cannot and should not be limited; the culture
of any nation cannot remain limited and cast in its traditional form. I believe
that the Roma are not an isolated community, but an integral part of the society
in which they live and share common general cultural characteristics. This has
BMTPCFFOQSPWFECZUIJTSFTFBSDI*OFWFSZKPC BQFSTPOÎOETIJNTFMGJOEJGGFSFOU
TJUVBUJPOTHPPEPSCBEBTXBTUIFDBTFXJUIUIJTÎFMESFTFBSDI"UUIFCFHJOOJOH
of the research, it is important that the researcher does not come to an unfamiliar
environment with prejudices that he or she may have read in literature or heard
GSPNPUIFSQFPQMF"UUIFÎSTUDPOUBDUUIFSFJTBMXBZTBIJOUPGEPVCUUIBUZPVXJMM
not be well received in the new environment. However, my personal experience
during this research has been invaluable. That doubt disappeared when I entered
UIFÎSTU3PNBOJTFUUMFNFOUBOENFUXJUIUIPTFQFPQMF*UBMLFEUPBMBSHFOVNCFS
of Romani people and at no point did I feel any uneasiness or discomfort. Each of
my conversational partners tried to answer each of my questions because they
really wanted to help in the creation of this paper. Therefore, on the basis of my
FYQFSJFODF *DPOÎSNUIBUPOMZUISPVHIQFSTPOBMDPOUBDUDBOXFDPOUSJCVUFUP
breaking the stereotypes and generalizations about the Roma.
Endnotes
1

The term “Roma settlement” as described by Jernej Zupancic (2007) was created because of the need
UPEFÎOFUIFHSPVQTPGIPVTJOHVOJUTJOIBCJUFEFYDMVTJWFMZCZUIF3PNBOJQPQVMBUJPO5IFTFVOJUT 
in general, are not real statistical settlements. Despite being in near proximity to existing statistical
settlements, where the majority population lives, the Roma are not included in their lives at all.

2

Integration is an ideal model in which people of particular ethnic, racial or religious groups are
equally involved in the community, preserving the characteristics of their culture and traditions.
"DDPSEJOHUP íUBNCVL  JOUFHSBUJPOJTOPUBOFHBUJPOPGUIFTQFDJÎDJUZPGUIF3PNBBOEPS
the erasure of the social and cultural identity of the Romani people. The integration concept should
be “translated” as acceptance and integration into certain processes, which take place in a particular
social environment.

3

The language, spoken by the Roma in Medimurje, is actually Romanian or an archaic Romanian
dialect that this Romani group adopted over the centuries while residing in present-day Romania,
from where their members came to our region.
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4

Aškalije are of Roma-Albanian origin and speak Albanian.

5

Rujevica- the word ruj meaning sun top, which is how Rujevica got its name. The hills in this
settlement are sunny for most of the year. Rujevica is also a diminutive of the ancient god Rujevit.
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Abstract
"HJOHQPQVMBUJPOTBSFJODSFBTJOHTJHOJÎDBOUMZXPSMEXJEF UIFSFCZHFOFSBUJOHBHJOH
societies. Certain product categories that interest elderly women in Bangkok include healthcare, lifestyle fashion, and culture. Cultural heritage are recognized as
an important tool that can promote products and brand image. Fashion collection
design based on cultural heritage concepts or storytelling have more opportunities to succeed in the fashion market. This research investigates two main points:
(1) elderly women’s needs and preferences for fashion products and (2) conceptual
guidelines for designing a fashion collection based on Thai cultural heritage. The
sample population of this study included 439 elderly women from Bangkok. Our
ÎOEJOHTQSPQPTFEDPODFQUVBMHVJEFMJOFT XJUIUISFFQPTTJCMFBQQSPBDIFTUPEFTJHOing a fashion collection for older women: modern-minimal, luxury-feminine and
Boho-ethnic styles. This study includes an implementation of the guidelines with
FJHIUQSPUPUZQFPVUÎUT
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Introduction
The aging population is currently a global issue, and a direct consequence of the
decline in global fertility and mortality due to old age. It is one of the leading global demographic trends of the 21st century (Gavrilov, Leonid and Heuveline, 2003)
BOEIBTTJHOJÎDBOUFGGFDUTPOBMMTFDUJPOTPGTPDJFUZ TVDIBTTIJGUTJOMBCPSBOE
ÎOBODJBMNBSLFUT UIFDIBOHJOHEFNBOETGPSHPPETBOETFSWJDFT USBOTQPSUBUJPO
and social protection, and intergenerational ties (United Nations, 2015). The aging
population is also increasing in Thailand and the National Elderly Council was
instituted in 1982 to address the issues affecting the country’s elderly. In addition,
Thailand is ranked as the third most rapidly aging population in the world. There
are approximately eight million people, aged 60 years and over, living in Thailand.
By 2040, the aging population in Thailand is expected to reach 17 million, accounting for 25 percent of its total population. One in every four Thais will be a senior
citizen at that predicted moment (Help Age global network, 2015).
Considering the aging population in Thailand, there is an increased demand for
QSPEVDUTUIBUTVJUUIFNTVDIBTDPTNFUJDT GBTIJPOQSPEVDUT BOEIFBMUIDBSF  
Project, 2018). People over 55 are wealthier and healthier than in the past and also
have more time to spend money before, and during retirement (Kay, 2017). It is imQPSUBOUGPSUIFGBTIJPONBSLFUUPCFBXBSFPGUIFJSTJHOJÎDBOUQVSDIBTJOHQPXFS
Owing to the increase in the number of aging women in Thailand, there is an
economic incentive for businesses to target these mature customers and build
a fashion brand for them. In the current fashion landscape, very few brands are
aimed at this emerging consumer. However, grouping all elderly consumers into
only one category or style neglects the subsegments (Greco, 1986). Cultural heritage and design play an important role in Thailand. One indication of the growing
NBSLFUGPSDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUTJTUIFTJHOJÎDBOUTVQQPSUSFDFJWFEGSPNUIF.JOJTUSZ
of Culture Promotion in Thailand in this context, such as through funding for the
development of cultural textile products and sales.
This study investigates two main points: (1) elderly women’s needs for fashion
products and their style preferences, and (2) conceptual guidelines for designing
a fashion collection based on Thai cultural heritage. This study was conducted by
using both qualitative and quantitative methods. In the Introduction section, the
guideline components, such as cross-cultural and universal design concepts for
designing a fashion collection are described to provide a clear understanding. The
TFDUJPOFNQIBTJ[FTUIFSJTJOHPG"TJBOGBTIJPOJOÏVFODFTBOEUIFQPTTJCJMJUJFTPG
developing a local cultural heritage into a global fashion scene.
Aging Population and Consumption in Thailand
"HJOHDPOTVNFSTIBWFTQFDJÎDOFFETBOEDPOTJEFSBCMFQVSDIBTJOHQPXFS5IF
Department of International Trade Promotion of the Ministry of Commerce has
JOJUJBUFEUIF 1SPKFDUUPNFFUUIFBHJOHNBSLFUTSJTJOHEFNBOETBOEUPEFWFMPQ
opportunities for Thai manufacturers and service providers in both foreign and local markets (Department of International Trade Promotion, 2019). The project proNPUFTTQFDJÎDQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFTGPSUIFFMEFSMZJO5IBJMBOE TVDIBTDPTNFUJDT
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and spa products, innovative products, construction materials, fashion products,
food and beverages, furniture and household, medical devices, and services for seOJPST5IJTDPODSFUFTVQQPSUGSPNUIF5IBJHPWFSONFOUIJHIMJHIUTUIFTJHOJÎDBODF
of this emerging target market in Thailand.
The lifestyles of the aging population in Thailand have dramatically changed from
generally staying at home to spending time on leisure activities such as shopping,
attending social activities, and meeting with friends and family. Aging women in
Thailand spend money on reasonably priced products and services (Anantachart,
 5IFSFJTBTJHOJÎDBOUMZIJHIFYQFDUFEDPOTVNQUJPOPGHBSNFOUTGPSBFTUIFUic elements, comfort, and quality, which meets the demands of the elderly women
market in Bangkok, Thailand (Kasikorn Bank, 2018).
A Neilson report in 2016 on “The New Wave of Thais” indicates that the aging consumer is steadily growing in number, and there are marketing gaps for products
and services tailored to their needs. In addition, a 2018 report from the Kasikorn
Bank Research Center, Thailand, mentioned that the needs for aging consumers
are fashion and lifestyle products, interior and furniture, as well as medical-related equipment. This concurs with the Department of Industrial Promotion’s (Thailand) statement regarding major demands in the aging market for food, furniture,
lifestyle fashion products, medical equipment, interior, and home decoration.
Furthermore, Thailand’s 20-year national strategy includes the development of local entrepreneurs using cultural capital in creative cultural products (Public Relations, Ministry of Culture Promotion, 2019). This issue indicates the importance of
the emergence of culturally related product markets, both local and international.
The main characteristics of products for aging populations are usually not presented directly. They may be represented in terms of more convenient or more
comfortable products. There are three main factors to carefully consider when
designing a product for an aging population: (1) changes in social and cultural
factors, (2) changes in emotions towards individual experiences, and (3) changes in
physical competence.
Cultural Heritage and Fashion
As a result of growing Asian economies, there are more opportunities, especially
GPS"TJBOCSBOETUPCFOFÎUTNPSFGSPNUIFJSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF ,PBOE-FF  
It is important for a heritage brand to be relevant to consumers in modern fashion
systems (Thomas, 2016). In Urde and Greyser (2015), a “heritage brand” portrays its
TJHOJÎDBOUBOESJDIIJTUPSZVTJOHTZNCPMT DPSFWBMVFT BOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMCFMJFGT
Heritage and storytelling add more value to a brand (Thomas, 2016).
A brand or product with a certain heritage or story will have a greater chance
of becoming successful in the fashion market (Kendall, 2009). In addition, if the
brand can communicate its heritage and history, it tends to become successful
internationally (Kapferer and Bastien, 2012). Important designers who have successfully interpreted their cultural heritage in fashion design include Thea Porter,
Vivienne Westwood, Missoni, and Kenzo (Cole and Deihl, 2015). Asian fashion
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EFTJHOHSFXTJHOJÎDBOUMZBGUFSUIFFOUSZPG"TJBONPWJFTUPUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTJO
UIFT 4QSPMFTBOE#VSOT  &UIOJDJOÏVFODFXBTJOUSPEVDFEUP&VSPQFCZ
Yves Saint-Laurent in 1967 through their Africa collection (McDowell, 2013).
Fashion changes over time through the interpretation of current cultures and
social movements transforming from basic human needs to lifestyles. Fashion
NPWFNFOUT USFOET BSFJOÏVFODFECZNBOZGBDUPSTUIBUBSFEJGÎDVMUUPQSFEJDU 
such as the social and psychological situation of a particular society (Barnard,
 5IFSFJTOPEFÎOJUFBDBEFNJDFWJEFODFPSQSPPGPGTUZMFTFHNFOUBUJPOJO
fashion market research, since people’s fashion styles usually change according to
fashion trends (Wind, 2011). Therefore, it is crucial to identify each target fashion
style at a certain moment by conducting research to discover consumer preferences before designing a collection or building a fashion brand.
*OUFSNTPGBQQBSFM GBTIJPOTUZMFJTBEJTUJOHVJTIJOHDIBSBDUFSJTUJDJOBTQFDJÎD
DBUFHPSZ 4QSPMFTBOE#VSOT  "GBTIJPOCSBOEVTVBMMZQPSUSBZTBTQFDJÎD
GBTIJPOTUZMF$MFBSBOETQFDJÎDGBTIJPOTUZMFTXJMMEJTUJOHVJTICSBOEDIBSBDUFSJO
the market (Fashionary, 2017). The style of a fashion brand is usually described by
JUTEJTUJOHVJTIJOHDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTXIJDIIFMQUPSFÏFDUBDPOTVNFSTJEFOUJUZ5IFSF
BSFWBSJPVTJEFOUJGZJOHTUZMFTBOEWBMVFTGPSBCSBOEUPCFTJHOJÎFE TVDIBTGFNJnine, ethnic, minimal, modern, luxurious, punk, hippie, baroque, and rebellious.
These style keywords refer to important historic fashion moments.
Methods to start designing a fashion collection include developing inspiration
mood boards, material sourcing, detail development, color planning, and trend
research. In addition, designers must be able to creatively implement heritage,
history, current social situations, or conceptual ideas to complete new design
DPODFQUT4JHOJÎDBOUEFTJHOFMFNFOUT XIJDIBSFUIFSFTVMUPGUIFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPG
seasonal concepts or inspiration, include silhouettes, details, color, and materials
(Fashionary, 2017).
Cross-cultural Design Concept
Culture is the sum of people’s beliefs and ways of life. As stated by Hofstede,
culture is considered a way of life for a group of people, including their behaviors,
beliefs, values, and symbols that they accept, naturally and generally without
thinking about them. Communication and imitation are ways in which the compositions of each culture are passed from one generation to the next (Hofstede,
1997). It is becoming obvious that designing culture into various ranges of products will become a global design trend (Lin, 2007). As culture has become more
JOWPMWFEJOWBSJPVTÎFMETPGEFTJHO DSPTTDVMUVSBMEFTJHODPODFQUTXJMMCFDPNFUIF
focus of design evaluation and appropriation in the future.
Globalization has often been referred to as westernization specially in Asian
regions during the last century (Ko and Lee, 2011). There are many accusations
of cultural appropriation in fashion, especially in an age where fashion design
usually borrows design elements from other cultures. Misinterpretation of, or
EJTSFHBSEGPSDFSUBJODVMUVSBMTJHOJÎDBODFTPSUSBEJUJPOTDBOFBTJMZMFBEUPESBTUJD
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consequences, even unintentionally (Vézina, 2019). Since the rise in exoticism as
a trend, and the rapid growth of Asian economies, Asian cultures have received
TJHOJÎDBOUHMPCBMBUUFOUJPO"TJBOCSBOETIBWFNPSFPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPCFOFÎUGSPN
cultural heritage branding strategies (Ko and Lee, 2011). Considering unique local
cultural heritage to build a brand is an advantage as key propositions derive from
certain aspects of cultural heritage, such as beliefs, history, and the use of symbols
that will differentiate the brand from competitors in the market (Urde and Greyser, 2015).
Since Thailand has a rich cultural heritage, the country and its designers tend
to rely on Western fashion styles as references for the designs to be able to communicate and sell in the era of globalization. Thailand has undergone cultural
diffusion in different aspects, including its military, education, technology, and
lifestyles, since the Ayutthaya Kingdom in 1350. As a country, it tends to receive
and absorb different cultures more easily. Cultural heritage in Thailand can be divided into four regions: northern, northeastern, central, and southern (One World
- Nations Online, 2019). Each region represents a different perspective on lifestyle
and tradition. This cultural heritage has been widely used for product design and
service in Thailand, since the One Tambon, One Product program in 2001, which
XBTJOÏVFODFECZUIF0OF7JMMBHF 0OF1SPEVDUGSPN+BQBO*OBEEJUJPO QSPEVDUT
or services that include cultural capital are called cultural products (Ko and Lee,
2011).
This also results in the tendency to use a cross-cultural design approach that is
suitable for developing fashion brands in Thailand, merging its cultural heritage
with Western fashion styles. Cross-cultural design, in terms of fashion, examines
cultural design elements, such as tangible and intangible cultural capital. In this
study, the idea of a cross-cultural design concept is used to combine Western fashion style with Thailand’s cultural heritage.
A cross-cultural design approach helps designers examine appropriate cultures
cautiously and make use of the design strategy. This approach divides layers of
cultural heritage, into outer, middle, and inner levels, for proper use in design.
Each level is suitable for a different design approach. An outer-level design usually brings tangible cultural heritage directly to the designed product. The midlevel tends to apply a mixture of tangible and intangible cultural heritages in the
product design. The inner level ties intangible cultural heritage to product design,
by applying spiritual or belief systems (Ko and Lee, 2011). The aim of this research
is to examine how to make proper use of the cross-cultural design approach in the
fashion design process.
Universal Design Concept
6TVBMMZ GBTIJPOEFTJHODPODFQUTDPOTJTUPGTQFDJÎDEFTJHOFMFNFOUT TVDIBT
TJMIPVFUUF DPMPS NBUFSJBM NPPEBOEUPOF BOEÎOJTIJOHEFUBJMT 6UJTXBOOBLVM 
 /FWFSUIFMFTT UIFSFBSFDVSSFOUMZOPTQFDJÎDEFTJHOHVJEFMJOFTGPSBHJOHDPOsumers. In terms of universal design concepts, there are commonly used elements
in architectural design that are generally applied for the elderly-— proper slopes
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GPSXBMLXBZT BOUJTMJQCBUISPPNÏPPST BOEBVUPNBUFEMJHIUJOH GPSFYBNQMF
There are no such adaptations for the elderly in fashion. The elderly consumer
requires consideration for the appropriateness of products that can include comfortable textiles and suitable closures.
In Martins and Martins (2012), the authors described the universal design concept
in terms of fashion.
The universal design concept is the strategy that cooperates the most with the
elderly, especially in architectural design, product design, and interior design (Martins and Martins, 2012).”
5IFJSSFTFBSDISFDPNNFOEFEUSBOTGFSSJOHTFWFOTJHOJÎDBOUFMFNFOUTPGVOJWFSTBM
EFTJHODPODFQUTFRVJUBCMFVTF ÏFYJCMFVTF TJNQMFBOEJOUVJUJWFVTF DMFBSJOGPSmation, tolerance for error, minimum physical effort, and dimensions appropriate
for use and comfort — into fashion design elements. The table below indicates
recommendations for developing fashion products and clothing based on the
seven principles of universal design, transferred to fashion design approaches.
Universal Design
(General Design Approach)

Universal Design
(Fashion Design Approach)

1.

Equitable use

Easy for anyone to use, functionality, comfort

2.

Flexible use

The fibers used should be the softest and most flexible ones, easily washable and capable of
maintaining a comfortable body temperature

3.

Simple and intuitive use

Magnetized fastening mechanisms that facilitate handling, zipper with an anthropomorphic
tag for easy handling

4.

Clear information

Readability of warning messages or care required to maintain clothing

5.

Tolerance for error

The clothes should be made with soft fabrics such as worsted fabric, plain fabric with fibers
of natural origin

6.

Minimum physical effort

Trimmings and materials used should not hurt the skin or cause irritations or allergies

7.

Dimensions appropriate for use
and comfort

The forms should not be adjusted and tightened, thus respecting the need for movement.

Figure 1. Table of recommendations for developing fashion products and clothing, applying the seven
principles of universal design (Martins and Martins, 2012).

Materials and Methods
This research was conducted in Bangkok, Thailand, as a case study to obtain models for designing fashion collections for aging women in the city. The target group
was elderly women with different fashion styles, aged between 55 and 65. This
study focused only on female consumers, since they are the main purchasers of
fashion products. It employed a mixed method, including quantitative and qualitative research. The qualitative research method included the paper doll data set
method (Yamaguchi, Kiapour, Ortiz, and Berg, 2012) and various expert interviews.
The quantitative research method included a questionnaire with females, aged 5565 years old, in Bangkok.
First, 500 pictures of local and international elderly women were randomly collected from social media, between February to April 2019, and processed through
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the paper doll data set method, which includes style, length, color, and material
comparison to derive elder women’s style preferences (Yamaguchi, Kiapour, Ortiz,
and Berg, 2012). According to Western fashion style, these 500 pictures can be
EJWJEFEJOUPÎWFNBJODBUFHPSJFT)PXFWFS UISFFDBUFHPSJFTBSFEJTUJODUJWFMZIJHI
in number: Boho-ethnic (183), modern-minimal (195), and feminine-vintage (103).
Those with a very small frequency, street-casual (16), and modern-feminine, (3)
were not included.
Quantitative Research
(Elderly women’s needs in fashion products, culture, and fashion styles)
A quantitative research approach was used to analyze the fashion styles and
TQFDJÎDMJGFTUZMFTPGBHJOHXPNFOJO#BOHLPL 5IBJMBOE VTJOHRVFTUJPOOBJSFT5IF
ages of the elderly women targeted in this research ranged from 55 to 65 years old,
since they are now the most elderly women in Thailand. This study investigated
consumer behavior based on two key variables: age and gender in Thailand (feNBMF BHFEZFBSTPME 5IFRVFTUJPOOBJSFTXFSFEJTUSJCVUFEWJBPGÏJOF TIPQping district in Bangkok), and online channels. Data were collected between May
and November 2018.
5IFRVFTUJPOOBJSFEFWFMPQFEGPSUIJTTUVEZXBTRVBMJÎFECZUISFFFYQFSUTSFMBUFE
to the research topic—including two fashion and textile design lecturers and one
designer— using the index of item-objective congruence (IOC) method. The questionnaire was considered congruent-, with an index of 0.946.
5IFRVFTUJPOOBJSFJODPSQPSBUFEUISFFTFDUJPOT5IFÎSTUQBSUBTDFSUBJOFEEFNPgraphics: income, age, and marital status. The second part related to consumer
behavior in fashion, culture, and preferred fashion styles. The third part obtained
insights into the consumption of fashion products.
A total of 317 questionnaires were completed online, and 122 were completed
PGÏJOF5IFUPUBMOVNCFSPGVTBCMFRVFTUJPOOBJSFTXBT XJUIBWBSJBODFEFviation of 5% and a standard deviation of 95% from the Taro Yamane population
sampling. The answers were analyzed using frequency, percentage, average, and
deviation to obtain information on interest in products, preferred fashion styles,
and cultural interests.
Qualitative Research
(Conceptual Model for Designing a Fashion Collection Based on Thai Cultural Heritage)
A qualitative approach was used to derive guidelines for the consideration of
cultural heritage and fashion design concepts. This was done using comments
from the selected experts. The researcher revised theories using two approaches:
(1) design concepts, including cross-cultural design and universal design to reach
GBTIJPOEFTJHOHVJEFMJOFTGPSFMEFSMZXPNFO  GBTIJPOEFTJHOTUSBUFHJFTUPÎOE
a suitable solution for a design collection. These frameworks were intended to
TUSVDUVSFUIFHVJEFMJOFTGSPNUIFDPODFQUVBMBTQFDUPGTQFDJÎDEFTJHOTUSBUFHJFT
Experts in different areas related to the scope of the research, were selected to
derive and recommend suitable guidelines for building fashion and lifestyle brand
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approaches based on Thai cultural heritage. Since this research focused on fashion brand building, cultural design, and fashion research, the panel of selected experts included fashion designers Mr. Parunrop Prueksophee and Mr. Chatchawan
Puenpra, fashion history and research methodology lecturer Dr. Siwaree Arunyanart, cultural textile entrepreneur Mr. Korakot Pangjai, and fashion design lecturer
Dr. Chanakarn Ruengnarong. This research process used the Delphi technique of
interviewing each expert twice to develop the models.
Results and Discussion
Results from Quantitative Research
Each fashion style represents different characteristics of consumers and brands.
The research questions included (1) preferred fashion styles, (2) interest in cultural
heritage, and (3) buying habits.
The questionnaire included a character mood board with fashion style keywords,
from which participants could choose their preferences. The results show that
there are varied interests in fashion styles among elderly women in Bangkok:
Boho-ethnic style shows 46.46%, modern-urban style 41.45%, and luxury-feminine
style shows 12.07%.
Categories

Frequency

Percentage

204

46.46

182

41.45

53

12.07

Boho-Ethnic

Modern-Urban

Luxury-Feminine

Figure 2. Preferred fashion styles of elderly women.
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Each fashion style can be described according to western fashion style as follows:
Modern-urban: A person with a minimalist lifestyle and stylish urban dressing
style. This fashion refers to the minimalist aesthetics of the 1990s, which represent working women in urban areas. Minimalism aims to use simple clean lines
with neutral and solid colors (Cole and Deihl, 2015). According to the results of the
quantitative research, this group tends to spend most of their time within the city.
They can keep abreast with changing technologies and trends. Those who selected
the Modern-Urban fashion style also selected hanging out with friends and family
(41%) and working (22%). This indicates that many of them are still working and
socializing.
Boho-ethnic: A person who is obsessed with culturally related products with a bold
and vibrant fashion approach. The style best refers to the 1970s’ cultural and
USJCBMJOÏVFODFPOGBTIJPO XIJDIJTDBMMFEFUIOJDPSUSJCBMGBTIJPO UIFTUZMFEFrived from the adoption of such designs in Europe). According to the results of the
quantitative research, this group prefers culturally related products. According to
the questionnaire, their lifestyle indicated that 32% of them tended to travel, 22%
participate in festivals, and 38% choose to hang out with friends and family.
Luxury-feminine: Delicate girly dressing with soft and feminine touches. This style
can be related to the 1950s fashion style, which represents feminine and sweetMPPLJOHGBTIJPOXJUIÏVJETJMIPVFUUFT MVYVSZUFYUJMFT BOEEFMJDBUFFNCFMMJTIments. According to the results of the questionnaires, 19% of this group of women
were responsible for regular housework, 42% for culinary work, and 18% were
interested in learning traditional crafts.
The results from the questionnaire indicate that Boho-ethnic interest in northeastern cultural heritage was 44.60%, northern cultural heritage was 35.78%,
central cultural heritage was 18.36%, and southern cultural heritage was 8.16%.
Modern-urban interest in northern cultural heritage was 46.64%, central cultural
heritage was 32.33%, northeastern cultural heritage was 5.30%, and southern
cultural heritage was 3.18%. Luxury-feminine interest in northeastern cultural
heritage was 38.22%, northern cultural heritage was 11.53%, central cultural heritage was 5.46%, and southern cultural heritage was 1.82%. These results indicate
suitable cultural heritage or storytelling that will be part of the design collection
concept or inspiration. For example, the most suitable storytelling inspiration for
a collection of modern-urban consumers should be from the central and northern
cultural heritages of Thailand.
Fashion Style/
Cultural Heritage
Boho-ethnic
Modern-urban
Luxury-feminine
TOTAL

Northern Cultural
Heritage
Frequency Percentage
73
35.78
88
46.64
21
11.53
182

Northeastern Cultural
Heritage
Frequency Percentage
91
44.60
10
5.30
21
38.22
122

Central Cultural
Heritage
Frequency Percentage
9
18.36
61
32.33
3
5.46
73

Southern Cultural
Heritage
Frequency Percentage
4
8.16
6
3.18
1
1.82
11

Figure 3. Highest level (5) of interest in cultural heritage in elderly women according to fashion styles
(Cross tabulation with fashion styles).
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The results of the questionnaire indicated that elderly women in Bangkok most
frequently purchased apparel (85.42 %), cosmetics (28.25 %), accessories (25.06
%), home decorations (3.42 %), and stationary (2.05 %). There is a strong interest in fashion apparel, cosmetics, and accessories. This indicates an opportunity
to develop fashion collections or brands for elderly women in Bangkok. It is also
important to note that the factors that aging women considered the most when
purchasing culturally related products were quality, material, design concept,
brand reputation, modern design, and store design and decoration.
Categories

X

S.D.

Level

Healthcare

3.54

1.58

Highest

Apparel

3.74

1.28

Highest

Cosmetics

2.35

1.15

High

Accessories

1.63

1.01

Low

Home Decoration

1.22

1.15

Low

'JHVSF&MEFSMZXPNFOhTCVZJOHIBCJUT

Results from Qualitative Research
In the qualitative research method, examples of guidelines were developed to obtain reviews from experts. According to the literature review on cross-cultural deTJHO VOJWFSTBMEFTJHO BOEGBTIJPOEFTJHODPODFQUT UIFSFJTBÎSTUESBGUHVJEFMJOF
that was discussed by experts. The model was then developed, and discussed with
FYQFSUT"TBSFTVMU BMMÎWFFYQFSUTBHSFFEUIBUUIFDPODFQUVBMNPEFMGPSDSFBUJOH
fashion design guidelines for aging women based on Thailand’s cultural heritage
is viable. The following are the comments and recommendations from each expert
regarding the second set of proposed guidelines.
Experts

Recommendations

Fashion
design
lecturer (1)

Guidelines are proper, but there should be some implementation from the model. The universal design
concept should be more involved in product development. In terms of cross-cultural aspect, it is
important to be more concerned about the aspects of original Thai culture. However, the concept of
dividing Thai cultural heritage in four parts is useable. Also, there might be differences in consumer’s
fashion style in the future, since fashion trends are usually changing. (sic)

Fashion
design
lecturer (2)

They are proper guidelines now. However, there might be differences in consumers’ fashion styles in the
future. I was curious if this model will be able to fit the upcoming aging women, in 10-15 years. The
closure such as zips and buttons should make elderly women feel comfortable and effortless in using
them. (sic)

Fashion
design
lecturer (3)

The universal design concept is important, and the designer must be more careful in fabric selection for
elderly women such as organic textiles and natural color dying. (sic)

Fashion
history and
research
methodology
lecturer

Would it be possible for the researcher to explain more about the cultural design concept, in terms of
usage? There are differences in the needs for cultural related products in different styles in fashion.
Then, the model should divide fashion styles to properly use the cross-cultural design concept (sic)

Cultural
textile
entrepreneur
in Nan
province

The model is a good example of how to interlink cultural heritage with a fashion and lifestyle brand
building approach. However, it might cause some conflict, and the designer should be the one who
closely studies western culture. (sic)

Figure 5. Second reviews and comments from the experts, pertaining to the guidelines.
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"GUFSEJTDVTTJOHUIFÎSTUESBGUNPEFMBOEBEPQUJOHTVHHFTUJPOT UIFNPEFMXBT
redeveloped and discussed with experts. All experts agreed that the model was appropriate for developing lifestyle fashion and lifestyle brands for elderly women in
Thailand, based on Thai cultural heritage.
The guidelines for designing a fashion collection for elderly women in Bangkok,
based on cultural heritage, can be described as follows:
According to quantitative research, there are three major fashion styles among
older women in Bangkok. Each style represents different fashion preferences,
based on the history of Western fashion. In terms of cross-cultural design, elderly
women prefer garments with different needs, ranging from bold and noticeable
cultural aspects to applied and analyzed cultural elements in the design collection. The guidelines for designing a fashion collection based on Thai cultural
heritage can be divided into three possibilities according to the interests shown in
each of the cultural heritage areas. In every approach to designing a collection, exQFSUTSFDPNNFOEJODMVEJOHVOJWFSTBMEFTJHODPODFQUT TJODFJUTBUJTÎFTUIFBHJOH
XPNFOTOFFETJOUFSNTPGEFUBJMT ÎOJTIJOH BOEQSPQFSGVODUJPOT5IFVOJWFSTBM
design concept will help designers to carefully examine their needs. It may not be
necessary for a designer to use all aspects of the universal design concept. HowevFS LFFQJOHTPNFTJHOJÎDBOUJEFBTSFMFWBOUUPUIFEFTJHODPMMFDUJPOXJMMIFMQCFUUFS
communicate the product to the consumer.
Elderly women IN BANGKOK, THAILAND

TARGET STYLES in fashion

TARGET
GROUP

cross
CULTURAL
DESIGN
THAI
CULTURAL
HERITAGE
WESTERN
FASHION
STYLE

BOHO-ETHNIC

MODERN-URBAN

LUXURY-FEMININE

MID

INNER

OUTER
TANGIBLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

INTANGIBLE & TANGIBLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

INTANGIBLE & TANGIBLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

NORTHERN OR
NORTHEASTERN

NORTHERN OR
CENTRAL

NORTHERN OR
NORTHEASTERN

1970's
Bohemian FASHION

1990's
MINIMAL FASHION

1950's
FEMININE FASHION

CONCEPT DESIGN MOOD BOARD DEVELOPMENT (INSPIRATION BOARD)
Design elements ANALYSIS

DESIGN
ELEMENTS
ANALYSIS

FROM CULTURAL HERITAGE
Details

materials

silhouette

FROM FASHION STYLE

colors

Details

Mood/tone

materials

silhouette

colors
Mood/tone

UNIVERSAL DESIGN ELEMENTS IN FASHION

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

EQUITABLE
TO USE

TOLERANCE

FLEXIBLE
USE

MINIMUM
PHYSICAL
EFFORT

SIMPLE
AND
EASY

APPROPRIATE
DIMENSION

PERCEPTIBLE
INFO

FiRST DRAFT SKETCH DESIGN
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
COMPLETE COLLECTION DESIGN

Figure 6. Guidelines in creating brand identity for aging women in Bangkok, Thailand based on cultural
heritage.
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5IFSFBSFUISFFBQQSPBDIFTUPEFTJHOJOHBGBTIJPODPMMFDUJPO BTTIPXOJOUIFÎSTU
ÎHVSF5PEFTJHOBDPMMFDUJPOGPSFMEFSMZXPNFO JUJTBEWJTBCMFUPTUBSUXJUIBUBSHFUTUZMFUIBUJTTVJUBCMFGPSUIFDSPTTDVMUVSBMEFTJHODPODFQU XJUIJOÏVFODFTPG
Thai cultural heritage and Western fashion styles. The designer can then develop
a conceptual mood board for the designs, based on two cultural aspects. Design elements from both cultures were analyzed together, based on the universal design
concept. New techniques, colors, and textiles were developed for this new collecUJPO#FGPSFEFMJWFSJOHUIFDPNQMFUFQSPUPUZQF UIFEFTJHOFSESBXTBÎSTUESBGUBOE
uses the toile to develop the prototype structure. The design collection approaches
are divided into the following styles:
1. Modern-urban: According to fashion history, this consumer group is related to
the 1990s fashion style. In the 1990s, the idea of minimalism was embodied in
fashion. The aesthetic changed from the excess in the 1980s to a more basic look
with advanced technology in textiles such as nylon and stretchy fabrics. This resulted in a completely urban look, with unfussy volumes and simple lines (Olivia,
2017). They tended not to use culturally representative fashion products.
To design a collection for this target group, the 1990s fashion style should be
combined with central and northern Thai cultural heritage as inspirations. In this
case, the cross-cultural design concept should be applied to the middle or inner
levels. Tangible or intangible cultural heritage should interpret social behavioral
cultures and spiritual ideal cultures such as arts, beliefs, and religiosity, and used
in concept designs or mood boards. This will later appear in product design, since
consumers tend not to be interested in culturally related products.
2. Boho-ethnic: This style, according to fashion history, began in the 1970s, and was
JOÏVFODFECZ#PIFNJBO )JQQJF FUIOJD"GSJDB 4PVUI"NFSJDB BOE"TJB*UJTBMTP
described as Orientalism, which suggests non-Western culture (Dirix and Fiell,
 5IFÎSTUIBMGPGUIFTXBTEPNJOBUFECZUIFGBOUBTZ SFUSP QBTUJDIF BOE
ethnic styles, including traditional craft techniques from non-western countries.
'BTIJPOJUFNTJODMVEFEUIF&EXBSEJBOESFTTJOHTUZMF 5XFOUJFTÏBQQFST BOE#PIP
fashion (Dirix and Fiell, 2014). According to their fashion style, they were proud to
SFQSFTFOUBTQFDJÎDDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFUISPVHIGBTIJPO TJODFUIFZUFOEFEUPJODPSporate many traditional textiles.
To design a fashion collection for this target group, the concept should represent
the 1970s fashion style, with central or northern cultural heritage in Thailand as
inspirations. In this case, the cross-cultural design concept should be in the outerlevel— making use of tangible cultural heritage as sources of inspiration, such as
architecture, textiles, and garments, as the target group prefers culturally related
products.
3. Luxury-feminine: According to fashion history, their preferred fashion style is the
TGFNJOJOF XIJDISFQSFTFOUTXPNFOESFTTJOHJOGVMMMFOHUITLJSUT XJUIJOÏVences of Christian Dior’s new style (Fashionary, 2017). A full skirt is often made of
felt emblazoned with poodles and over stiffened crinolines (Diamond and Diamond, 2002).
A fashion collection for this target group should represent the 1950s feminine
fashion style, with southern cultural heritage in Thailand as an inspiration.
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The cross-cultural design concept for this target group should use culture in the
middle or inner levels— tangible or intangible cultural heritage— since the target
group tends to prefer handcrafted products, with a delicate and feminine touch.
Design Collection Process
This research paper includes an implementation of the guidelines for fashion
designing, with a Boho-ethnic style as a case study. According to our research, the
cross-cultural design concept should be on the outer-level, making use of tangible
cultural heritage aspects, such as architecture, textiles, and garments, as sources
of inspiration in daily life, since the target group prefers culturally related products. The concept design and mood board should include northeastern or northern cultural heritage in Thailand, with 1970s Western fashion as inspiration. The
concept design mood board was developed, along with the analysis of design elements, according to these two cultural perspectives: 1970s bohemian fashion and
northern cultural heritage. Textile cultural heritage in the Nan Province, which is
in the northern part of Thailand, was selected as a part of the inspiration. Universal design elements in fashion were used in the interpretation of fabric selection,
detailed development, and garment structure. After the sketch design and prototype development, the design collection was completed.

Dew

Metallic Grey

Carnelian Red

Fire Opal

Deep Obsidian

Nightfall

Black Ivy

Figure 7. Inspiration mood board - The Culture Collab.

The inspiration concept board is the “Culture Collab,” the narrative of design that
NFSHFTUIFTGBTIJPOJOTQJSBUJPOGSPNUIF8FTUJOUPUIFDVMUVSBMPVUÎUTBOE
textile elements found in Nan province. Nan is a province in northern Thailand.
Most of the inhabitants belong to the Tai Lue ethnic group. Nan costumes were
JOÏVFODFECZUIFJOÏVYPGPUIFS5BJ-VFXFBWFSTUP9JQTPOHQBOOB"WBSJFUZPG
techniques are used in weaving, such as tapestry weaving and supplementary
weft. Textiles are typically woven using cotton. Silk was reserved for the royal
family (Conway, 1992). The weavers of Nan Province usually draw inspiration from
traditional patterns, religions, and the environment.
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The collection aimed to present a combination of silhouette, color, details, and
NBUFSJBMTGSPNCPUIDVMUVSBMTJEFTmTGBTIJPOBOE/BODVMUVSFTQFDJÎD
textiles. For the Boho-ethnic target group, the design collection must use a crosscultural design concept on the outer layer, and directly use design elements from
both cultures. The new textile patterns were designed and woven by local entrepreneurs in the Nan Province.
Judging from the fashion design elements in Nan cultural textiles, the silhouette
of traditional clothing can be considered a vertical rectangle. The garments were
then wrapped or draped. There are many color palettes used in Nan cultural textiles; however, the most noticeable are dull red, navy blue, and dark green. Cotton
is a commonly used material. The cropped blouse can be noticed as a traditional
costume, with a one-piece woven textile worn as a tube skirt with a traditional
pattern. The most eye-catching textile design is the Namlai pattern, which is
inspired by the Nan River. The traditional design is interpreted as zigzag lines, that
BSFSFDPOTUSVDUFEUISPVHISFQFUJUJPO5IFOFXUFYUJMFEFTJHOTXFSFÎSTUDSFBUFEPO
a computer using Illustrator, and then brought to the local weavers in Nan Province to make samples. Three new patterns were used for this collection.

Figure 8. Design collection elements and analysis.

In terms of design elements in fashion, since the 1970s, ethnic, glamorous folkloric
looks and peasant styles have been popular in Western fashion. Wrap constructions, such as wrap dresses and wrap skirts worn with contrasting tops, is the key
message. Trousers are also fashionable. Bright and contrast colors played a major
role in this era. In 1971, Thea Porter combined eclectic elements with traditional
"TJBOUFYUJMFT5IFSFXFSFNBOZDPNCJOBUJPOTPGGBCSJDTJOBOPVUÎUGSPNUIJT
period (Cole and Deihl, 2015).
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Figure 9. Complete design collection and technical drawings.

The design elements for this collection aimed to combine the Nan province’s traEJUJPOBMPVUÎUT XJUITEFUBJMTBOETJMIPVFUUFT UIBUUSBOTMBUFTJOUPBOFXHBSment design. As mentioned earlier, the outline of the traditional Nan textiles is a
vertical rectangle. Layered and long silhouettes of the West in 1970s fashion were
added to the vertical rectangular outline of Nan’s traditional garments to achieve
BDPNCJOBUJPOPGUIFUXPDVMUVSFT5IFUFDIOJRVFTGSPN/BOTDVMUVSBMPVUÎUT 
which are wraps and draping, were developed with the 1970s garments, such as
long and loose wrap dresses. In addition, some highlighted colors are added, such
as vivid orange and bright green. The universal design concept was used in this
collection to simplify the use of garments, by adding zips, buttons, wrapping, and
draping techniques, so that elderly female users will be able to comfortably wear
the garments.
The design collection includes eight sets of clothing items. There is a mixture of
cultural textiles from Nan province, such as ready-made traditional fabrics, and
three new textile designs woven by local entrepreneurs. This design collection
aimed to demonstrate the implementation of design guidelines for the Bohoethnic target style, which represents a combination of cultural textiles and 1970s
Western fashion, with cross-cultural and universal design concepts.
Conclusion
With the increase in the aging population, older Thai women will become important consumers of fashion products. To complete the guidelines for building a
fashion collection for this target group, several components need to be explored:
target group lifestyles, cross-cultural design approaches, universal design concepts in fashion, fashion styles, and fashion design elements.
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'JHVSF%FTJHODPMMFDUJPOQSPUPUZQFT PVUÎUT 
ELDERLY WOMEN IN BANGKOK, THAILAND

TARGET GROUP

BOHO-ETHNIC

CROSS CULTURAL DESIGN

OUTER/ TANGIBLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

THAI CULTURAL HERITAGE

NORTHERN

WESTERN FASHION STYLE

1970’s
BOHEMIAN FASHION

DEVELOP INSPIRATION MOOD BOARD - THE CULTURE COLLAB

DESIGN
ELEMENTS
ANALYSIS

DESIGN ELEMENTS ANALYSIS
FROM NAN PROVINCE’S CULTURAL HERITAGE
Wrap/ knots

Cotton

Vertical rectangle

Dull red/ navy blue
dark green

FROM BOHEMIAN FASHION STYLE
Wrap/ knots

Cotton/
cultural patterns

Long and loose

Heritage/ culture

Bright/
contrast color

Folkloric

UNIVERSAL DESIGN ELEMENTS IN FASHION

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

EQUITABLE
TO USE

TOLERANCE

FLEXIBLE
USE

MINIMUM
PHYSICAL
EFFORT

SIMPLE
AND
EASY

APPROPRIATE
DIMENSION

PERCEPTIBLE
INFO

Aim to simplify the use of garments, by adding zips, buttons, wrapping, and draping techniques,

FiRST DRAFT SKETCH DESIGN
TEXTILE AND PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
COMPLETE COLLECTION DESIGN

Figure 11. The collection design guidelines.
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According to the target fashion style, there are three possible styles to design
a fashion collection, based on Thai cultural heritage. These three target styles
require different methods considering cross-cultural design because different
groups of older women tend to prefer culturally related products at different levels. The method of designing the collection is aimed at maximizing the presence
and importance of elderly women in fashion consumption. Hence, this research
suggests three main styles of design collection approaches, according to the different target groups derived from this study – modern-urban, Boho-ethnic, and
feminine-luxury. However, there may be a hybrid of or new styles in the future.
5IFQSPUPUZQFPGUIF#PIPFUIOJD(SPVQhTGBTIJPODPMMFDUJPOXBTJOUFOEFEUP
represent the amalgamation of Thai cultural heritage and Western fashion styles,
GPSUIFUBSHFUDPOTVNFSTJOBTUVEZJO#BOHLPL 5IBJMBOE*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPEFÎOF
the target style before designing a collection or establishing a brand. However, it
is a fact that the interpretation of cultural elements in fashion design depends on
UIFEFTJHOFShTSFTFBSDIBOEFYQFSJFODF5IFTFHVJEFMJOFTXJMMIFMQEFTJHOFSTDSFBUF
BDDVSBUFGBTIJPODPMMFDUJPOEFTJHOTUPNBUDIUIFDPOTVNFShTTUZMFBUBTQFDJÎD
moment.
Culture is an important reference in fashion design. Designers should conduct
in-depth research before designing a collection to avoid misinterpretation of the
culture. Working closely with local production sources of inspiration is important
since they will be able to give designers further recommendations.
Recommendations
The following are recommendations for those interested in furthering this research.
1.The guidelines can be further developed, according to changes in fashion trends,
which will have an impact on the emerging fashion styles. In addition, the same
quantitative survey research methods from this study can be used to change the
location of the cultural heritage.
2. It is important to maintain an equitable balance between fashion style and
cultural heritage design elements to convey the concept of the design collection
clearly. In addition, the analysis of design elements and development process of
UIFJOTQJSBUJPONPPECPBSEDBOCFNPEJÎFEUPNBLFUIFDPODFQUTDMFBS
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Abstract
This article examines how COVID-19 disrupted the Life | Performance festival in
Bangkok in 2020; focusing on changes in three festival components. Viewing
the festival as a cultural ecosystem interrupted by the 2020 novel coronavirus,
the article will focus on the disruptions forced on three pieces: Eko Supriyanto’s
Urban Movement Laboratory, Gecko Parade’s Lindbergh’s Flight and Pichet Klunchun’s No.
60: Exhibition, Lecture | Demonstration. The pandemic-induced disruptions in these
performances highlight several important ways that the COVID-19 pandemic
transformed the Life | Performance urban festival. Changes occurred in the timing/
scheduling, spacing/location, relationship with audiences/viewers and their mode
of performance for all three pieces. The pandemic also compelled rearranging performances into new spaces, a greater mediatization of the festival and the develPQNFOUPGOFXTJUFTQFDJÎD DPNNVOJUZDFOUFSFEQMBUGPSNT5IFTFEJTSVQUJPOTMFE
to a reorientation of the festival toward efforts to enhance creative placemaking
within a smaller urban zone.
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Introduction
Life | Performance was a new festival format planned for alternative performance
spaces in central Bangkok from late 2019 to early 2020. It was originally designed
to include more than a dozen different events spread out over new performance
venues in central Bangkok over six months.1 The festival’s structure was meant to
be part of an existing urban cultural ecosystem, which it sought to enrich through
a set of performing arts workshops, lectures, demonstrations, and performances
as different ways of allowing artists and the public to interact in the city. While
some parts of the festival were held in late 2019 and early 2020, the COVID-19
pandemic and the accompanying closure of universities and lockdown of the city
and Thailand led to the cancellation, rescheduling, and reworking of many festival
events. Despite these disruptions, the festival continued in new spaces and venues
and the cultural ecosystem survived.
To elucidate the resilience of the disrupted Life | Performance festival due to COV*% UIJTBSUJDMFXJMMÎSTUEJTDVTTUIFDPODFQUTPGGFTUJWBMBOEDVMUVSBMFDPTZTUFN 
and then use the cultural ecosystem framework to analyze three performance
projects that were central to Life | Performance, but all of which the COVID-19
QBOEFNJDEJTSVQUFEJOFBSMZ5IFTFUISFFQSPKFDUTXFSF ÎSTU +BQBOT(FDLP
Parade Co. theatre group, who developed a work in an urban architectural space
around Berthold Brecht’s Lindbergh’s Flight from mid-September 2019, and then
returned to develop it for performances that took place on 12-14 March 2020 at
At Slure art hostel, just before the pandemic shut down Bangkok. Secondly, there
was a project by dancer and choreographer Eko Supriyanto called Urban Movement
Laboratory in late November 2019, which the pandemic forced to cancel in February 2020. Thirdly, the article will examine Pichet Klunchun’s No. 60: Exhibition, Lecture | Demonstration held at a art museum and theatre at Chulalongkorn University
EVSJOH+VMZBOE"VHVTU PQFOJOHPO+VMZ UIFÎSTUEBZBGUFSUIFFOEPGUIF
university’s post-COVID phase one lockdown.
By analyzing these projects as disruptions in – but not the dissolution of – an urban cultural ecosystem, we see not only how artists respond to global disruptions
in the performing arts like pandemics, but also how festivals improvised their
way through the pandemic to develop forms of artistic resilience and how the
ecosystem managed to survive. One result of the COVID-19 disruptions has been
a refocusing or re-orientation of the festival format toward an effort at creative
placemaking in an urban cultural ecosystem.
1. Reimagining a Festival for 21st Century Bangkok: A Cultural Ecologies Approach
Life | Performance was a type of open festival consisting of alternative venues for
other types of performance, one meant to enhance the urban cultural ecosystem in central Bangkok. To better understand its place, this section examines the
changing role of performance festival culture in Bangkok and links these cultures
to an understanding of urban cultural ecosystems.
A. Bangkok’s Festival Culture
'FTUJWBMTBSFUZQFTPGQVCMJDDFMFCSBUJPOUIBUEFGZTJNQMFEFÎOJUJPO5IFJSTQFDJBM
cultural forms encompass diverse designs and roles in history and society, often
with various events and activities. Unlike other cultural programs, however, a
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“festival” normally consists of a more intensive concentration of events of limited
duration, often held across a range of venues. They often include periodic celebrations in a place that feature and recreate an identity and a community (Getz,
2010). As specially organized public events, they are situated in a limited “time
and space where performers and participants constitute meaning, identity, and
belonging in a process together,” thus permitting a “celebration of culture, identity,
and belonging [able to] serve as a platform for common experiences,” while also
encouraging “ongoing dialogue and negotiation, as individuals and groups attempt
UPEFÎOFNFBOJOHGVMDPODFQUTPGJEFOUJUZBOECFMPOHJOH BMPOHXJUIOPUJPOTPGJOclusion and exclusion” (Koefoed, et al., 2020:5). More comprehensively, Judith Mair
JOBSFDFOUIBOECPPLPOGFTUJWBMTEFÎOFTUIFNBTiTIPSUUFSN SFDVSSJOH QVCMJDMZ
accessible events that usually celebrate and / or perform particular elements of
culture that are important to the place in which they are held or the communities
which hold them; that provide opportunities for recreation and entertainment;
and that give rise to feelings of belonging and sharing.” (Mair, 2019:5). Festivals are
embedded in and dependent on elements of other social and cultural systems,
UPP5PSFDPHOJ[FUIJTJOUFSEFQFOEFODF SFDFOUMZ/JDPMB'SPTUJEFOUJÎFEiGFTUJWBM
FDPMPHJFT uQPJOUJOHPVUUIBUiGFTUJWBMTwIPXFWFSEFÎOFE BSFJOFWJUBCMZTVCKFDUJWF 
embodied, and lived, which… means that their myriad elements are complexly
interconnected and inter-dependent. They are more than a sum of their parts (and
are not reducible to any of them)” (Frost, 2016:570, original emphasis).
"TPSHBOJ[FEFWFOUTGPSQVCMJDQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOTQFDJÎDUJNFTBOEQMBDFT GFTUJWBMT
are not new to Thailand. Often centered on local cultural performances in particular communities that are open to outside groups, festivals have long been part of
5IBJMJGF5IFTFDPNQMFYTPDJBMQIFOPNFOB SJDIJOTZNCPMJDBOEDVMUVSBMTJHOJÎcance for their diverse participants, often consist of structured sets of embodied
performances. Festivals in Thailand have often been connected to ritual calendars and periodic markets forming around Buddhist shrines and Chinese shrines,
which contain opportunities for informal social interactions and normally include
food, entertainments, and performances. These loose event structures concentrate
– and connect – diverse communities through collective practices that socially
SFDSFBUFDVMUVSBMNFNPSJFTBOEJEFOUJUJFTJOTQFDJÎDUJNFTBOEQMBDFT'FTUJWBMT
can form around local celebrations of gods or special times in the Buddhist calendar, such as the local Phi Ta Khon festival in Dan Sai, Loei province of Northeastern
Thailand or in the Chinese Vegetarian Festival in Phuket. The latter two examples
also show how the Thai government has helped to promote local festivals to celebrate certain times, places, and community events, as part of efforts to promote
cultural tourism in some parts of Thailand. On a national level, Thai government
efforts to promote the Songkran festival in mid-April as Thai new year’s day or its
boosting of November’s Loy Kratong festival at the end of the rainy season signal
the importance of festivals for creating national identity, too. With or without
government support, community festivals continue to occur, connected to reproducing local and national identity, but also as expressions of what can be seen as
a cultural ecosystem.
Links between festivals and cultural ecosystems can be seen in the newer performing arts and theatre festivals in Bangkok. Performances in these festivals are
vital parts of city life. They do ‘‘more than demonstrate urban processes ... [they
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are] part of urban processes, producing urban experience and thereby producing
the city itself’’ (Harvie, 2009:7, original emphasis). Precursors to Bangkok’s performance festivals date back to the post-Asian Financial Crisis era (from 1999 on)
and they seek to involve small artist and performing arts networks with urban
communities (Skar, 2020). They grew from performers and theatre people who
worked with community artists to promote the urban communities which provide local venues for performing arts groups wanting to do live performances for
diverse audiences. These efforts helped to create artistic networks for young and
old artists who loved live theatre and enriched the cultural life of Bangkok’s communities. The oldest ongoing performance festival is the Bangkok Theatre Festival
(BTF), which is an annual festival now in central Bangkok. It began in 2003, and
the 18th version of the festival is scheduled for November 2021. Around the same
time, the Sam Phraeng FaceStreet Festival in the Phra Nakorn neighborhood of
old Bangkok (from 2004) started. It includes venues for theatre artists networks to
perform. Both festivals give space and time for new thinking, blends of traditional
and experimental forms, and diverse perspectives for artists and audiences from
many different backgrounds and ages.
These urban theatre festivals are wonderful opportunities to view new and familiar forms of cultural life, for meeting old friends and making new ones, while
discovering performances and people who might be different from us. They are
special spaces and times to learn and share live performance and artistic activities in safe public settings by artist communities presenting new ideas and experiences. They allow for concentrated forms of interaction in urban spaces able to
create a new ecosystem connecting generations and social classes, while creating
sharable experiences in a venue where equality, safety and creative experimentalism could all be enjoyed. Festivals can become new spaces of vitality for groomJOHZPVOHBSUJTUTBOEFYDIBOHJOHSFÏFDUJPOT XIJMFSFBDIJOHPVUUPQVCMJDBVEJences. People attending these performance festivals can interact with pleasure
and expand their imaginations while enjoying food and a variety of activities over
free performances both small and big. In the variety of mixed performances, they
could help provide some vitality to the city twice a year.
From July 2019 the Department of Dramatic Arts sought to reimagine a performance festival for 21st century central Bangkok. Working in an experimental
mode, the new Life | Performance festival was designed to make performance part of
public life in Bangkok. Organizing a set of performances, talks, workshops, training
sessions, research projects, public rehearsals, works-in-progress and a conference
spread across many different venues and over several months would be a new
experimental festival design.2 It would include both local and international artists
and groups festival which would offer many opportunities for urbanites to access
and become involved in performance cultures. By seeking to embed performance
cultures in urban life and to diversify forms of public performance, urban communities and those interested in performance culture could join in these events,
experiencing some of the variety and exchanging thoughts and performance practices with artists, students, performers, academics, and public audiences. By making the diverse forms of live performance culture more visible, this festival would
help Bangkok’s performance ecology become more culturally vibrant.
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B. The Cultural Ecologies Approach
City performance festivals are vital parts of urban cultural ecosystems. The idea
of a cultural ecology of performance has emerged in the study of various performing arts, as well as in the analysis of urban cultures (Stern & Seifert, 2007a;
Markusen, 2011; Rogers, 2012; Gibson, 2013; Holden, 2015; Harvie, 2009; Skar,
2020). For the performing arts, an ecology highlights efforts to understand the
interconnected and interdependent system of relationships that constitute perforNBODFTBTCVCCMFTPGQFSGPSNBODFMJGF -BWFSZ 8PZOBSTLJ )PQÎOHFS 
2020). Rather than focusing on the study of biological webs of organisms in an environment, cultural ecosystems of performance are “entangled, always-in-process
TZTUFNPGEJWFSTFJOUFSSFMBUJOH IVNBOBOEOPOIVNBO QBSUTu )PQÎOHFS  
These systems involve actors, audiences, funders, planners, crew, backstage staff
and others who are entangled with props, lighting, costumes and other non-human elements as ensembles of meaningful activity tied to performances in urban
environments where they occur (Damrhung, 2022). In this vein, Giannachi and
Stewart (2005:20) stress how an ecological approach to performing arts practices
based on “the study of… our habitat and environment, as well as the analysis of
the interrelationships between us all” as both “one of the most interesting and
crucial tools for the interpretation of nature but also an important model for cultural observation.” This ecological approach to performance centers on the creation and experience of ecological relationships in cultural lives rather than those
taken by the ecological sciences. (Damrhung & Skar, 2020; Damrhung, 2020; Skar,
2020) They form localizable living assemblages.
5IFZBSFBMTPQBSUPGMBSHFSBSUJTUJDFDPTZTUFNT XIJDI.BSLVTFOEFÎOFTiBTUIF
complex interdependencies that shape the demand for and production of arts
and cultural offerings” and which consist of “the many networks of arts and
cultural creators, producers, presenters, sponsors, participants, and supporting
casts embedded in diverse communities” and but focuses on the “understudied
OPOQSPÎUBSUTBOEDVMUVSBMTFDUPSBOEJUTJOUFSTFDUJPOTXJUIQFPQMFBOEQMBDFu3
As part of larger cultural ecosystems, performances are often connected to cities. An innovative approach to analyzing urban cultural ecosystems comes from
the Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP) at the University of Pennsylvania. This
project has examined the importance of urban cultural infrastructures to establishing and maintaining sustainable urban vitality. Developed by Mark J. Stern and
Susan C. Seifert, they “propose an ecological model of community culture that
focuses… on the interdependencies among different players…. [A perspective]
that balances the economic and social impacts of culture and balances the role
PGOPOQSPÎU DPNNFSDJBM BOEJOGPSNBMGPSNTPGDVMUVSBMFYQSFTTJPOJTNPSFMJLFMZ
to lay a solid foundation for thinking and acting on the sector’s future.” (Stern &
Seifert, 2007a:2) Their approach thus shifts “attention toward grassroots cultural
practices and informal cultural engagement; articulated an ecological view of
culture’s relationship to communities; and focused on the contribution of culture
to community building.” (Stern & Seifert, 2007a:33) While following some creative
FDPOPNZBQQSPBDIFTUIBUSFDPHOJ[FUIFWBMVFPGDVMUVSBMBDUJWJUJFTCFZPOEPGÎDJBM
OPOQSPÎUDVMUVSBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOT iUIFFDPMPHJDBMBQQSPBDITFFLTUPESBXBUUFOtion to relatively invisible aspects of the cultural infrastructure” needed to build a
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sustainable cultural economy for a community. (Stern & Seifert, 2007a:67). This is
a useful perspective for understanding the Life | Performance festival as a cultural
ecosystem of performance in an urban cultural context.
As will be emphasized at the end of this article, a cultural ecosystem approach for
performances in a festival can also be related to placemaking practices, especially
to what has come to be known as creative placemaking (Courage & McKeown,
2019; Courage, 2021). Using ecology as a metaphor, tool, and model points to the
value of developing a systemic ecological approach to realizing the generative
potential of creative placemaking. The ecology of culture approach recognizes
the dynamism of cultural life in a larger ecosystem, including feedback loops,
emergent behaviors, aside from ideas of interdependence and self-organization. It
refers to the need to recognize dynamic practices that transcend the bi-polarities
of top-down or bottom-up approaches to organizing cultural life in urban spaces.
These are needed to help devolve power, encourage self-organization and agency
and include local people’s current placemaking practices. Resilient and coproduced instances of creative placemaking are moving to a more processual opensource approach (Silberberg, 2013). They are more common since creative placemaking coalesced in the mid-2010s. Arts-led forms of placemaking stress how the
arts can engage the city as a complex ecosystem of vibrant material and symbolic
DSFBUJWJUZUIBUJTFWFSJOÏVY5IFTFQSPKFDUTCSJOHDVMUVSFBOEDPNNVOJUZUPgether and help to promote local economies and deeper forms of social connection and urban engagement. The projects can likewise connect to other efforts to
promote transportation, housing, employment, health care, environmental sustainability, and education. The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted and strengthened
the connections of the Life | Performance festival to creative placemaking practices
that can vitalize Bangkok’s cultural ecosystem.
2. The Life | Performance Festival as an Experimental Design for an Urban
Cultural Ecosystem
Plans for the Life | Performance festival began in August 2019 with two goals in
mind.4 First, it aimed to create a set of performance-related events and activities
in alternative offstage spaces for the performing arts to highlight the variety and
the vitality of Bangkok’s performance culture. Secondly, it sought to encourage
imaginative interactions and exchanges between the university communities,
researchers, and artists within the creative parts of Bangkok. To reach these goals,
we sought to design a cultural infrastructure for live performance that would
add value, vigor, and enjoyment to the cultural ecosystem of central Bangkok.
As an experimental performing arts festival, Life | Performance sought to enhance
an urban area with diverse performance events that would involve new artists,
events, and groups in new spaces over a longer period of time and in more venues
than other performance festivals in Bangkok. But setting up a new living infrastructure for performance, the festival aimed to embed itself in Bangkok’s cultural
ecosystem.
As a distributed festival, Life | Performance was organized to last longer and extend
further than many festivals while also embedding it into urban life. Its diverse
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performance events were planned to span from September 2019 to May 2020, and
end in a conference in late 2020. Over these months, there were plans to develop
and insert different aspects of performance culture into central Bangkok’s offstage
urban spaces for its varied audiences. The extended festival format was intended
to consist of an array of pop-up performances, workshops, original devised plays,
lectures, community-based performances, artist talks, creative exhibitions, workshops, podcasts, and a concluding conference and two performances originally
scheduled for May 2020. Meant to include local and international artists, national
performers, student performers and researchers from different backgrounds, the
distributed performance format would provide diverse spaces to different groups
while they created and performed their creative research work in many forms under the new Research Cluster in the Arts and Culture of Chulalongkorn University
that meant to sustainably enhance Bangkok’s cultural ecosystem.
Designed to include central Bangkok’s diverse audiences, spaces, resources, artists and communities, the Life | Performance festival also sought to engage small
performing arts departments in different university faculties in enlivening varied
urban spaces with performance events, mixing performance practice with artistic research. By involving a web of urban students, artists, researchers, and community participants in a wide variety of performing arts activities, the new open
festival design sought to create a performance framework for devising and sharing
new work within an artistic research framework tied to ecological thinking. The
performance research projects and events in the festival involved interdisciplinary work with faculties outside of the performing arts, too, including those from
Education, Pharmacy, Psychology, Psychiatry, while drawing on the participation of
local artists to perform or present their work to new publics and in non-traditional
venues.
The performance research projects part of the Life | Performance festival were led by
seven faculty members involved with performance practice from three faculties
at Chulalongkorn University.5 They all worked with artists and other experts on
off-campus projects and aimed to create and present the main parts of their work
as productions, exhibitions and talks in the Spring of 2020. Their work aimed to
design an interdisciplinary performance infrastructure that could become a sustainable ecosystem for artists, students, experts, and public audiences in Bangkok.
The different forms of performance practice were done outside of theatre venues
in many urban spaces across central Bangkok. Including a mix of local, Thai and
international artists, the networked festival allowed for the distribution of diverse
inclusive events, new spaces, and different activities and thinking about performance from a locally-grounded, but international, perspective.
In designing and planning to manage the festival in different spaces that could
engage young people and community members with different relations to the
arts, festival planners wanted to embed these constituent performance events in
Bangkok’s larger urban cultural ecosystem. By linking performance activities to
larger activities in central Bangkok, the university could encourage the involvement through activities in the more friendly neutral space that students might
not yet again used to visit. Six major spaces are selected beyond standard performance spaces at Chulalongkorn University ties. These included the Chulalongkorn
University Museum, the Chulalongkorn Sports Center, Chulalongkorn University
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Centenary Park, the small Park @ Siam, the 1956 Maha Vajiravudhi Building, and
Lido Connect at Siam Square, which is a free space that open for short performances in Siam Square.
Outside funding also permitted arrangements for four pre-production workshops
for three performances in new experimental spaces for the festival. Three of these
pre-production workshops included traditional performance styles that performed
in new venues. We were then able to see the festival as a period of celebrating Life
| Performance to open up for public participation among audiences and for life in
central Bangkok to refresh the existing urban cultural ecosystem.
The free workshops were advertised through social media platforms, but open
for participants from the general public. All the festival news and the workshop
events schedule were promoted through a new Facebook page called Thai Performance Practice as Research (PPaR). It created a platform and reception of people
from different colleges and public audiences to connect and promoted and prepared both audiences and participants leading up to the March 2020 research
events. The new festival structure was expanded in time, in space, in society and
in media, to allow for more interaction and collection of more participants in and
beyond the university and wider performance arts network. It also opened up
alternative dance and theatre opportunities to public audiences in around the
university. By December 2019, some parts of the festival planned for had been
IFME BOEQMBOTXFSFÎSNMZJOQMBDFGPSEFWFMPQJOHUIFPUIFSQBSUT XIFUIFSUIF
performances or research elements in early 2020. The new cultural infrastructure
for performance was embedding itself in Bangkok’s cultural ecosystem.
The novel coronavirus reached Thailand in early 2020, disrupting all aspects of
the Life | Performance festival as the new virus turned Bangkok and its cultural
ecosystem into a danger zone that banned public gatherings and valued social
distancing.
3. Three Life | Performance Festival Projects Disrupted by the COVID-19 Pandemic
Among the most important parts of the Life | Performance festival were those
involving international performers who were invited to develop their work in
Bangkok’s cultural bubbles of life. This article will examine the performance work
of three artists for the festival that were disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020. The three pieces were: 1) Gecko Parade and Co.’s workshop in mid-September 2019, which developed into the trans-architectural journey performance, Lindbergh’s Flight, eventually performed on March 12-14, 2020 at At Slure in Yawarat,
Bangkok, 2) Eko Supriyanto’s workshop and work-in-progress Urban Movement
Laboratory, begun in late November 2019 and performed in Park @ Siam, and 3)
Pichet Klunchun’s No. 60: Exhibition, Lecture | Demonstration,ÎSTUQMBOOFEGPS.BZ
CVUÎOBMMZPQFOFEBUUIF"SU.VTFVNBOE5IFBUSFBU$IVMBMPOHLPSO6OJWFSsity on July 4, 2020 and running through August. All three artists sought to design and present contemporary performance projects within the Life | Performance
format for urban spaces, environments and atmospheres. Their perspectives on
contemporary urban performance differed, however. Gecko Parade focused on
performance that engaged urban architectural spaces, Eko explored urban studio
and public park spaces, and Pichet focused on museum spaces. Together, they
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help to highlight the ecological aspects of urban space and time we live in here in
Bangkok. By underscoring the importance of urban sites for contemporary performance, they developed new work with performers who were dynamically involved
with both performance spaces and mobile audiences. These artists cared about
the atmosphere and environment of performance, and in the interdependence of
QFSGPSNFSTCPEJMZNPWFNFOUT TPVOET BOEBVEJFODFTJOTQFDJÎDVSCBOQFSGPSmance sites.
A. Gecko Parade from Japan: Dialogue with the Artists in an International Series
Life | PerformanceIFMEJUTÎSTUBDUJWJUZXJUIBi%JBMPHVFXJUIUIF"SUJTUT*OUFSOBtional Series:” Gecko Parade (Japan) on September 13-14 at the Chulalongkorn University Museum. In this exclusive workshop, thirty participants met artists from
the Japanese performance group, Gecko Parade, which specializes in developing
TJUFTQFDJÎDQFSGPSNBODFTJOVOJRVFBSDIJUFDUVSBMTJUFT#ZDSFBUJOHTJUFTQFDJÎD
performances in non-theatrical spaces, such as ordinary homes, streets, and old
building, they aim to highlight both unique performances and distinct aspects of
DJUZEFTJHOBOEBSDIJUFDUVSF5IFHSPVQIFMEJUTÎSTUBDUJWJUJFTPOUIFBGUFSOPPO
of Friday, September 13 with an artist talk called "Play / Place / Concept: Creating theatre performances in non-traditional venues with an architectural view."
This talk and discussion with the artist dealt attracted 30 participants, and provided Gecko Parade’s working method to connect architecture and performing art,
focusing on their previous work. On the afternoon of Saturday, September 14 the
group held a workshop called “Inhabiting architecture with stories: Creating short
performances in a non-theatre architecture.” This workshop developed around
parts of the 1929 Berthold Brecht radio play Lindbergh’s Flight that were linked to
TQBDFBOEBSDIJUFDUVSFBTUIFÎSTUTUBHFJOQMBOOJOHBQFSGPSNBODFUPHFUIFSGPS
2020.



Figures 1. Gecko Parade Co. workshop at Chulalongkorn University Museum, September 14, 2019.

We invited Gecko Parade to the Life | Performance festival because they were young
performing artists who were enmeshed in the cultural ecosystems of Tokyo, workJOHJOBOPGÎDFJOBOPSEJOBSZ5PLZPIPVTFPOBTNBMMBMMFZ5IFJSTJUFTQFDJÎDBMternative performance practice suited the goals of our new Bangkok festival since
they did not depend on a stage, and did not aim to attract large audiences. Their
audiences often lived in their neighborhood, and would come to sit, stand, and
move through the space to experience the performance with their eyes, ears and
their bodies in motion with the performers. They came to listen to stories of the
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actors as they performed, listening and to experience the performance, up close
to the performers in different spaces as they moved through the different parts of
the house, sensing the size, design and atmosphere of the building where the performance occurred. The storyteller and actors led the audience to follow, move up,
down, sit and listen and use their imagination to follow the story in new interior
spaces. This was a key aspect this troupe that interested us. Their acting ability is
good and suits well with the urban ecology we aimed to create.
Their presentation and workshop were held in the Chulalongkorn University Art
Museum space. They were looking both for possible performers and also suitable
venues for doing a full production of a version of Berthold Brecht’s 1929 radio play
DBMMFEi-JOECFSHT'MJHIU uBCPVUUIFDIBMMFOHFTPG$IBSMFT-JOECFSHITÎSTUUSBOTBUMBOUJDÏJHIU DPNQMFUFEJO.BZ5IFZQMBOOFEUPSFUVSOJO'FCSVBSZ
to prepare and rehearse for a March 2020 performance at some new building site.
They looked and would plan to let festival organizers know which one they preGFSSFEBMPOHXJUIQPTTJCMFBDUPST5IFZXPVMETQFOEUJNFÎOEJOHQFSGPSNFSTUPCF
involved in the project at the site would choose.
Gecko Parade works with unconventional pieces in old urban architectural spaces.
They have become famous for making buildings part of the performance experience and imparts to visitors a different imagination. Their project simply sought
to connect audiences to unfamiliar plays and to hidden urban spaces so they
could use their senses to see, hear and feel the spaces they moved through during
the performance. Their September 14 workshop was advertised on our research
project’s Thai PPaR page on Facebook, and attracting the limit of 23 participants,
mostly young theatre artists or graduate students from various Bangkok universities in dramatic arts, but also visual arts students, architecture students.
5IFÎSTUQIBTFPGUIF(FDLP1BSBEFQSPKFDUJOWPMWFETQBDFTBOEQFPQMFXIPXPVME
become part of the performance ecosystem for their production once they would
return in early 2020. Other parts of festival were also held from September to
December 2019, helping to enrich Bangkok’s cultural ecosystem with new forms of
performance.6
B. Eko Suprinyanto from Indonesia: An Urban Movement Laboratory Workshop
Eko Suprinyanto is an important contemporary dancer and choreographer from
Indonesia who has worldwide recognition.7 His EkosDance Company and Solo
Dance Studio in Surakarta, Indonesia have developed new dance projects by working with young performers and local traditions in the Indonesian archipelago.
Some of these pieces, like Cry Jailolo, Balabala, Daunt in Soya Soya, and Ibuibu Belu
have been well-received in both Indonesia and in international venues. His recent
solo work SaltFNFSHFEGSPNIJTSFÏFDUJPOTPOUFOTJPOTBOEDPNNPOBMJUJFTGSPN
a lifetime of training in both classical Javanese and martial arts dance forms. Mr.
Suprinyanto also works in local communities, traditions and artists and students,
and encourages young people in local Indonesian communities to connect to their
identity and re-create identities through their cultures of movement. By working
to revitalize traditional dance forms for the contemporary world, he attracts local
and global audiences.
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We invited Mr. Suprinyanto to lead a workshop in the Life | Performance festival
JOMBUF/PWFNCFS XIFOIFXBTGSFF BTUIFÎSTUQBSUPGIJTXPSLPOBQJFDF
which he would develop from late February 2020 to perform it in March 2020 as
BNPSFSFÎOFENPWFNFOUQSPKFDUGPSBQVCMJDVSCBOTQBDF)JTUrban Movement
Laboratory dance workshop was opened to the public and included young performers, mostly from Bangkok area universities, who wanted to develop new types
of movement for the new city and to create a movement-based network among
universities in Bangkok. He gave a talk to people interested in his project and 25
people attended. The workshop itself included 50 dance and theatre students,
EBODFQSBDUJUJPOFST ÎWFVOJWFSTJUZTUVEFOUTJOWPMWFE UISFFQSPGFTTJPOBMEBODers and contemporary mime artists join the workshop, and a foreign student. The
intense 3-day November workshop had limited spaces and a very tight schedule
since they had to perform a work-in-progress at its end.
The intense dance lab workshop was held in the dance studio of the Faculty of
Fine and Applied Arts at Chulalongkorn University on November 22-24 and then
performed in a preliminary form at the Park @ Siam on the boundary between the
university campus and Siam Square shopping mall facing small shops – coffee
place and people who pass and walk through. Participants, mostly tied to university performance programs in Bangkok had diverse backgrounds in movement
and dance: two were mime performers, four were classically trained Thai dancers,
three were ballet trained dancers, and eight had theatre experience, while some
others had no training in the performing arts at all.





Figure 2. Urban Movement Laboratory led by Eko Supriyanto, center. Left, workshop, Faculty of Fine and
Applied Art studio on November 23, 2019. Right, work-in-progress, Park @ Siam on November 24, 2019.

The exercises in Mr. Suprinyanto’s workshop centered on fascinating ways to
connect ones body to one’s breathing and one’s movement, not only individually, but also in pairs and in larger groups. Workshop participants showed a rough
work in progress on Sunday, November 24 at Park @ Siam, a park on the southern
edge of the Siam Square shopping area, just for some exposure to experimental
activities that could be developed into a future urban movement project when
Mr. Suprinyanto would return in early 2020. The workshop and work in progress
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XFSFPSHBOJ[FEUPFNQIBTJ[FÏPXCVUJUJODMVEFEJOEJWJEVBMBOEDPMMFDUJWFGPSNT
of movement, aiming to have performers interact with the park space and people
– whether casual visitors, curious onlookers, or the dancers themselves. The hard
work for this work in progress were open to the public and provided a path for
Mr. Suprinyanto to select people for the fuller and more developed production he
planned to develop from this Urban Movement Laboratory in March 2020.
C. Pichet Klunchun and No. 60
Pichet Klunchun is a well-known contemporary dancer and choreographer based
in Thailand who runs the Pichet Klunchun Dance Company, the only contemporary dance company in the country. Although trained in classical masked dance
(Khon) in the giant role with a private teacher, he is better known in much of the
world for the innovative work developed from his classical training. In recent
years, he has developed a new way to analyze and teach classical Thai dance that
would allow dancers a path to embodying freedom and creative movement. We
wanted him to be part of the festival to show his new vision for dance in Thailand.
His project was one of several of those tied to the festival funded by Contemporary Arts Department of the Ministry of Culture.8 We wanted Pichet to introduce
his research on classical Thai dance as an exhibition in a museum along with a
demonstration of this ideas. He had produced a lot of line drawings and made
notes before it was becoming computerized version. With the exhibition at Chulalongkorn University Museum, we also asked him to do a lecture demonstration
for the opening of his exhibition and planned to make a video session to show in
the museum if people wanted to visit the exhibition and hoped this could happen
JOUIFTQSJOHPG8FÎSTUSFTFSWFEUIFUJNFPGIJTFYIJCJUJPOBOEQFSGPSNBODF
JO.BZ BTUIFÎOBMQFSGPSNBODFPGUIFGFTUJWBM UPCFIFMEJODPOKVODUJPO
with our conference for performance researchers.
The three above projects were core parts of the Life | Performance festival infrastructure that we aimed to embed in the cultural ecosystem of central Bangkok.
They formed part of a cluster of performances planned for the spring of 2020. By
December 2019, they all seemed on track and in place. Gecko Parade and Eko SuQSJZBOUPIBECFHVOXPSLPOUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFVSCBOCBTFEQSPKFDUT ÎOEJOHVOJRVF
spaces to perform, working with potential performers, and developed preliminary
ideas of what their movements and performance would be like. Pichet Klunchun
had visited the site for his exhibition and begun planning to do a lecture and demPOTUSBUJPOJOUIFTBNFTQBDF"ÏFEHMJOHDVMUVSBMFDPTZTUFNPGQFSGPSNBODFXBT
emerging by the end of 2019.
4. Reworking the Life | Performance Festival under the 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 outbreak from early in 2020 produced a new viral ecosystem that
forced a radical reorganization of the Life | Performance festival. During the initial
phase of the outbreak, from January to mid-March, disruptions to the festival
varied from cancellation to relocation to rescheduling. From mid-March to June,
the lockdown banned live in-person events, but opened up new opportunities for
online discussion, interaction and dialogue. Then from July 2020, there were hopes
to complete the remaining festival events, even if they would need to be scaled
back and revised. But a new COVID-19 resurgence that emerged from November
meant another postponement of these items until 2021.
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A. The First Phase of the COVID-19 Pandemic in Thailand
5IFOPWFMDPSPOBWJSVT $07*% XBTPGÎDJBMMZJEFOUJÎFEJO$IJOBPO%FDFNCFS *USFBDIFE5IBJMBOETPPOBGUFSJUXBTJEFOUJÎFEJO$IJOB BOEUIF
ÎSTUSFQPSUFEDBTFPVUTJEF$IJOBXBTJO#BOHLPLPO+BOVBSZ 5IF8)0
declared the novel coronavirus outbreak a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC), its highest level of alarm, on January 30. In comparison to
many other countries in the world, Thailand was quite successful in containing
UIFQBOEFNJDGPSNVDIPG5IFÎSTUXBWFPGSFQPSUFEJOGFDUJPOTDBNFGSPN
Bangkok bars, nightclubs, and a Thai boxing arena, and peaked on March 22, 2020
at 188 new cases per day. Since the virus was not well known and since there was
no vaccine, however, public concerns were high. Schools and universities closed,
and government-imposed preventive measures were put into place, contributing
to a subsiding of the outbreak. Efforts to limit the spread of the virus from March
2020 included a state of emergency on March 26 and lockdown measures imposed
in varying degrees throughout the country, including closing public venues and
businesses, then a curfew from April 3, and the suspension of commercial internaUJPOBMÏJHIUTGSPN"QSJM8IFOJOGFDUJPOSBUFTTVCTJEFE TPNFSFTUSJDUJPOTXFSF
eased from mid-May, but the curfew was only lifted in early July 2020.
Chulalongkorn University responded to its concerns about the situation of the
COVID-19 pandemic even before the government did, closing most on-campus
teaching and learning activities on January 27, and banning its personnel and students from travelling to nine countries with high daily case counts. Although the
university cancelled all international academic activities after February 20, 2020,
the university found a staff person infected with COVID-19 on campus, which led
UIF6OJWFSTJUZUPDMPTFUIFDBNQVT*UPGÎDJBMMZTUBSUFEBQPMJDZSFRVJSJOHBMMUFBDIing and learning to be fully online from March 16, 2020. The government issued
its curfew and closure and travel policies shortly thereafter. All of these developments affected the Life | Performance Festival.
B. COVID-19 Disruptions of the Life | Performance Festival in 2020: Cancelling Eko Supriyanto’s Urban Movement Laboratory and Relocating Gecko Parade’s Lindbergh’s Flight
The emerging viral threat of COVID-19 in Thailand, from January to March 2020
created a new viral-laden cultural ecosystem which force the Life | Performance
festival to deal with many uncertainties and concerns with its component performances and projects. Many events and spaces were banned on campus, in civic
venues, and public concerns limited interaction and travel in the city during its
lockdown. The timing and locations of festival’s projects were evaluated on an
POHPJOHCBTJT5IFZSFRVJSFEÏFYJCJMJUZGSPNBSUJTUT GFTUJWBMPSHBOJ[FSTBOEUIFJS
audiences, which helped it produce forms of resilience. Life | Performance had become part of a new viral ecosystem, and part of its performance now became our
ongoing effort to develop new sites for performance activities amid an evolving
pandemic.
The three artists discussed above focused on urban performance practices that
linked audiences with participants in unconventional performance spaces – old
buildings, parks, museums – and developed new perspectives on performing arts
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spaces in contemporary Bangkok, none of which were available during the pandemic. The most pressing events were those involving international artists – those
dealing with Gecko Parade’s Lindbergh’s Flight project and Eko Suprinyanto’s Urban Movement Laboratory – both of which were scheduled for March, but we kept
in mind Pichet Klunchun’s No. 60 piece, too. In the end, the Gecko Parade project
went ahead, albeit are a different site than preferred and with fewer audiences
than desired, Eko’s project was cancelled, and Pichet’s project was postponed and
diverted to a new location. The pandemic and uncertain global situation drastically disrupted the festival and forced much reworking of its performances and
events into new social-distanced urban and media spaces. Having to adjust to
the new viral ecosystem prevented all ability to rehearse or perform in public, so
everything tied to public performance had to be reimagined, revised, and rescheduled. Many other parts of the festival were recorded as videos or made into online
events. The festival continued, and survived, but in a very different form than had
been planned.
It was a great disappointment that the COVID-19 pandemic prevented Eko Supriyanto from returning to Chulalongkorn to develop his Urban Movement Laboratory
in 2020. The WHO’s declaration of an effective pandemic on January 30, three
days after the university closed most on-campus teaching and learning activities,
was soon followed by a ban on its personnel and students from travelling to nine
countries. The university also cancelled all international academic activities after
February 20, 2020, which forced a cancellation of Mr. Supriyanto’s project since
he was not in Thailand at that time. All international events that involved interOBUJPOBMÏZJOHGPSXPSLPOBOPUIFSXPSLTIPQUPXBSEQFSGPSNBODFTMJLFUIBUPG
his and his participant team that had started in November were cancelled. There
XFSFÎWFHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTGSPNUIF$IVMBMPOHLPSO%BODFBOE%SBNBEFQBSUment, three from the dance group at Burapha University in Chonburi, two drama
TUVEFOUTGSPN5IBNNBTBU6OJWFSTJUZT3BOHTJUDBNQVT BOEÎWFZPVOHDPOUFNporary artists not in school. Since the performance would have needed to work
in a studio with the 15 people he had planned for, however, the piece and would
TQFOEUJNFUPSFÎOFJU UIFQSPKFDUDPVMEOPUHPBIFBE8FNBEFBWJEFPPGUIF
work on his project to date and how he envisioned it being developed before the
pandemic hit.
Since all live face-to-face events and performances for the festival were shut
down or diverted to small venues from late February, we faced a problem about
what the Life | PerformanceGFTUJWBMDPVMEEPVOEFSBQBOEFNJD"UÎSTUSFIFBSTBMT
were done with special care, but by February, many students felt uneasy to travel
to and from rehearsal spaces and to be with other people en route. As a result, all
rehearsals stopped and everything was shut down. As a result, we postponed the
main program planned for March, and decided to book venues like Chulalongkorn
University Art Museum for July 2020, hoping that we would be able to work again
by that time.
The COVID-19 pandemic’s disruptions of normal life in Bangkok and Thailand
drastically affected all aspects of the Life | Performance festival in 2020, too. All of its
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components needed rethinking, so the festival looked for new ways to become an
active platform during a pandemic lockdown that ran from March through June.
We tried to connect to the world through new forms of media, sponsoring three
podcasts that sought to connect with our events and research projects, developing
new online platforms for the festival to continue even under the pandemic.
In January 2020, we still planned to work with the Gecko Parade group, and they
planned to return to develop the Lindbergh’s Flight piece for March performances.
They informed us that they hoped to work in the Maha Vajiravudh Building on the
Chulalongkorn University campus and we got approval for this.9 Erected in 19541956, this building houses the Humanities Information Center of the Faculty of
Arts and blends traditional Thai architectural features with modern institutional
interiors. The Japanese artists from Gecko Parade arrived in Bangkok and were
working in mid-February with artists on their piece. But the February announcement made it seem that we would need to reconsider their program on campus.
We discussed with the project coordinator, and considered postponing the project,
but since the artists had been working together, and no one could guarantee when
the next opportunity since the project’s funder, the Japan Foundation, ended its
ÎTDBMZFBSBUUIFFOEPG.BSDI
Gecko Parade still had hopes to do the project at their preferred site, with small
ticket-buying audiences circulating through the locations for the performance in
two rounds a day for many days. Although universities prohibited international
travel and exchanges from late February, we decided to move ahead with the
Gecko Parade project hoping to complete it before the pandemic worsened. When
the university banned on-campus meetings, teaching and performances, however,
it was not be possible to perform Lindbergh’s Flight on campus. I suggested that
they continue working on this project but at a different venue outside the university. Since no one knew how the pandemic situation or government responses
would evolve, or how serious it would become, and since the project has been
developed so far, why not perform the piece as a work-in-progress with a limited
BVEJFODFXBUDIJOHJUGPSGSFFTPJUDPVMECFEPOFXJUIJO+BQBOTÎTDBMZFBSBOEJU
could still be a part of the festival. We would support the Thai artist expenses.
Lindbergh’s FlightXBTÎSTUBSBEJPQMBZBCPVUUIFÎSTUTPMPUSBOTBUMBOUJDÏJHIU
by Charles Lindbergh written in 1929 by Bertolt Brecht. The Gecko Parade and Co.
performance group from Japan created a contemporary performance with Thai
BOE+BQBOFTFBSUJTUTUIBUDPNFGSPNEJGGFSFOUGPSNT GSPNUIFBUSF QSPKFDUFEÎMN 
architectural space, and installation art.10 It was performed in the At Slure Project
in Yawarat for small, select audiences due to the COVID-19 pandemic on evenings
in March 12-14. Audiences followed performers re-enacting Charles Lindbergh’s
ÏJHIU BTQFSGPSNFSTBOEBVEJFODFTNPWFEUISPVHIUIFXIPMFCVJMEJOHXIJMFXJUOFTTJOHUIFEJGÎDVMUJFT-JOECFSHIFYQFSJFODFEXIJMFUSZJOHUPÏZBDSPTTUIF"UMBOtic Ocean.
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Figures 3. Lindbergh’s Flight: A trans-architectural journey by Gecko Parade Co., At Slure Project, March
13, 2020.

Gecko Parade agreed to perform their work-in-progress version of Lindbergh’s Flight
with some Thai performers in an arts hotel in the Yawarat neighborhood of Bangkok since their earlier preferred old building on the Chulalongkorn campus had to
be cancelled due to COVID-19 concerns there. The small off-campus site for their
performance only permitted small audiences for the performances on March 12 BOEBUPUBMPGQFPQMFBUUFOEFE5IFEBZBGUFSUIFJSÎOBMQFSGPSNBODF UIF
VOJWFSTJUZPGÎDJBMMZDMPTFE TPPOGPMMPXFECZBMPDLEPXOPG#BOHLPLBOEUIFDPVOUSZ4JODFJUIBQQFOFE BVEJFODFTBOEBSUJTUTBMJLFCFOFÎUFEGSPNUIFJSJOUFSBDUJPOT
in a shared architectural space that used an expanded sense of space and time to
allow everyone to imagine the voyage and to interact with people. By doing things
TJNQMZ XBMLJOH MJTUFOJOH TJUUJOH EPXOPOUIFÏPPS NBLJOHBVEJPFGGFDUT JOBO
almost claustrophobic space allowed for a richer experience for audiences. It created a small performance ecosystem that included performers, audience, props,
TPVOETDBQFT ÎMNT WJTVBMBSU NPWFNFOU BOEBSDIJUFDUVSBMTQBDFBMMJOUFSBDUJOH
in a living process.
Lindbergh’s Flight was the only project held in a live setting in the Life | Performance
festival in early 2020. From March 15, universities and other venues in Bangkok
began shutting down. In the new viral environment, everything else in the festival
was subject to various pandemic disruptions until July 2020: cancellations, postponements, video recordings, or digital diversions.
5. Reworking Life | Performance as a Viral Festival under the 2020 Pandemic Lockdown
As noted above, the COVID-19 virus had become part of Bangkok’s cultural ecosysUFN BOEUIJTSFTVMUFEJONBOZDIBOHFTUPUIFGFTUJWBM%VSJOHUIFÎSTUMPDLEPXO
period from mid-March to June 2020, Thailand operated on social distancing,
digital communications, extended homestays, and work from home. The limited
direct interactions were matched by high levels of fear due to concerns of a large
COVID-19 outbreak in Bangkok and other areas of Thailand. Since universities and
urban spaces were shutdown, urban quiet and social isolation were dominant in
Bangkok.
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There were no opportunities for live in-person festival activities during this period, so we stopped performances and other activities and postponed all research
projects in Life | Performance, deciding to reschedule everything until we hoped that
schools and the city would have re-opened in the late summer 2020. No rehearsBMTXFSFQPTTJCMFBOEUIFSFNBJOJOHÎWFDPNQPOFOUQBSUTPGUIFGFTUJWBMDPVME
not continue. To entertain people and to keep up people’s interest, we wanted
to shift the work and the spirit of festival to new spaces that were suitable for a
pandemic.
To continue the interactive and social nature of the festival in pandemic conditions, we moved to online channels and venues. We engaged the public through
online podcasts and talks to digitally communicate and embody the viral festival
as performance ecology concept. We articulated our attitudes to the festival and its
ways of working with audiences through diverse social media channels. We tried
to keep interacting with the public and designed three podcasts and a video with
performing artists. They discussed new types of performance-making they have
been involved in.11 This challenging pandemic environment was the new cultural
ecology that the festival was part of. We worked toward more collective activities
and tried to solve problems and work things out together, and we interacted with
diverse groups.
An early project in the new viral festival occurred in April 2020, when we showed a
performance from a cross-disciplinary research project that aimed to give an idea
about what contemporary Thai theatre can be. The program aimed to show more
about work in performance research that would allow device-connected audiences to communicate and interact through cross-disciplinary or interdisciplinary
artistic activity. It later connected and became platform that performance events
that were tied to research in performance practice.
5IFÎSTUQPEDBTUJOUFSWJFXFE4JSFF3JFXQBJCPPO XIPXBTUIFDPPSEJOBUPSPGUIF
Lindbergh’s Flight with Gecko Parade from Japan from September 2019 to March
2020. She talked about the concept and the collaborative work between Gecko
Parade and Thai artist collective B-Floor and Jarunan Phantachard, along with
4PNDIBJ1POHTB JOTUBMMBUJPOBSUJTUBOE$IVMBZBSOOPO4JSJQIPMBTBNFEJBBOEÎMN
artist, among others. We wanted this to make people learn about the company’s
unique approach and concept and their collaboration with Thai artists in a unique
VSCBOTFUUJOH"TBTJUFTQFDJÎDNVMUJNFEJBBOENVMUJDVMUVSBMXPSLJOVOJRVF
architectural spaces outside theatre spaces outside theatre, it formed a unique
performance ecosystem. This helped listeners understand the relations between
performance and architectural spaces and its place in Bangkok’s urban cultural
environment under pandemic conditions.
I spoke on a second podcast focused on how “devised theatre” worked.12 It explored alternative ways of performance-making using collaborative concepts
and teamwork as the basis of performance-making. The podcast aimed to support performance research-based events that were working with teachers in high
schools. This session gave a different approach to teachers that allowed them to
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use in making theatre with their students in school, developing performances that
SFÏFDUUIFTDIPPMBOEIPNFTPDJBMDPOUFYUGPSBUFBNUPVTFUPJOUFSBDU SFBDUBOE
question how to do performance-making.
A third podcast dealt with “creative Likay” (Likay is a traditional Thai dance performance) and was led by the contemporary artist Pradit Prasarthong, who shared
a talent in a creative workshop which sought to explore how to make new a new
-JLBZTUPSZUIBUDPVMESFÏFDUDPOUFNQPSBSZJTTVFT5IJTBMTPQSFQBSFETUVEFOUT
who participate in Likay performance could understand about how using Likay as
form to address contemporary issues like health and aging society.
"TQBSUPGUIFWJSBMQFSGPSNBODFGFTUJWBMXFBMTPTIPXFEBÎOBMTIPSUÎMNPGUIF
work-in-progress by the dancer and choreographer Eko Suprinyanto from Indonesia with students he had worked with in Bangkok in November 2020. Although
the COVID-19 pandemic prevented him from realized his Urban Movement LaboratoryQSPKFDUGVMMZ UIFÎMNTIPXFEIJTXPSLXJUITUVEFOUTJOBQSFMJNJOBSZGPSN
It helped viewers to understand how he think about working with young people
from different backgrounds in an urban park environment.
From March to May 2020, even while under the pandemic lockdown, we kept the
festival alive in viral ways through social media and other online channels. Since
by late May the COVID-19 case counts were decreasing and lockdown measures
were being reduced, we then arranged for Pichet Klunchuen to do his project with
us in early July since he did not have much free time due to his other commitments, preparing an exhibition and do his lecture-demonstration. We booked the
Chulalongkorn Art Museum, hoping that there would be new normal after a few
months of lockdown. In June, we started promoting Pichet Klunchuin’s No. 60 for
the festival.
6. Reviving Pichet Klunchun’s Lecture | Demonstration and No. 60 Exhibition
The Life | Performance festival reopened to live in-person events after the lockdowns with Pichet Klunchun’s No. 60QSPKFDUPO+VMZ  UIFÎSTUEBZUIBU
Chulalongkorn University was reopened. We rescheduled his work from May to
when we thought the university could reopen, They let us book a space for him in
the university art museum in early July but at the last minute, we had to change
the performance space from the museum to the theatre and to limit it for only
those who received tickets. Everyone had to be fully masked except the performers, and we had to do two performances since the booking was full and was still
in high demand. He twice held his Lecture | Demonstration, on July 4 and 5, in
the faculty theatre, each with a masked and socially-distanced maximum of 70
people, and gave a talk after each one.13 Streaming his events on Facebook, which
attracted a lot of audience at Burapha University, and recording them for later
viewing allowed for many audience interactions and requests to see more of the
lecture. Parallel to these live events with limited audiences, we also hosted an
exhibition of Pichet’s original drawings of classical Thai dance positions for his No.
60 ideas and the resulting book No. 60 which ran from July 10 to August 25, 2020.
An introductory video for the exhibition discussed the background to his drawings
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and how it related to his larger project of developing a creative way to introduce
classical Thai dance to larger audiences and to provide the highly disciplined
classical Thai dancers with a path to creativity. Pichet later ran another Lecture |
Demonstration at his own Chang Theatre in Thonburi before he left to perform in
5BJXBOJOUIF"VHVTU)FXBTBMTPÎMNFEBOETIPXOPOUIF5IBJ1#4DIBOOFMBOE
shown through the Thai PPaR Facebook page.14





Figure 5. Left, Pichet Klunchun, No. 60 exhibition and Lecture | Demonstration poster. Center and right,
from the Sodsai Centre for Dramatic Arts, Chulalongkorn University, July 4, 2020.

5IJTXBTUIFÎSTUMJWFQFSGPSNBODFPODBNQVT TPJUFYDJUFEQFPQMF5IFSFTQPOTF
was good for his work and for our festival, not only because people were eager
UPWJFXMJWFQFSGPSNBODFT CVUBMTPCFDBVTFXFBEWFSUJTFE1JDIFUhTMJWFQJFDFJO
our festival on many online platforms. We also added some new clips and workin-progress pieces to show that live in-person performance can be in live performance spaces again and still be live-streamed or appear in a recorded form in
online virtual spaces, too.
With hopes of adjusting to this “new normal” environment from July 2020, we tried
to move toward completing the remaining four projects in the Life | Performance
festival. We started research again and other work, preparing for some perforNBODFTJO/PWFNCFS5IFÎSTUUPCFQFSGPSNFEBTUIFXPSLPG1BUTVQBOH
Kongbumrung, who directed two live performances for limited audiences in late
November on “acting out” which used devised theatre to produce a better understanding of sexual diversity. We hoped to do more programming in December
2020, but new viral outbreaks in and around Bangkok emerged, so we decided to
turn them into video clips and then present them to target audiences in Saraburi
and in the northeastern Thai province of Khon Kaen. We also planned to have another performance on psychology and performance that would close the project
without any live performance, but that became impossible.15
The cascading pandemic’s waves and their effects in Thailand in late 2020 forced
us to reschedule and redesign the research output again, so we all had to begin
our research projects from a new starting point. The Life | Performance had stalled
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and would only be able to develop again in mid-2021 at the earliest, but we could
not be sure of that, so we decided to close the project before fully completing
three of our planned events. So the festival fully did seven of the planned events,
even though sometimes in partial, distanced, preliminary or mediated ways, while
two of them were adapted to performances through media and space.
The process of surviving the pandemic’s disruptions changed how I look at the
performing arts. We tried to listen better and to communicate more clearly to
both artists and to audiences so both could better engage with the performance
festival. Engagement from diverse stakeholders could move us, and also keep us
moving and resilient to things that happen, so we can discover new ways to use
the arts to address problems, celebrate identities, and facilitate relaxation.
Another disrupted project was based on a Likay performance using a script developed by Pradit Prasarthong for Saraburi, a small city north of Bangkok. This
project planned to create and perform a new Likay piece tied to a story about
understanding and treating high blood pressure. Although the piece was made, it
was not possible to perform it live in Saraburi, so the Pradit made a video of the
piece and sent it to the community, asking them to test their knowledge about
high blood pressure medicine instead of performing it live as he had planned.
While the three projects of the Life | Performance festival discussed above were all
disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, they all went ahead in some form.
Gecko Parade’s Lindburgh’s Flight was diverted to new venue with limited performances and audience, while Eko Suprinyanto’s Urban Movement Laboratory project was cancelled and kept at the work-in-progress stage and supplemented by
BWJEFPPGIJTSFÏFDUJPOTPOUIJTUZQFPGXPSL BOE1JDIFU,MVODIVOTNo. 60 was
rescheduled and redesigned for new spaces and limited audiences. All three of
the projects were also shifted to online venues. However disruptive, the festival
continued by evolving into new pandemic-ready spaces and to evolve into new
directions for a post-COVID environment. This resilient performance infrastructure was also supported by a new set of online podcasts, performance videos and
discussions with artists, becoming a veritable performance ecosystem – both
throgh alternative live settings and also through various online settings – able to
to survive a relentless pandemic.
Conclusion
The experimental Life | Performance festival in central Bangkok was devised as an
urban performance ecosystem. While designed as a new performance infrastructure able to add value to central Bangkok’s cultural ecosystem, when the cultural
ecosystem became viral, so did the festival. It was forced to respond to the severe
disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Through adaptive evolution to the new viral environment, the festival developed cultural resilience and
learned to survive through creating new forms of symbiotic performance culture.
Working in pandemic conditions, festival artists, organizers and audiences improvised their work and built up new spaces of life that produced new forms of
DVMUVSBMBEBQUBCJMJUZ8IJMFTPNFQBSUTPGUIFGFTUJWBMXFSFIFMEBTÎSTUQMBOOFE 
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others were cancelled, diverted, mediated, or rescheduled. A main result of this
improvisational behavior has been a transformation of the festival design of Life |
Performance within a viral cultural ecosystem that reoriented itself toward creative
placemaking in central Bangkok.
Thailand’s efforts to open up amid the pandemic in the fall of 2020, before vaccines had arrived, now seem premature. Beginning in December 2020, a new surge
of infections emerged in migrant worker communities in Samut Sakhon province
and quickly spread to nearby Bangkok and other area cities and widely throughout the country, with a crest of reported cases in early 2021 subsiding in February
before a new wave rose in April 2021 from the Thong Lor nightlife area of Bangkok.
These quickly spread in Bangkok and elsewhere in Thailand, more quickly than
vaccination rates, so the 1000 cases per day in April led to shortages of hospital
beds and some medical supplies, even as vaccinations became more common.
Cases were spiking and peaked at more than 20,000 per day by mid-August 2021,
when a curfew and other measures, together with more vaccinations, helped to
bend the curve lower.
The persistence and virulence of the pandemic in Bangkok made continuing the
GFTUJWBMBTQMBOOFEEJGÎDVMU4PNFQBSUTXFSFIFMEBTTDIFEVMFE FTQFDJBMMZUIF
preliminary or workshopped phases, but most of it was deeply affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. For the festival to continue in a viral environment, the festival needed to become more viral, too. In dealing with the disruptions, the festival
sought to link itself more deeply to the surrounding urban cultural ecosystem and
to rework its activities into mediated events, as forms of creative placemaking,
and as projects that involved other universities, high schools, and plans for reopening the city.
Life | PerformanceXBTÎSTUJNBHJOFEBOEEFTJHOFEBTBOFXLJOEPGPQFOPSOFUworked festival for the cultural ecosystem of central Bangkok. COVID-19 made the
ecosystem viral, and radically transformed the festival itself, along with all other
public cultural activities. When COVID-19 deprived performers of any ability to do
live interactions for rehearsals or performances from February 2020, Life | Performance needed to fundamentally reimagine and rework itself to continue under
pandemic conditions, in a sense it needed to become viral itself. Because travelling
was not allowed many events had to be moved into different spaces or changed
NBEFJOUPNFEJBFWFOUT"UÎSTU POMJOFTQBDFTBOEDIBOOFMTXFSFVTFE4PPOXF
started to see that, on the one hand, we can use our approach to developing performances as part of creative placemaking efforts in Bangkok neighborhoods and
also to develop performance teaching materials with partner universities and high
schools. Despite the cancellation of some projects of the festival, we have reoriented our work toward embedding ourselves in urban cultural ecosystems which
we aim to enhance through creative placemaking activities.
To build on the evolving performance infrastructures, cultural ecosystems and
ways of thinking about the place of performance cultures in contemporary Bang-
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kok in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Life | Performance festival reworked
itself into a pair of performance research projects tied to new cultural ecosystems.
One project is seeking to locate a small performance festival in an urban cultural
ecology as part of a creative placemaking venture, while another project is seeking
UPQSPEVDFÏFYJCMFUFBDIJOHNPEVMFTJOUIFQFSGPSNJOHBSUT#PUIPGUIFTFQSPKects derived from the Life | Performance festival, but are now set within a social
innovation space rather than a focused research cluster. The university and the
country are moving toward arts projects that are assessed by their contribution to
society, although just how these contributions are to be evaluated and assessed
remains unclear.
Endnotes
 5IFGFTUJWBMXBTQBSUPGBÏFEHMJOH3FTFBSDI$MVTUFSJO"SUTBOE$VMUVSFBU$IVMBMPOHLPSO6OJWFSTJUZ 
the performing arts section. The goal of the project was to develop a new kind of distributed or
networked festival for central Bangkok communities, drawing on cultural resources from universities.
It was also used as a structure to showcase six performance research projects run by faculty who
EFWFMPQFEJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZQSPKFDUTCZXPSLJOHXJUIBSUJTUTBOEFYQFSUTGSPNPUIFSÎFMET
2

For another approach to new festival making in Southeast Asia, see Masunah, et al., 2019, and for
PVUTJEFPGUIFSFHJPO TFF2VJOO

 .BSLVTFO  CBTFTIFSEFÎOJUJPOPOUIFXPSLPG+PIO,SFJEMFSBOE.PZ&OH BMPOHXJUI8JMMJBN
#FZFST )FS EFÎOJUJPO TUSFTTFT UIF JOUFSEFQFOEFODJFT BNPOH DPNNFSDJBM  OPOQSPÎU  QVCMJD  BOE
informal organizations in a given space.
4

The Life | Performance festival was supported by the Arts and Culture Research Cluster of
Chulalongkorn University’s “Cultural Ecologies of Performance: Creativity, Research and Innovation”
project from Chulalongkorn University’s Ratchadapisek Sompoch Endowment Fund (761008-02AC)
in association with Thai Performance practice as Research Network (PPAR), The Japan Foundation,
#BOHLPLBOEUIF0GÎDFPG"SUBOE$VMUVSF $IVMBMPOHLPSO6OJWFSTJUZ XJUIBEEJUJPOBMTVQQPSUGSPN
the Department of Culture Promotion and Department of Contemporary Arts in the Thai Ministry of
Culture.

5

The seven performance research projects tied to the festival were: 1. “The Process of Creating and
Managing the Cultural Ecologies of Performance Through an Arts Festival: Life | Performance, Pornrat
Damrhung and Premmarin Milindasuta (on festival organization and artistic research); 2. “Likay Bu
Lan Cha La: A Cultural Ecology for Neighborhood Vitality and Theatre Vivacity,” Sukanya Somphaiboon,
(performed live on Dec. 1, 2019 in a community celebration event near Hualumpong Train Station);
3. “Script Writing and Performing Arts for High School Teachers,” Parida Manomaiphiboon, (project
with Bangkok high school teachers was paused due to COVID-19); 4. “Acting Out: Devising theatre
for a better understanding of sexual diversity,” Patsupang Kongbumrung (performed twice live for
limited audiences in late November 2019); 5. “Learning Drama, Teaching Life Skills,” Dangkamon Napombejra (could not complete the research due to COVID-19); 6. “Likay Performance for Hypertension
Learning,” Anukoon Rotjanasuksomboon, (performed and recorded as a video clip in 2020); 7.
“Working with the ‘Wounded Mind’” Bhanbhassa Thubthien,(could not complete the program due to
COVID-19).
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6

Four more parts of the Life | Performance festival were held after Gecko Parade during 2019. Three of
these parts were in a series called “From Experts to Offspring” which included talks, workshops, and
performances by different traditional artists in new spaces. First, on September 28-29 there was a
talk and workshop capped at 30 participants on “Likay” with several artists. Second, Nora artists led
by Ajarn Thamanit Nikomrat from Songkhla, Thailand ran a workshop for more than 70 people on
October 28 and then had an interactive performance the next day at Lido Connect in Siam Square
area of Bangkok. This was followed by a performance of a well-known Chinese opera troupe ran by
Meng P. Pla in the Chulalongkorn Centennial Park in the Sam Yarn area of Bangkok on the evening
of November 2. Aside from the November 22-24 workshop and preliminary performance led by Eko
Suprinyanto, on December 1, a new Likay performance named “Bu Lan Cha La” was staged at the
urban Rong Meung Reung Yim Festival near Hualampong Train Station.

7

Mr. Suprinyanto has done his own dance and choreography, and been consulted on Julie Taymor’s
Lion King Broadway production, and choreographed and performed for international productions
like Peter Sellars Le Grand Macabre, John Adam’s Opera Flowering Tree, Garin Nugroho’s Opera Jawa,
MAU Lemi Ponifasio’s Tempest, Solid.States with Arco Renz, and was a featured dancer in Madonna’s
2001 Drowned World. He completed a PhD in Performance Studies (2014) at Gadjah Mada University
and holds a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Dance and Choreography from the UCLA Department of
World Arts and Cultures (2001). Recently he has begun working on another PhD in the Performing
Arts.

8

The Thailand Cultural Ministry’s Contemporary Arts Department sponsored three Silapathorn Artists
for this festival, namely Pradit Prasartthong for contemporary Likay project, Nikorn Sae Tang for an
alternative play-making project, and also Pichet Klunchun for new ways to revive Thai classical
dance.

9

The site was selected not only for how its unique architecture that would suit the performance, but
also for its political meaning. The building appeared in a protest scene in the 1963 Ugly American
BEWFOUVSFÎMNEJSFDUFECZ(FPSHF&OHMVOEBOETUBSSJOH.BSMPO#SBOEP &JKJ0LBEB BNPOHPUIFST
5IFQSPUFTUTDFOFPGUIFÎMNBMTPGFBUVSFEUIFDVMUVSBMQPMZNBUIBOEQPMJUJDJBO,VLSJT1SBNPKBT
1SJNF.JOJTUFS,XFO4BJPGBÎDUJPOBM4PVUIFBTU"TJBODPVOUSZ

10 The text of Lindbergh’s Flight was translated into Japanese by Tatsuji Iwabuji, and then into Thai by
Piyawan Sapsamroum, and in the performance English, Japanese and Thai were used. It was directed
by Mizuhito Kuroda with help from Mizuho Watanabe, and costume design by Yumika Mori. Funding
for the project came from the Japan Foundation (Bangkok) and its coordinator was Siree Riewpaiboon.
Saowakhon Muangkruan played cello for the piece, while Somchai Pongsa was an installation artist
GPS POF QBSU PG UIF TIPX BOE $IVMBZBSOOPO 4JSJQIPM BEEFE ÎMN BOE NFEJB FMFNFOUT +BSVOBO
Phanthachart and Sornchai Phongsa appeared the peice. Their effort helped insert the experience of
-JOHCFSHITMPOH MPOFMZÏJHIUJOUPBTFUUJOHUIBUXBTDMPTFSUP5IBJBVEJFODFT6TJOHUIFTNBMMTQBDF 
UIFZ TPVHIU UP CF DSFBUJWF BOE JOWPMWF BVEJFODF UP FYQFSJFODF UIF MPOH ÏJHIU PG -JOECFSH"DUPST
included Mai Kawahara, Yukari Sakida, Thongchai Pimapunsri, Chanida Punyaneramitrdee.
 5IF0GÎDFPG$POUFNQPSBSZ$VMUVSFJOUIF.JOJTUSZPG$VMUVSFTVQQPSUFEUISFFPGJUTi4JMBQBUIPSOu
(Young Artists) winners to be involved in the festival. Since the pandemic meant they could not work
in live settings, however, in April 2020, we decided to do podcasts with them to keep the spirit of
the festival going under COVID-19. The three artists were Pradit Prasartthong, Nikorn Saetang, and
Pichet Klunchun. We were only able to schedule Pichet for a live lecture and demonstration in July.
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12 Nikorn Saetang also did a workshop on “alternative script-making” with high school teachers looking
to use performance-making techniques in their classroom. In this work, he discussed how he uses
a script-writing process with high school teachers and also related it to his own creative work. The
teachers also went to see how this process worked at a piece Nikorn put on.
 1JDIFUQFSGPSNFEBWFSTJPOPGUIJTQJFDFÎSTUBTBXPSLJOQSPHSFTTBUUIF&TQMBOBEFJO4JOHBQPSF
in October 2019. A fuller version was staged at TPAM in Yokohama, Japan on February 15, 2020, but
after that time he was not able to do live performances of the work as he had scheduled due to the
COVID-19 outbreak. He went to Taiwan in mid-July to perform this piece at the Taipei Arts Festival in
early August 8-9, 2020 since he had to undergo a 14-day quarantine there before performing.
14 The Thai Performance Practice as Research Thai PPaR Facebook page contains materials on the Life
| Performance festival and other projects tied to artistic research in Thailand.
15 This was Bhanbhassa Thubthien’s “Working with the ‘Wounded Mind’” which could not complete the
program due to the new outbreaks of COVID-19 from December 2020.
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Abstract
This study reveals the supporting aspects that make traditional Javanese songs
preserved in the community the splendor of modern Javanese songs. This research
applies qualitative design with a phenomenological approach. The research location is in Central Java. The researchers collected the data by observing, interviewing and collecting documents. The researchers validate the data based on trianguMBUJPOTZTUFNXJUIJOUFSBDUJWFBOBMZTJT5IFSFTVMUTÎOEUIBUUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTF
songs still exist in its local society due to the strong psychological bonding of the
society with their culture. Through traditional Javanese songs, cultural messages
can be conveyed beautifully, inspire imagination and impart enjoyable feelings.
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Introduction
Javanese song is the vocal variant of traditional Javanese music which is performed by the Javanese community on their daily life. The songs do not have an
accurate historical record. Yet, experts are sure that the songs have become a
TZNCPMPGBSUJTUJDFYQSFTTJPOCZUIF+BWBOFTFQFPQMF4QFDJÎDBMMZ +BWBOFTFTPDJFUZ
is part of Indonesia who are still maintain their identity even up to the modern
era. In the current life of Javanese society, there are traditional Javanese song and
modern Javanese song (Wadiyo et al., 2021). Modern Javanese songs are the new
form of traditional Javanese music which has been assimilated with modern pop
music industry. Meanwhile, the traditional Javanese song is an art form that is
TPVSDFEBOESPPUFEBOEIBTCFFOGFMUBTPOFhTPXOCZUIFMPDBMTPDJFUZ5IJTJT
usually accepted as an inheritance that is passed from the older generation to the
younger generation (Lindsay, 1995).
The characteristic of the form of traditional Javanese songs are that it uses pelog
and slendro gamelan scale. Gamelan is Javanese term for traditional Javanese music
instrument. The music is different from new/modern music which adapts western
music that uses diatonic scales or the frequency (vibration) of the diatonic tones.
With regards to the matter, there are still many groups around the world which
have traditional local music, both vocal and instrumental. They only have the musical element supported by their own society. It is possible that there are changes
of form and function according to local society’s demands. Various studies describe that local traditional music exists in various countries around the world.
Mukhitdenova (2016) mentions that Kazakh local traditional music is preserved
through modern approach, such as popularization and education amongst artist,
mass media, TV, and radio. In Africa, African local traditional music is preserved
through the school curricula integration. The Africans believe that the music is
directly associated with their traditional beliefs and political system within their
social experiences. The preservation is important to maintain the beauty of their
culture, to help people communicate their emotion within a medium that roots
to their community, and to facilitate the local community in strengthening their
sense of cultural belonging (Lebaka, 2019; Oikelome, 2021).
There are differences between traditional local music or songs from one community and the others. Each of them has characteristics that specify their respective
regions. Hubbard (2017) and Kuzbakova (2013) stated that traditional local music
or folk songs are playing an important role for the current community identity.
&BDIDVMUVSFIBTTQFDJÎDBOEVOJRVFGFBUVSFUIBUJHOJUFQFPQMFTTQJSJUVBMJUZPWFS
DFOUVSJFTSFÏFDUFEJOUSBEJUJPOTBOEWBMVFT.VTJDBOEJEFOUJUZIBWFCFDPNFBSFsearch subject for a long time. As a part of culture, people believe that music has
as an important aspect for individual and social identity formation. Traditional
local music plays an important role to construct the social identity and social
memory where the individuals are linked within their social network (Rice, 2007).
Several studies of traditional arts have been conducted whether in Indonesia or
in various arts institution around the globe. There are several styles of traditional
art in Central Java. Yet, for the traditional music, there are only two of the styles
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manage to become the standard, which are Surakarta and Yogyakarta traditional
music styles. The traditional Javanese music was born from the dynamic interactions in various contexts, such as Javanese gamelan which is originated from the
Javanese palace (Arini, Supriadi & Saryanto, 2015). Gamelan has been appointed as
the main standard over the other Javanese music that are used within the local
arts community and as the main teaching material in the formal art education
institutions. In addition, gamelan music is still valuable because gamelan is primarily used for ceremonial activities in the palace. Gamelan then grows to become
the pride of the Javanese people.
$VSSFOUMZ +BWBOFTFNVTJDIBTCFFOJOÏVFODFECZUIFXPSMEXJEFDVMUVSBMBOE
UFDIOPMPHJDBMEFWFMPQNFOU-JETLPH  ÎOETUIBU+BWBOFTFNVTJDGPSNIBT
already changed. At the moment, Javanese music has become the background of
popular music performance, such as Campursari (a crossover of several contemporary Indonesian music genres, mainly between Langgam Jawa and Dangdut), diatonic and pentatonic musical collaborations, modern gamelan, and the contemporary gamelan. The changes were marked by the increasing popularity of new forms
of Javanese music presented in many social events.
From the previous research, many regions from different nations have different
traditional local music/songs from one to the others. Then, there is a tendency
that the traditional local music or songs develops by assimilating the elements
of world music or Western diatonic music. Afterwards, local traditional music or
songs tend to disappear, yet some of them are still alive up until now. In Javanese
society, traditional Javanese local songs still maintain their original form. However,
the modern version has already included the element of Western diatonic music.
This study highlights the gap from the previous research that there has not been
any research which focuses on Javanese songs and their use as the media of artistic communication by the Javanese. This research highlights the fact that Javanese
song has shifted into a new form that is different or not exactly the same as the
original. Both the original and the modern one exists in the society. Although the
newer version thrives in the music industry, it does not dispel the original traditional local song. They live side by side in the Javanese community. Hence, this
SFTFBSDIBJNTUPÎOEPVUXIBUBTQFDUTUIBUNBLFUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTFTPOHTUJMM
exists within the life of Javanese society.
Research Approaches and Methods
This research employs phenomenological approach. The research method focuses
on a particular concern which can answer the research problem. According to
Randles (2012), phenomenology refers to our perception upon the appearance
of an object, an event, or a condition. By using phenomenological approach, the
researchers want to reveal, seek, and collect data about an object, an event, or a
condition with regards to the existence of Javanese song within the Javanese society. Art study is relevant to phenomenological approach since it provides a philosophical, sociological, and artistic perspective for the research. Phenomenology is
a variant of qualitative research under the umbrella of the interpretive paradigm.
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Based on Kivunja & Kuyini (2017), interpretative paradigm is related to a meaning that can be seen from an event experienced by humans, whether objectively
or subjectively. In the end, this research highlights the experiences of the research
subjects or participants as informants to reveal what aspects that make them still
connected to traditional Javanese songs.
Research Focus
5IJTSFTFBSDIGPDVTFTPOÎOEJOHPVUXIBUBTQFDUTUIBUNBLFUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTF
songs still exists in its supporting society.
Data Collection Techniques
The researchers collected the data through interviews, observation, and documentation study. The researchers collected the data based on Lincoln (2005) who
theorizes phenomenological approach as a mean to unveil meanings behind a
phenomenon. To support the data, this research requires deep information from
an interview along with the objective and factual data from observation and documentation study. The obtained data are related to experiences, feelings, thoughts,
and perceptions of Javanese community and the local supporter of traditional
Javanese songs.
The participants are Javanese who were assumed to understand traditional Javanese song due to their background of living in Javanese speaking area. The details
of the participants are, 12 participants from the public, 8 personnel of 2 Javanese
musical groups/ Javanese gamelan music groups, 12 Elementary Students from 3
Elementary Schools, 12 Junior High School students from 3 schools, 3 gamelan music teachers in the Javanese society, 3 Elementary School teachers, 3 Junior High
School teachers, and 9 people from the public. The researchers determined the
number and the background of informants based on their background relevance,
personality, and heterogeneity on their support to Javanese song.
5IFJOUFSWJFXBJNFEUPÎOEPVUUIFJOGPSNBOUTLOPXMFEHFVQPOUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBnese songs, such as the melody, tones, language used in the lyrics, the message of
the song, and the type of Javanese song. Furthermore, the participants were asked
regarding the use, popularity, and relevance to the modern industrial world. The
researchers explored further to the personal aesthetic experience and what the
participants perceive when they were listening to a Javanese song.
Furthermore, the observation stage was done which mainly to see the research
participants performed the gamelan with their groups. The observers also observed
the teaching and learning in the classroom using Javanese songs. The general observation shows that Javanese song is performed for various Javanese art events,
too, including parties and celebration amongst Javanese community. Apart from
the observation, the researchers gathered relevant documents as a complement
to the interview and observation data. The documents from schools are related to
the texts of the song used in the learning. Likewise, the text of the song used for
practice by groups in the community. In addition, video documentations were also
analyzed.
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Data Validity Techniques and Data Analysis
This research applied data triangulation to validate the data. The researcher
cross-checked the obtained data from observations and documentation studies
XJUIUIFTUBUFNFOUTPGUIFJOUFSWJFXFFT'VSUIFS UIFSFTFBSDIFSTDPOÎSNFEUIF
information amongst the informants. Triangulation is important to enhance the
SFMJBCJMJUZPGUIFEBUB"RVBMJUBUJWFSFTFBSDIFSTFFLTUPEFÎOFBOEJOUFSQSFUVOclear phenomena through non-numerical methods of measurement that focus
on meaning and insight (Fusch et al., 2018). This is done to see the consistency
of what the participants’ feelings and thoughts about Traditional Javanese Song.
"MMEBUBXFSFBOBMZ[FEGPMMPXJOHUIFÏPXPGQIFOPNFOPMPHJDBMTUVEJFTCBTFEPO
Holroyd (2011).
The initial stage of this phenomenological research was looking at the phenomena experienced by the research subject. The researchers paid close attention to
what the transcribed interview and validated that with observational data and
documentation studies. The second stage was the horizontalization. The reTFBSDIFSJEFOUJÎFEJNQPSUBOUTUBUFNFOUTGSPNUIFUSBOTDSJQUJPOUIBUBSFSFMFWBOU
to the topic that the researchers do not make any judgments about. The third is
UIFDMVTUFSPGNFBOJOH5IFTUBHFSFGFSTUPUIFDMBTTJÎDBUJPOPGJOGPSNBOUThTUBUFments into meaning units. Here, the researchers wrote about what the informants
experienced as research subjects and how it affected them differently as individuals. The researchers assessed all feelings, thoughts, perceptions, and expectations
of the subjects or research informants about the phenomenon. The fourth stage
is the essential description, where the researchers constructed a comprehensive
description of the meaning and essence of the subjects’ experiences.
Research Findings and Discussion
"GUFSDPOEVDUJOHEBUBDPMMFDUJPOBOEBOBMZTJT UIFBTQFDUTUIBUJOÏVFODFUIF
existence of traditional Javanese songs in the supporting community were found,
namely the aspect of musicality of traditional Javanese songs as well as aspect of
TZNCPMJDTJHOJÎDBODFBOEGVODUJPOBMBTQFDUTPGUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTFTPOHT
The Musicality Aspect of Traditional Javanese Songs
There are two types of Javanese song, i.e. the traditional Javanese song and the
New or Modern Javanese song. The differences between the traditional Javanese
TPOHBOEUIFOFXNPEFSO+BWBOFTFTPOHBSFEFTDSJCFEJOUIFÎHVSF
Javanese Traditional Song

New/ Modern Javanese Song

Each type of original traditional Javanese song other than dolanan
song has its own standard form.

The new traditional Javanese song does not have a standard form.

The tones use gamelan pelog and slendro music tones.

The tones use diatonic music tone.

Lyrics are in the form of poetry with specific rules on the rhymes
and line composition.

Lyrics are not always in the form of poetry and even if it is a form
of poetry, it has no specific rules on rhymes and line.

The songs’ message is related to behavioral guidance and
knowledge cultivation.

The songs’ message is mostly about romance.

The song develops within the local culture society.

The song develops within the popular culture industry.

Figure 1. The comparison of characteristics between the traditional Javanese song and the new/ modern Javanese song.
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#BTFEPOUIFSFTFBSDIÎOEJOHT XIBUJTTFFOBTBUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTFTPOHIBTBU
least 4 (four) forms of traditional Javanese song, namely the Gedhe song, the Tengahan song, the Cilik song or Macapat and the Dolanan song. The Gedhe song and the
Tengahan song are not quite popular in the society anymore. What is more widely
known by the general public is the Cilik song commonly known as Macapat and the
Dolanan song. The results of observations and documentation studies show that
almost all of the research participants stated that the Cilik song or Macapat and
the Dolanan song are known in the society and taught in public schools. This does
not mean that the Gedhe and Tengahan songs are unknown. The results showed
that the research participants knew Gedhe and Tengahan songs because both are
often heard when it played or sung in traditional ceremonies and rituals such
as during wedding ceremonies, wayang kulit (shadow puppet) performance, and
other sacred Javanese traditions. Furthermore, the documentation study shows
the differences between the Gedhe song, the Tengahan song, the Cilik song or Macapat, and the DolananTPOHBTTIPXOJOÎHVSF
The Gedhe Song

The Tengahan Song

The Cilik Song (Macapat)

The Dolanan Song

Using old Javanese language

Using new Javanese language

Using more popular Javanese
language (relatively known to
everyone)

Using children's language in
everyday life

Each stanza contains 4 lines

Each stanza does not exceed 8 lines

In the form of traditional Javanese
poetry

In the form of free-style poetry

Bounding by a guru lagu
(vocal sound at the end of the
line or called rhyme)

Not bound by sound endings

The number of rows is determined.
Depending on the type of macapat,
there are 11 types of macapat

The number of lines per song is
not specified

The number of syllables in one
line and another is the same

The number of syllables in line one
and the other is not the same

The number of syllables is
determined on the basis of the type
of macapat

The number of syllable per line is
not specified

Figure 2. Comparison of the Gedhe, Tengahan, Cilik (or Macapat) and the Dolanan songs.

Further related to the musical aspect, traditional Javanese song uses pelog and
slendro scale. The scales of the pelog are 1 (ji), 2 (ro), 3 (lu), 4 (pat), mo (mo), 6 (nem),
and 7 (pi). Slendro scales are 1 (ji), 2 (ro), 3 (lu), 5 (mo), 6 (nem). Modern Javanese
songs change both pelog and slendro tones into diatonic tones. The intervals used
on the diatonic scales are much different from the pentatonic scales, both pelog
and slendro (Setyawan, 2017; Wadiyo, et al., 2019).
5FNQFSMFZ5BO  BMTPÎOETPNFEJGGFSFODFTCFUXFFOQFOUBUPOJDBOEEJBtonic music. Those differences are: (1) pentatonic music was developed in Asia
and parts of Eastern Europe, while diatonic music emerged and developed in the
West and currently is spreading throughout the world. (2) The pentatonic scale
is based on horizontal movement (overtone series) while the scale in diatonic is
based on vertical movement (overtone series). (3) The pentatonic scale is produced
in cyclic, while the diatonic scale is produced in a single divisive system. (4) The
pentatonic scale is produced from an instrument designed to produce melodic
tones. Meanwhile, the diatonic scale is produced from instruments designed to
produce melodic and harmonious tones.
Gamelan music in diatonic music tones feels very different for those who are still
sensitive to pelog or slendro. That is because the tone vibrations and intervals of
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pelog and slendro is very different with the diatonic music. Many Javanese song
studies show that the Javanese notation began to shift into Western diatonic
musical tones. Usually, diatonic scales are used for modern Javanese songs, one
of which is Campursari modern Javanese music. Campursari Javanese music, even
though the frequency of the notes is western music, the scales used are still pelog
and slendro scales. Which is why Supanggah (2003) saw that Campursari Javanese
music violates the standard rules that exist in Javanese karawitan/gamelan art.
In Javanese music Campursari UIFBSUPOMZQVSTVFTQFPQMFhTUBTUFTGPSJOEVTUSJBM
purposes.
Moreover, the results of the study found that traditional Javanese song supporters
in general do not recognize certain scales, but rather to pay attention to the mesTBHFPGUIFTPOH"QPFUJDMZSJDBMTPOHUFOETUPCF+BWBOFTFQFPQMFhTGBWPSJUFT"T
widely known, Javanese song is a poetry that is sung (Walton & Cohen, 2007). The
traditional Javanese song uses beautiful rhymes as its lyrics. This beautiful rhyme
JTBOBSUUIBUBUUSBDUTMJTUFOFSTJGJUJTTVOH)FSF BSUFYJTUTUPGVMÎMMIVNBOhTBFTthetic needs. Art is used to communicate, preserve, and connect knowledge. Art
JTBMTPVTFEBTIVNBOhTHVJEBODFUPCFIBWFBOEBDU -BDIBQFMMF .VSSBZ /FJN 
 "TJTEPOFCZUIF+BWBOFTFQFPQMF UIFZEPBSU JOBEEJUJPOUPGVMÎMMJOHUIF
need for aesthetic expression, it is also done to communicate, convey knowledge,
BOEQSFTFSWFDVMUVSFUIBUJTDPOTJEFSFEHPPE#BTFEPOJOUFSWJFXTBOEÎFMETUVEies, it was found that the language factor for communicating is one of the main
factors for the recognition of Javanese songs by the supporting society. This is understandable because to be able to understand the meaning implied in the lyrics
PGUIFTPOH JUUBLFTMBOHVBHFUIBUDBOCFJOUFSQSFUFECZUIFMJTUFOFS4FFOGSPNÎHure 2, according to the language aspect, the Gedhe song uses ancient Javanese, the
Tengahan song uses new/modern Javanese language, the Cilik song or Macapat uses
more poular language, and the Dolanan song uses children’s language in everyday
life. Finally, the Macapat and Dolanan song becomes the most known songs by the
Javanese society currently, because it uses simpler language, communicative and
is still used today so that its meaning is easy to understand. It is line with Deci &
Ryan (2010) who argued that simple language matters to make sure a successful
communication.
"TQFDUPG4ZNCPMJD4JHOJÎDBODFBOE'VODUJPOPG5SBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTF4POH
Apart from the aspect of musicality and the lyrical language used, in this section
it is presented how the traditional Javanese song is seen as a symbol of expression,
function, and meaning. It is obvious that the art of this traditional Javanese song
is an expressive symbol. In this context, traditional Javanese song is an expressive symbol used by the supporting community to express their culture. In a form
of a lyrical song, the product contains an aesthetic message. In this regard, the
listener uses them not only as a tool for individual artistic expression, but also as
an expression of social value. In short, Javanese people use the song as a medium
of aesthetic communication. In this case, they take advantage with the Javanese
song as a symbolic mean to communicate artistically.
Symbols are deeply felt and understood by the people who are from the symbol’s
culture (Wallach & Clinton, 2019). In communication, humans use symbols. Each
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of which has its own function for the people to act based on their understanding.
Symbols can be formed from beliefs. Cognitive symbols signify science. Symbols
can also be the media to express feelings (Perlovsky, 2010).
What is in traditional Javanese songs cannot be separated from what is stated
by Lotman (2019) and Perlovsky (2010). In the Javanese community as supporters, Javanese songs are symbols of expression that are used as social interaction
or communication, it also used as guidelines for attitude and action in capturing
knowledge and to express feelings. A concrete example was mentioned by some
informants who claimed that they use traditional Javanese songs to understand
what one must know how to behave and have a good attitude in doing an action
CZGPMMPXJOHUIFTPOHMZSJDTBTXSJUUFOJOÎHVSFXIJDIJTMacapat type Sinom.

Figure 3. The example of Macapat type Sinom.

The meaning of the song is that it is a must for everyone to behave well. In conOFDUJPOXJUIUIFTPOHGSPNÎHVSF BTB+BWBOFTF JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPJNJUBUFB
SFTQFDUFEÎHVSF OBNFMZUIFLJOHPG.BUBSBN IFJT1BOFNCBIBO4FOPQBUJ)FBMways tried hard to always do the best for his people to be useful for others. SomeUJNFT QFSTPOBMEFTJSFTNVTUCFTBDSJÎDFEGPSUIFCFOFÎUPGUIFQFPQMF1BOFNCBIan Senopati here as a symbol of a good ruler for the Javanese who pay attention to
UIFGBUFPGUIFJSQFPQMF'SPNUIJTTPOH JUDBOCFTIPXOIPXBTPOHhTNFTTBHFDBO
convey an artistic symbol. Artistic symbols are also called presentational symbols.
This is a type of symbols which meaning does not necessarily depend on the rule
of elements, but it often comes from direct intuition. Artistic symbols are complete constructions that cannot be broken down into their elements. Yet, they are
UIFXIPMFTJHO #BUFT  *OBEEJUJPOUPÎHVSF UIFBSUJTUJDTZNCPMSFÏFDUFE
from the song is the commendable attitude of a leader. That can be understood,
because basically, symbol formation is the abstraction of conceptualized thing
and given a special sign. A symbol, as the wide extend of a sign, has the power to
form a concept of something or an idea it is marking. Thus, it is proven that the
symbol has a meaning derived from an object. Artistic symbols are symbols of
GFFMJOHTPSSBUIFSTZNCPMTUIBUNBOJGFTUUIFUPUBMBCTUSBDUJPOPGIVNBOhTFYQFSJFODF5IFSFGPSF BSUhTNFBOJOHEPFTOPUFYJTUUPCFVOEFSTUPPE CVUSBUIFSUPCF
lived, whether art is enjoyable, touching a feeling, arising imagination, or embodying cultural values.
On the occasion of appreciating traditional Javanese songs in general, research
participants stated that the feelings that arise when appreciating songs are
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touched, the feeling of déjà vu, as well as becoming emotional after listening to a
traditional Javanese song. Presumably, those are the main reasons why Javanese
songs are still being supported by the local society. Research participants stated
that when they listen to songs, they feel that there is a past memory that is implied in the memory. In relation to that, according to what was conveyed by Van
den Scott (2014), music affects human long-term memory systems. Those systems
BSFFQJTPEJDNFNPSZXIJDISFDBMMTTQFDJÎDFWFOUT*UJTTFNBOUJDNFNPSZXIJDI
is a network that associates the human concept and knowledge to the world, and
the procedural memory as it has the ability to learn skills. Participants realized
that the message which is conveyed in the song is valuable and enjoyable. In this
context, the feelings and perceptions of the song came naturally after listening/
singing the song without any force or suppression. The message enters the mind
along with the melody. This supports the theory of arts origin that when enjoying arts, people do not only embrace their level of intact cognition, but they also
TIPXBÏFYJCMFMFWFMPGBQQSFDJBUJPO 'JOHFSIVU1SJO[  "TJEFT BSUTVQQPSUers exhibit their aesthetic insight based on their moral acceptance and reasoning.
Indirectly, symbolic arts contain an invitation to the audience to understand the
appealing values expressed by the artist.
Communicated art emerges charm due to the sensibility that touches of the huNBOhTBFTUIFUJDEJNFOTJPO .FOOJOHIBVT FUBM 0NJHJF FUBM 4LPW
Nadal, 2019). In this study, it was also found that there are three main functions
of traditional Javanese song for the supporting society. First, traditional Javanese
TPOHNFFUTJUTTVQQPSUFSThBFTUIFUJDOFFETPOXIBUJTUIPVHIU LOPXO BOEGFMU
Second, traditional Javanese song has a symbolic system, which is a system that
PSHBOJ[FTIVNBOThQFSDFQUJPOBOEFYQSFTTJPO5IFUSBEJUJPOBM+BWBOFTFTPOH
implies a form of shared appreciation among the community groups that support it. The third function is to bond the listener with their socio-cultural norms
and values. Knell and Taylor (2011) mention that arts exist in the community not
NFSFMZCFDBVTFBSUGVMÎMMTBSFMBUJWFNFBTVSFPGCFBVUZ CVUBMTPCFDBVTFBSUTDPOvey cultural messages beautifully. The success in conveying messages depends on
UIFDPNNVOJUZhTBCJMJUZUPHSBTQJU.PSFPWFS BTMPOHBTBSUJTDPOWFZJOHJUTCFBVUJful message, it will continue to be integrated within the cultural values and social
norms of its supporting community. Thus, it can be stated that, traditional JavaOFTFTPOHTUJMMIBTUIFSFMBUBCJMJUZXJUIUIFTVQQPSUJOHTPDJFUZBOEUIBUBMTPJOÏVences the society’s psychological aspect according to the tendency of song preferFODF"DDPSEJOHUP(SFBTMFZBOE-BNPOU  IVNBOhTQTZDIPMPHJDBMBTQFDUXJMM
JOÏVFODFUIFJSTPOHhTDIPJDF"T#FSJDBU  TBJE QFPQMFhTFNPUJPOBMFYQFSJFODF
JEFOUJÎFTUIFTQFDJÎDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFNVTJDTPOHUIBUUIFZQSFGFSSFE1FPQMF
will engage with the music that they feel meaningful and touch their personal
and social cultures. As a symbol system, art also functions to organize the perception of the humans involved in it (Csikszentmihaly, 2014). In other words, arranging expressions or aesthetic feelings associated with all expressions of various
human feelings or emotions.
Art is also a system of delivering aesthetic meaning altogether in a structure
related to all kinds of human feelings or emotions. The emotions themselves have
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CFFOUSBOTNJUUFEIJTUPSJDBMMZTJODFQFPQMFhTDIJMEIPPEJOCPUICFUXFFOHFOFSBtions. As an effort to support this situation, Traditional Javanese Songs are included in the school curriculum by the government. The song is taught for the
students, started from Elementary School (Primary level) to the Senior High School
(Advanced level) as one of the compulsory subjects. The presented materials only
cover the introduction to the traditional Javanese songs. The comprehensive curriculum of traditional Javanese songs is only taught in a Vocational School that
specializes in Javanese art as well as in the Javanese language and Javanese arts
study program at the university level. The reason for teaching traditional Javanese
songs to formal schools is as an effort to preserve traditional arts that are considered good. The implied and explicit contents (messages) of traditional Javanese
songs are mainly related to the inculcation of knowledge and behavior conveyed
are pleasing and beautiful messages using Javanese art idioms.
Javanese art idiom as a symbol that represents knowledge and moral messages
wrapped in a traditional art, one of which is in the form of traditional Javanese
songs. Objects that people see and experience are processed into a series of
symbols that human can understand (Kull, 2015). Symbols, including expressive symbols, are stored as meanings, among others, in the form of various ideas,
abstractions, convictions, considerations, desires, beliefs, and certain experiences
that are understandable and shared. This is why art can be considered a system
of symbols (Bakhshi & Throsby, 2012; Leman et al, 2018). Art exists, develops, and
is standardized in and through the social traditions of a society. Along with other
cultural elements, arts also serve to sustain and maintain social collectiveness.
Art belongs to society collectively. The supporters of arts are the individual members of the community where it belongs. In empirical reality, art is considered as
a way of life for the members of its society. Individuals build their artistic knowledge, which is parallel to their cultural knowledge, by perceiving arts. Thus, art
knowledge is the knowledge that individuals have about their arts and other arts
they experienced and they fond of (Candy, 2014).
Since humans have various needs, both in quality and quantity, form and type,
BTXFMMBTMJGFFYQFSJFODFTBOEDPODFSOT JUJTQPTTJCMFUPÎOEEJGGFSFOUCFIBWJPST
or responses from one individual to another, even in the same group. These difGFSFODFTIBWFQSPNQUFEIVNBOTUPQFSDFJWF GPSNVMBUF PSÎOEBMUFSOBUJWFTJO
solving the problems they face (Longmore & Worrell, 2007). In the case of traditional Javanese songs, there is a clear difference between social preference of the
society to traditional Javanese song and modern Javanese song. Modern Javanese
song was developed in the form of industrial music by the wider community. The
song is solely produced for entertainment purposes, with romantic lyrics adapted
to market tastes or needs. As an example, modern Javanese songs emerged in the
forms of Campursari and Campursari dangdut as the popular modern Javanese
song. The reason why traditional Javanese songs are maintained as preferable
options is because it still ties the emotion amongst the Javanese community. The
song brings back collective memories and experiences for the listeners. According
to Younes and Klein (2014), traditional songs provide a means to strengthen identity and collective experience of the society.
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Conclusion
The aspect that makes the traditional Javanese songs still exist is the relatability
of the Javanese society to their traditional song. Relatability affects the feeling of
+BWBOFTFTQFPQMFUPGFFMBUUBDIXJUIUIFJSDVMUVSFBOEJOÏVFODFUIFJSBFTUIFUJD
UBTUFT5IJTSFMBUBCJMJUZBTQFDUFWFOUVBMMZGVMÎMTUIF+BWBOFTFTPDJFUZBSUJTUJD
expression which is inseparable from their life personally, socially and culturally.
The relatability aspect of traditional Javanese song also affects people’s personally.
The contents of the song is relevant to the Javanese society life as it is useful as
the media to express feelings, thoughts, and to understand life. Apart of relatability, traditional Javanese songs affect people’s psychology as it helps them to
communicate their aesthetic domain in Javanese context. The psychological
aspect also aids people in expressing their aesthetics based on the socio-cultural
norms and values of the society. In line with that, it seems, policies from educational institutions that require local songs to be preserved in schools, and also for
fostering traditional arts in this community is considered very important. In this
way, the aesthetic values and meaning of traditional arts are always attached to
the soul of the supporting society.
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Abstract
5IJTQBQFSIJHIMJHIUTUIFPVUDPNFTPGUIFVTFPG2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJT 2$" PGJTPMBUJPOJOQBJOUJOHT"HFOFSBMMJUFSBUVSFSFWJFXXBTDPOEVDUFEUP
analyze the connection between art, emotion and society in the existing research.
2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJT 2$" JTPGUFOVTFEJOUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOSFTFBSDI
of Humanities and Social Sciences and in this study, it is mainly used to analyze
the expression of artist’s paintings. This paper makes a detailed analysis of the
GBDUPSTBGGFDUJOHUIFFYQSFTTJPOPGJTPMBUJPOJOQBJOUJOHT5ISPVHIUIFSFTFBSDIFShT
discussion among the selected Artist’s paintings, the researchers rely on Boolean
algebra and take composition, color, facial expression, body language, atmosphere
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Introduction
2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJT 2$" JTBOBOBMZUJDBMBQQSPBDIUPTPDJBMTDJence research for small and medium-sized sample case studies, it is an analytic
approach and research tool that combines within-case analysis and cross-case
DPNQBSJTPOT -FHFXJF  2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJTBTBOJOUFHSBUFE
dual-orientation research method, it offers the most systematic way to analyze
complex causality and logical relations between causal factors and an outcome
4DIOFJEFS8BHFNBOO  'PSPOFUIJOH EBUBBOBMZTJTBOEÎOEJOHT
increase the persuasiveness of argumentation (George & Bennett, 2005:70). For
BOPUIFS 2$"IFMQTUPGPDVTUIFBUUFOUJPOPOLFZJTTVFTPGDPODFQUVBMJ[BUJPOBOE
helps to problematic aspects in conceptualizations that might have been overlooked otherwise (Goertz, 2006:37).
Arts research has undergone dramatic changes in the past. Including rich art
forms and diverse content expression. Externally, the art market is also affecting the development of art, which has evolved from religious and political control
to the middle and upper-class substantive control. And then in an industrialized
society, art is divided into two parts that are separated from production and labor,
and integrated into the life of the masses. Entering the period of neoliberalism,
the circulation of money, resources, and information promote richer choices of art
content and more freedom of expression. The connection between art and society
has never been interrupted. At the same time, emotions also change with social
DIBOHF*TPMBUJPOXBTPODFEFÎOFEBTUIFGFFMJOHPGCFJOHBMPOF CVUJTOPXNPSF
PGUFOEFÎOFEBTBTVCKFDUJWFBOETFMGDPOTDJPVTGFFMJOHBOEFYQFSJFODFPGTFQBSBtion and alienation from others or society that is subjective and varies from individual to another. This emotion is concerned because urban life also carries with
JUOFHBUJWFFNPUJPOBMJOÏVFODFT XIJDIBSFBMTPSFÏFDUFEJOUIFBSUXPSL
Literature Review
Art is used as an emotional regulator, so art therapy has become popular. Studies
have shown that creating art can serve as a method of short-term mood regulation, art therapy can vent and distraction. In the study of Drake, J. E., & Winner, E.
through two experiments (Study 1 they induced a negative mood in participants
CZTIPXJOHUIFNBTBEÎMNDMJQ4UVEZUIFZJOEVDFEBOFHBUJWFNPPECZBTLJOH
participants to think of the saddest event they had experienced and then assigned
them to one of three conditions: venting, distraction, and sitting - a new condition
JOXIJDIQBSUJDJQBOUTKVTUTBURVJFUMZ *OCPUITUVEJFT NPPEJNQSPWFETJHOJÎDBOUly more in the distraction than in the venting or sitting condition. They argue that
the mood elevating effects of art-making are stronger when art is used to distract
than when used to vent (Drake, J. E., & Winner, E., 2012).
The research on the relationship between art and emotion has been paid more
and more attention by art researchers, including what kind of emotion art can
trigger has always been controversial in academic circles. As Eugène Véron stated,
“Art is the emotional expression of human personality” (Eugène Véron, 1882), The
reason why art exists is that human emotions need to be expressed in more abundant ways, which is an effective form of our rich emotional experience.
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Isolation is one of the complex emotions that people are experiencing. The changJOHFOWJSPONFOUBSPVOEVTDBVTFTQFPQMFhTFNPUJPOTUPTIJGUBTXFMM TPUIFFNFSgence of isolation is a result of the social environment. The content of artworks is
closely related to the environment. As presented by the research of sociologists,
works of art reveal the social reality. Rudolf Arnheim advocated that the mind actively structures perception in visual images, and the work of art acts as an equivalent for these images within a publicly observable medium (Arnheim, 1994:111).
Jean-François Lyotard was powerful in explaining the way that picture’s function,
UIFZTQFBLQSFDJTFMZJOBXBZUIBUPOMZQBJOUJOHDBO QSFTFOUJOHÎHVSFTUIBUBSF
outside of discourse (Lyotard, 1971). In other words, painting, like other art forms,
has its own linguistic features. This kind of artistic features and language are all
conveying information, but obviously artistic expression has its own way of exQSFTTJPO5IFBVEJFODFDBOLOPXPVSTPDJFUZUISPVHIUIFTFQJDUVSFT TPBSUSFÏFDUT
UIFTPDJFUZSFBMJUZ7ZUBVUBT,BWPMJTBSHVFTBSUSFÏFDUTOPUPOMZTPDJBMSFBMJUZJUTFMG 
art content seems to provide expressive reinforcement of its legitimacy (Kavolis,
 'PS,BWPMJT BSUDPOUFOUSFÏFDUTDPOEJUJPOTXIJDIBSFDVMUVSBMMZMFHJUJmated and actually do exist. And that, he highlights contemporary events and
cultural values have a way of insinuating themselves into art content. This shows
UIBUBSUIBTTUSPOHTPDJBMBUUSJCVUFTBOEDBOBSPVTFQFPQMFhTFNQBUIZ*OBEEJUJPO
to the fact that art will be affected by social reality, art has a role in promoting
more reasonable social structures and social cultural orientation.
Noy P & Noy-Sharav call "meta-emotions." They posit that what people see when
immediately looking at a piece of artwork are the formal, technical qualities of
the work and its complexity. For example, seeing a perfectly painted chair (technical quality but no complexity) or a sloppily drawn image of Christ on the cross
(complex but no skill) would be unlikely to stimulate deep emotional responses.
)PXFWFS CFBVUJGVMMZQBJOUFEXPSLTPG$ISJTUhTDSVDJÎYJPOBSFMJLFMZNBLJOHQFPQMF
who can relate or who understand the story behind it weep. They cite examples of
people being able to listen to and dance to music for hours without getting tired
and literature being able to take people to far away, imagined lands inside their
heads. Art forms give humans a higher satisfaction in emotional release than simply managing emotions on their own (Noy P & Noy-Sharav, 2013).
Leo Tolstoy explained, “Art is a human activity, consisting in this, that one man
consciously, by means of certain external signs, hands on to others feelings he
has lived through, and that other people are infected by these feeling and also
experience them” (Leo Tolstoy:1897). Paul J. Silvia stated that artists will show selfDPOTDJPVTOFTTJOUIFJSDSFBUJPO4FMGDPOTDJPVTFNPUJPOTBSFSFTQPOTFTUIBUSFÏFDU
VQPOUIFTFMGBOEPOFhTBDUJPOT TVDIBTQSJEF HVJMU TIBNF SFHSFUBOEFNCBSSBTTment (Paul J. Silvia, 2009). In Learning through the ancient art and experiencing
emotions with contemporary art: Comparing visits in two different museums,
UIFBVUIPSTDMBJNFEi1FPQMFWJTJUNVTFVNTUPFYQFSJFODFhUIFQMFBTVSFPGBSUhPS
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hUIFEFTJSFGPSDVMUVSBMMFBSOJOH hCVUXIFOCSPLFOEPXO WJTJUPSTPGNVTFVNTPG
classical art are more motivated to see famous works and learn more about them.
Visitors in contemporary art museums were more motivated by a more emotional
connection to the art, and went more for the pleasure than a learning experience”
(Mastandrea et al., 2007).
Methods
Materials and Procedures
5IFFOUJSFSFTFBSDIQSPDFTTGPMMPXTTFMFDUBSUJTUT TFMFDUBSUJTUThXPSLT BOBMZ[FUIF
DPOUFOUPGUIFXPSLT BOEBQQMZ2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJT 2$" UPUIF
investigation.
Selected Artists
The sample categorizes were selected using both purposive and random sampling
techniques, which ensuring accurate representative sample of all the variables.
The principles in selecting artists are guided by:
1. These artists were engaged in art after the 20th century, as this research focuses
on contemporary art.
5IFXPSLTPGUIFTFBSUJTUTBSFQSFEPNJOBOUMZÎHVSBUJWFQBJOUJOHT
3. As representative as possible of artists from around the world.
5IFCFMPXUBCMFTIPXTUIFÎMUFSJOHDPNQMFUFEGPSUIJTTUVEZ TFFUBCMFJOÎHVSF 
Artists

Year of
Birth

Ai Xuan
Alberto Giacometti

1947
1901

Alex Katz
Alice Neel

Nationality

Artists

Year of
Birth

Nationality

CHN
SUI

Guim Tio Zarraluki
James Ensor

1987
1860

ESP
BEL

1927
1900

USA
USA

John Brack
Jozsef Rippl-Ronai

1920
1861

AUS
HUN

Chang Yu
Chen Danqing

1900
1953

CHN
CHN

Julian Schnabel
Maria Lassnig

1951
1919

USA
AUT

Chen Yifei

1946

CHN

Marie Vorobieff

1892

RUS

Edward Hopper

1882

USA

Otto Dix

1891

GER

Elaine de Kooning
Erika Lee Sears

1918

USA
USA

Rosalyn Drexle
Toni Hamel

1926
1961

USA
CAN

Fang Lijun
Frida Kahlo

1963
1907

CHN
MEX

Wayne Thiebaud
Willy van den Berg

1920

USA
NED

Figure 1. Table of the selected artists.

Selected Artist’s Paintings
After a selection of artists, this study focuses on the artwork of these artists
TIPXOJOUIFGPMMPXJOHUBCMF TFFUBCMFJOÎHVSF BOE ÎHVSFT CFMPX
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Artists

Painting's Details

Ai Xuan

Xiao Yingzi 

Alberto Giacometti

Diego Seated, Oil on canvas, 1948

Alex Katz
Alice Neel

The red smile, Oil on canvas, 200292cm, 1963
Self-Portrait, Oil on canvas, 1980

Chang Yu

Naked girl with bent legs 

Chen Danqing

Migrant workers in Beijing suburbs 
2005

Chen Yifei

Mother and son , Oil on canvas, 140140cm, 1990

Edward Hopper
Elaine de Kooning

Nighthawks, Oil on canvas, 84152cm, 1942
The Burghers of Amsterdam Avenue, Oil on canvas 223421cm, 1963

Erika Lee Sears

Bubbles, Pop Tarts, And Of Course Wine, Oil painting on cradled birch
wood panel, 16 x 16in, 2021

Fang Lijun

1994.2, Oil on canvas, 130160cm, 1994

Frida Kahlo

The Broken Column, Oil on Masonite, 39.8  30.6cm, 1944

Guim Tio Zarraluki
James Ensor

Field II, Oil on linen, 5546cm, 2018
Mask, Oil on canvas, 57  52.5cm, 1921

John Brack
Jozsef Rippl-Ronai

Collins St., 5 p.m. 1955, Oil on canvas, 114.8 x 162.8cm, 1956
Woman with a Birdcage, Oil on canvas, 185130cm, 1892

Julian Schnabel
Maria Lassnig

Untitled (Claude Picasso), Oil, plates and bondo on wood, 7260in, 1987
Lady with brain, Oil on canvas, 125100cm, 1990

Marie Vorobieff
Otto Dix

Toni Hamel

Marika with a bouquet of flowers, Oil on canvas, 91 x 74cm, 1970
Portrait of the Journalist Sylvia von Harden, Mixed technique of oil and
tempera on wood, 12189cm, 1926
Home movies, Acrylic, oil and paper collage on canvas, 48 1/8 x 96 1/8in,
1963
The watch, Oil and alkyd on cradled panel, 2424in, 2017

Wayne Thiebaud
Willy van den Berg

Clown with Suitcase, Oil on canvas board, 19.94 x 15.88in, 2017
Between walls Painting, Acrylic on Canvas, 13.8 x 17.7in, 2018

Rosalyn Drexle

, Oil on canvas, 9090cm, 1996

Figure 2. Table of the selected artist’s paintings.



Figure 3. Xiao Yingzi

Oil on canvas, 90×90cm, 1996.

, Oil on fiberboard, 122135cm, 1965
, Oil on canvas, 4154cm,
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Figure 4. Diego Seated, Oil on canvas, 1948.



Figure 5. The red smile, Oil on canvas, 200×292cm, 1963.



Figure 6. Self-Portrait, Oil on canvas, 1980.


Figure 7. Naked girl with bent legs

0JMPOÎCFSCPBSE ìDN 
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Figure 8. Migrant workers in Beijing suburbs

, Oil on canvas, 41×54cm, 2005.


Figure 9. Mother and son

, Oil on canvas, 140×140cm, 1990.



Figure 10. Nighthawks, Oil on canvas, 84.1×152.4cm, 1942.


Figure 11. The Burghers of Amsterdam Avenue, Oil on canvas 223.5×421.6cm, 1963.
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Figure 12. Bubbles, Pop Tarts, And Of Course Wine,
Oil painting on cradled birch wood panel, 16in sq, 2021.


Figure 13. 1994.2, Oil on canvas, 130×160cm, 1994.


Figure 14. The Broken Column, Oil on Masonite, 39.8cm × 30.6cm, 1944.


Figure 15. Field II, Oil on linen, 55×46cm, 2018.
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Figure 16. Masks, Oil on canvas, 57.2 × 52.5cm, 1921.


Figure 17. Collins St., 5 p.m. 1955, Oil on canvas, 114.8 x 162.8cm, 1956.


Figure 18. Woman with a Birdcage, Oil on canvas, 185.5 ×130cm, 1892.


Figure 19. Untitled (Claude Picasso), Oil, plates and bondo on wood, 72 × 60in, 1987.
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Figure 20. Lady with brain, Oil on canvas, 125×100cm, 1990.


'JHVSF.BSJLBXJUIBCPVRVFUPGÏPXFST 0JMPODBOWBT YDN 


Figure 22. Portrait of the Journalist Sylvia von Harden, Mixed technique of oil and
tempera on wood, 121×89cm, 1926.


Figure 23. Home movies, Acrylic, oil and paper collage on canvas, 48 1/8 x 96 1/8in, 1963.
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Figure 25. The watch, Oil and alkyd on cradled panel, 24×24in, 2017.


Figure 26. Clown with Suitcase, Oil on canvas board, 19.94 x 15.88in, 2017.


Figure 26. Between walls Painting, Acrylic on Canvas, 13.8 x 17.7in, 2018.

Selected factors
There are two ways of analyzing painting. For the painting languages, composition,
color and background are the most basic factors. For this research main in
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ÎHVSBUJWFQBJOUJOH SFTFBSDIFSTBEWPDBUFUIBUGBDJBMFYQSFTTJPO CPEZMBOHVBHFBOE
atmosphere are the three most important ways to express emotion in painting.
Composition
The art of painting has evolved in a variety of compositions, and artists advocate
contrasting compositions, symmetrical compositions, central compositions and
counterpoint compositions as some of the best ways of highlighting emotions in
painting. Contrasting and central compositions both highlight the subject and
express a more intense emotion; symmetrical compositions mostly express a calm
and tranquil emotion; counterpoint compositions are mostly found in modern
contemporary art and can express different emotions and the personality of the
artist.
Color
"MMUIFDPMPSIBTTPNFEFHSFFPGFNPUJPOBMWBMVF %hBOESBEF&HBO  'PS
example, red can appropriately be described as “enthusiastic” and “exciting," blue
can appropriately be described as “melancholy” and “depressing." Cutietta, R. A.,
& Haggerty, K. J. (1987) conducted an experiment in which people of different ages
were asked to choose colors to express their emotions when they heard certain
music, and basically concluded that red was associated with enthusiasm, yellow
with liveliness, blue with sadness and green with nature.
Background
The background in a painting refers to the scene that sets off the subject, and
although it plays a secondary role in the painting, it is also one of the important
components of a painting. In most cases, the background and the subject matter
are often expressed in a way that is emotionally consistent.
Facial Expression
Facial expression as a more direct way of expressing emotions, it is offer especially
rich information include art content and how the artworks were created (Tian et
al., 2020). Facial expressions are the residual actions of more complete behavioral
responses (Darwin, 1998). For example, when people are sad, they cry and frown,
and when they are happy, the corners of their mouths turn up - these expressions
SFÏFDUSFBMFNPUJPOT
Body Language
5IFFYUFSOBMCPEZMBOHVBHFBDUVBMMZSFÏFDUTUIFJOUFSOBMCJPMPHJDBMNPUJWBUJPO UIBU
is, the brain processes various important information from real life and expresses
it through body language. The relationship between emotion and behavior might
EFQFOE PO UIF TQFDJÎD FNPUJPO %F (FMEFS    'PS FYBNQMF  XIFO QFPQMF
encounter something that is afraid, the emotion of fear may arise and they may
move to hide or hold themselves tight. In this research, body language refers to
movements other than facial expression (including the upper and lower limbs and
the trunk).
Atmosphere
Atmosphere refers to the ambience and mood of the surroundings. In this research,
researchers are concerned with whether the atmosphere of the painting is consistent
with the isolation, that is, whether the painting as a whole shows the isolation.
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Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
*OUIJTSFTFBSDI 2$"JTVTFEUPBOBMZ[FUIFGBDUPSTUIBUJOÏVFODFUIFFYQSFTTJPO
of isolation in the artworks of selected artists. Researchers use Arabic numerals to
EFÎOFUIFFYQSFTTJPOPGJTPMBUJPOJOBSUXPSLTßßSFQSFTFOUUIFVTFPGUIJTGBDUPS
FYQSFTTJPOJTPMBUJPOJOUIFBSUJTUhTXPSLißSFQSFTFOUUIFBCTFODFPGUIJTGBDUPS
FYQSFTTJPOJTPMBUJPOJOUIFBSUJTUhTXPSL5PGBDJMJUBUFUIFDBMDVMBUJPO SFTFBSDIFST
labeled the 6 factors (Composition, color, facial expression, body language, atmoTQIFSFBOECBDLHSPVOE BT"_'BOEUIFPVUDPNFBT;2$"TPMVUJPOTXIFSFi u
SFQSFTFOUMPHJDBMiBOE ui uSFQSFTFOUMPHJDBMiPS ui_uSFQSFTFOUMPHJDBMiOPOFu
Results
After the analysis of each artwork, the following analysis results are shown in the
UBCMFTJOÎHVSFTBOE
Artists

Factors
Facial
Body
Expression Language
(C)
(D)

Composition
(A)

Color
(B)

Ai Xuan

0

1

1

Alberto
Giacometti
Alex Katz
Alice Neel

0

1

0

1
0

1
1

Chang Yu
Chen
Danqing
Chen Yifei

1
1

Edward
Hopper
Elaine de
Kooning
Erika Lee
Sears
Fang Lijun
Frida
Kahlo
Guim Tio
Zarraluki
James
Ensor
John
Brack
Jozsef
RipplRonai
Julian
Schnabel
Maria
Lassnig
Marie
Vorobieff
Otto Dix
Rosalyn
Drexle
Toni
Hamel
Wayne
Thiebaud
Willy van
den Berg

Outcome
(Z)

Atmosphere
(E)

Background
(F)

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
0

0
0

1
0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1
0

0
0

1
1

0
1

1
1

0
1

1
1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0
1

0
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

0
0

1
0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

Figure 27. Table of the factors and outcomes of the selected artist’s paintings.
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Artists

Implicants

Alberto Giacometti, Elaine de Kooning, Marie
Vorobieff
Fang Lijun, James Ensor, John Brack, Alex Katz

~A*~C*D
A*C

Chang Yu, Fang Lijun, James Ensor, Guim Tio
Zarraluki, Toni Hamel, Edward Hopper, Jozsef
Rippl-Ronai, Willy van den Berg, John Brack,
Alex Katz

A*E

Alberto Giacometti, Elaine de Kooning, Marie
Vorobieff, Ai Xuan, Chen Yifei, Maria Lassnig,
Alice Neel, Guim Tio Zarraluki, Toni Hamel,
Edward Hopper, Jozsef Rippl-Ronai

B

Ai Xuan, Chen Yifei, Maria Lassnig, Fang Lijun,
James Ensor

C*~D

Otto Dix, Frida Kahlo, Julian Schnabel, Ai
Xuan, Chen Yifei, Maria Lassnig, Alice Neel,
Fang Lijun, James Ensor, John Brack, Alex Katz
Otto Dix, Frida Kahlo, Julian Schnabel, Alberto
Giacometti, Elaine de Kooning, Marie Vorobieff,
Alice Neel, Chang Yu, Guim Tio Zarraluki, Toni
Hamel, Edward Hopper, Jozsef Rippl-Ronai,
Willy van den Berg, John Brack, Alex Katz

C*E

Frida Kahlo, Julian Schnabel, Edward Hopper,
Jozsef Rippl-Ronai, Willy van den Berg, Alex
Katz

Solutions

D*E

C*~D + D*E
C*E + D*E

F

Figure 28. Truth table.

Discussion
"DDPSEJOHUPUIFUBCMFJOÎHVSF SFTFBSDIFSTVTFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUIF
above factors (A~F) and Outcome (Z) for the twenty artists we think of expressing
JTPMBUJPOJOUIFJSXPSLT3FMZPO#PPMFBOBMHFCSBUPBOBMZ[FUIFDPOÎHVSBUJPOT SFTFBSDIFSTVTF2$""EE*O<7FSTJPO>UPDBMDVMBUFBOEHFUUIFPQUJNBMTPMVUJPOT 
XIJDIBSFDPNQPTFEPGUXPGPSNVMBTBTTIPXOJOUIFUBCMFJOÎHVSF
$ _% % &;'BDJBMFYQSFTTJPO _#PEZMBOHVBHF #PEZMBOHVBHF "UNPTQIFSF
&YQSFTTJPOJTPMBUJPO
$ & % &;'BDJBMFYQSFTTJPO "UNPTQIFSF #PEZMBOHVBHF "UNPTQIFSF
&YQSFTTJPOJTPMBUJPO
From two new formulas, researchers can have the following discussion:
First, the three main factors of the expression isolation in the painting are facial
expression, body language and atmosphere. At least two of these factors are required to create the painting that expresses the isolation.
Second, researchers advocate that color, facial expression and body language are
direct ways of expressing emotions, background, atmosphere and composition are
indirect ways of expressing emotions. So one direct way and one indirect way is
suitable for the expression of isolation.
Third, composition, color and background are relatively rarely used to express
isolation in painting. So researchers assume that in post-20th century works, the
way in which isolation is represented is becoming more and more direct. Fourth,
BTBDPOTFRVFODFPGSFTFBSDIFSThEJTDVTTJPO SFTFBSDIFSTQSPQPTFUIBUCPUIGBDJBM
expression and body language have at least one factor in expression isolation.
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Based on the limited amount of data in this study, the researchers are currently
VOBCMFUPESBXDPODMVTJPOTUIBUBQQMZUPUIFCSPBEFSÎFME-PPLJOHCBDLBUDPOtemporary painting since the 20th century in Expressionism, Surrealism, and
Dadaism, the emphasis on subjective feelings and sensations is the focus of many
BSUJTUThBUUFOUJPOXIFONBLJOH.VODIPGUFOVTFTTIBEPXTBOESJOHTPGDPMPS
BSPVOEIJTÎHVSFTUPFNQIBTJ[FBOBVSBPGGFBS &HHVN  %BM¿DSFBUFE
a vast human body tearing at one another in a delirium of auto-strangulation
*BO  1JDBCJBQBJOUFEÎHVSFTJOBHBSJTITUZMFXIJDIBQQFBSTUPTVCWFSU
traditional. Contemporary painting has become more expressive in terms of body
language and atmosphere. Thus, the two new formulas are references and worthy
of further investigation and practice.
Conclusion
By analyzing the artworks of twenty-four contemporary artists leads up to the
general discussion that the isolation in painting. According to this discussion proDFTT SFTFBSDIFSTÎSTUSFBMJ[FEUIBUNBOZBSUJTUTIBWFDIPTFOFYQSFTTJPOJTPMBUJPO
in painting. After the reign of religion and politics, painting entered a phase where
JUGPDVTFEPOUIFSFBMFYJTUFODFPGQFPQMFGSPNEJGGFSFOUTPDJBMDMBTTFT1FPQMFhT
SFBMGFFMJOHTXFSFSFÏFDUFEJOTVDIBSUXPSLTBOESFTPOBUFENPSF4FDPOEMZ JTPMBtion is caused by the contradictions between our current social life and the population. At the present stage, global society is in a period of rapid development and
there is a contradiction between the growth of material conditions and the psyDIPMPHJDBMOFFETPGQFPQMF"SUXPSLTUIBUGPDVTPOQFPQMFhTQTZDIPMPHJDBMDIBOHFT
have emerged. Thirdly, the development of society and the art have a mutual
JOÏVFODFPOFBDIPUIFS'SPNUIFIJTUPSZPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGQBJOUJOH QFPQMF
DBOTFFUIFTPDJBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGBTQFDJÎDQFSJPEJOUIFBSUXPSLT SFÏFDUJOHUIF
living conditions and emotions of people in that period; artworks from different
QFSJPETBMTPIBWFEJGGFSFOUBSUJTUJDTUZMFT"UUIFNFBOUJNF BSUXPSLTBMTPSFÏFDU
the social problems of different periods and contribute to the rational resolution
of social problems. The negative effects of isolation are not only personal psychological problems, but also lead to the production of more extreme social problems.
Artworks express such emotions and make them known to a wider audience, with
UIFVMUJNBUFBJNPGTVQQPSUJOHUIFDBUIBSTJTPGQFPQMFhTFNPUJPOTBOEUIFCFOFÎcial development of society.
In the existing studies, the most general social function of art content may in
fact be to facilitate the achievement of such emotional relatedness to impersonal
sociocultural reality (Kavolis, 1964:471). Art expresses the emotions and struggles
of society and inspires society to cope. Art plays two important roles in society.
'JSTUMZ BSUSFÏFDUTUIFDVSSFOUDVMUVSBMWBMVFT5IFSFBSFEJGGFSFOUDVMUVSBMWBMVFT
in each period, except for the direct use of language, works of art indirectly and
WJWJEMZSFÏFDUBTFSJFTPGTPDJBMDVMUVSFTQSPEVDFEJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGTPDJFUZ 
such as the relationship and contradiction between humans and society. Art also
plays a role in the recording. Secondly, artistic language promotes the solution of
TPDJBMQSPCMFNT5IFSFBTPOXIZUIFTPDJBMQIFOPNFOPOSFÏFDUFEJOUIFXPSLTPG
BSUJTDBMMFETPDJBMQIFOPNFOPOJTUIBUJUJTBHSPVQCFIBWJPS OPUBOJOEJWJEVBMhT
emotional catharsis. As a social group, the opinion tendency not only needs more
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people to understand, but also needs to discuss with a wide range of people, so
that the art content and social problems can be standardized.
5IFUSVUIUBCMFPCUBJOFECZ2VBMJUBUJWF$PNQBSBUJWF"OBMZTJT 2$" PGJTPMBUJPO
in painting, a main analytic step still lies ahead: making sense of the cases with
the help of the recipes suggested by the truth table analysis (Legewie, 2013:18).
5IFPVUDPNFTPGVTFT2$"GPSNBMJ[FEDSPTTDBTFDPNQBSJTPOT JUIFMQTSFTFBSDIers to analyze the way in which the artist chooses to express the isolation. Make
complex relationships in art research more transparent and consistent through
the formalization of concepts. Thus, it is a powerful addition to classic qualitative
SFTFBSDINFUIPET4VDIBIBOETPOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPBQQMJFEBOBMZTJTXJUI2$"JO
art faces many challenges as well as the need for more practice and analysis. It
hopefully helps other researchers to utilize the full potential the method offers for
art research.
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Abstract
5IFDPOUFTUBUJPOPGVSCBOTQBDFJTBEJBMFDUJDBMQSPDFTTJOEFÎOJOHTQBDFCZTUBLFholders in urban areas. We will explain the efforts of city citizens to form a collective space by promoting a making culture. With the spirit of Do It Yourself and Do
It With Others, the collective space produces shared knowledge and democratizes
data to increase the capacity of urban citizens. This study is grounded on empirical research in Yogyakarta through in-depth interviews, focus group discussions,
and participant observation. We discuss the formation of collective space in urban
JOGPSNBMJUZUPFODPVSBHFVSCBODPNNVOJUJFT5IJTTUVEZÎOETUIBUUIFDPMMFDUJWF
space has collaborated with some local communities to promote the making culture and encourage individual creativity by contributing ideas and exploring new
knowledge.
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Introduction
"TJHOJÎDBOUJTTVFSBJTFEJOUIJTSFTFBSDIJTUIFFNFSHFODFPGDJUJ[FOJOJUJBUJWF
space or collective space in Yogyakarta through making culture and making
space as a form of reaction to urban space changes and the commercialization of
knowledge due to industrialization’s massive growth. Moreover, both in quantity
and quality, limited public space encourages citizen initiative to create collective
space. This collective space is not only about building favorable environments
but also about the importance of concern and listening to things in the long term
.BO[JOJ  0TUSPN   EFÎOFTVSCBOTQBDFBTVSCBODPNNPOTUIBUSFHVlate resources in urban areas that are accessible to all group members that use,
share, and/or manage resources together. In this case, collective space encourages
people to share their knowledge and develop collaboration between citizens to
help other people.
The spatial transformation shows massive and uncontrollable changes in urban
spatial planning. Spaces should be shared among others to be the space of social
interaction to enjoy life and alienate the boredom habitus. Furthermore, Lefebvre
(2000) states that everyone has rights to the city. The right to the city has become
a social movement in its own right and a mantra for modern advocates working
on many urban issues, including DIY proponents (Stickells, 2011). Different from
formal urbanism, these actions encourage people to have in common a shared desire to ‘propose alternative lifestyles, reinvent our daily lives, and reoccupy urban
TQBDFXJUIOFXVTFT ;BSEJOJ  UPEFÎOFXIBUUIFDJUZJT'VSUIFSNPSF UIF
do-it-yourself (DIY) is a processing of producing space and constructing the meaning of urban space by the citizens.
The commercialization of urban space has led to various movements in responding to the changes. This form can be described as an urban community movement
in the form of collective action to reclaim their urban space (Castells, 1983; Miller,
2006). Therefore, the movement cannot be separated from the city space context
BTUIFDSVDJBMUIJOHUPÎHIUGPS5IJTSFTQPOTFDBOCFFYQSFTTFEUISPVHIBDVMUVSBM
approach manifested in collective space creation. The presence of a collective
space becomes a forum for citizens to interact with others and the city. In Yogyakarta, various collective spaces have emerged, such as the Kunci Study Forum and
Collective, Bakudapan Food Study Group, and Lifepatch. Each collective space has
issues to focus on, such as the Bakudapan Food Study Group, which is interested in
food issues, and Lifepatch is interested in studying the intersection of art, knowledge, and technology. Fluid interactions in the collective space make it possible to
collaborate on issues between collective spaces, such as expansion and collaboration (Hong, 2017).
This article engages in a discussion about the collective space in making culture and making space. This research uses an exploratory case study approach
to identify how urbanism collective action, called Lifepatch, uses available tools
to optimize their imagination, including discourses that appeared (Atchan et al.,
2016). We conducted interviews in a structured manner to get more information,
accompanied by focus group discussion and participation in Lifepatch’s activities.
The primary data is supplemented by secondary data collected through various
related literature as a basis of the framework analysis.
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The unpacking of existing concepts is already seen in a digital space phenomenon
called Do It Yourself / DIY or Do It with Others/ DIWO. This paper aims to provide
an empirically grounded understanding of making space and making culture
by DIY and DIWO urbanism collective named Lifepatch. Some citizens of Yogyakarta city initiated this urbanism space. In their DIY and DIWO projects, Lifepatch initiated collaboration with other citizens and some scholars. Through the
movements, the citizens could practice digital meetings to produce discourses or
distribute knowledge needed with others. The digital space is transnational, as the
practiced collective works are not limited by certain identities but rather similarity of ideas. Their projects were interesting to explore not only since Yogyakarta
citizens developed this initiative, but also since it can enrich the discussion of
global DIY and DIWO urbanism which is dominated by collectives from the global
north (Finn, 2014).
The Existence of Collective Space in the Middle of Contestation for City Space
The process of production and reproduction of urban space results from a conTUFMMBUJPOJOEFÎOJOHXIBUBDJUZJTBOEJUTQVSQPTF&WFSZBDUPSJOVSCBOTQBDF
has a dialectic in constructing the meaning of their urban space. Urban space is
not only limited to material forms but also has a social side (Lefebvre, 1991). The
concept of Production of Space describes the dialectical phenomenon of space
into three forms: perceived space, conceived space, and living spaces. Perceived space is
a space that is perceived intuitively based on each individual’s experience in that
space. Conceived spaceJTBTQBDFDPODFQUVBMJ[FECZTQFDJÎDJOEJWJEVBMTSFMBUFEUP
the authority or creator of that space. Lived spaceJTBEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFEFÎOJUJPO
of living space from the pattern of continuity of interaction between humans and
material space (Purcell, 2002). These three forms build a dialectic of production
and reproduction of the meaning of urban space.
In the practice of urbanism, the production of space becomes a framework for
TFFJOHUIFDPOUFTUBUJPOJOSFEFÎOJOHBDJUZTQBDF FJUIFSEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZ
Every stakeholder in the city space competes with one another in questioning who
has the right to create a city (Fabian et al., 2016; Iveson, 2013). This question led to
the birth of the slogan "right to the city." The right to the city is a conceptualization
PGQFPQMFhTEFNBOETBOEDMBJNTGPSFRVJUBCMFVSCBOTQBDF -FGFCWSF  #BTFE
POUIFOFFEGPSBGBJSBOEQBSUJDJQBUPSZVSCBOTQBDFUPGVMÎMMQFPQMFhTEFTJSFTGPS
the city, carrying the slogan of the right to the city as a slogan for social movements in creating the alternatives meaning of urban space (Harvey, 2012; Hou,
2010; Iveson, 2013). Urban stakeholders – especially civil society – are trying to
formulate tactics for the production of urban space in a micro and self-managed
manner, referring to their preference for urban space (Fabian et al., 2016; Jabareen,
2014).
The do-it-yourself (DIY) urbanism movement emerged as part of the urban comNVOJUZhTFGGPSUTUPSFTIBQFUIFNFBOJOHPGUIFJSVSCBOTQBDFJOBQBSUJDJQBUPSZ
manner. Jabareen (2014:425-426) argues that the DIY urbanism movement can be
categorized as part of the dialectic process of space production. Every community
practice in DIY activism proceeds both as a form of perceived space; conceived
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space; as well as living space. Communities have a role in perceiving and conceptualizing their urban space beyond the conceptualization of the state and urban
planners – who then simultaneously build a living space. DIY activism in urban
TQBDFJTQBSUPGBQSPDFTTPGQSPEVDJOHTQBDFUPGVMÎMMUIFSJHIUUPUIFDJUZ
In practice, the DIY urbanism movement is related to the community’s collective
efforts in shaping their urban space. It has implications for DIY in urban areas,
MFBEJOHUPUIFDSFBUJPOPGDPMMFDUJWFTQBDF)POHTBJEUIBUVSCBODJUJ[FOThSFTJTtance to urbanization could be enacted through collective space (Hong, 2017). Collective space is informal social and cultural activism rooted in new social movements in urban studies that utilize cultural activism through “art and creative
QSBDUJDFTuUPEJTSVQUFTUBCMJTIFETUSVDUVSFT7FSTPO  EFÎOFTDVMUVSBMBDtivism as a form of campaign and direct action to re-control how meanings, value
systems, beliefs, art, and various other things are created and disseminated. The
dominant ways of seeing things are constantly questioned and present alternative
views through cultural activism. Cultural activism allows for the transformation
of political space through ‘aesthetic politics’ resilient to urban development (Buser
et al., 2013). Aesthetic politics is an artistic experiment carried out through the
spirit of making your own (Do It Yourself / DIY) which is often ignored from the
development narrative.
The concept of the DIY urbanism movement is closely related to the practice of
JOGPSNBMJUZ6SCBOJOGPSNBMJUZJTBGPSNPGhOPSNTZTUFNUIBUSFHVMBUFTUIFQSPDFTTPGUSBOTGPSNBUJPOhJOVSCBOTQBDFUIBUEFWFMPQTPVUTJEFUIFGPSNBMOPSN
system (Roy, 2005). On the other hand, informality is not narrowly perceived as an
effort of resistance (Roy, 2012), but rather as the process of forming a city space
system that does not limit itself to a formal system of spatial planning.
The term informality emerged in the urban global south as a space production
practice that is not based on a form of resistance to power, but as part of everyday
life (AlSayyad et al., 2003). It makes some urban activism practices in the Global
South not based on the spirit of power struggle like the western urbanism perspective which developed from urban critical theory (Brenner, 2009; Roy, 2005).
However, the emergence of urban informality in the southern hemisphere cannot
be separated from the inability of the state and the market to meet all aspects of
UIFDPNNVOJUZhTOFFETGPSUIFDJUZ #FSFOTDIPUFUBM  5IFDPNNVOJUZUIFO
DPMMFDUJWFMZmPSJOEJWJEVBMMZmUIFOUSJFTUPJOEFQFOEFOUMZGVMÎMMUIFJSOFFETJO
urban space (e.g., needs for housing, workspace, and the supporting quality of living space) (Harjoko, 2016; Jabareen, 2014; Tunas et al., 2010; Udelsmann Rodrigues,
2019; Van Voorst, 2016).
The patterns of informality that developed in Indonesia gave rise to a dialectic
of collectivity and individual preferences. Several studies show that urbanism in
*OEPOFTJBJTTUSPOHMZJOÏVFODFECZUIFJOUFSBDUJPOPGUSBEJUJPOBMSVSBMDPMMFDUJWF
values and individualistic urban industrialization (Damayanti, 2018; Murti, 2015;
Zhu et al., 2015). It illustrates that the anthropological context of Indonesian ur-
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ban society is in a gray position which is a mixture of rural-urban social systems
(Boer, 2014; Harjoko, 2016; Wilson, 2010). This gray contour is one of its unique features in the development of urbanism in Indonesia. Social movements and social
EFWFMPQNFOUFGGPSUTJOVSCBOBSFBTPG*OEPOFTJBBSFTUSPOHMZJOÏVFODFECZUIF
existence of society’s social system, which is a mixture of the rural-urban social
system (Gibbings, 2013; Jakimow, 2017; Putri et al., 2017).
Concerning the conceptualization of the study described, this paper looks at the
form of creating urban space through the DIY urbanism movement that developed in Lifepatch. Collective space is a reference for the goals of the DIY urbanism
movement. In this paper, collective space is not only seen as limited to the physical space used by citizens for activities, discussions, and fun workshops. Collective
space exists as an open arena for all people to share knowledge and create shared
knowledge in the physical and digital space. It can also develop collaboration
between citizens and provide independence through Do It Yourself and Do It With
0UIFSTBHBJOTUUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGNBSHJOBMJ[FEQFPQMFhTSJHIUT5IJTQBQFSBMTP
scrutinizes the formation of collective space concerning the reality of informality
in Indonesia as a form of DIY. Informality becomes a form of attraction practice
of urban collectivity and individuality that moves across the boundaries of formal
practice in urban space
Yogyakarta City as a Strategic Space
Yogyakarta is known as a special region that can attract people to visit for some
reasons. The potential tourism in Yogyakarta has advantages and disadvantages
for the Yogyakarta people. On the one hand, the expansion of the tourism industry
has succeeded in supporting the Yogyakarta economy, such by increasing income
from foreign exchange, opening business opportunities and employment opportunities, and increasing community income. Nevertheless, on the other hand, the
tourism industry also raises problems both on an economic and social scale, such
as unfair competition among hotels, issues in the land-use change process (PrihaUJO  BOEDPOÏJDUTPWFSUIFTUSVHHMFGPSTQBDFJOUIF$JUZPG:PHZBLBSUB
5IJTDPOÏJDUJTMJLFXIBUIBQQFOFEUPFTUBCMJTI)PUFM$PSEFMBBOE)PUFM'BWFJO
2014 (Apriando, 2019; Yulianingsih, 2014). Citizens take rejection action against the
hotel development plan to avoid environmental degradation such as water and air
QPMMVUJPO EJGÎDVMUZBDDFTTJOHDMFBOXBUFSDBVTFECZFYDFTTJWFHSPVOEXBUFSBCsorption, and social impacts such as congestion around the hotel area (Apriando,
2019).
Environmental justice has become an issue that has been discussed for the last
few years since the availability and access to land resources that were never previously questioned is a critical overgrowing problem (Suharko, 2020). Responding
to environmental injustice issues, people develop new social movements through
community organizing, building alliances, and direct action. The movement uses
BSU TVDIBTNVSBMT TPOHT EPDVNFOUBSZÎMNT BOEQPTUFST BTBOPOWJPMFOUBQproach to opposing neoliberal-oriented development.
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The emergence of social movement and the local community in Yogyakarta
related to its function as a student city. Yogyakarta has more than one hundred
universities that have good quality. This condition encourages students to discuss
habits, social and voluntary activities, and art performances in social and political
problems, including urban issues. Furthermore, a social movement in this city is
robust because there is a collaboration of civil society like urban citizens, non-government organizations, students, and local communities to promote sustainability
in Yogyakarta (Suharko, 2020).
In one research that examined community movements in Yogyakarta, Roitman
 EFTDSJCFTIPXUIFTFNPWFNFOUTBSFBDPOTFRVFODFPG*OEPOFTJBhTTPDJPQPlitical changes and the more robust understanding of citizens in expressing their
opinions. However, in the process, the raised movement was not based on political
objectives but rather on transforming the status quo through concrete actions.
Although the process is slow, these two movements provide examples of how they
can create change, especially in improving the quality of community housing.
The movement of communities and collective initiatives in Yogyakarta aims to
criticize urban issues that tend to be dominated by the state and capitalism. In
addition, some of them initiate Do It Yourself ethics to encourage personal creativity in the community and create independence. Through the DIY activity, there is
a sense of pride and ownership over outcomes, transparency of the process and
control afforded by doing something DIY, a collective aspect where pooling resources, skill-sharing, and outcomes that are also characteristic of art are considered socially engaged (Bruhn, 2015).
"TUVEZCZ.BOTÎFME  TIPXTUIBUDPMMFDUJWFQSBDUJDFTUISPVHIUIFDPODFQU
of collective individualism can be found in the street art community in Yogyakarta. Collective individualism is culturally embedded practices of collectivity that
embrace both communitarian desires and yet provide opportunities for individualistic activities that operate within an assemblage. Focuses on The Geneng Street
"SU1SPKFDUJOUIFLBNQVOH WJMMBHF PG(FOFOH .BOTÎFME  FYQMBJOTUIBU
although street art in Yogyakarta is predominantly an individual practice on the
streets, artists operate collectively in the assemblage through collective aesthetic
activism and technical and emotional networks of support.
Several other Yogyakarta peoples also took the initiative to establish a collaborative space conducting exploratory and experimental work practices. Collective
spaces such as the Kunci Study Forum and Collective and Lifepatch. In particular,
this paper will explore Lifepatch as a collective space. Lifepatch initiates citizen
initiatives on knowledge production by making space, making culture in its working practice.
Lifepatch as Citizens’ Initiatives
Lifepatch is a community founded by some citizens of Yogyakarta in 2012. Lifepatch focuses on the intersection of art, knowledge, and technology in its space.
Lifepatch chose this insight to accommodate the plurality of its members from
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various backgrounds, such as artists, scientists, and other creative workers. Before
Lifepatch was established as a legal community, some of its members had initiated an anonymous community as a forum for them to carry out experimental
practices. As a sample, some members of this community took an active role in
the street art to preserve the public space in Yogyakarta.
The presence of alternative spaces such as Lifepatch contributes to the contestation of space in Yogyakarta City. Lifepatch invites various parties, institutions, and
society, to be involved in its experimental work. Here, the experimental practice is
interpreted as a forum for citizens to express their curiosity about certain material subjects and their right to life in accessing a healthy and clean environment. As
QSFWJPVTMZTUBUFE UIFUPVSJTNJOEVTUSZhTEFWFMPQNFOUIBTIBSNFEUIFFDPMPHJDBM
conditions in Yogyakarta City, such as water and air pollution. Therefore, Lifepatch
initiated experimental work by breaking the deadlock over the ecological crisis in
Yogyakarta City, carried out through shared knowledge.
Lifepatch performs its shared knowledge production through activities such as the
Jogja River Project and the Good Go Ferment. In producing this shared knowledge,
Lifepatch breaks down the boundaries of knowledge that are usually hidden in
TDJFOUJÎDTQBDFTTPUIBUUIFXJEFSDPNNVOJUZDBOBDDFTTJU5IFQSJODJQMFPGEBUB
democratization becomes the basis for knowledge hacking; therefore, Lifepatch
eliminates the hierarchy of knowledge in its working practice. The knowledge of
everyone involved in the production of knowledge is considered equal. Thus, in
sharing and testing knowledge, no knowledge is neglected. Hence, the knowledge
produced in a collective space such as Lifepatch becomes shared knowledge.
Besides, Lifepatch has made efforts to democratize data through various channels
such as the Lifepatch wiki/WordPress, exhibitions, and workshops. It is common
GPS-JGFQBUDIhTLOPXMFEHFIBDLJOHFGGPSUTUPQSPEVDFFOWJSPONFOUBMMZGSJFOEMZ
and cost-effective products that can possibly be applied in everyday life. Lifepatch
strives to democratize data in knowledge production with the spirit of Do It Yourself
and Do It with Others as its work ethic. This spirit itself is a form of resistance to
capitalization, which has resulted in perpetuating a culture of consumerism.
Knowledge Production in Lifepatch
As a medium for knowledge production, collective spaces such as Lifepatch exist
UPBDDPNNPEBUFUIFBDUJPOPGUIFDJUJ[FOTh5IJTJOJUJBUJWFDBOCFDBSSJFEPVUJO
various ways, one of which is producing knowledge. Citizens produce knowledge
through some activities such as hacking and sharing knowledge. The knowledge
production process makes DIY activism conducted by Lifepatch more focused on
UIFJOGPSNBMQSPEVDUJPOPGFWFSZEBZMJGFDVMUVSF-JGFQBUDIhTBDUJWJUJFTJMMVTUSBUF
the process of producing global south urban space which generally does not start
XJUIBÎHIUBHBJOTUQPXFSJOFRVBMJUZBTTVHHFTUFECZBDSJUJDBMVSCBOQFSTQFDUJWF
(AlSayyad et al., 2003; Roy, 2005).
The production of knowledge in a collective space allows citizens to interact with
fellow citizens and the city. Lifepatch has initiated various activities that make
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these interactions possible to produce knowledge together, such as those carried
out in the Jogja River Project (JRP) and Good Go Ferment (GGF).
JRP is a project initiated by Lifepatch in 2011. JRP activities are not always the
same and are not routinely carried out every year. According to Siagian, a Lifepatch member in his blog, JRP started with the simple idea of Lifepatch to get to
know and bring us as citizens of Yogyakarta to the rivers in the city (Siagian, 2013).
5IFÎSTU+31XBTIFMEJOKali Code/ Code River and the Community of Microbiology
Laboratory of the Faculty of Agriculture, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Cantigi Indonesia, and among individuals with the same interests.
5IFÎSTU+31IFMEPO.BSDI  UPDPJODJEFXJUI&BSUI%BZ XBTDPOEVDUFECZ
a walk along the banks of the Code River. Several activities follow through within
the JRP, including taking river samples, monitoring the intensity of changes in
color and water discharge, and documenting Watersheds or Daerah Aliran Sungai
(DAS). Activities within the JRP carried out by Lifepatch, and other communities
are trying to answer the ecological crisis in urban areas, particularly regarding
access to clean water for city citizens. Apart from that, through the JRP, Lifepatch
and Yogyakarta City communities also work to protect rivers and their surrounding habitats.
During their walk, JRP participants found that the material left over from the
FSVQUJPOPG.PVOU.FSBQJJOIBEBTJHOJÎDBOUJNQBDUPOUIFBSFBBMPOHUIF
Code River, such as the rise in the riverbed, which caused the potential for river
XBUFSUPFOUFSDJUJ[FOThIPNFT
Besides, together with the Community of Microbiology Laboratory of the Faculty
of Agriculture, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Lifepatch conducted a coliform analysis
test to detect Code River water contamination. The results show that the water in
the Code River is polluted where coliform levels increase in the water downstream
(Siagian 2013). Lifepatch publishes the Code River water sample test on both the
Lifepatch website and the personal WordPress of Lifepatch members to make it
accessible to more people.
+31JO MPDBUFEJOUIF8JOPOHP3JWFS-JLFUIFQSFWJPVTZFBShT+31 JUXBTFOacted through river tracing and sample testing. The difference between JRP in this
year and the previous year is in the communities involved in JRP. In the JRP 2012,
there were around 30 communities involved. In addition, this activity invites participants to do visual documentation and identify vegetation and animals in the
Winongo River.
Furthermore, in 2013, to disseminate knowledge about water sample testing, Lifepatch and the Microbiology Community of the Faculty of Agriculture, Universitas
Gadjah Mada, conducted a fun workshop to implement learning by doing process on water sample testing from Lifepatch’s house. Various groups participated
in this workshop, including the community around Lifepatch. In the same year,
Lifepatch, together with its collaborators, developed a 360 camera to support the
process of visually documenting several rivers in Yogyakarta.
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Apart from initiating JRP, since 2018, Lifepatch has also initiated Good Go Ferment
(GGF) activities. The implementation of GGF is motivated by the degradation of
urban community knowledge on the importance of consuming quality food. In
quality food, consumers know the origin of the raw materials and how they are
processed. Thus there is no distance between consumers and the goods they consume. Unfortunately, the consumptive culture has degraded this relationship and
has resulted in the neglect of the rights of urban society to consume quality food
and beverages.
As the name of initiating suggests, Lifepatch invites urban communities to learn
how to produce food and beverages using fermentation techniques in this activity.
This technique produces food and beverages such as tempeh, cheese, kombucha
BOELFÎS'FSNFOUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTXFSFBMTPCFOFÎDJBMGPSUIFNBOVGBDUVSFPG
organic fertilizers.
Making Culture as The Daily Practice of Lifepatch
The growing DIY urbanism movement has been gaining attention from America
and the rest of the world (Finn, 2014). This movement emerged when making culture was implemented by amateur designers in micro-public spaces in urban areas. In their practices, DIY and DIWO urbanism projects initiated by urban society
IBWFEJGGFSFOUUBDUJDTBOEVTFGVMOFTTGPSQFPQMF4PNFUJNFT VSCBODJUJ[FOThJOJUJBtive has created a spontaneous intervention in their practices. In America, spontaneous intervention was shown by installing homemade benches at bus stops.
.PSFPWFS UIF%*:BOE%*80VSCBOJTNNPWFNFOUQPUFOUJBMMZJOÏVFODFTUIF
urban design planning by elites. Therefore, in his study, Finn (2014) argues that urbanism DIY movements are challenges for city governance, city management, and
city design planning. Deslandes (2013) in her study said that amateurism, informality, and marginalization cannot explain the risks experienced by city citizens.
This inability shows since not everybody has the same capital in claiming space
injustice.
The DIY and DIWO practices themselves are common practices of city citizens in
the Southern Hemisphere (Global South) as a form of their culture responding to
the absence of state development (Jabareen, 2014). The DIY and DIWO urbanism
movement in Indonesia is not a new discourse. In his study, Luvaas (2012) expressFTUIBU*OEPOFTJBJTIJTNBJOSFTFBSDIMPDBUJPOTJODF*OEPOFTJBhT%*:BOE%*80
movement is the biggest, although not widely known.
The magnitude of the DIY and DIWO urbanism movement in Indonesia cannot be
separated from the origin of social and cultural in Indonesia. It can be seen from
the culture of mutual cooperation (Gotong Royong) in Indonesia for solving problems together through making. The making movement from Indonesia, the global
south, enriches the discussion of the making movement, which is dominated by
the global north (Luvaas, 2012).
Lifepatch applies mutual cooperation in their making movement to respond to
environmental injustice and food injustice. The former has been done by testing
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water quality in urban rivers and the latter has been done by rearranging production and consumption culture. These projects were experimental practices by
urban collective space in knowledge production.
One or some Lifepatch members started the projects that realized urban problems. The role of individuals is important to get new ideas based on the experience and skills of a member of Lifepatch. In collective and collaborative work, the
DSFBUJWJUZPGJOEJWJEVBMTJTOPUFMJNJOBUFE .BOTÎFME  &WFSZJOEJWJEVBMJO
Lifepatch can explore their self-interest to contribute to Lifepatch activity and get
new experiences. Related to the urban problems, they created urban projects such
as JRP and GGF. In JRP, Lifepatch initiated collaboration with scholars to ensure
UIFJSFYQFSJNFOUTGPMMPXFETDJFOUJÎDTUBOEBSET5IJTDPMMBCPSBUJPOTIPXTUIBU
knowledge production can be carried out through collaboration between professionals and amateurs citizens. In GGF projects, Lifepatch has collaborated with
some local communities to promote the making culture in the production and
consumption of food for urban society.
In their practices, sometimes, the DIY and DIWO projects of Lifepatch do not have
a clear design of sustainability. Such as in JRF, Siagian (2013) said that JRF projects
are not routinely done every year. This inconsistency of knowledge production
QPUFOUJBMMZEFHSBEFEUIFJNQSPWFNFOUPGDJUJ[FOThDPOTDJPVTOFTTPGUIFJSSJHIUUP
the city . In addition, this inconsistency of DIY and DIWO urbanism movements
decreases their potency in encouraging governments to formulate new citizens’
rights-based policies.
Conclusion
The constellation of urban stakeholders largely determines the practice of producing urban space. Citizens are one of the essential stakeholders in the producUJPOPGVSCBOTQBDF XIFSFUIFZBSFUIFÎSTUBDUPSTBGGFDUFECZUIFQSPEVDUJPOPG
urban space. In the Global South, the practice of space production by the community tends to occur in informal ways of life. Informal urbanism works as a part
PGFWFSZEBZMJGFUIBUJTOPUTQFDJÎDBMMZQSFTFOUBTSFTJTUBODFUPQPXFS*UNBLFT
DIY activism - a form of community space production - not only an expression of
resistance but also a cultural expression.
Informal urbanism in the Global South - especially in Indonesia - is strongly derived by the combination of traditional collectivist values and capitalist individuBMJTN5IPTFGBDUPSTBMTPJOÏVFODFVSCBO%*:%*80BDUJWJTNJOQSPEVDJOHTQBDF
This paper concludes that Lifepatch as urban DIY/DIWO activism also conveyed
*OEPOFTJBhTJOGPSNBMDIBSBDUFS
Lifepatch as a collective space is present as a cultural expression of space in
Yogyakarta City. By carrying out experimental work practices by producing shared
knowledge based on the spirit of DIY and DIWO, Lifepatch invites Yogyakarta
citizens to get to know themselves and the city where they live. To democratize
data, Lifepatch uses digital spaces such as Wikipedia and blogs, and fun workshops to implement learning by doing as process. This activity breaks the hierarchy of knowledge which is often closed. However, Lifepatch also showed individual
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concern in their urbanism practice as a collective initiative. Every individual is
respected as his/her idea contributes to Lifepatch’s development.
Lifepatch introduced each other and the city where they live through various
activities such as the Jogja River Project (JRP) and Good Go Ferment (GGF). Through
the JRP, Lifepatch invites Yogyakarta City citizens to know the river that crosses
UIFDJUZXIFSFUIFZMJWFBOEÎOEPVUXIBUQSPCMFNTFYJTUJOUIFSJWFS5IFDIPJDF
of the river as the object of observation material cannot be separated from LifeQBUDINFNCFSThBXBSFOFTTPGXBUFShTJNQPSUBODFBTBMJWFMJIPPETPVSDF
In addition, Lifepatch also initiated GGF activities. Through GGF Lifepatch seeks
to raise awareness in urban communities of the right to eat food with dignity. The
industrialization has changed the culture of consumption of urban communities to become consumptive. In a consumptive culture, the distance between the
DPOTVNFSBOEUIFHPPETDPOTVNFEJODSFBTFT*UDBOCFTFFOGSPNDPOTVNFSTh
ignorance of their food origin and production method. Therefore, through GGF,
Lifepatch seeks to break this gap by inviting Yogyakarta City citizens to produce
their food independently or collectively.
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Abstract
This research focuses on the Nasep performance of the Zainub band in Bangkok,
regards its background, band administration and knowledge transmission including Islamic views on music performance. Results have shown that Nasep, which
originated from Nasheed and Li-ke Riab is the performing art of Muslims in central Thailand. The Zainub band, where most members are women is a gathering
PGBXBSEXJOOJOH2BSJT1 and its main presentation is Arab-Malay songs. Musical
knowledge has been transmitted by rote and is self-taught. The band members
uphold the view that singing and playing music are allowed as long as they do not
violate Islamic morals. The main instruments are three types of drums; Doumbek,
Cajon and Bongos along with a violin and accordion. The performances of the
Zainub band embody the characteristics of cultural integration. Modern media
technologies are adopted to meet the audiences’ preferences while still maintaining their cultural identity, traditions and beliefs.
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Introduction
Nasep is one of the Islamic folk performing arts that can be found in Thailand, especially, in Bangkok and nearby provinces. The majority of the Muslims who own
the Nasep performances are descendants of Pattani Muslims. Pattani was a kingdom in Southern Thailand that used to be a very prosperous port during the 16th18th centuries. Arab and Indian traders who came to Pattani spread Islam to the
region. Subsequently, Pattani adopted the religion and became an important site
of Islamic and Malay culture (Madakakul, cited in Jitmoud and Moosa, 1998:24).
In the early Rattanakosin period, Pattani was completely under the governing of
Thailand and was divided into provinces. During the reigns of King Rama I (1782 1809) and King Rama III (1824 -1851) there were several rebellions in these provinces. After each rebellion’s suppression, Malay Muslims have been taken captive
and were brought up to be the workforce settled in the suburbs of Bangkok such
as at Thung Khru, Khlong Tan, Min Buri, Nong Chok, and in nearby provinces, such
as Chachoengsao, Nakhon Nayok, Pathum Thani (Jitmoud and Moosa, 1998:25 and
Kulsirisawat. cited in, ibid:37). These Pattani Muslims still maintain their beliefs,
languages, customs, traditions, arts, and cultures, including the performing arts of
Nasep. ?LGc. In Bangkok, two types of Muslim folk performing arts, namely Li-ke
Riab and traditional Nasep, are found coinciding with the immigration of Muslims
from southern Thailand (Yodwised, 2010:53).
In terms of the meaning of Nasep, Numvol, Pansuea, and Tangdachahiran,
(2013:71) explain that Nasep is the folk music of the Muslims with lyrics about
Islamic teachings. “Nasep” comes from the word "Nasheed" or "Na-se" which is
a Malay word that came to Bangkok with Pattani Muslims. As time passes, the
word Na-se is distorted to Nasep. Likewise, Yodwised says that Muslims in Pattani
Province, the ancestors of Muslims in Bangkok and nearby provinces, pronounced
the word Nasheed as Na-se which eventually becomes “Nasep,” a term used and
understood only among the Muslims of central Thailand (Yodwised, 2010:225).
Matusky and Tan (2004:264 cited in Barendregt, 2011:236) say that in Malaysia,
Nasheed has been a common song since the 1950s as an Interlude song in both
TUBUFBOEOBUJPOBM2BSJDPNQFUJUJPOT5IFNPEFSO/BTIFFETPOHTIBWFCFFO
commercially prosperous in Malaysia and Indonesia since the late 1980s, attributed to the popularity and dissemination of Iranian martial music and as Malay
students studying in Arab countries such as Yemen, Jordan and Kuwait brought
cassette tapes of this kind of music back to their homeland. Barendregt (2006:10)
BMTPTUBUFTUIBUQPQ/BTIFFETÏPVSJTIJOHJTUIFSFTVMUPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF
Indonesian and Malaysian middle class into a modern lifestyle of Islamic chic, full
of modern media and consumption.
Nasep has its roots in Li-ke Riab, which is one of the Muslim cultural performances which originated from Li-ke Maulid or the Malay’s chanting to praise Nabi.
Sutchaya describes the Li-ke Riab as a performance accompanied by a Rebana
drum adapted from a prayer praising the Lord. Called Li-ke Riab since its performFSTTJUÏBU SJBCJO5IBJ POUIFÏPPS JUIBTCFDPNFBVOJRVFQFSGPSNBODFPGUIF
Malays in Bangkok and the central region. (Sutchaya, 2011:19).
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The lyrics of Li-ke Riab come from the hymns in the book of Barzanji with Nasep
BTUIFÎGUITUBHFPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFDBMMFE0H/BTFQ BDDPNQBOJFECZJOTUSVments such as tambourines, maracas, cymbals, accordions, etc. The lyrics used
include both Arabic and Thai, but the content is related to religious provisions
(Yodwised, 2010:198).
Accordingly, Nasep performances are sometimes performed with Li-ke Riab as
seen in the performances of the Mitcharoen Nasep band of Buengnumrak Subdistrict, Bangnampriaw District, Chachoengsao Province, where there are both Nasep
performed following the Li-ke Riab which is accompanied with only the Rebana
drum and Nasep performed separately which uses a variety of instruments,
including maracas, tambourines, tom drum, bongo drum, and accordion (Chantanapumma, C., 2011:56).
At present, many Nasep bands are performing in both traditional and modern
styles. The lyrics are available in Arabic, Malay, and Thai. The typical characteristic of traditional Nasep songs is choral singing with or without accompanying
instruments. The instruments that accompany the Nasep are only simple ones
such as drums and cymbal drums or tambourines. Singers only sway or blow their
hands, no dancing (Yodwised, 2010:226) The lyric used in the Nasep includes original lyrics in Arabic and Malay, as well as the newly composed ones in Thai. The
Hussaini, a traditional Nasep band of Samphao Lom Subdistrict, Phra Nakhon Si
Ayutthaya District, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province, uses old Arabic songs and
a few newly composed songs in both Thai and Arabic (Petchkongthong, 2018: 139140). Differently, the Al Amin Nasep band of the Wong Wian Yai railway station
community uses the Malay lyrics (Numvol, Punsuea, and Tangdachahiran, 2016:
70-71). Some of the newly composed songs are intended to match the purpose of
the performance, for example; the Mitcharoen Nasep band composed a new song
“Kho Tang Ngan” (proposal for marriage) in Thai lyrics to play in Nika or a wedding
ceremony (Chandanabhuma, 2011:95-96).
The study of Nasep music of the Zainub band is to learn the characteristics and
styles of music in the folk performing arts of Thai Muslims, to understand the
Thai-Muslim beliefs, their ways of life, and their society. The study also shows the
cultural adaptability of folk art to survive in the globalization trend since the band
can adapt its performances in many styles.
The Background of the Zainub Band
The Zainub Band was formed around 2009.2 The band members are all familiar
friends in the Arab-Malay music scene, especially in the Baby Arabia band3 which
was a very famous Nasep band of the time. The Zainub Nasep band is one of the
master-level bands in the genre. Besides, the band is an example of the equal
status of Muslim men and women since its leader and most of the singers are
female, and only its musicians are male. The singers and musicians of the Zainub
band are all residents of Bangkok and most of them are descended from Malay
.VTMJNT8JOOJOHUIF2BSJDPNQFUJUJPOTPS"OBTIFFESFBEJOHDPOUFTUT UIFCBOE
members usually begin their careers invited by music companies to be their sing-
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ers and release music albums, while some set up their bands themselves. The
;BJOVCCBOEJTMFECZ.BZB"NJOTFOPS;BJOVC#PPONFF B2BSJDPNQFUJUJPOXJOner herself, who was persuaded to join the Baby Arabia band, but later, set up her
Zainub band. The band consists of 14 members, with Kru Surasak Luanwong as
music arranger, and Kru Sorbah or Kemipha Wongmasoh, another winner of the
2BSJDPNQFUJUJPO BTBNVTJDJOTUSVDUPS
Musical Transmission
Most of the singers and musicians in the Zainub Band did not attend formal
music classes but were often self-taught by following experts’ techniques or
learning from their elders. One of the few who have studied music formally from
BNVTJDTDIPPMJT,SV4VSBTBL-VBOXPOH UIFCBOEhTNVTJDBSSBOHFS XIPDBO
arrange songs from other languages into a style suitable for the era and tastes
of Thai people. Concerning the transmitting of musical knowledge, Zainub band
senior artists are likely to pass on their musical knowledge to their juniors orally
in person. In addition, Kru Surasak Luanwong also gave advice and helped develop
skills for youths. Members of the band who have formally passed on their knowledge include Mana Wangpanya, who teaches music at home, at Islamic religious
schools, and Youth Centers; and Lakhana Lae-arun who teaches Li-ke Hulu to children. In addition, the Zainub band members also support the fellow Nasep bands,
which currently comprises approximately 13 bands, by being their role models,
encouraging, giving advice, forwarding jobs, and organizing additional singers and
musicians if any band needs it. All those are done to help preserve the traditional
/BTFQNVTJD)PXFWFS GPSUIFOFXHFOFSBUJPO UIFUSBEJUJPOBM/BTFQJTEJGÎDVMU
to remember and requires a lot of patience to practice, hence, it is easy for them
to turn to modern music. To survive in the music business, folk arts such as the
traditional Nasep bands have to adopt modern instruments to meet the preferences of the audience whose cultural values are altered by globalization and new
technologies.
Zainub Band’s Performances
Members of the Zainub band work together as brothers and sisters with the
bandleader taking care of and respecting all members. The Zainub band can be
hired to perform in various auspicious events such as weddings, baby birth hair
shavings, circumcisions, and Hari Raya festival, including events and fairs of religious organizations such as schools and mosques, except the funeral. It is worth
noting here that among the ethnic groups’ musical performances in Bangkok, the
Sikh Kirtan, and the Hindu band can perform at the funeral (Komkam, 2021:141
and Pornprasit, 2021:219). The Zainub band’s variety of shows can be adjusted according to the needs and budget of the hirers. The shows include traditional Nasep
QFSGPSNBODFT 2BSJSFDJUBUJPOT BOE"OBTIFFESFDJUBUJPOT5IBJDPVOUSZTPOHT
(Loog Thoong) and Arab-Malay Songs can also be performed in a string combo
style or an orchestral style consisting of a fully electric instrument with or without dancers. The Zainub band travels to perform all over Thailand and in neighboring countries such as Malaysia. Besides the live performances, the band used
to have its performances recorded on cassette tapes, videotapes, and CDs for sale.
However, currently, the Zainub band’s performances are publicized on internet
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media such as Facebook and YouTube. (Aminsen, interview, February 25, 2019).
The Zainub band plays two styles of Arab-Malay songs, traditional and modern, the latter is a string combo. The master copies, selected from famous songs
popular among Thai people, are brought from many countries, mainly Malaysia,
Indonesia, India, and from Middle Eastern countries such as Egypt, Lebanon, and
Saudi Arabia. The lyrics concern religious teachings, praising the Prophet, and
inducing people to do good deeds. However, lately, there are songs about love and
the beauty of women as well. For Zainub band’s further adaptation to local people,
Kru Leng Sangarun and Kru Wicha Jimek who have good performances in both Arabic and Thai language, convert Arabic lyrics to Thai, and Kru Surasak Luanwong
recomposes the music to be more modern and in more suitable styles for Thai
people. Thai songs are taken from psalms in praise of the Prophet called Barzanji.
5IFCBOETTUZMFJTUPBQQMZUIFSFBEJOHPGUIF2VSBOUPNFMPEJFTBOETJOHXJUIB
tremolo (Aminsen, and Wongmasoh, interview, February 25, 2019).
Islamic Views Of Band Members Toward Music Performances
There are different views on music in Islam. Some view that all music is strictly
prohibited, and some view that music is permitted as long as the song lyrics do
not violate morals and religious ordinances and the instrument used is a singlefaced drum. Daoh (2010:14-15) said that Islamic rules allow the singing of songs
whose contents reside in Islamic morality, encourage faith in Allah, and promote
HPPEEFFET8PNFOhTTJOHJOHDBOPOMZCFQFSGPSNFEBNPOHUIFGFNBMFBVEJFODF
and the only permissible musical instrument is the duff drum.
Numvol, Phansue, and Tangdajahiran, (2013:71) said that according to Islamic
SVMFT UIFQSPIJCJUJPOPOQMBZJOHBOETJOHJOHDBOCFÏFYJCMFJOTPNFDBTFTTVDI
as on the occasion of welcoming important persons, wedding celebrations, proper
funfairs, pure sports, and lullabies, where songs are spirited uplifting, encourage
people to do religious activities and not related to love between women and men.
"QBSUGSPN"M2BSBEBXJ  XIPTBJEUIBUTJOHJOHNVTUDPOGPSNUP.VTMJN
ethics and religious mandate, Phaosavadi (2020:119-121), also states the contexts
and principles of musical practices of the annual Anasheed competition in Bangkok that young women were allowed to participate in the competition but the
singing must not be impolite, obscene, and sexually charged songs.
However, Mahasiratanaroj (2016:2) said that Islamic scholars are still debating whether Muslims could sing, play and listen to music. They are divided into
TFWFSBMHSPVQTBOEJOUFSQSFUUIFSFMJHJPVTMBXTEJGGFSFOUMZ5IFÎSTUHSPVQTFFT
that singing and playing music was permissible in all cases since no religious
ordinance (Hadith) directly stated the ban against playing music and singing. The
second group interprets the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad as being able to
play music and sing in some cases, such as at weddings, parties, and welcoming
travelers. The third group considers music to be forbidden under any circumstances and is considered a great sin. Therefore, it is still an argument that depends on
the views of each religious scholar. Accordingly, one still has a right to choose to
believe in any aforementioned viewpoints. From the researchers’ interviews, it was
found that the Zainub band members choose to adhere to the view that singing
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and playing music can be done as long as the content of the song is praising God
and the Prophet and encouraging people to do good deeds. In their opinion, Nasep
is a Muslim performing culture that should be preserved and continued further
and it can be a tool to promote Islam to the new generation which conforms to
Binson et al. (2011:43) who says that culture plays a crucial role in how individuals
JEFOUJGZXJUIUIFJSDPNNVOJUZBOESFÏFDUTPOFTXBZPGMJGFJOUIFTPDJFUZ$VMUVSF
carries the core characteristics of one’s social group. In addition, the band members also agree that singing Nasep is a joy for both the performers and the audience (Wangpanya, Jimek, and Aminsen, interview, February 25, 2019).
The status of Muslim women is another interesting issue. The Zainub band’s
group leader and most of the singers are women where, according to Muslim laws,
the performance of women in public is prohibited. Women have many prohibitions or restrictions on dress and conduct, which Phakdeesettakul (2015:4) exQMBJOTUIBUUIPTFSFTUSJDUJPOTPO*TMBNJDXPNFOEPOPUJOUFOEUPQSFDMVEF DPOÎOF
or oppress women in any way, but they mean to honor and maintain the dignity
of women, to prevent them from being easily harassed by men either by sight or
CZBDUJPO5PEBZ BTUIFHMPCBMTPDJFUZJTBMMDPOOFDUFE BOEJOÏVFODFTPGEJGGFSFOU
religions and civilizations spread everywhere, people are more open-minded and
more tolerant of changes and differences. Muslim women received higher education and do a variety of work. The Zainub band has a leader, instructors, and singers who are women. Their talents are accepted by all members of the band including men. Kru Zainub and Kru Sorbah are recognized as the core persons who lead
the band to prosperity from the past until the present.
The Musical Contents
The Zainub Band performs both applied Thai Nasep and traditional Nasep. There
are 14 songs demonstrated for this research study according to the song list and
their meanings are as follows:
1. Ibda Binafsik, the lyrics of the song are about the praise of God.
2. Bunga Tanjung is a Malay song that is similar to the Indonesian song Ole-ole
#BOEVOH5IFMZSJDTBSFBDPNQBSJTPOPGUIFCFBVUZPGXPNFOBOEÏPXFST
(Wongmaso, interview, February 25, 2019).
3. Sollu Alan Nabi is a song praising the Prophet Muhammad (Wangpanya., interview, February 25, 2019)
4. Soda Soda is a joyful song to give liveliness to the atmosphere. Aminsen said
that this song is often used as an interlude to create a merry atmosphere
(Aminsen, interview, February 25, 2019).
5. Amantu Billahi is a song about doing good deeds for God.
6. Fayatalamis is a song about the praising of the Prophet.
7. Lily is a Lebanese song about a woman lamenting for her lover (Wongmasoh,
interview, February 25, 2019).
 *SIBN:BMMPSJTBOJNQPSUBOUTPOHBCPVUUIF)PMZ2VSBO 8POHNBTPI JOUFSview, February 25, 2019)
9. Malayis is a joyful song from Arab countries (Wangpanya, interview, February
25, 2019).
10. Yabana is another joyful song of the Arab country (Wangpanya, interview, February 25, 2019).
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11. Assubhu Bada is a hymn in praise of the Prophet which is a familiar hymn to
Muslims in Thailand (Aminsen, interview, February 25, 2019).
12. Alasan is a song about doing good and thanking God.
13. Yaayum is a song about doing good and those who do good deeds will go to
heaven (Wongmasoh, interview, February 25, 2019)
14. Sayonara (Goodbye Song) is a farewell song with its title in Japanese meaning
goodbye, is usually played as the last song of the performance (Wongmasho,
interview, February 25, 2019).

Figure 1. Lead singers and the choir of the Zainub Boonmee band. Source: The research team, recorded
on Feb. 25, 2019.

Figure 2. Musicians of the Zainub Boonmee band. Source: The research team, recorded on Feb. 25, 2019.

Musical instruments of the Zainub Band
The most important instruments of the Zainub band are 3 types of drums, namely
the Doumbek or Arabian drum – Figure 2, 3rd from the right; the Cajon drum, 4th
from the right and the Bongo drums, 2nd from the right.
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The drums are characterized as follows:
Doumbek or Darbuka or Arabic Drums
Ragheb (2012:5-19) describes the darbuka drum as a single-faced leather drum in
a goblet shape, commonly used in Turkish folk music. There are different types of
darbuka drums depending on the material used and the method of manufacture.
The original darbuka drum was made of ceramic, and later versions were made of
metal, available either by spinning or casting. Ceramic darbuka drums have been
used in Turkey for centuries, but known colloquially by other names, for example,
in Western Turkey it is called dumbelek or dumbek, in Eastern Turkey, it is called
deblek or deplek. According to Karaol and Dogrusoz (2014: 54), the darbuka is a
goblet drum in the same family as the northern African drums such as dunun and
djembe and spreads from North Africa to the Middle East. Most of the darbuka
drums of this region are made of clay or ceramics. However, other territories may
also use darbuka drums made of wood or metal.
Kru Sayan Prasertkan, a musician in the Zainub band, explains that the Doumbek drum or Arabic drum is commonly used in Malaysia, Indonesia, and other
Arab countries. To play the drum, a drummer sits on a chair with his legs down
and puts the drum on his lap to make the sound crisp and clear. To complete the
melodies, at least 3 Arabic drums are required, small, medium, and large drums.
The large drum’s face is stretched with suede, acting as tempo and timing control, and together with the medium drum are played giving main tempos. The
small drum gives a high-pitched sound to harmonize the tones. The faces of the
drum can vary from 4 inches to 20 inches. The methods of playing the drum are
OPUÎYFE CVUÏFYJCMFBDDPSEJOHUPUIFSIZUINPGUIFMZSJDTBOETUZMFPGUIFTJOHFS
(Prasertkan, interview, February 25, 2019).
Cajon Drum
Ludwigsen (2015:2-3) explains that the Cajon or box drum originated in Peru during the 16th century. Cajon is a box or a crate used as a good container for transporting on ships. The African slaves who worked around the ports converted these
boxes into musical instruments as no other instruments were allowed. When slavery in Peru ended in AD 1856 Cajon became a local cultural heritage instrument
and has become more popular and more widespread since it is simple and easy
to hold and move. The Cajon is usually made of plywood, about 50cm high, 30cm
wide, and deep, with a round hole drilled in the back. Some may have a snare or a
NFUBMEPXFMTFUUIBUBDUTBTBWJCSBUJOHNFDIBOJTNNPVOUFEPOUIF$BKPOhTGBDF
Ondrejka, et al (2017:152) describes the Cajon as a percussion instrument used to
accompany many types of music such as samba, rumba, country, folk, pop, etc.
The Cajon is the most used instrument in Afro-Peruvian music since the 18th
century. Most are made of plywood or hardwood. It may now be made with other
synthetic materials such as carbon, laminates, or plexiglass. Phiman Chamchuri, a
Zainub band musician, refer to the Cajon drumming that different model of Cajon
has different drumming positions. Some may be divided into left and right sides.
The left side of the drum produces a bass sound while the right side gives a snare
sound. Some models are divided into the upper half and the lower half. The Cajon
drum is used as a substitute for a drum kit in smaller events such as small weddings (Chamchuri, interview, February 25, 2019)
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Bongo Drum
The Bongo drum is a kind of Afro-Cuban drum. In other words, it originated in
Cuba but was born in the culture of Africans who were enslaved and forced to
work there. Salloum (1997:5-6) describes the Bongo drum as two attached small
TJOHMFGBDFEESVNT NBEFPGXPPEPSÎCFSHMBTT5IFTNBMMFSESVNJTDBMMFENBcho (meaning man), with its face about 7" wide, the bigger drum is called hembra
(meaning woman), with its face about 8-9" wide. Bongo drums are compact, lightweight, easy to transport, durable, and do not require much maintenance. In the
beginning, the Bongo drum is used in Cuban music called Son which originated in
the 1900s in eastern Cuba.
Kru Wichai Chimek explained that the Bongo drums are used to play replacing the
TNBMM"SBCJDESVNT5IFGVODUJPOPGUIJTESVNJTUPQSPWJEFBNPSFÎSNBOEKPZGVM
rhythm while the rhythmic control function is on the Cajon and Arab drums. The
drumming method is to sit and put the drum on the lap with its tail turned backXBSEBOETUSJLFUIFESVNTXJUIÎOHFSUJQT5IFTNBMM#POHPESVNJTVTFENPSFPGten than the big one. The bongo drums produce two types of sound, a bang sound
when struck on the edge and a thud sound when struck in the center. As for the
tempo, two types of tempos, Cha-cha-cha and Disco, are used (Jimek, interview,
February 25, 2019).
Of all these three types of drums, the Doumbek gives a bass sound, the Cajon
provides beats similar to the drum kit and the Bongo gives a high-pitched, dominant, and gimmicky sound. Two tempos are used to play Arabic-Malay music in
Thailand, disco, and Cha-cha-cha. The musicians regard drums as musical instruments that entertain and create happiness and can help attract people to listen
to their religious songs (Prasertkorn, interview, February 25, 2019). In addition to
these drums, which are the main instruments of the band, other musical instruments used in the Zainub Nasep band are the violin and accordion (Figure 2: 2nd
and 3rd from the left). Below is an example of the melody style of the Zainub Band
(see Figure 3.)
Discussion
One of the most noticeable things in the study of the Zainub band is the ability to
adapt culturally or in other words, Cultural Dynamics, which Binson (2011:382) deTDSJCFTBTBDVMUVSBMDIBOHFJOTPDJFUZUIBUJTBGGFDUFECZUIFJOÏVYPG8FTUFSODVMUVSFTUIBUJOÎMUSBUFUIFXBZPGMJGFPG5IBJQFPQMFUISPVHIPVUUIFSFHJPO"DDPSEingly, the adaptation of the indigenous cultures takes place so that the cultures
can survive the changes. In these adaptations for survival, there occurs acculturation resulting from interactions between people of different cultures (Binson,
ibid:383). The acculturation can be seen when the Zainub band, a Muslim band,
can perform Thai country music; the original Arabic songs are adapted to suit the
tastes of Thai people and some have their lyrics translated into Thai; and drums
from various cultures, the Cajon from Peru and the Bongo from Cuba are used to
enhance their performances. The Zainub band went from single-faced drums to
western and electric instruments, from Nasep to a string combo and Thai country
TUZMF XJUIPSXJUIPVUEBODFST*UJTUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGDVMUVSFCZDPNCJOJOHPOFhT
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group culture with other cultures of interest and at the same time harmonizing
with the mainstream culture. In a way, the Zainub band’s adaptations are according to globalization, the process which Short, Boniche, et al. (2001:1-2) describe as
the expansion of economic, cultural, and political activities that spread similarities across the world. The power that plays a key role in this process is technological advancement and the global entertainment industry.

Figure 3. Irham Yallor Song.

Garofalo (1993:22-23) describes the shift in global music culture that in the early
1980s, the advancement in satellite communications allowed live performances of
world-renowned artists to be instantly broadcasted to the world. The popularity
PG&VSPQFBOBOE"NFSJDBOBSUJTUTÏPXJOHJOXJUITVDIDPNNVOJDBUJPOUFDIOPMPHJFTIBTJOÏVFODFEUIFNVTJDBMJOUFSFTUPG.VTMJNTBOETUJNVMBUFEUIFEFWFMPQment of music performances. The Zainub band took advantage of technological
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advancements to help promote and disseminate its Nasep music widely. To present its performances, the band has gone from recorded cassette tapes, videos, and
CDs of the past, to various social media like Facebook and YouTube at present. The
BCJMJUZUPBEBQUUPUIFUSFOETPGUIFFSBIBTNBEFUIF;BJOVCCBOESFNBJOÎSNMZ
in the Muslim music industry. Crozet (2017:4) said that in globalization, not only
transnational culture will replace the old culture, but cultures are also integrated
BOEBUUIFTBNFUJNF HMPCBMJ[BUJPOJTJOÏVFODFECZMPDBMDVMUVSFJUTFMG(MPCBMization can, therefore, help support and restore the local culture at the same
time, as modern music is used to promote traditional performance culture such
BT/BTFQTPUIBUJUDBOSFNBJOJOUIFBVEJFODFhTQPQVMBSJUZGPSBMPOHUJNF5IF
Nasep performance of the Zainub band shows the nature and form of music in
the Thai Muslim folk performing arts that create the understanding of the way of
life, beliefs, social conditions, local culture mixed with traditional culture, and the
adaptation to the rapidly expanding western culture in the era of globalization.
Conclusion
0SJHJOBUFEGSPNUIFDPOÏVFODFPGXJOOJOH2BSJT UIF;BJOVC/BTFQCBOEQSFTFOUT
Arab-Malay music and is a popular band among Muslims in Bangkok and the central region of Thailand. The band leader and nearly all singers are women. Most
of the band members have learned music themselves by watching and following
experts’ techniques or some may learn from their ancestors by rote. The knowledge transferring within the band is performed orally from seniors to juniors, and
on some occasions, band members also teach interested youngsters. The Zainub
band has been in popularity for a long time owing to the management that allows
the band’s performances to be adapted to various styles to meet the preferences
of the audience. As for Islamic rules on music, the Zainub band members adhere
to the view that playing music and singing can be done as long as they do not
violate Islamic morals. For the musical contents, the instruments are a mixture
of Arabic and Western drums with the violin and accordion while the lyrics focus
on the Muslim belief. These Zainub band members still hope to inherit the performance culture and pass on this rare Muslim performance to future generations
amid the changing trend of the present world.
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Endnotes
 "2BSJNFBOTBQFSTPOXIPSFDJUFTUIF2VSBOXJUIUIFQSPQFSSVMFTPGSFDJUBUJPO
2

From an interview with Aminsen, M. on February 25, 2019 who said that the Zainub band has
separated from Baby Arabia about 10 years ago.

3

The Baby Arabia band formed in 1975 by a young group in On Nut, led by Ke, Kue and Imron.They
focus on percussion and sing mainly Arabic and Malay songs. The band has competed in the NASES
music competition across the country and has won many awards (Pakarapho, P., 2010).
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Cultural
Changes Since
Ĉәi Mӟi From Guidelines to Reality

Dung Nguyen-Manh+ (Vietnam)

Abstract
In Vietnam a couple years before the reform termed ĈәL0ӟL, was a grey picture
with serious crises. That is a vital premise, a life and death situation for the Communist Party of Vietnam in the VIth Party Congress in 1986. On the eve of ĈәL0ӟL,
Vietnamese culture in general, was in a narrow, dogmatic and ideologically subsidized environment. Yet, since ĈәL0ӟL, the Vietnamese culture and the cultural
development, although resulted in achievements, faces a huge challenge: restrictions, not yet suitable for its national conditions, socialist-oriented market economy and international integration.
This article provides personal experiences and perspectives (on cultural change
visually via observational and participatory research methods) comparing the
before and after ĈәL0ӟL while seeking to assess the cultural situation and the
acculturation of Vietnam since ĈәL0ӟL. The key questions are how Vietnamese
culture has changed from guidelines of the Party to its social and cultural reality
and how culture changed as seen and perceived from 1980s to present-day generation? In doing so, this article aims to address the general picture of transformation, vivid acculturation in accordance with the process of the economic, social
and political ĈәL0ӟL in Vietnam.
Keywords: Vietnam, Ĉ͝L0ͣL, Vietnamese Culture, Acculturation, Cultural Policy
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Introduction
The comprehensive and profound crisis in the late 1970s and early 1980s made
Vietnam challenging a critical turning point in national economics, national development as well. That is a production, especially agricultural production with a
XFBLDPPQFSBUJWFTZTUFN TUBHOBOUTUBUFQMBOOFEJOEVTUSZ TFWFSFJOÏBUJPO QPPS
QFPQMFhTMJWJOHTUBOEBSET BJEGSPNUIFTPDJBMJTUCMPDNFBOJOHOPMPOHFSFYJTUT0O
the other hand, the stagnation of cultural and ideological life exacerbated the economic and social crisis. At the time, the Soviet leadership launched the "perestroika" (reform) and "glasnost" (public transparency), consequently marking an end
UPUIFPMENPEFMPGTPDJBMJTN*OPSEFSUPÎOEBXBZPVUPGUIFDSJTJTBOEJTPMBUJPO 
the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) actively set out the ĈәL0ӟL for the VIth
Party Congress (in 1986), creating a turning point in the revolutionary history.
The purpose of the article is to address the cultural acculturation of Vietnam since
ĈәL0ӟL.1 By examining changes on culture from Party guideline to reality, trying
to reappraise Party documents, it also aims at highlighting its nurturing, transformation, assimilation along with achievements and limitations.
From the Party's Guidelines on Culture
In contrast to scholarship on the political target of ĈәL0ӟL,2 the central content of
the VIth Party Congress (1986) was the issue of economic renewal. It made a turn
from a bureaucratic and subsidized economic model with centralized rule through
5-year plan to a multi-component economic model according to the market
economy mechanism under the control and regulation of the state. It also marked
the method change of thought from voluntarism to acting of according to reality and objective laws. As a result of the thought change, as for foreign relations,
JUJOJUJBMMZDIBOHFEGSPNBHVJEFMJOFPGJTPMBUJPOBOETFMGTVGÎDJFODZUPBQPMJDZPG
EJWFSTJÎFEBOENVMUJMBUFSBMJOUFSOBUJPOBMSFMBUJPOT FODPVSBHJOHJOUFSOBUJPOBMFDPnomic exchanges and cooperation towards foreign investment, then international
economic integration (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2006).
Meanwhile, in terms of culture, in the Party’s Political Report, there was still a
strong argument against the cultural remnants of feudalism, colonialism and
bourgeoisie/middle-class. It was to defeat the schemes and activities of hostile
forces to turn culture and art into a means of spreading pessimism and a corrupt lifestyle; give a free rein to cultural struggle (Communist Party of Vietnam,
2006:345-480), (Chinh, 2009:1371). Nonetheless, Party documents questioned the
renewal on culture, culture in association with politics, even political culture indeed3.
Accordingly, the cultural reform gradually took shape in the central sessions the
VIth Party Congress and the following party congresses. The Political Program of
the CPV in the VIIth Party Central Committee in 1991 set out the comprehensive
SFGPSNPGTPDJFUZ GPSUIFÎSTUUJNFPGÎDJBMMZJOUSPEVDFEUIFDPODFQUPG7JFUOBNFTF
culture with advanced characteristics, imbued with national identity (Communist
Party of Vietnam, 2007:132-152), played a role as the spiritual foundation of society, both as a driving force and a goal of development.
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The Political Program4 advocates to build a new culture, creating a beautiful, rich
and diverse spiritual life with humanitarian, democratic and progressive content,
BGÎSNJOHBOEQSBJTJOHUSVFWBMVFT GPTUFSJOHOVSUVSFiUSVUI HPPEOFTT CFBVUZu 真
善美), criticizing the lowly outdated based on a progressive point of view. Regarding the cultural orientation and acculturation, in the Political Program, culture
JTJEFOUJÎFEBTCPUIUIFHPBMBOEUIFESJWJOHGPSDFPGEFWFMPQNFOU*UBGÎSNTB
continuing of carrying out the socialist revolution of thought and culture, making
UIF.BSYJTN-FOJOJTNBOE)P$IJ.JOIhTUIPVHIUPGIPMEJOHUIFMFBEJOHQPTJUJPO
in the spiritual life of society. The Political Program also addressed to inherit and
QSPNPUFUIFÎOFDVMUVSBMUSBEJUJPOPGBMMFUIOJDQFPQMFJOUIFDPVOUSZ BCTPSCUIF
NBOLJOEDVMUVSBMRVJOUFTTFODF BOEUPÎHIUBOUJQSPHSFTTJWFJEFPMPHZBOEDVMUVSF
in opposition to the good and long-standing tradition of the nation as well as contrary to the direction towards socialism.
Compared to the VIth Party Congress, the cultural issues raised in the 1991 PolitiDBM1SPHSBNXFSFGVSUIFSPQFOBOETQFDJÎD$VMUVSFJTOPMPOHFSDPOTJEFSFEBUPPM 
a weapon of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the struggle of "who wins against
whom," but rather to foster people towards universal values of "truth, goodness,
beauty." With the guideline of building and developing "an advanced culture imbued with national identity," there has been an effort to balance between "tradition and modernity" and "inheritance of national cultural values and acquirement
PGIVNBODVMUVSBMRVJOUFTTFODFß&WFOTPJUSFNBJOTVOEFÎOFEJODPODFQUT
Before resulting in such the crucial events of 1995 as the U.S. and Vietnamese normal diplomatic nomination, the 7th member of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and applied to join the World Trade Organization (WTO), a year
of success in peace (Womack, 1996:73-82), the Party session in the middle term of
the VIIth Party Central Committee (January 1994) then the VIIIth Party Congress
+VOF PGÎDJBMMZBGÎSNFEUIFGPSFJHOQPMJDZPGJOEFQFOEFODF TFMGDPOUSPM 
PQFOOFTT BOENVMUJMBUFSBM BOEEJWFSTJÎFESFMBUJPOTXJUIUIFHVJEFMJOFUIBU7JFUnam wanted to be a friend of all countries in the world community, striving for
peace, independence and development.
Remarkably, the 5th session of the VIIIth Party Central Committee in 1998 was
a meeting for an in-depth discussion on the topic "On building and developing
an advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national identity" (Party Central
Committee, 1998). Indeed, the session resolution is the basic document that has
oriented and directed cultural strategies, guidelines and policies until now.5 AcDPSEJOHMZ PGUIFUFOTQFDJÎDDVMUVSBMUBTLT UIFUIJTEFEJDBUFEUPBDDVMUVSBUJPO 
clearly stating the view of "expanding international cooperation on culture," which
is considered a step of cultural exchange towards cultural integration. Clearly
explaining this task, the Resolution stresses "Do well in introducing Vietnamese
culture, country and people to the world, selectively absorbing humanistic, scienUJÎDBOEGPSFJHOWBMVFT%JTTFNJOBUFHPPEFYQFSJFODFTPGDPOTUSVDUJPOBOEEFWFMopment of other countries; Prevent the penetration of reactionary and depraved
cultural products; Help overseas Vietnamese to understand the home situation,
obtain information and products from home, uphold patriotism, national self-respect, preserve the tradition of national identity, promote intellectual and creative
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talents, contributing to the national development” (Communist Party of Vietnam,
2015:293-324). In short, the Resolution seeks to encourage and promote two-way
acculturation in a selective manner.
The Central Resolution also explains the connotation of the concept of "advanced
DVMUVSFBOEJNCVFEXJUIOBUJPOBMJEFOUJUZßJOUIFTFDPOEQPJOUPVUPGÎWFCBTJD
guiding principles such as patriotism and progress whose core content is the ideal
of national independence and socialism according to Marxism-Leninism, Ho Chi
.JOIhTUIPVHIU BMMHPBMTGPSIBQQJOFTTBOESJDIQFPQMF OBUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUEVF 
comprehensive human being in the harmonious relationship between the individual and the community, between society and nature. Preserving national identity
NVTUHPDMPTFMZXJUIÎHIUJOHCBDLXBSEOFTTBOEPCTPMFTDFODFJOPMEDVTUPNT 
practices and habits.
Logically, the arguments on the lines and views on culture and acculturation set
out in the Resolution (5th session of the VIIIth Party Central Committee) seem to
be quite coherent, logical and complete. It paints a bright panorama of culture,
expressing the desire of leaders, a culture "as it should be." However, the problem
is the reality of life, the "as it was" culture that has existed in society for the past
ZFBSTIBTGPMMPXFEBOEGVMÎMMFEUIFCFBVUJGVMXJTIFT CVUJUNBZTUJMMCFßPOMZ
will," "utopian"?6 Looking back at the current situation of the Vietnamese cultural
QJDUVSFSFÏFDUFEJOUIFNBTT TPDJBM NFEJB JUTFFNTUPIBWFUIFDFSUBJOSJHIUUP
doubt that (Kim, 2016), (Dung, 2019).
In the Meeting on the occasion of 15 years of implementation of the 5th session
resolution of the VIIIth Party Central Committee (1998-2013), its Recapitulate
stated that after 15 years the awareness of the Party and the society on the role
BOEDVMUVSBMQPTJUJPOIBTCFFOSBJTFENBSLFEMZ5IF1BSUZhTHVJEFMJOFBOE)P
$IJ.JOIhTUIPVHIUPODVMUVSFIBWFCFFOXJEFMZTQSFBEJOTPDJBMMJGF7JFUOBNFTFQFPQMFhTJEFPMPHZ NPSBMJUZBOEMJGFTUZMFIBWFNBEFQPTJUJWFBOEJNQPSUBOU
changes. The traditional cultural values are promoted, inherited and developed.
At the same time, new cultural values and ethical standards have been gradually
formed in accordance with the development trend and the international integration. Nonetheless, the Meeting’s assessment admitted that during 1998-2013,
alienation, lavish lifestyle, frivolity, deceit tended to develop more and more. The
degradation of morality and lifestyle of a large number of cadres and party members affects so far the spiritual life of society, the disease of "insensitivity" in society appears. The system of traditional cultural values is overturned, while the new
HPPEWBMVFTIBWFOPUCFFODPOÎSNFE8IFUIFSUIFBCPWFUXPDPOUSBTUJOHGBDUPST
BSFBEJBMFDUJDBMSFÏFDUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUXPPQQPTJOHBOEVOJÎFEDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPG
7JFUOBNFTFDVMUVSF PSSBUIFSSFÏFDUUIFEJWFSHFODFMFBEJOHUPUIFEJTUBODFCFtween the theory (in guideline and policy) and the practice (in life)?
To Changed Reality of Culture
Big Changes of a General Picture
The economic transformation and reformation have created the stage and the
BHFOUTGPSDIBOHFT5IFÎSTUGBDUPSJTTJODFĈәL0ӟL that there has been a strong
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increase of foreign factors in the two-way international exchange relations among
Vietnam and a large number of foreign countries. Vietnam has established diplomatic relations with more than 100 countries on all continents, including former
enemies. Vietnam also participated in many international and regional organizations, especially those of the United Nations, including WTO, UNESCO and so on.
Diplomatic visits have been promoted, economic and investment projects, international cooperation in science, culture and education have been signed. Foreign
multinational companies and international organizations, Non-Governmental
Organisation have been present and occurring in Vietnam.
Foreigners including professionals, employees, students, investors, businessmen, scientists, artists, tourists of all kinds have come in and settled in Vietnam.
Vietnamese expatriated abroad, most notably from the United States, have also
returned to their homeland, some of which have stayed in. On the contrary, Vietnamese going abroad for work and business also increased, the vast majority have
returned to live after long working abroad. Those who used to "go to the West"
when returning home, to different extents, but the most profound is still among
UIFZPVUI UIFZIBWFCFFOJOÏVFODFEBOECSPVHIUXJUIUIFNCBDLUIFJSJEFBT 
lifestyles, and cultural practices of the country where they had lived, along with
foreign products and means of technology and culture. At the state level, although
the State Government has repeatedly called for and sanctioned the need to be
resistant and vigilant against "toxic cultural products," “foreign cultural products”
were imported and widely circulated in society and urban families indeed. This
was a newly socio-cultural phenomenon that had never occurred before ĈәL0ӟL.
In particular, since the late 20th century, the widespread use of the internet by
one-third of the population has been an "information big bang" with unimaginable
JNQBDUTBOEDPOTFRVFODFT#FGPSFUIJTiCJHCBOH ßUIFSFXFSFDPOÏJDUJOHPQJOJPOT
emerging from both polar opposites: either calling for strict control, limiting and
preventing the negative effects of the internet, or wanting to expand freedom
due to more access to information via the internet. Someone seek to argue about
the advantages and the disadvantages of the internet, in fact it depends on what
aspect and from what point of view. But perhaps no one deny or oppose the fact
that internet is really an unprecedented information and communication revolution, fundamentally changing the face of global culture, including Vietnam. Just
like the use of the national language script for illiteracy eradication and education
universalization in the past, the internet facilitates Vietnamese people to get rid of
"information blindness" and to raise the level of intellectual knowledge for society.
5IFSFNBSLTVOEFSUIFJOÏVFODFPGBDDVMUVSBUJPOEVSJOHUIFĈәL0ӟL period witness the gradual changes in an irreversible process. The policy liberalization of
maintaining a multi-sector economy with a market mechanism has created a
number of opportunities for a linking among domestic economic sectors, as well
as among domestic and foreign economic components. It most prominently seems
to be between a joint-venture or wholly foreign invested economy and the stateowned economy and private capitalist economy. The late 1990s witnessed the
golden age of the association. FDI capital, industries, industrial zones… appeared
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all over cities, provinces. In general, the Vietnamese economy created a turning
point, a new face, leaving behind the gloomy bureaucratic and subsidized economic picture of the past, only remaining as a past memory in the old stories. EcoOPNJDBOEMJGFTUBOEBSETBDIJFWFNFOUTBSFDPOÎSNFECZTUBUJTUJDTBOESFBMMJGF
&WFOUIPVHIQSJPSUPUIFÎSTUEFDBEFPGUIFTUDFOUVSZ UIFFDPOPNZIBTTMPXFE
down and sometimes fell into crisis, giving rise to pressing social problems.
And as a result of these cultural changes, there has been a complex cultural rubbing, mixing, and fusion between the endogenous and exogenous factors. Would
the predominance belong to cultures with strong potential and attractiveness
with both positive and negative? Would the guidelines keep up with cultural and
social realities?
Acculturation of Some Aspects highlighted
#FTJEFTUIFCMPPNJOHPGUIFDJUJFTXJUIIJHICVJMEJOHT EVFUPUIFJOÏVFODFPG
widely international relations, the material life of Vietnamese people, especially in
urban areas, has undergone changes in line with Western/U.S. modern trends - the
characteristics of a consumer and "hedonism" society. Seen from outward, especially in big cities, new phenomena in eating and drinking culture are that people
like to eat out at restaurants, European-American dishes, specialties or fast, readymade food, or buffet, foreign wines, Coca-Cola, Pepsi… Weddings or celebrations
are rarely organized at home, but often placed in restaurants and hotels. Welcome
parties, sumptuous summaries, groups of colleagues and friends together go to
the bar for a Heineken; whisky and wine also became a common habit.
In clothing, the pre-ĈәL0ӟL type of clothes such as long-sleeved shirts, cotton
shirts, black silk pants, and tire sandals also disappeared quite quickly. Instead,
there were beautiful and polite clothes, which tended to follow genuine fashion,
especially for women. Such 1990s and 2000s pictures and photos as hats, shirts,
shoes, briefcases, handbags were all improved in design, some well-off members
running after expensive French and Italian brands to appear "stylish," especially
music and movie actors, female stars with their expensive foreign cosmetics,
beauty care services at beauty salons.
Public and civil architectural constructions are perhaps the most impressive highlight of the early ĈәL0ӟL period. First, it was the size of the area and the height. It
XBTSBSFJOTJOCVJMEJOHPSÏPPSIPVTFTXJUIBSFMBUJWFMZCFBVUJGVMEFTJHO 
XIJDIDPVMECFDPNFBRVFTUJPOBCMFQSPCMFNPGßVOLOPXOPSJHJO ßFWFODPOÎTcation ("Z30" in 1983). Only 10 years later (late 1990s), people were able to freely
CVJMEHSBOEJPTFQSJWBUFIPVTFTVQUPBOEÏPPSTPSNPSF OPUDPVOUJOHQVCMJDCVJMEJOHTPGEP[FOTPGÏPPST XJUIMVYVSZBQBSUNFOUT NPEFSOGVSOJUVSFBOE
BNFOJUJFT5IFEFTJHOTBSFTPNFXIBUSJDI ßIVOESFETPGÏPXFSTCMPPN ßVOJRVF
beautiful villas in a poetic landscape. There were also model houses with messy
designs, Western, Chinese hybrids and even Arabian Muslims.
Before 1975, Vietnam was a country of bicycles. A few rare motorbikes brought
from Soviet Union or Eastern European countries with bad designs. Private cars
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were almost nonexistent. More than a decade after ĈәL0ӟL, Nihon/Japanese motorbikes with the common name "Honda" began to travel a lot, especially in urban
cities. However, most of them were old cars that had been used since before 1975,
with classic colors and designs. Motorcycles of all sizes and modern designs, in
which Nihon motorcycles still dominated, appeared more and more on urban/city
streets. The old tram that once attached all citizens disappeared "without a drum"
(its image now remains just in memories or museums). Then buses, taxies, and
QFSTPOBMDBSTSBDFEUPBQQFBS NBLJOHUIFUSBGÎDOFUXPSLCVTUMJOHEBZBOEOJHIU 
BDDPNQBOJFECZUSBGÎDKBNT3FOFXFEUSBJOBOEDJWJMBWJBUJPOIBWFTIPSUFOFE
the regional/area distances. Some rich seek to become luxury "world-class," they
bought their own yachts and private airplanes.
As for entertainment culture, this probably is the type of spiritual culture in the
deepest imprint of acculturation and it converges complicated and critical evaluations and arguments. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the
entertainment life had used to be much monotonous and dry, and at the time
it was considered a thirsty man encountering a new source of water, he hastily
ESBOLJUUPIJTIFBSUhTDPOUFOU XJUIPVUIBWJOHUPEJTUJOHVJTICFUXFFODMFBOBOE
dirty choices.
With transistor technology through liquid crystal television screens (Sony, Samsung instead of old JVC), there is no longer a shadow of the movies with the revolutionary spirit of the past, both domestic and foreign, except on anniversaries or
celebrations. World classic movies about human values have also screened, even if
rarely. Instead of that, there were hit series likely "soap" or sensational, suspenseful actions, or sentimental, humorous, or epic movies, whether originally from
capitalist South Korea or Socialist China. Superstar actresses obtained a golden
opportunity to go on stage and screen to show off their fashion and body, along
with the latest dances and music. Then there are beauty contests of all kinds, discotheques, karaoke shops, the movement of supermodels, foreign idols and so on
have sprang up like “mushrooms after a rain.”
What it is probably to do not judge these types as good or bad, should or should
it not be, that is the reality of the contemporary world anyway? The point here
is, at the same time, why is there so little encouragement to discuss such serious
issues as the future of humanity, global challenges, reality and need for a renewal
of national socio-political affairs, or discussing the concept of life, the ideals of the
youth, the personality and bravery of the intelligentsia.7 This probably is the negative consequences of a kind of unequal acculturation, a kind of "skim" cultural
acculturation with colorful formal but uncomprehensive and unsubstantial.
As both a means and at the same time the result of the process of the expansion
of multilateralisation, internet, laptops and mobile phones are impressive symCPMTPG7JFUOBNhTBDDVMUVSBUJPOJOUIFFSBPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMJOUFHSBUJPO7JFUOBNFTF
people, especially young people, tend to use these modern media with the latest and most beautiful designs, the most famous brands with its practical utility
SFHBSEMFTTPGXIFUIFSPOJUTQSJDF*UUIFOIBTBMTPCFFOÏPPEFEXJUICMPHT TPDJBM
networks, online links.
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5IFSFBSFTPGBSBHPPEOVNCFSPGDPOÏJDUJOHPQJOJPOT PGÎDJBMMZIJHIMJHIUFEJO
Party documents), negative even side effects of information, communication,
transaction. Nevertheless, the fact that they make the world suddenly extremely
small in a closed room or in the palm of our hand, as well as the time to transmit updated information with full picture and sound in few seconds. At the same
time, it expands the global connection space and the retention time for centuries,
XJUIBOVOMJNJUFEOVNCFSPGQFPQMF"OEOPPOFEFOJFTJUTVOÎMUFSFEIFUFSPHFOFity, which can lead to negative, even harmful effects, consequences.
In terms of cultural sociology, the popularity of the internet, laptops and mobile
QIPOFTJOUIF7JFUOBNFTFDPNNVOJUZDPOÎSNTUIFJSSFWFSTJCMFiWJDUPSZuPGBDculturation and cultural globalization, together with its unstoppable attraction.
It also speaks up for the aspirations for universal human rights of contemporary
Vietnamese people, including cultural democratic rights, freedom and equal access to information, and broadening vision, reaching new human values as well
BTSFUVSOJOHUPUIFDMBTTJDBMWBMVFTPGßUSVUI HPPEOFTT CFBVUZß5IFDVSJPTJUZ ÎMJBM
piety, and dignity of users are eager to show themselves as classy and fashionBCMFBOETUZMJTI0ODFQFPQMFhTJOUFMMFDUVBMMFWFMJTSBJTFE QFPQMFXJMMTIFEUIFJS
frivolous outer layers of cultural behavior to return to the truth, human core values. Complementing those changes, it is necessary to include exogenous factors
imported through the young. A huge movement of Vietnamese students goes to
abroad to study in many forms, mostly to Western countries and the U.S. English,
an international language is almost universal in education, science and daily life
in contemporary Vietnam. The phenomenon created a new class of young intellectuals in terms of age, knowledge, thinking and lifestyle with an enhanced level
of intellectual level.
*OBOPUIFSBTQFDUPGDVMUVSBMTPDJPMPHZ UIFJOÏVFODFPGUIFFYDIBOHFQSPDFTTXBT
NBSSJBHFBOEGBNJMZ*OUSBEJUJPOBM7JFUOBNFTFTPDJFUZ VOEFSUIFQSPGPVOEJOÏVence of Confucian ideology and ethic and long-standing customs, sex, love and
marriage were regulated by strict rituals and taboos. The law and the public opinion uphold the views of "男女受受不 ,"8 "virtue before marriage," "parents force
their children to obey in marriage, "similarity of social background between bride
BOECSJEFHSPPNhTGBNJMJFTß6OEFSUIFTVCTJEJ[FEUJNF JOPSEFSUPQSPUFDUßTPcialist morality" and build new men, although the principles of feudal etiquette/
rites had been denied, the above-mentioned delicate issues have also been rigorously examined and evaluated under a new vision, sometimes anti-human point
of view.
Since 1990s, it seems that Vietnamese people have become more and more huNBO PQFONJOEFEBOEGSFFPOTFY MPWFBOENBSSJBHF EFÎOFECZTUSJDUSJUVals and taboos), an important cause partly due to the impact of acculturation
through books/newspapers, movies, internet and the lifestyle of those who had
been worked and lived abroad. In one side, was it an expression of human liberation, personal liberation, continuing the line of cultural renewal of the 1930s (high
tensional acculturation between Vietnamese and French culture) in a higher, more
modern level? Sex before wedding are also no longer considered a real thing. Mar-
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riage freedom in theory is promoted, love and relationship outside marriage, the
"extra-marital" phenomenon9 is not accepted by wide society, but, the standard
deviation was sometimes ignored by the public. It is the social problem but if it is
of famous/well-known artists, people are so curious, trying the best way to discover, ironically.
However, around this aspect, there are also a misinterpretation and excessive
phenomenon. In Western culture (West Europe and the U.S.) and some in Oriental
cultures, although sex is free and not taboo, it is still a delicate, private matter on
a voluntary, respectful and protected-women basis. In many countries, prostitution is legal, but it is tightly controlled socially and medically. Divorce is liberal
and "extra-marital" is somewhat tolerated but not encouraged. Sexual harassment
BOEBCVTF NBSSJBHFGPSQSPÎUT XJUIPVUMPWFCVUGPSNPOFZ BSFTUJMMTUSPOHMZ
condemned by public opinion. The basic thing is that Western culture is not only
about sexual freedom, but also has many other serious, human values.
In search of the causes of the above-mentioned phenomena on marriage and family in Vietnam is it due to the lack of thorough and comprehensive understanding
of acculturation, one-sided and excessive phenomena occurred? A lot of young
people fell into the evil of debauchery. Prostitution is banned, but its practice is
still rampant in both urban and rural areas, leading to the danger of disease transmission. Sex education for teenagers is carried out in both open and half-hearted,
vague way, which has caused such negative phenomena as teenage abortion and
GPSDFETFYVBMWJPMFODF&YUSBNBSJUBMQIFOPNFOBJOPSPVUPGÎDFIBWFMFEUPUIF
breakdown of the ground and happiness of families, even causing seriously criminal crimes or barbaric murders.
Are those cultural defects just a consequence of the reverse side of integration,
acculturation and the market economy (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2015), or
do they stem from some other deeper internal causes of the institution and social
structure, anti-human thinking and hypocrisy? Is it a challenge in transforming
the model from a centralized management to a decentralized model of cultural
management in order to be suitable for the context of a socialist-oriented market
economy? Does cultural globalization cause the risk of losing national cultural
identity if it does not enhance the endogenous strength in culture, conduct cultural modernization but not separate from the unique cultural values of the nation?
Finally, the aspect of acculturation of needing to be highlighted is mentality and
lifestyle. The cultural contacts and the acculturation since ĈәL0ӟL in various
ÎFMETIBWFUSBOTGPSNFEUIPTFBOEWBMVFTZTUFNPGUIF7JFUOBNFTFQFPQMF*O
general, from a somewhat backward simple lifestyle to a modern civilized way of
life, from a mentality of community and obligation to a mentality of individualism and hedonism. Sometimes that the lifestyle of enjoyment has led to depraved
phenomena.10.
5IF3FHVMBUJPO/2Ĉ-TW issued on 28 August 2006 at the 3rd session of the
Xth Party Central Committee allowed party members to do private businesses and
open enterprises "entitled to do business branches, industries that the law does
not prohibit" (Party central committee, 2006). Some have taken advantage, relying
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on the political power of the family, hooking up with state-owned enterprises and
foreign capitalist companies, becoming a "red bourgeois" rich class. Others follow
the path of power business, speculating information through affair cases, projects,
or by corrupt tricks also become rich, joining "interest groups." They bought buildings, luxury cars, sending their children to study abroad, using branded goods,
playing stylish games, covering their mistresses. Vietnamese Communist Party
General Secretary Nguyen Phu Trong admitted that in his trip for voter contact at
UIFFOEPGi*UhTBMMBCPVUNPOFZ DIBTJOHQSPÎUT EJTSFHBSEJOHIVNBOWBMVFT
Money trampled on education, health care, and cadre training”11. It is argued to
ÎOEUIFNBJODBVTFTFSSPSTJOUIFNFDIBOJTNTUSVDUVSFPSGBVMUJOUIFJOÏVFODF
of acculturation? Probably the truth is quite complex but also quite simple: it is a
DPNCJOBUJPOPGSFMBUJPOTIJQJOUFSBDUJPOFGGFDUTJOTJEFUIFTZTUFNXJUIUIFJOÏVence of the external environment (both Western capitalist and socialist neighboring countries) in the process of social and human depravity.
Conclusion
On the eve of ĈәL0ӟL, besides the somewhat exaggerated policy of protecting the
national culture and implementing the stereotypical "ideological subsidy," Vietnam rejected almost all exchanges, cooperation, acculturation. At this time, it was
considered a conspiracy and a cultural invasion of imperialism, colonialism, capitalism, revisionism, expansionism. Movies, images, pictures of non-socialist bloc,
or radical part of the socialist side were banned because that had been judged as
revisionism, reactionary, depravity. Western literature and philosophy, especially
non-Marxist modernist movements, expressed in works translated in South Vietnam before 1975, were often criticized for being anti-progressive, enslaving, wrong,
negative. Nevertheless, after more than 3 decades of implementing the ĈәL0ӟL,
it comes to "The thinking on cultural development has not kept pace and suitable
for the development of a socialist-oriented market economy and international
integration” (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2015:97).
In facing new changes and phenomena of the world today such as climate changes, famine, epidemics, migration, economic crisis, terrorism, ethnic and religious
DPOÏJDUT UFSSJUPSZ NBSJUJNFUFSSJUPSJBMTPWFSFJHOUZEJTQVUFT QFPQMFBSFBTLJOH
themselves the future of the humankind? From those worries and ups and downs
of the age, humanity is struggling and striving towards the aspiration of peace,
freedom, equality, charity, universal cultural values. In the context of globalization, as a country with a medium level of economic development, Vietnam is making efforts to build a state model towards the following goals: democracy, equality,
DJWJMJTBUJPO*ONBOZÎFMET 7JFUOBNFTFDVMUVSFIBTTIPXOPVUTUBOEJOHBEWBOUBHFT
compared to many Asian countries. Therefore "Culture is an advantage of Vietnam, we can completely strengthen and promote our soft power, starting from
culture" (Thanh, 2014:3).
To what extent is the integration and the assimilation in accordance with the
social, psychological, cultural and traditional conditions and the ability to absorb and adapt to the social status of Vietnam? So that Vietnamese culture is not
PWFSXIFMNFECZUIFXPSMEhTOFXDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUTBOEQIFOPNFOB *UTFFNT
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that Vietnam has determined a roadmap and implemented basic solutions for the
process of cultural development: Integration to change and acculturation and acculturation to continue to integrate at a higher level. Since 1986, cultural changes
IBWFUBLFOQMBDFBDDPSEJOHUPBQSPDFTT5IFÎSTUJTUIFSFOFXBMPGUIJOLJOH UIF
abandoning of isolationism, followed by the steps of international exchanges and
cooperation, and then international integration. It considers that economic inteHSBUJPOJTUIFÎSTUTUFQ UIFODVMUVSBMJOUFHSBUJPO BOEOPX7JFUOBNJTQSFQBSJOH
for political integration on the basis of preparing arguments and possible solutions for the political system reform, towards building a socialist rule of law state
of creating development, integrity and action for the XIIIth Party Congress goals
and aspiration "rich people, strong country, democracy, justice and civilization."12
Finally, in relations between economy and culture, the documents of the XIIIth
Party Central Committee continues to require the development of the cultural
industry, but has expressed a new approach and level. If the Political Report of
the XIIth Party Congress generally required that the development of the cultural
industry come hand in hand with building and perfecting the market for services
and cultural products, the Political Report of the XIIIth Party Congress sets out the
DPODSFUFSFRVJSFNFOUT NPSFTQFDJÎDBMMZ FNQIBTJ[JOHUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
the cultural industry and the soft power of Vietnamese culture and the selective
BOEDSFBUJWFBCTPSQUJPOBOEBQQMJDBUJPOPGNBOLJOEhTDVMUVSBMBDIJFWFNFOUTBOE
values (Communist Party of Vietnam, T.I, 2021:145).
Endnotes
1

Basically it is during such decades after 1986 as 1990s, 2000s and 2010s.

2

Although under the impact of Soviet political model, in more than 30 years in retrospect after ĈәL

0ӟL it comes to provide evidence with social and economic goal of ĈәL0ӟL Vietnam. In the 1980s and
1990s many people were skeptical about the success of ĈәL0ӟL, especially after the Soviet Union’s
collapse; even the international press raised a lot about the consequences of the collapse as domino
of the countries of the Soviet Union.
3

Up to now, the Party guideline is to renew the political system, but has never raised the issue of
political regime change.

4

Cѭѫng Lƭnh in 1991.

 *UIBTCFFOJOGBDUSFÏFDUFEJOUIF.FFUJOH$POGFSFODFIFMECZUIF.JOJTUSZPG$VMUVSF 4QPSUBOE
Tourism under the title "Recapitulate Meeting of 15 years of implementation of the 5th central
session of the 8th Party Central Committee (1998-2013)."
6

Those issues were not rare in the mass media of "Western capitalist countries."

7

When commenting on the changes of Vietnamese culture and the effects of acculturation in the
past 15 years, the Meeting Recapitulate of 15 years of implementation of the 5th session of the VIIIth
Party Central Committee (1998-2013) considered that was seemly inconsistent, even contradictory
(through the statements of former Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung at that Meeting on 08 August
2013 in Hanoi).
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"Men and women should not hand things to each other directly" (men and women should avoid
physical contact). A girl must marry the young man (that) her parents have selected for her.

9

"Sugar daddy," "sugar baby"

10 The Tuoi Tre (Youth Newspaper) Ho Chi Minh City issued on January 20, 2000 published a report on
ß"MMOJHIUHBNFTIFMMßXJUIUIFDPOGFTTJPOPGUIPTFXIPTBJEßPOFOJHIUDBOhUVTFVQHPMEUSFFT
(~gold ounce) cannot sleep."
11 Speech on 07 December 2013 by General Secretary Nguyen Phu Trong during the meeting with voters
after the sixth session of the 13th National Assembly in Hanoi.
 5IFEPDVNFOUPGUIF9***UI1BSUZ$FOUSBM$PNNJUUFFEFÎOFTß"SPVTJOHUIFBTQJSBUJPOUPEFWFMPQB
prosperous and happy country; preserving and promoting Vietnamese cultural values and human
strength in the cause of national construction and defens and international integration. It requires
TQFDJÎD QPMJDJFT PO DVMUVSBM EFWFMPQNFOU JO FUIOJD NJOPSJUJFT  XFMM JNQMFNFOUJOH TPDJBM QPMJDJFT 
ensuring social security and human security, creating drastic changes in social development
management, realizing social progress and justice, improving the quality of life and happiness index
of Vietnamese people" (Communist Party of Vietnam, T.I, 2021: 202).
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Career
and Sustain Cultural Continuity
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Abstract
The idea to support artists to develop and maintain their career has sustained
cultural continuity. In Thailand, the primary motivation and support for visual
artists are through medals and prize money through platforms such as commissions, competitions and contests where the value lies on visual impact. For
contemporary art, the artwork comes in series with a conceptual framework,
medium experimentation, working process, etc. These platforms might not be
supportive for young contemporary artists. Therefore, this article aims to discuss
the Thai platform options available. This study touches on the Paris Salon for the
judging process and the movement of art practices; compares art competitions
in Thailand with the contemporary art project initiative regarding strengths and
limitations. It concludes that the BRANDNEW initiative project could be a suitable platform to sustainably support and promote young contemporary artists in
Thailand.
Keywords: Art Competition, Contemporary Art Project, Curatorial Process, Visual Arts,
Young Artist
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Introduction
Artists are extremely important to inherit art and culture of the nation from the
past to the present. Furthermore, they are considered as a mechanism to develop
the country in terms of creative industry. Values of art and culture are in response
with the movements and changes in the society, economy and politics. From the
past, art has moved from ritual places such as churches and temples to palaces,
mansions, institutions and museums. Parallel with that, the art practice in itself
has changed from traditional art to modern art and now to contemporary art.
5IPTFEFWFMPQNFOUTFWJEFOUMZSFÏFDUUIFQPMJUJDBMTPDJPDVMUVSBMDIBOHFT"OE
typically, we all learn history through artworks. Therefore, the art forms and
cultural dimensions can be changed along with the development of the society.
One of the factors that drives the social development is Globalization. It shortFOTUIFEJTUBODFPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMJOÏVFODFBOETUJNVMBUFTUIFEFHSFFTPGBSUBOE
culture into global level. As a result, national art and culture have to compromise
this global dynamic. It is resourceful to implement cultural policy to balance the
national and international identity. Not only the Western countries that have
vision on that policy, the Eastern countries such as Japan, South Korea or China
also focus on it as a part of national development plans. In Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore are the consecutive pioneers to implement cultural
QPMJDZSFTVMUJOHJOJODPNFBOEDBTIÏPXJOUIFDSFBUJWFJOEVTUSZBTXFMMBTUPVSJTN
industry. In Thailand with the unstable and bureaucratic system that affects the
directive cultural policy, it is undeniable that Thai people have exclusive art and
DSBGUTLJMMTBOENBLFQSPÎUTPVUPGJU.PSFPWFS XJUITPNFMJNJUBUJPOTPODVMUVSBM
policy, Thai artists are still well-known and accepted in many international level
BSUTUBHFT5IBUJTUIFÎSTUSFDPHOJUJPOPGUIFTUVEZGPMMPXFECZUIFRVFTUJPOPO
how to create and design the model to support artist career and sustain cultural
continuity.
Normally, traditional art is widely respected as national pride. However, because
economic expansion is driven by globalization, the art practices must be developed in response with the phenomena in the society. Accordingly, contemporary
art is suitable to create dialogues of today subjects through multi-disciplinary
QSBDUJDFTPSBQQSPBDIFT5IFSFGPSF JUTFFNTUPCFWFSZTJHOJÎDBOUUPCBMBODF
promoting and supporting traditional art and contemporary art as both genres
are frequently acknowledged as cultural and economic values, in which at the
end to improve the art ecosystem of the nation. National pride can be represented
through traditional art in parallel with contemporary art. In Thailand, there are
contemporary artists who are the pride of the nation, for example, Rirkrit Tiravanija with Untitled 1990 (Pad Thai) at Paula Allen Gallery in New York, Surasi
Kusolwong with One Pound Turbo Market (2006) at Tate Modern in London etc. In
addition, contemporary artists can be a vital factor to drive the economic expanTJPOJOUIFÎFMEPGDSFBUJWFJOEVTUSZTVDIBT/BUFF6UBSJUXIPJTBMXBZTPOFPGUIF
bestsellers for art galleries and art fairs in Southeast Asia. Therefore, because of
UIFUFSNTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ UIFTUVEZTDPQFTUPÎOEUIFXBZUPHSPXBOEHSPPNDPOtemporary young artists in Thailand.
Art history provides knowledge and information about the chronological development of art. It makes us understand today and implies on what could be a challenge for the future. That is the core essence conformed from learning art history.
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The study goes back to the modern time when the modern art and its movement
were grounded and many art competitions were established in order to comprehend and analyze the art competitions at present time. It is undeniable that
during the process of any developments, challenge or the objection of the truth
can occur. However, the term challenge is positive and important for this study.
The study focuses on the Modern era until today practices, when the modern art
began to challenge and vibrate all art institutions in the societies until when the
contemporary art took place the modern art practices. The research questions
about the mainstream art competitions that have been established since the 19th
century whether the rules and strictures are still proper in the 21st century. Eventually, by studying an initiative project, BRANDNEW, the research summarizes the
reasons why this initiative project is suitable in the 21st Century visual arts practices and offers new possibilities to support and sustain artist career and cultural
continuity.
Art Competition in Modern Era
Historically, art competitions have been shaped and formed over centuries. The
idea to support artists remains the same but the model has changed and developed through the development of art practices and its relationship to the society,
from Renaissance era to Modern era and now to our time, Contemporary Art.
%VSJOH5JUJBOTUJNF UIFSFXBTÎFSDFDPNQFUJUJPOBNPOHBSUJTUTGPSDPNNJTTJPOTBOE
a drive to dominate the art scene. In times when high standards meant a lot, every
ambitious artist strived to excel in his mastery over his competitors and win commission. (Old Masters Academy, 2021)

The statement above proves that during Renaissance period art commission can
be compared to nowadays art competition. At that time, a person from a wealthy
family performed as an art patron who commissioned the artist to produce a
particular artwork according to his will. Some artists could autonomously create the artwork depending on the deal with patron. Consequently, there was no
committee, no jury, no rule and no stricture during that period. Moreover, painting
surely was a popular art form for commission. That is the way to support artists in
Renaissance period.
The Salon or Paris Salon was established in 1667 sponsored by the French Government and Académie des Beaux-Arts. Artists whose works were exhibited at the
Salon would be guaranteed the success in their artistic careers. Most artworks
shown at the Salon at that time were academic art style which literally referred
to artistic style that followed the principles of the academy, historically concerned
XJUIÎHVSBUJPOBOEOBUVSBMJTN 1PPLFBOE/FXBMM  .PSFPWFS UIFKVSZ
system of selection introduced in 1748 was conservative. However, like the jury
system, the prizes and medals established in 1793 are forms of encouragement
XIJDITUJMMIBWFJOÏVFODFPOBSUDPNQFUJUJPOTBUQSFTFOUUJNF/FWFSUIFMFTT UIF
jury system could be the limitation for the Salon and was challenged by the full
CMPPNPGNPEFSOJTN5IF4BMPOMPTUJUTJOÏVFODFBOEQSFTUJHFJOUIFMBUFT*O
1863, certain artists who were avant-garde protested the Salon jury because they
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refused many artworks. In conclusion, those rejected artworks were displayed at
another space and called Salon des Refusés. These protestors still sought to make
use of the name Salon for their own exhibition as they considered it to be imbued
with a certain air of prestige (Le Salon des Artistes Français, 2021). In 1881, the
Société des Artistes Français was successfully formed, took the tasks of managing
and organizing the Salon and preserved the prestigious name Salon for its autonomous organization. Therefore, the Paris Salon was transformed to Le Salon des
Artistes Français or the Salon of French artists.
Nonetheless, the respected Salon was challenged by the two breakaway exhibitions that attempted to appropriate the name; Le Salon des Indépendants and Le
Salon d’Automne. In 1884, Salon des Indépendants was founded and its association was recognized as public utility in 1923. Pioneer artists such as Paul Cézanne,
Paul Gauguin, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Camille Pissarro and founders; Albert
Dubois-Pillet, Odilon Redon, Georges Seurat, Paul Signac claimed to independently
present their works to the public without jury and without reward. Consequently,
in 1903 Salon d’Automne was established as an alternative to the prestige Salon
and Salon des Indépendants which was independent without jury but often led
to mediocrity. Frantz Jourdain, the founder together with many artists decided to
organize an independent exhibition to promote the avant-garde and innovative
ideas of their time championing the concept of multi-disciplinary and equality in
the arts. Its exhibitors have been witnesses of the emergence of the most important artistic movements including Fauvism, Surrealism, Cubism, Abstract art,
/FXÎHVSBUJPOBOE4JOHVMBSBSU3FDPHOJ[FEBTBQVCMJDTFSWJDFTJODF OPX
it is supported by the French Ministry of Culture and Communication (Le Salon
d’Automne, 2021).
In summary, the ideas of the jury system, prizes and medals from art competiUJPOTGSPNUIFNPEFSOFSBTUJMMIBWFJOÏVFODFPOBSUDPNQFUJUJPOTJOUIFQSFTFOU
time. The prestigious Salon and the appropriated Salons with the jury system or
without have the same objective to support artistic career. Each protest or opposition implies artist’s determination to be a part of the game and be stamped from
those art competitions in order to pursuit the living as a professional artist. It also
drives the development of visual arts resulting in many movements emerging in
the art territory.
Successive Art Competitions in Thailand
During the 19th century, like all countries in Southeast Asia, Siam confronted
colonialism and modernism. Modern and contemporary art can be related to that
QFSJPEXIFO,JOH$IVMBMPOHLPSO 3BNB7 ÎSTUWJTJUFE&VSPQFJOBOEQBJEB
visit to the 2nd Venice Biennale. Consequently, during the reign of King Vajiravudh
(Rama VI), the Fine Arts Department which was founded in 1912 hired an Italian
sculptor Corrado Feroci or Professor Silpa Bhirasri in Thai to help sculpting monuments and teaching Thais to work on monuments and memorials. Later, he set up
the School of Fine Arts which gradually developed and was named as Silpakorn
University in 1943.
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Later in 1949, the 1st National Exhibition of Art was held by the initiation of Professor Silpa Bhirasri under the joint responsibilities of the Fine Arts Department and
Silpakorn University. The National Exhibition of Art has been regularly organized.
Later, on the 15th time, it has been handed over to the sole responsibility of Silpakorn University. The National Exhibition of Art is the longest and the most prestiHJPVTOBUJPOBMBSUDPNQFUJUJPOJO5IBJMBOE$VSSFOUMZ UIFDPNQFUJUJPOJTDMBTTJÎFE
into painting, sculpture, printmaking and mixed media. Thai citizen with no age
limitation can submit 2 pieces of works within each category. All works must not
exceed 2.8m (width/length/height) including mounts, frames and bases. Installation of work must not exceed the size limit. Annually, expert jurors in various
ÎFMETPGÎOFBSUTBSFBQQPJOUFE.FEBMQSJ[FTBOEDBTIBXBSEJOFBDIUZQFPGXPSL
are divided into: 1st Prize Gold Medal and 200,000 Baht, 2nd Prize Silver Medal and
 #BIUBOESE1SJ[F#SPO[F.FEBMBOE #BIU$FSUJÎDBUFTGPSTFMFDUed entries will be given to selected artists.
Bualuang Painting Competition was initiated in 1974 by Bualuang Foundation. The
painting categories are scoped into Thai traditional, Thai semi-traditional and
Thai contemporary. Each artist can submit 3 pieces of two-dimensional works
within 1.50 x 2m in size. Judging committee is appointed. Awards in each category
are 1st Prize Bualuang Gold Medal with 200,000 Baht cash and the opportunity to
attend an ‘Art and Culture Field Trip’ abroad, 2nd Prize Bualuang Silver Medal with
150,000 Baht and 3rd Prize Bualuang Bronze Medal with 100,000 Baht.
The Exhibition of Contemporary Art by Young Artists was initiated in 1984 by the
Art Centre, Silpakorn University. Thais or foreigners who have been residing in
Thailand not less than 2 years age from 16-25 are eligible to participate. Original
XPSLTPGÎOFBSUTXJUIGSFFEPNJODPODFQUTBOEUFDIOJRVFTJOUIFÎFMETPGQBJOUing, sculpture, printmaking, mixed media and others are accepted. Each artist can
submit 2 pieces of works. All works must not exceed 2.8m (width/length/height)
including mounts, frames, and bases. Installation of work must not exceed the
TJ[FMJNJU&YQFSUKVSPSTJOWBSJPVTÎFMETPGÎOFBSUTBSFBQQPJOUFE"XBSETBSF
Silpa Bhirasri Gold Medal Award with 100,000 Baht, 9 of Silpa Bhirasri Silver Medal
Award with 70,000 Baht, Special Awards with 40,000 Baht (number of awards
EFQFOEJOHPOQBUSPO $FSUJÎDBUFTGPSTFMFDUFEFOUSJFTXJMMCFHJWFOUPTFMFDUFE
artists.
Young Thai Artist Award was initiated in 2004 by SCG Foundation in cooperation
with Thailand’s leading art organizations. There are 6 categories, two-dimensional
BSU UISFFEJNFOTJPOBMBSU QIPUPHSBQIZ ÎMN MJUFSBUVSFBOENVTJDDPNQPTJUJPO
5IFKVEHJOHQBOFM EJWJEFEJOUPQSFMJNJOBSZSPVOEKVEHFTBOEÎOBMSPVOEKVEHFT 
consists of respectable art professionals including professors from various universities, national artists and members of related associations. For each category,
awards are Grand Prize with a trophy from HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn,
150,000 Baht cash and the opportunity for an overseas study tour and (maximum)
5 prizes of Distinguished Prize with 50,000 Baht cash award.
UOB Painting of Year Competition was originally inaugurated in Singapore in 1982
and was later organized in designated Southeast Asian countries; Indonesia,
Malaysia and Thailand. The competition is open to all the Citizens and Perma-
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OFOU3FTJEFOUTPGUIFPSHBOJ[JOHDPVOUSZ*UXBTÎSTUMZIFMEJO5IBJMBOEJO
by United Overseas Bank (Thai). There are two categories; Established Artist and
Emerging Artist. Each participant can choose to participate in only one category
and submit maximum three paintings according to the regional theme that will
be changed each year. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional paintings are
accepted and subjected to a maximum thickness of 5cm and 1.8m in width and
height including frames. Video artworks, installations and sculptures will not be
accepted. Entries will be judged by a panel of local and/or overseas artists, art connoisseurs, art critics, curators or other creative professionals appointed by UOB.
Awards in Established Artist Category are; UOB Painting of the Year with 750,000
Baht plus the opportunity to compete against the winners from Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore for the UOB Southeast Asian Painting of the Year Award and a
residency program at the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in Japan, Gold Award with
300,000 Baht, Silver Award with 240,000 Baht and Bronze Award with 150,000 Baht.
For the Emerging Artist Category, awards are; Most Promising Artist of the Year
with 90,000 Baht, Gold Award with 75,000 Baht, Silver Award with 45,000 Baht and
Bronze Award with 30,000 Baht.
The White Elephant Art Award was inaugurated in 2012 by Thai Beverage. The comQFUJUJPO SFHBSEMFTTPGUFDIOJRVFBOENBUFSJBM JTDMBTTJÎFEJOUPQBJOUJOH TDVMQture, printmaking and mixed media in Realistic and Figurative Art and based on
annual theme. Each Thai Citizen or Thai Resident is eligible to submit a maximum
of 2 pieces of artworks which must not exceed 2m in width, length and height
including frames and bases. The judging committee is appointed. Awards are
White Elephant Award with 1,000,000 Baht, First Prize Award with 500,000 Baht,
CEO Award with 250,000 Baht, 5 of Second Prize Award with 200,000 Baht and 12 of
Honorable Mention Award with 100,000 Baht.
The successive art competitions stated above are listed from the preliminary data
collection process. They are well-known and most recognized among visual arts
practitioners. It is likely that the winners from those competitions will be guaranteed the fame and success in their artistic careers. After studying the conditions
and criteria thoroughly, those competitions have limitations on rules and stricUVSFTUIBUNJHIUOPUCFÏFYJCMFBOETVJUBCMFGPSUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZBSUQSBDUJDFT
such as mediums, the number of artworks that can be submitted and the variations in size. Moreover, there are similarities among them which are the judging
system is completed in one day and the judging committee judge the entries from
the image and the artistic statement written in the application form. However,
there is an alternative model that tries to provide opportunity and experience for
contemporary artist whose practices base on concepts, discourses and series of
works.
Initiative Art Project: BRANDNEW
BRANDNEW art project was initiated in 2003 with the fundamental objectives to
support contemporary artists and disseminate the understanding in contemporary art to general public. Firstly, it is positioned as the community collaborative
project among the neighboring contemporary art galleries; Bangkok University
Gallery (BUG), Si-Am Art Space and Space Contemporary Art, that would co-organize the parallel exhibitions in order that the audience would be able to see the
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exhibitions one after another within the communal area. Another core idea that
has been continued until today is to proactively search for the young artists or art
practitioners regardless of age and nationality who have never had a solo show in
their lives by direct contact to the artists, by recommendations from network such
as art institutions and art professionals and by research on artists’ proposals and
portfolios. An individual artist and group of artists are welcome to participate.
BRANDNEW does not have themes or subjects for artists to interpret. The art project
provides opportunity for artists to work on their own interests. Consequently, there
are variety in art forms and languages. The only focal point that all artists must have
is freshness that is bright and shine according to their maturity, experiences, stories
or messages that they want to communicate. (Bangkok University Gallery, 2002)

The message above is excerpted from the preface in the catalogue for BRANDNEW
2003. Until now, this art project still remains in the position that young contemporary art practitioners are waiting to participate and the audience are eager to see
the spirit of contemporary art in universal language and experience the freshness
in the artworks and messages. However, through the pursuit of the initiative objectives, the project has been developed within itself since the 1st BRANDNEW in
UPUIFDVSSFOUUI#3"/%/&8JO5IFTUVEZÎOETPVUDPSFEFWFMPQment areas; from community collaborative art space to art space partnership and
from judging committee to curatorial process, as described below.
Initially, BRANDNEW art project was co-organized by 3 community art spaces. SiAm Art Space and Space Contemporary Art were in the vicinity of Bangkok UniWFSTJUZ(BMMFSZ$JUZ$BNQVTPO3BNB*7"DDPSEJOHUPUIFÎSTUFEJUJPOJOBOE
the second edition in 2004, there were 12 exhibitions by 12 artists (Thai citizens
BOE5IBJSFTJEFOUT JOUIPTFHBMMFSJFT)PXFWFS CFDBVTFPGTPNFEJGÎDVMUJFT 4J"N
Art Space and Space Contemporary Art were discontinued in 2005. Therefore, the
idea on community art galleries was changed to partnered art galleries. Bangkok
University Gallery, the main organizer, determined to support young contemporary artists. Then, the idea of partnership was generated in accordance with the
understanding on the situation and stability of art spaces in Thailand. Tadu Contemporary Art Gallery was in partnership in 2005, 2006 and 2008, while the other
galleries were in partnership like Numthong Gallery in 2005, 2010, 2012 and 2013,
The Art Center Chulalongkorn University in 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010, HOF Art in
2006, White Space in 2010, WTF Gallery in 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2019,
5IF+BN'BDUPSZJO (BMMFSZ7&3JO 3."*OTUJUVUFJO "SUJTU 3VOJO
2017, NOVA Contemporary in 2017 and 2019.
Regarding to the judging system, art lecturers and art professionals from art
JOTUJUVUJPOTXFSFUIFKVEHJOHDPNNJUUFFJOUIFÎSTUUISFFFEJUJPOTPG#3"/%/&8
In 2006, the selection of artworks was changed to curatorial process by guest
curators. Each edition, Bangkok University Gallery is responsible for the invitation
and expenditure of local and foreign curators. Guest curators for BRANDNEW art
project are Naoko Usuki from Japan (2006), Marianne Maasland from Germany
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(2008), Gridthiya Gaweewong from Thailand (2009), Ark Fongsmut from Thailand
(2010), Ringo Bunoan from Philippines (2012), Isabel Ching from Singapore (2013),
Nguyen Nhu Huy from Viet Nam (2015), Angkrit Ajchariyasophon from Thailand
(2016), Haymann Oo from Myanmar (2017) and Yap Sau Bin from Malaysia (2019).
Regarding to budget wise and regional partnership in ASEAN, since 2009 the project has focused on inviting curators from Southeast Asian countries. The curatorial process starts after open call. The guest curator has to research on artists by
visiting the visual arts departments of art institutions, reviewing artists’ portfolios
and interviewing the artists. Most candidates are recommended by art teachers.
However, independent artists can also make appointment with the guest curator.
The networking universities are Silpakorn University, Chulalongkorn University,
King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang, Srinakharinwirot University,
Burapha University, Chiang Mai University, Khon Kaen University, Mahasarakham
University and Prince of Songkla University Pattani Campus. Later, the guest curaUPSXJMMUIPSPVHIMZTUVEZPOBMMBDDVNVMBUFEEBUBBOEÎOBMMZDVSBUFBSUJTUTXPSLT
for BRANDNEW art project.
Awards for BRANDNEW art project are exceptional and cannot compare to art
competitions mentioned above because they are not in the forms of medals, monFZQSJ[FT DFSUJÎDBUFTPSÎFMEUSJQTBCSPBE4FMFDUFEBSUJTUTXJMMCFTVQQPSUFEXJUI
QSPEVDUJPODPTU TQBDFT GBDJMJUJFTBOEPUIFSGPSNTPGTVQQPSUTUPDSFBUFUIFJSÎSTU
solo show at designated art spaces assigned by the curator. During the curatorial
process until the exhibition installment, the outgrowth of the project is real life
learning experience which is more meaningful than the production of the artwork
itself or the tangible reward. Eventually, it is frequently mentioned that the most
precious prize of BRANDNEW is the opportunity to learn how to be a professional
artist for a living.
BRANDNEW's Offspring
The previous topic discussed about the development of the BRANDNEW art
project. This topic will clarify the intangible prizes and successes of BRANDNEW
artists.
Arin Rungjang was one of the twelve selected artists in BRANDNEW 2003. He
mentioned that BRANDNEW supported and encouraged his contemporary art
practices (Interview, June 14, 2020). It was the right step after his graduation. If
IFIBEOPUHPUUIFPQQPSUVOJUZGPSUIFÎSTUTPMPFYIJCJUJPOBU#BOHLPL6OJWFSsity Gallery, he would have left the professional artistic career and worked in the
ÎMNJOEVTUSZ"SJOQSFTFOUFEIJTJOTUBMMBUJPOXPSLUJUMFEA&NPUJPOTBT8BUFSTCZ
USBOTGPSNJOHUIFHBMMFSZTQBDFJOUPBQPOECZÎMMJOHVQXBUFSXJUIMJHIUSFÏFDtions from ceilings. The audience were invited to walk into the ankle depth water
and experienced the tranquility (Figure 1). The artist challenged and played with
the audience emotion and perception. Currently, Arin is one of the most active
Thai contemporary artists with extensive and multi-disciplinary art practices. He
participated in many world-class art festivals such as Venice Biennale (2013) and
Documenta 14 (2017).
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Figure 1. Left, Arin Rungjang: BRANDNEW art project in 2003 and right, Documenta 14 in 2017.



Krit Ngamsom was in BRANDNAME 2008 curated by an Amsterdam-based curator,
Marianne Maasland. Krit stated that it was a great opportunity to work with the
foreign professional curator. He recognized the importance of curatorial process
and international standard of contemporary art exhibition. He also learnt to solve
UFDIOJDBMQSPCMFNTUIBUNJHIUIBQQFOJOUIFTQBDF#3"/%/&8DPOÎSNFEIJT
competency to be a contemporary artist. He participated in many international
art events; Singapore Biennale 2013, Bangkok Art Biennale 2018 and Venice Biennale in 2019.



Figure 2. Left, Krit Ngamsom, BRANDNEW art project in 2008 and right, Thai Pavilion, Venice Biennale
in 2019.

Jarasporn Chumsri was a young female artist in BRANDNEW 2015. Apart from
her skill and unique style in painting, she has ability to apply her contemporary
lifestyle exploring through the social network to be the concept of work. In Figure
3, on the left she re-interpreted Impressionism in contemporary way by capturing
the joyful and impressive moments from virtual space of Instagram on canvas. On
the right, she portrayed Impressionism exhibition perceived from virtual gallery
UISPVHIUIFXFCTJUFJOPSEFSUPSFÏFDUIFSJOUFSFTUJODPOUFNQPSBSZXBZ+BSBTQPSO
stated that the opportunity from BRANDNEW encourages her to continue this
painting style and concept, teaches her how to write a proposal and prepare portfolio in a proper manner.
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Alternative Contemporary Art Projects
BRANDNEW art project is an art competition model that is widely open and
provides more options for young contemporary artists. However, there are two art
projects established after BRANDNEW that aim to support contemporary art practitioners but with different approaches.



Figure 3. Left, Jarasporn Chumsri: BRANDNEW art project in 2015 and right, an upcoming exhibition.

EARLY YEARS PROJECT was initiated in 2016 by Bangkok Art and Culture Centre
(BACC). The project welcomes Thai artists age between 23-40 years old to submit
their initial proposals for a chance to interview with the appointed committee.
Pannawat Muangmoon, an artist who won the scholarship in EARLY YEAR PROJECT #4 explained that the shortlisted artists must attend all preparation courses
that are essential for artist career such as how to write a proposal, how to do a
research, how to install the artworks etc. (Interview, May 21, 2020). Later the project provides the production cost for artists to develop their works. The shortlisted
artists can freely choose advisors. Additionally, there will be a critique session to
conform the ideas and concepts of works to the annual theme. At the end of the
project, the artworks will be exhibited and only two artists will be selected by the
committee for the Residency Funding and the Mobility Funding.
HEAD YOUNG was also initiated in 2016. The project targets to support young Thai
artists age between 18-25 years old residing in Northeastern part of Thailand. The
interested artists can submit their portfolios and proposals with the application
forms. The guest curator will interview the candidates. The selected artists will be
provided production cost and spaces for their solo exhibitions.
It is too early to compare BRANDNEW with these two alternative contemporary
art projects. Since 2003, BRANDNEW has been changed and developed from limiUBUJPOTBOEEJGÎDVMUJFT5IFSFGPSF JUJTBQQSPQSJBUFUPPCTFSWFUIFNJOUIFFBSMJFS
stage for further study.
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Conclusion
Art competition has been one of platforms to support the artists since the Modern
era. The judging system, medal and prize money had been palpably initiated since
UIFO5PEBZ UIBUDSJUFSJBTUJMMIBWFJOÏVFODFPOBSUDPNQFUJUJPOTJO5IBJMBOE)PXever, the initiative art project, BRANDNEW, has been designated to challenge the
judging system by developing the committee structure into a professional curator. The project is proactive to do outreach curatorial research. The guest curator
performs curatorial processes by in-dept interview with artists on their concepts
of works and reviewing on their portfolios and backgrounds. Later, after shortlisted, the curator will inspire creative ideas, exchange cultures and share knowlFEHFXJUIBSUJTUTXIJDI$IVO8BJ  DMBSJÎFEUIPTFNVUVBMCFOFÎUTADVSBUPS
BTDPMMBCPSBUPSh"QQBSFOUMZ ZPVOHBSUJTUTXIPVOEFSHPUIFJOUFSWJFXXJUIUIF
guest curator will familiarize the curatorial process. It is a way to groom and grow
contemporary artists.
Rules and strictures on mediums and sizes are barriers for contemporary art practices which are conceptual based. To present the artist statement, the artworks
might come in series (not one or two works for presentation), in various size and
forms. Therefore, BRANDNEW requires only portfolios and proposals for open call
so that artists can freely create the artworks regardless of themes and subjects.
As a result, the project provides spaces and facilities to support artists’ creativity
GPSUIFJSÎSTUTPMPFYIJCJUJPO.PSFPWFS TFMFDUFEBSUJTUTXJMMFYQFSJFODFUIFJOTUBMMing processes in the actual gallery space where negotiation and collaboration are
engaged.
BRANDNEW can be considered as an inferior in terms of money prizes. On the
other hand, it will be superior in terms of the opportunity to understand how to
QVSTVJUBMJWJOHBTBQSPGFTTJPOBMBSUJTU5IFÎSTUTPMPFYIJCJUJPOJOBQSPGFTTJPOBM
art gallery empowers the spirit of the artist. The experience to work closely with a
local and foreign professional guest curator strengthens artists’ skills and abilities to be able to stand in the international art stages. Almost one third of selected
BRANDNEW artists are still around the contemporary art sphere. Apart from Arin
Rungjang, Krit Ngamsom and Jarasporn Chumsri that mentioned earlier, Yuree
Kensaku, Boonsri Tangtrongsin, Kentaro Hiroki, Prateep Suthathongthai, Orawan
Arunrak, Latthapon Korkiatarkul and many more still participate in major art
exhibitions. To conclude, BRANDNEW has reached the target to groom and grow
contemporary young artists to be able to carry on their career. Correspondingly,
BRANDNEW is a contemporary art project initiative that sustain contemporary art
in Thailand.
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Mobility
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Abstract
This paper argues against the traditional notion of mobility by reinterpreting it
through three concepts: Margin of Indeterminacy, Governmobility and Lefebvre’s
Production of Space. The author chooses to compare the transportation of Bangkok
and Tokyo based on direct experience and the city transportation’s respective notability. The paratransportation and decentralized transportation in Bangkok allows
the city to have a wider margin of indeterminacy than Tokyo. By that, people in Bangkok has other alternatives when a major transportation has an issue. Tokyo depends
primary on its railway. Foucauldian governmentality argued that mobility is another
way where the government governs over the people. Governmobility is a new form
of authority through connections and the power to control mobility. While Tokyo has
a rigid predesignated path for ones commute, Bangkok does not, implying a different level of bio-power. Hence, it is argued that Bangkok’s mobility actually possesses
more freedom than Tokyo’s.
Keywords: Margin of Indeterminacy, Govermobility, Production of Space, Mobility, Public
Transportation
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Introduction
In 2018, The European Union declared it the year of Multimodality. The importance of multimodality in the transportation system in the European Union is
highlighted in many studies and the relationship between the multimodality and
class mobility has come to a brighter light. As the name of the year pointed out,
modality is rather multiple modes of transportation combined. The relationship
between mobility and society can determine the state of the people’s freedom. On
one hand, mobility is the ability for one to travel in a shorter time at a lower cost.
However, in some area with transportation disadvantage, this could lead to social
FYDMVTJPOUIBUTJHOJÎFTTPDJBMEJTBEWBOUBHFT -VDBT  "DDPSEJOHUP-VDBT
 USBOTQPSUEJTBEWBOUBHFTJODMVEFTOPDBS IJHIDPTUPGGBSFT JOTVGÎDJFOU
information, fear of crime and poor public service. Therefore, social capital and
social networks or simply, life opportunity are inaccessible (Lucas, 2012). In short,
one’s mobility can determine the outcome of people’s life and the one who control
JUIBTUIFQPXFSUIFCJPQPXFS8JUIJOUIJTTDPQFPGEFÎOJUJPO IJHIMZTZTUFNBUJD
transportation such as Tokyo would be among the best since it accommodates the
riders. On the other hand, mobility is also about free-will; to travel anywhere, anyhow upon one’s volition. Some believe the system in Bangkok is bad for mobility
due to its disorganized nature that hinders its people from travelling. Hence, the
system with a cost-effective travelling provides more freedom and mobility while
the “disorganized” system presents a challenge towards independence.
)PXFWFS UIJTQBQFSXJMMBSHVFCZÏJQQJOHUIFUSBEJUJPOBMOBSSBUJWF5IFNFSFGSFFdom one gains from mobility can turn out to be a constraint and the unmethodical transportation system can be seen as a form of freedom.
The reason behind the choice of comparing Bangkok and Tokyo is that Tokyo is
always ranked among the city with the best transport mobility while Bangkok is
always ranked as one of the worst transport mobility, not to mention its rampant
USBGÎDQSPCMFN5IFTFUXPNFUSPQPMJUBOBSFBTBSFDPNQBSBCMFJOUFSNPGTJ[FBT
both of them are mega-cities with population more than 10 millions. As they are
metropolitan area, it also needs to channel people in and out of the area through
public transportation on daily basis. In addition, as the author of this article had
lived in both Bangkok and Tokyo (2019-2020), it is much easier for the author to
gain living experience through the transportations in these cities respectively. As
a result, the method of study is based on the experience of the author and an attempt to reinterpret freedom and constraint in mobility.
This article will explore this reinterpretation through three theoretical frameworks. It will go through the theoretical framework of margin of indeterminacy
UPFYBNJOFUIFÏBXTPGUIFIJHIMZGPSNBMJ[FETZTUFNBOEUIFTUSFOHUIPGUIF
undirected system (Fisch, 2018). The governmobility will examine the mobility’s
potential to impose constraint on the people; the bio-power in mobility (Bærenholdt, 2013). The Spatial Triads will be used to determine the production of space
through mobility within the space of Bangkok and Tokyo. These three theoretical
concepts are interconnected as it will expose the contradiction of mobility. While
margin of indeterminacy shows the reality of the transport systems that are different from the ideal in the physical level, the governmobility shows it in mental
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level resulting difference in the production of space. Lastly, this paper will debate
whether the condition in these transportation’s mobility is really freedom or
constraint.
Margin of Indeternninacy
The margin of indeterminacy, understood in this article based on the study of
Gilbert Simondon’s concept by Fisch (2018) as, a measurement for the ability of
the system to retain its performance while facing complications. The higher the
retention, the wider the margin of indeterminacy is. The example provided by
Fisch (2018), is the commuter-train system of Yamanote loop-line. During peak
hour, the train is about 2.5 minutes apart from the next train. It has an additional
5 seconds to spare in each station. If it is delayed for 5 seconds over 29 stations,
the cumulative deferral will be 2.5 minutes. This implies that if one train delayed
for more than 2.5 minutes over this loop-line, the next train must be cancelled to
make way for the delayed train. As a result of cancelling eleven-car train,1 about
3350 people are left to cram themselves in the remaining trains. The cancellation
of one train does not affect the overall train schedule. However, on the occasion
of human accident, multiple trains would get cancelled resulting in a ripple effect
throughout the system causing a massive holdup, if it is delayed for more than 15
minutes which is the minimum time for the transportation in Tokyo to issue delay
DFSUJÎDBUFSFÏFDUJOHUIFNBSHJOPGJOEFUFSNJOBDZPG5PLZPFYUSFNFMZMPXGSPNJUT
lack of resilience.
The reason why the margin of indeterminacy of Tokyo is low, lies upon its transportation’s system. The system in Tokyo is consists of companies and governmentsubsidy bodies on commuter rail companies such as but not limited to JR East,
Keio, Toei and Tokyu. The railway network is the center of all public transportation
and also the primary choice of travelling. Public bus hubs, for example, usually
located next to the railway and service only around the district. However, the fare
for the railway is more attractive for the user in Tokyo. While the bus cost 210 Yen,
ÏBUSBUFQFSSJEF UIFUSBJOVTVBMMZTUBSUFEGSPN:FO PS:FOPOTPNFMJOF 
covering a greater distance. The minimum hourly wage in Tokyo area is around
1000 yen since 2019. Therefore, it costs only around 20 percent of an hourly wage
for one ride. All of these put a great reliance of mobility on the Tokyo’s railway
system. The sole system roundups the mass in one area. But since Tokyo relies on
POMZUIJTTZTUFNUPNBOBHFUIFÏPXPGUIFQFPQMF JUJTWVMOFSBCMFUPTVEEFOQSPClem. A disruption could cause a ripple effect on its schedule and other transportations with the system of that size and responsibility.
On the other hand, in Bangkok, the margin of indeterminacy is the opposite of
Tokyo. Bangkok has a lot of paratransportation to choose and does not exclusive
UPPOFTZTUFNJODMVEJOHNPUPSDZDMFUBYJ NPEJÎFEQJDLVQUSVDLBOEUIFXPSME
renowned Tuk-Tuk (Kakizaki, 2014; Sporzetti, 2018). The latest addition to this
category is transportation via Grab application. Commuter systems in Bangkok is
also in the hand of both the small private companies and government subsidized
enterprise. Hence, the power of mobility is not concentrated on one mode of transportation. Moreover, the fare of transportation in Bangkok does not accommodate
all class of people like Tokyo’s. Prime Minister Prayut best illustrated the segrega-
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tion of transportation in Thailand “Rich people should pay to use expressway while poor
people should use lower roads so there won’t be congestion” (Sereemongkonpol, 2021).
As such, the rich is more likely to use the sky-train while the poor cannot afford
it. As a result, the transportation segregates groups of passengers based on their
ÎOBODJBMTUBUVT +FOLT  #ZUIBU JUDSFBUFTBQBSBMMFMTZTUFNPGUSBOTQPSUBUJPO
for each class that help to reduce the congestion (Jenks, 2003). For example, the
GBSFPGUIFQVCMJDCVTTUBSUTGSPN#BIUÏBUSBUFPOOPOBJSDPOEJUJPOFECVTUP
25 Baht. As for the BTS, it starts from 16 Baht to 59 Baht. While using the bus from
Siam to Pak Nam will cost one around 20 Baht, it would cost 59 Baht for BTS (Thai
Development Research Institute). The minimum daily wage is around 330 Baht or
around 33 Baht per hour. Proportionally, only non-air-conditioned bus is comparable with transportation in Tokyo. The segregation is made through the price that
sky-train could be as much as threefold more expensive than the air-conditioned
and seven times for non-air-conditioned bus. Instead of using the Bangkok Transit
System, a sky-train system (BTS), a cheaper option would be to use bus no. 2, 25,
508, 511 which their routes almost overlap the line of the BTS. Bus route no. 2, 25,
508, 511 share similar course with BTS for almost 20 Kilometers, more than half of
BTS’s route. The carrying capacity for each sky-train (four cars, 1000 people) and
bus (80 people) in Bangkok are also much lower than metro (3350 people) in Japan
making the effect of removing one train or bus out of the system minimal in BangLPL#ZUIBU JGPOFNPEFPGUSBOTQPSUBUJPOJTVOBCMFUPGVMÎMJUTEVUZGPSBTQFDJÎD
time, this highly independent system can continue without any hindrance by havJOHPUIFSNPEFTPGUSBOTQPSUBUJPOGVMÎMJUTEVUZJOUIFTBNFMJOF&WFOJGJUDBOOPU 
the number of people affected by it is much smaller. With the price, the existence
of paratransportation and the overlapping routes of transportation, the margin of
indeterminacy in Bangkok is extremely high.
Governmobility
As the politics of the world prioritize more on territory than the people, the governmentality emerged as the way for the government to control its territory
through the use of its apparatus (Foucault, 2008). By this, the bio-power emerged
as a way to mobilize its people to defend not only the sovereignty but any threats
to the government; from natural disasters to population shortage (Foucault, 2008).
The government embedded its relation with the people. Within this perspective,
governing through mobility is one of the ways to impose government’s orders.
Thus, Bærenholdt (2013) argues that the government operates through the administration of mobility while at the same time mobility is a way for the people
to be overseen. Hence, governmobility is the new form of authority which govern
through connections, individual’s self-governing body and shaping technology and
environment to control mobility.
With the notion of governmobility proposed by Bærenholdt (2013), we could
observe that every state exert its power through the control of mobility at different extent. To one end, not giving any means to transport could prevent its
citizen from gaining enough resources to resist the authority. On the other end,
the authority is able to exert its control through mobility’s regulation as well as
organizing and controlling the transportation’s joint. Within Tokyo, especially after
the 1968 student protest,2 the authority implemented transportation’s regulation.
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Tokyo does not only possess a huge system of commuter rail, but also connects
with other systems which mostly overseen by the government. Everything from
the parking lot to the interchange between transport system is to place a pre-determined, rigid route for the passengers. In doing so, there are maps of trains and
DPNQMFYTZTUFNTPGTJHOTUFMMJOHXIJDITQFDJÎDUSBJODBSSJBHFUPCPBSEBOEFYJUUP
HP POFTIPVMEUBLFFWFOJGJUJTOPUUIFTIPSUFTUXBZDPOÎSNFECZUIFNPCJMFBQplication.3

'JHVSF8IFOPOFJTVTJOH(PPHMF.BQTBQQMJDBUJPOUPÎOEBSPVUF JUXJMMBVUPNBUJDBMMZTIPXUIBUUP
go from Hongo-sanchome station to Shibuya station, one has to board train carriage number 2 for the
convenience of changing a train at Otemachi station.

Its commuter pass even has its own pre-determined route of transportation.4 For
example, a commuter pass with route from Hongo-sanchome station to Shibuya
station will have a predetermined route that one has to pass through Asakasamitsuke station through Ginza line. Actually, one can travel to Shibuya by changing at Otemachi station to Honzomon line as well. However, the system will detect
the unfamiliar course when the pass touches the sensor. Therefore, if one travel
outside the predetermined route, even for the same destination, one has to pay
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extra for that. With all of these, the bio-power is formed becoming a subconscious
for one to follow all of the sign and routes, allowing the authority to take full control of the connecting points; The perceived space which will be discussed later
(the spatial practice). At the same time, there is a great number of crowd control patrols whom are deployed in and outside the station for occasions such as
festivals and state ceremonies to mobilize the mass accordance to the authority’s
direction.5

'JHVSF5IFQPTUFSJMMVTUSBUFTUIFTQFDJÎDUSBJODBSSJBHFPOFTIPVMECPBSEGPSUIFHSFBUFTUDPOWFOJFODF
such as being close to the exit, escalator and/or connecting trains.

On the other hand, Thailand has a different level of governmobility because of
its decentralized urban transportation system. Because the choice of transportation is diverse and independent, its margin of indeterminacy is wide. The absence
of integration in the transportation system makes it harder for the authority to
possess this bio-power; hence, another type of governmobility. However, Thai
BVUIPSJUZ JOTUFBE NPEJÎFTUIFUSBOTQPSUBUJPOEJTBEWBOUBHFUPTPMWFJUTQSPCMFNT
The expensive fare is unattractive to the working class. As a result, the fare segSFHBUFTUIFQFPQMFJOUIFTZTUFNNPSFFGÎDJFOUMZCZIBWJOHNJEEMFDMBTTUBLJOH
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the BTS and the working class taking the bus, pushing them out of the mobility
and the social capital come along with it by making a barrier at the connectivity.
Decentralized system also makes it harder for the service provider to track down
the passenger. As we could see from the failure of the Mangmoom card (all-in-one
transportation card), each system remains independent from each other which
means that they cannot track the transfer passenger beyond the station. On the
other hand, with the pre-determined commuter pass and IC card in Japan, it is
much easier to track the passenger as the system is all linked. All in all, we could
observe that each state utilizes the governmobility in its own way to achieve the
goal whether by regulating it or having none of it.
Lefebvre’s Production of Space: Spatial Triads
According to Lefebvre (2004) in the production of space, we have to consider three
elements: The Conceived Space (Representation of Space), Perceived Space (Spatial
Practice) and Lived Space (Representational Space). The conceived space is the ideal representation of space that the hegemony aims to have and the abstract space
it created. It is about the knowledge of that space and the ideology that shape the
spatial practice of that space. Perceived space is the spatial practice. The routine
of the human body that appropriate the space for their use (Lefebvre, 2004). In
this case, it is about the urban realities, the route and network which connected
to places. This leads to the reproduction of social relationships and the creation of
ideal spaces according to the user. Lastly, the lived space is the real experience one
FODPVOUFSJOEBJMZMJGFBOEJTÎMMFEXJUIDVMUVSBMNFNPSJFT"UUIFTBNFUJNF UIJT
space challenges the dominant ideology through memories cultivated from all the
encounters. All of these make the social space a social product of the relation in
society.
8JUIJO-FGFCWSFTQSPEVDUJPOPGTQBDF XFDPVMEÎOEUIBUUIFEJGGFSFODFJONPbility also affect the production of space as the ideology is reproduced through
mobility. Indeed, the ideology of the hegemony is imbued within the infrastructure
to achieve its ideological goal (Adey, 2006; Humphrey, 2005). In Tokyo, the conceive
space is made by the authority who holds the most complete vision of the map.
*UTHPBMJTUPDPOUSPMJUTQPQVMBUJPOBOEUIFÏPXXIJMFNJOJNJ[FUIFSFTJTUBODF
through daily symbolism.6 By that, it tries its best to create spatial practice as a
daily routine for one to follow the designated route. The memories of practice
turn into common sense for one to follow the path making it easier for people to
be guided (Bissel, 2014). The repetition lead to the formation of spatial practice
which allows the government to produce order in the society through controlling
the connections and putting constraint in the mobility. Hence, it could be said that
the Japanese government could control the spatial practice of its people to a great
extent, since the spatial practice is a mode of social relation’s reproduction that
expects to continue (Lefebvre, 2004). The lasting success of controlling people in
Japan produces the social relation between the government and its labors; powering by both facilitating them to work and discouraging them from political gathering. Therefore, the state of Japan controls the mode of production to a great extent
by controlling the labour since the government is the owner of the map while the
people are the one who has to follow the map. This shape, the living space, the
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real experience is normalized by spatial practice. The lived space is the oppression disguised as mobility due to the normalization. It becomes normal for one to
travel by train in the determined route which is the constraint for one’s freedom.
In short, it could be said that the state of Japan successfully controls the spatial
practice that allows it to create the social relation and social space at its will.
On the contrary, Thailand has different ideology compared to Japan as it uses the
governmobility for another purpose. The ideology of infrastructure of Thailand
JTUPTFHSFHBUFUIFQFPQMFGSPNUIPTFXIPÎOBODJBMMZBCMFBOEUIPTFXIPBSFOPU
able to access the mobility. It has created the parallel system in the transportation
of Thailand in which contradict with the conceive space. The conceived space of
the authority of Thailand is the smooth connection of transportation called the
train-boat-bus project under one system with rail system as the centre similar to
Japan but it is far from realization (Sukkhaarun, 2016). The conceive space is still
on the map but is undermined by the complex urban layer of Bangkok. This also
affects the spatial practice of the people as people perceive the current system as
confusing due to the overlap between services and the system. The spatial practice also affects social mobility as it enlarges the transportation disadvantage of
certain groups of people developing the social relation between the middle class
and the subaltern, embedding the segregation and systematic oppression of their
positive freedom in the social space and social practice (Thailand Development
Research Institute, 2019). As a result, it differentiates the lived space greatly from
those of Japan. The reality of mobility in Thailand is not in the hand of the states
but rather on the paratransportation throughout the city making them the owner
of the map since they are the one who knows each layer of the city and able to
guide the people through the complexity (Sopranzetti, 2018). This greatly shapes
the lived space as it is the reality everyone living. The lived space in Bangkok is
rather disorganized from the aforementioned overlaps allowing other than the
state to have an active role in the politics of mobility. On the other hand, it is
much harder for the state to achieve its hegemony in controlling and suppressing
the mass since the people’s mobility is still autonomous due to the extreme selfTVGÎDJFODZPGUIFTZTUFN)PXFWFS UIJTBMTPTBWFBMPUPGCVEHFUGPSUIFTUBUFGSPN
trying to facilitate the people by organizing the system.
Conclusion: Freedom or Constraint
The answer of whether the mobility in both cities is freedom or constraint lie
upon everyone’s viewpoint since it is subjected to one’s determination and one’s
perception on whether these abstract spaces are a freedom or a constraint (Negishi & Bissel, 2020; Fujii, 1999). As this paper shows us about the effect that mobility could produce, it is necessary to acknowledge that mobility is a vital part in our
daily life and play a vital role in governing the people. However, to only acknowledge the surface value of mobility is to ignore the underlying notion of freedom
and constraint. This essay compares the mobility in Bangkok and Tokyo and found
out that the existence of paratransportation in Bangkok, with its decentralized
structure, greatly diminish mobility in the traditional sense but increase the freedom of choice for user as the government has less resource to implement control
on its people. The margin of indeterminacy shows the resilience of transportation
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JO#BOHLPLDPNQBSFEUPUIFDPTUPGFGÎDJFODZJO5PLZP5IFHPWFSONPCJMJUZTIPXT
the extent that the government could control the mass through connections.
Tokyo has great system that allow ones to travel far but in a very controlled manner compared to Bangkok which the choice still exist with substitute and independence. These lead to the formation of lived space through the spatial practice.
5IFEJGGFSFODFTPGUIFTZTUFNSFÏFDUUIFJEFPMPHZJOUSBOTQPSUBUJPOPGFBDIDJUZ
Tokyo seems to aim at controlling the mass through connections while Bangkok
BJNTBUTFQBSBUJOHUIFNBTTJOUPHSPVQTEFÎOFECZÎOBODJBMTUBUVT5IFTFDSFBUF
the memories of practice that embedded within the people producing the relation
between the people and the state. Nevertheless, mobility is subjective. The choice
GBMMTPOUIFQFPQMFUPGFFMUIFPQQSFTTJPOJOUIFTZTUFNPGNPCJMJUZPSUPÎOEUIF
GSFFEPNXJUIJOUIFJOFGÎDJFODZ*OGSFFEPN DPOTUSBJOUTFYJTUFEBOEWJDFWFSTB
Endnotes
1

According to Fisch (2018), it is 10 cars but author found out that it is 11 cars as of 2020.

2

All open space for gathering was diminished to prevent student from being able to gather in the
public without the control of the police. Tokyo University of Education also relocated and changed to
be Tsukuba University as well.

3

Author’s experience.

4

Author’s experience.

 "VUIPST FYQFSJFODF JO 4VNJEBLBXB ÎSFXPSLT GFTUJWBM  5TVDIJVSB ÎSFXPSLT GFTUJWBM BOE UIF
coronation ceremony.
6

According to James C. Scott cited in Sopranzetti (2018).
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Abstract
The Smart Band Application is a music application paired with a hardware device
designed for the Thai elderly at foster care homes to enhance group participation
in musical-based activities. It is small, wireless (or wired) and easily attached to
most instruments that produce pitches. For this research a set of eight angklungs
(a SE Asia bamboo tube shaker instrument) covering the range from C to high C
was selected. Angklungs are affordable, easy to play and have an appealing sound.
Eight Smart Band devices, which consist of a set of sensors and vibrators, were
attached to the angklungs to collect data during the research. The study’s participants were 30 elderly female volunteers who had no music background, living in
the Tiwanon’s Friendship and Welfare Foundation care facility in Nonthaburi. The
“Smart Band” devices were incorporated into group musical activites in the care
home where they providing timing cues to each participant during song playing
sessions. Participants were interviewed to provide feedback on its effectiveness
and functionality. The potential for self-led or leaderless sessions and the impact
on motor skills, cognitive and focus factors are also discussed.
Keywords: Music, Smart Band, Therapy, Music Activity, Angklung, Elderly, Thai Aging
Society, Music Therapy
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Introduction
According to Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, Thailand is
one of the fastest-aging countries in the world. The proportion of the population
aged 60 and over is projected to increase from 13% to 44% in 2040. (Lorthanavanich, 2021). The result of economic, social development, advancement in science, technology and medicine leads the longevity of people to be longer. In addition to the advancement of science and technology, family planning and fertility
control policies have been reducing fertility conditions rapidly while the population mortality rate has been decreasing continuously. In Thailand, the elderly who
aged higher than 60 years old were 10,569,021 people out of 65,203,979 people in
2015. In 2022, the number of elders had increased to 12,116,199 people accounting
for 13.89% of the total Thai population (Department of Older Persons, 2022).
The elderly are divided into three groups: (1) independent group who can help
themselves very well and having good health without chronic diseases and being
able to live on their own; (2) home addictive group are those who can help themselves but need some help because they have multiple chronic diseases; and (3)
bedridden group are those who are unable to perform daily activities and always
need help from others (Sweetser, 1984).
Health problems in the elderly increase unavoidably when they become older due
UPCPEZEFUFSJPSBUJPO5IVT UIFFMEFSMZBSFBMXBZTBUSJTLPGCFJOHJOÏJDUFECZEJTeases and prone to having accidents. The World Health Organization (WHO) stated
UIBUNJMMJPOQFPQMFXPSMEXJEFBSFEJBHOPTFEXJUIEFNFOUJB "M[IFJNFShTXIJDI
accounts for 60-70% of total treatment (Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2017). Recently, non-pharmacological approaches, such as music therapy and
creative arts therapy, are recommended to improve and support the life quality of
elderly. Musical activities and social interactions can reduce brain damage, store
brain memories, and reduce anxiety (Binson, 2018; Hanser, 2012; Dileo & Zanders,
2012; Silverman, 2022).
In Thailand, medical practitioners offer music-based activities to assist the elderly
and to recover from aliments of the body and/or mind in rehabilitation centers.
For example, the Thai Red Cross Rehabilitation Center in Samut Prakan province,
located about 40 kilometers south of Bangkok. The facility specializes in providing
treatment and rehabilitation service to patients with handicap and patients with
a low level of self-help from diseases such as ischemic stroke, brain injury, spinal
cord injury, chronic medical conditions, and pediatric patients with growth and
developmental problems and patients with cerebral palsy. The facility is one of the
ÎSTUSFIBCJMJUBUJPODFOUFSTJO5IBJMBOEUIBUQSPWJEFTNVTJDBMBDUJWJUJFTXJUIBGBcilitator who graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in music. The facility introduced
music activities to patients in the 1980s. However, one important problem in arranging musical activities in such center is the lack of staff. The facility has only
one staff who can lead a musical activities. At present, apart from the Thai Red
Cross rehabilitation center, there are two local public hospitals in Bangkok. There
is only one music therapist who works full-time as a permanent employee at each
local public hospital in Bangkok. These two local public hospitals are the largest
hospitals in the country. Siriraj Hospital is one of the busiest medical centers in
Southeast Asia with a capacity of more than 2,000 beds and visited by more than
three million patients per year. A music therapist position was only introduced to
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Siriraj Hospital ten years ago. The situation in local nursing homes, long-term care
GBDJMJUJFTBOEIPTQJDFTJO5IBJMBOEJOEJDBUFTUIFFWFONPSFEJGÎDVMUJFTJOQSPWJEJOH
musical activities due to the lack of full-time positions of music therapists. One
TJHOJÎDBOUPCTUBDMFJOBSSBOHJOHNVTJDBMBDUJWJUJFTJOOVSTJOHIPNFTJTUIFGBDU
there are no full-time musicians employed or musically trained staff to lead the
activities.
The Musical Instrument – Angklung and the Usage of “Kodaly” Hand Signals
Chastin (2015) stated that social activities can improve the elderly’s mental health
including their depressive disorder. Musical activities are social activities that entertain, give a sense of belonging to a group, and allow the participant as a social
member. Therefore, musical activities can add up the value and meaning of life
for the elderly. To play angklung in a band gives the players delight and emotional
aesthetics, one of the important features of being humans.
Originating from Indonesia, the angklung is a bamboo musical instrument with
UXPUVCFT"TJOHMFBOHLMVOHDBOQSPEVDFPOFTQFDJÎDQJUDI BOEUIFDPMMFDUJWFPG
the instruments are tuned to the western scale. By tuning the angklung to follow
the western scale, angklung can be used to play various kind of music, including
local and international repertoires. An angklung player can hold up to a maximum of 7-8 angklung on the left hand and uses the right hand to shake a selected
angklung of a particular pitch.

Figure 1. Indonesian angklung rehearsal at the Faculty of Fine & Applied Arts, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand: March 2013 by Indonesian Members of "Gita Rasa Swara Interna" from the Dept. of
Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Padjadjaran, Dr. Hasan Sadikin Central General
Hospital, Indonesia.

When the Indonesian angklung was introduced into Thai culture in 1907, Thailand
BEPQUFEUIFJOTUSVNFOUBOENPEJÎFEDFSUBJOGFBUVSFTPGUIFBOHLMVOH5IF5IBJ
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angklung consists of three bamboo tubes and a hardwood frame to hold them.
As the Thai angklung is relatively heavier compared to the Indonesian angklung
with its lighter bamboo frame each musician can only play a maximum of two
angklungs – one held in each hand. The Thai angklung is also tuned to follow the
5IBJTDBMFXIJDIJTFRVJEJTUBOUIFQUBUPOJDTDBMF5IJTNPEJÎDBUJPOFNCSBDFTUIF
Indonesian angklung into the Thai traditional music culture, but is only able to
play Thai traditional repertoires. Figure 1 shows the example of an Indonesian
angklung and its playing methods while Figure 2 shows the Thai angklung and its
playing methods.

Figure 2. Thai Angklung Ensemble at Siriraj Hospital by Students from Department of Thai Music, Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand: March 2013.

The Kodály approach (also known as the Kodály concept) is an approach on music
education developed by Zoltán Kodály in Hungary during the mid-twentieth century. In recent decades, the Kodály approach has blossomed and has been implemented in many music education programmes, especially in music programmes
BUQSJNBSZFEVDBUJPOMFWFMT0OFTJHOJÎDBODFPGUIF,PE´MZBQQSPBDIJTUIFVTBHF
of hand signals, that assigns a single pitch to a particular hand sign. Many researches on the Kodály approach has proven that this approach does not only improve students’ musical ability, and according to deVries (2001, 24-25), the Kodály
approach also improves the development of general intellectual and motor skills.
The Kodály approach has been adapted and used to teach music, especially in
the angklung ensemble in Indonesia. The Kodály approach has also been applied
to Thai elderly at Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital by Dr. Praphutsorn Wongrattanapitak as a volunteer providing musical activities to a group of Thai elderly
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at the Comprehensive Geriatrics Clinic. This group comprised of 70 persons who
signed up for a musical activity. With their focusing on hand signals, it helped improve both their hand-eye coordination, memories and related motor skills. This
elderly group were consider active and without chronic diseases. These supportive
types of activities assist in their maintanence of good health.
Tiszai (2015) has also conducted a research on Kodály approach in the crossroad
between education and music therapy. Tiszai further elaborates on the emphasis
BOEEJGGFSFODFTPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGFEVDBUJPOBOENVTJDUIFSBQZ TQFDJÎDBMMZ
looking at Community Music Therapy.
&EVDBUJPOTUBSUFEUPFNQIBTJ[FUIFOPONVTJDBMCFOFÎUTPGNVTJDBMBDUJWJUJFTBOE
therapy started to focus on social connectedness as a crucial element of health and
XFMMCFJOH8IJMFQSFWJPVTEFÎOJUJPOTPGNVTJDUIFSBQZFNQIBTJ[FUIFEFDJTJWFDIBSacteristics of therapeutic progress, opposing therapy with education, Community
Music Therapy accentuates the common roots and inseparable complex effects of
any musical activity. (Tiszai, 2015)

Besides Tiszai’s research, there are other studies that applied Kodály approach in
EJGGFSFOUBTQFDUTPGNVTJDUIFSBQZ CPUIHFOFSBMMZBOEJOTQFDJÎDÎFMETVDIBTNVsic therapy for children with autism (Lathom, 1974; Chiengchana & Trakarnrung,
 5IFÎOEJOHTPG$IJFOHDIBOB5SBLBSOSVOH  JOUIFJSSFTFBSDIIBT
proven that the Kodály approach to music education can apply to music therapy.
Objectives
In general, non-pharmacological interventions in elderly care and in foster homes
such as music-based activities were limited in Bangkok. Only few places were able
to organize music-based activities. For those places that were able to organize
music-based activities suffered even a lot more from the COVID-19 restrictions,
NBLJOHJUNPSFEJGÎDVMUGPSNVTJDGBDJMJUBUPSTUPWJTJUUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUT
As mentioned above, the objectives for this study are as follows:
1. To develop a music application which is user-friendly for the elderly in foster
home units that facilitate the continuation of musical activities in absence of
a facilitator.
2. To test the music application developed on its functionality.
3. To observe the change in the quality of life of the elderly throughout the process of testing the music application.
Methodology
This study was sectioned into three phases and was conducted over a period of 8
months starting from October 2020. However, due to COVID-19 and lockdown, the
project was on pause from April–July 2021.
Phase 1 of this project was to brainstorm and create the music application that is
VTFSGSJFOEMZGPSUIFFMEFSMZ*OUIJTÎSTUQIBTF UIFSFTFBSDIFSEFWFMPQFEUIFJEFB
to realize a prototype for the music application with the Faculty of Sciences at
Chulalongkorn University. The development of the application and devices went
on for about 4 months and it gave birth to the “Smart Band” device.
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Phase 2 of the project was to select the songs from lukthung (Thai country music)
repertoire and re-arrange musical scores which included angklung, saxophone,
piano, guitar and bass. The selections were based on the rationale and rearrangement of the songs. Each song was transcribed and then the selections of the pitches in each melodic phrase was selected to make the angklung line in accordance
with the abilities of the sampling population who were not musicians. Apart from
the musical background of the sampling group, the frequency of pitches within a
phrase were taken into consideration to make the angklung line. Then, the re-arrangement of the songs was made to support the angklung ensemble and to hold
the angklung melodies. The objectives of the rearrangement were to accompany
UIFHSPVQBDUJWJUZBOEUPBMMPXUIFNFMPEJFTPGUIFBOHLMVOHUPÏPXXJUIDPOUJnuity. The selections of the repertoires were based on an interview data with the
sample population of this project.
Phase 3 of the project involved the development of prototypes which were then
tested on the sample population group of 30 volunteer elderly females at Tiwanon’s Friendship and Welfare foundation for Female Elderly in Nonthaburi,
5IBJMBOE'JHVSF ÎHVSFBOEÎHVSFBSFJNBHFTPGUFTUJOHUIFQSPUPUZQFCZUIF
researcher.

Figure 3. Prototype testing with orange unit and white battery taped to both arms.

Figure 4. Testing with vibration unit inside the palm area of the gloves.
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Figure 5. Wearing gloves and inserting a vibrator inside a glove on the back.

After multiple tests and trials, the research team has agreed to use the prototype
as seen in Figure 6, where the device will be placed on the table. Elaboration on
how the device function will be discussed in the next section of this article.

Figure 6. Smart Band devices: showing both the sensor attached to the angklung and the hand-glove
vibrator units above.

Phase 3, which dedicated to testing the application and devices started in July
2021 until August 2021. This phase mainly used a qualitative approach by conducting the experiment with the respondents, obtaining their feedback through
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observations and interviews, including interviewing the facilitator of the angklung
activity, Dr. Paphutsorn Wongratanapitak. The respondents consisted of 30 volunteers who had no music background and were elderly ladies living in Tiwanon’s
Friendship and Welfare Foundation for Female Elderly in Nonthaburi. All of them
were at the age between 60–84 years old.
Due to COVID-19, the experiments and activities were conducted via Microsoft
Team Online programme. The project committee prepared and set up the device,
web application, and provided training to the facilitator. Only two non-foundation
members were allowed to enter the foundation building to help and lead the sessions. Another limitation caused by the pandemic was the total number of participants allowed at a particular moment, which led to dividing the 30 volunteers
into 5 groups with 6 members in each group. After each session with each elderly
group, the researcher an Dr. Wongratanapitak interviewed the members of the
group few key questions to understand their feelings and feedback towards the
activity and the use of the device.
Observations and Results
After phase one of the project, the smart band device – consisting of 8 sensors,
8 vibrators and a website (http://smart-angklung.web.app – was developed. The
prototype device was the outcome of multiple meetings, discussions and trials
amongst the inventor committees. Overall, the whole Smart Band application can
be divided into two major components: the virtual component – website; and the
physical components – the sensor and vibrator.
5PGVSUIFSVOEFSTUBOEUIF4NBSU#BOE"QQMJDBUJPO POFNVTUÎSTUVOEFSTUBOE
the website application and its function. The website created has a simple interface that allows its users and the researcher to navigate easily. In the website, the
SFTFBSDIUFBNIBTUPDSFBUFJOEJWJEVBMQSPÎMFTGPSFBDIQMBZFS5IFXFCTJUFBMTP
BMMPXTUIFQMBZFSTUPCFTPSUFEJOUPHSPVQT0ODFUIFQSPÎMFTPGFBDIQMBZFSXFSF
created, the facilitator can then group each player or choose the players for a particular song. The application will automatically assign an angklung number to the
players and the facilitator only needs to hand out the instruments according to
the number assigned to each player. When the device and the website application
are set up, the players are able to start playing the angklung following the signals
sent to the sensor and vibrator. At the end of each song, the score of each player
are tallied. Besides managing the whole ensemble, the application also allows the
facilitator to track the progress of individuals. As this application is intended to
allow the elderly to have easy access to making music, especially making music
in a group without an instructor, the device also allows the instructor/teacher to
upload different playlists that suit the group. For this study, Dr. Wongratanapitak
BOEUIFSFTFSBDIFSIBTTQFDJÎDBMMZTFMFDUFEBQMBZMJTUPGTPOHTBOEUIJTXJMMCF
discussed later in this article.
The website application will not be able to function without the Smart Band
device. The Smart Band device is made up of 2 parts: the sensor and the sensory
aide. The sensor device is the orange box that is attached to the instrument, and
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in this study is the angklung. The main function of the sensor is to detect the
vibration of the angklung when the instrument is being played by the player. This
sensor is also responsible for recording the scores of the player. The scores recorded by the sensor is saved and can be used to observe the progress of the individual
player. Another device is the sensory aide, which is the white box shown in Figure
6. The sensory aide consists of a visual aide that shows light signals and a vibrator. The sensory aide is used to send signals to the players so that they will be able
to play the instrument when cued. After discussing with the research team, it has
been decided that these two sensory cues are used in order to support elderly with
different level of sensitivity towards a particular sensory signal.
In this study, the Smart Band device is designed to be both wired and wireless.
The design is light and small and it supports the idea of being mobile and easily
accessible at any location. Figure 6 in the previous section showed the wireless set
up of the device while Figure 7 shows the setup of the paired devices when wired
together. The small size of the device allows the facilitator and/or the researcher
to attach it to any instrument, or in this case, the angklung. It also allows the possibility of the activities to be carried out in a range of environments or contexts.

Figure 7. Shows the Smart Band devices being attached to the instrument via wired connections.

Background Music and Rearranged Notation for Angklung
Wongratanapitak (Interview, 2021) emphasized during an interview that it was
important to select the songs for elderly’s Smart Band Application. She explained
that, based on her experience conducing an angklung ensemble for the elderly’s
group at King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital in Bangkok, music can help bring
back the elderly’s memories and physical abilities. There were many times after
conducting an elderly’s angklung ensemble at King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital, the senior members would share with her their sweet and bitter memories
related to the songs. Some members with Alzheimer, who could not remember
anything, happened to be able to sing along the songs during the angklung sessions. There were many members could not catch up the queue to shake their angklung and hardly made some movements or on the wheelchairs but tapped their
feet or nodded their heads along the rhythm throughout the whole sessions.
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Because of her experiences mentioned above including an interview with the
population sample from the Tiwanon’s foster home, Wongratanapitak and the
researcher selected four songs from 1950s - 1970s from the lukthung repertoire, a
genre of popular country music which was composed during the 1950s - 1970s, for
4NBSU#BOE"QQMJDBUJPOUIBUÎUUIFGPMMPXEFTDSJQUJPOT
1. The songs selected had a various range of tempos – from slow tempo to fast
tempo ones (averaging 85-100 beats per minute).
2. Composers granted this reserach project permission to use their copyrighted
music.
3. Songs that do not include accidentals. (the angklungs used in this study only
supported the diatonic scale).
4 Thai songs used diatonic scale instead of pentatonic scale.
5 Thai songs that is suitable to be played on the angklung; the notes are sparse
enough for the angklung.
Based on Wongratanapitak’s experiences and comments from the elderly, Wongratanapitak and the researcher selected the following songs to be used for this
study:
1. Num na ro nang (TH: G5Tb=5N?I5N#) is a tune featuring a country man who waits
for his girlfriend to return home. She had left him since Songkran (the Thai new
year celebration in April). The lyrics brings out the surrounding nature. It connects
to the mood of the young man immensely and impressively. The tune and lyrics
was composed by Sanith Manohrat around 1980.
2. Thepthida thewi (TH: Z3:4P0NZ3CQ) is a Thai country folk tune. It compares the
beauty of a woman as exquisite as a goddess. The tune and the lyrics was composed by Surapol Sombatcharoen.
3. Num na khao sao na kluea (TH:G5Tb=5NcNCFNC5NZASI) is a fun and upbeat tune
because it is a duet between a male and female vocalist. It features a young man
and a young woman who just met and got to know each other. A man is rice
farmer from the northeastern part of Thailand and the young lady is a salt maker.
The tune was composed by Sorapetch Pinyo in 1985.
4. Theptida doi (TH: Z3:4P0N0I>) is about the loyalty of a hilltribe woman who
keeps her love and loyalty for her beloved man. But the relationship is impossible.
Although the lyrics portrays such a tragic story, the tune is set in fast tempo. The
melodies were borrowed from a Chinese local tune. The lyrics was composed by
Wara Worawecha in 1980.
Sacks (2008) argues that the importance of the use of songs that were listened to
and played by elderly especially during their adolescence and young adulthood
can bring back their memories. Thus, the selections of the songs were made to
their interview that recalled their adolescence and the music has been rearranged
so that it was suitable to be played by the angklung.
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Observations and Respondent's Responses
During the pilot study, the researcher observed the process and the progress of the
respondents. The researcher also conducted short interviews with the respondents
BOEXJUI8POHSBUBOBQJUBLUPÎOEPVUIPXUIFSFTQPOEFOUTGFFMBGUFSFBDITFTTJPO 
as well as to obtain feedback on both the device and the activity. In an interview
with one of the respondents, the respondent replied that the device cannot replace the instructor, but it helped during practices and/or when the instructor
was unable to be present. Another respondent also shared that the device helped
her to improve her focus as the device requires her to play the angklung when the
signal was given. She also said that it improved her response time when the signal
was given.
In an interview with Wongratanapitak, she opined that the Kodály hand signals
EFÎOJUFMZXBTCFUUFSXIFODPOEVDUJOHUIFBOHLMVOHBDUJWJUJFTGPSUIFFMEFSMZ5IJT
was because the hand sign encouraged the players to communicate and respond
to her signals. It also encouraged social interactions between the players. Being
part of the experiment herself, she opined that the device was not suitable to subTUJUVUFUIFJOTUSVDUPSJOUIFMPOHSVO CVUJUXBTWFSZCFOFÎDJBMUPIFMQUIFFMEFSMZ
during practices or during temporary absence of the instructor. Dr. Wongratanapitak also shared her experience and observations where she was able to see small
improvements in terms of the response from the respondents and considered that
the device can further be developed to be more interactive.
Discussion
Improvement of Quality of Life of Elderly
The Smart Band application showed some promising results in this study. Through
the observations done throughout the experiment, it can be seen that there were
some improvements in certain aspects, such as concentration, focus and the respondents’ response time. The Smart Band device also helped facilitators to carry
out group activities at elderly homes with the absence of an instructor. However,
it is not recommended that the device should substitute the instructor in the long
run because at the current stage of the application development, it encourages
more of a one-way interaction with the device in comparison with the initial goal
of social interaction between players. This is because the player tends to be more
focus on playing at the right time in order to get the score.
5IF4NBSU#BOEBQQMJDBUJPOJTEFÎOJUFMZBHPPEDPODFQUUIBUJTPOQBSXJUIUIF
advancement of technology. This pilot study has also shown that technology can
be used to assist in improving certain aspects among the elderly. As mentioned
previously that the application helps to improve the elderly’s focus on angklung
playing, this can help the elderly with their cognitive skills, providing them continuous stimulations and helping them to remain cognitively active. This technology
also encourages foster facilities such as elderly homes to conduct group activities
without the presence of an instructor. The scoring system of the Smart Band application helps the facilitator to monitor the activity and it allows the facilitator
to temporary substitute the instructor. When compared to playing recordings of
the instructor using the Kodály hand signals, the Smart Band application can be
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more accurate in assisting to correct mistakes while playing as it is more interactive compared to the respondents watching and following the recording of the
instructor.
Limitations and Suggestions of the Smart Band Application
Even though the Smart Band Application does have some promising results, there
are still a number of limitations that can be further improved. One of the limitations of the Smart Band Application is the scoring system. The scoring system is
used by the instructor, facilitator and the researcher to observe the progress of
the respondents. Nonetheless, the scoring system can also be discouraging for the
respondents. Currently, the scoring system is based on the individual pitch that
XBTTFUJOUIF.*%*ÎMFBOEUIFTDPSFJTOPUFRVBMMZEJTUSJCVUFEBNPOHUIFQMBZFST
Based on the experiment, there were a few times where no scores were recorded
by the player when the pitch assigned to the player has low frequency throughout
the song and the player is unable to respond to the signal on time. At times, the
scoring system also caused the respondents to shake the angklung even when
they are not cued to play, in order for the respondent to obtain full score in the
system. The overall feedback of the respondents was positive, but based on the
observation of the researcher, the respondents felt stressed at times, especially
XIFOUIFZNBEFNJTUBLFTXIJMFQMBZJOH5IFTDPSJOHTZTUFNDBOCFNPEJÎFEUPCF
a group score instead of individual score, to further encourage social interactions
and to encourage teamwork among the players.
"OPUIFSMJNJUBUJPOPGUIFEFWJDFJTJUTÏFYJCJMJUZUPBEKVTU4JNJMBSUPBMMPUIFSDVSrent technologies, the device is unable to adjust to the level of the players. Players
are required to follow the speed of the music set by the device, where the tempo
might not be suitable when used with a different group of players with different
level of cognitive response. In comparison, the instructor is able to control the
tempo and the overall performance. Further adjustment to the minus one setting
in the website application can be done to help make minor adjustment while the
music is being played. Even though the device is small and light, the position of
the sensory aide of the device can be further improved to provide more accuracy
in cueing the players and to assist the players to play the instrument on cue.
Conclusion
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted many traditional social norms and changed
the way people interact. Group activities have been limited and many foster
homes for the elderly were unable to connect with instructors and external
facilitators to conduct group activities within the organizations to improve the
well-being of the members due to the restrictions set by the government. It was
because of this very reason that the researcher came up with the idea of using the
advancement of technologies to help bridge this gap. Hence, this research project
aimed to come up with a device that is user-friendly for the elderly that can help
improve the quality of life of the elderly at foster home units.
This study is a part of a bigger project in trying to bridge the gap of lack of instructors/facilitators at elderly foster home units, especially during this pandemic. One
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of the results of this project was the completion of the prototype for the Smart
Band application. The Smart Band application consisted of two parts – the virtual
component, that is the website application; and the physical component that consists of two devices, the sensor and the sensory aide. This Smart Band application
prototype can function when wired together and also wirelessly to provide easy
access to the user when using this device.
The second part of this pilot study was to test the device with 30 respondents
from Tiwanon’s Friendship and Welfare Foundation for Female Elderly in Nonthaburi. The experiment conducted using the Smart Band application to temporary
replace the instructor did have some promising results, where there were improvements to the respondent’s motor and cognitive skills, as well as their focus
on trying to complete a particular task. As the Smart Band application is still a
prototype, there were a few suggestions provided in the discussion that can be
improved to make the application more user-friendly for the elderly.
Recommendations for Future Research
Due to the limitations of this study, it opened more opportunities for further research on combining technologies and musical activities for different age groups
in Thailand. One of the limitations was the duration for the study, that is a duration of around 8 months starting from September 2020 till August 2021, with a
break from April–July 2021 due to lockdown measures implemented by the local
government. With an extended duration, the study can further be developed and
broaden to include different age groups and gender. An extended duration can
also allow a more extensive research to be conducted, especially to observe other
aspects of improvements of the quality of life of the targeted sample groups. With
extensive research over a longer duration and including different gender and age
HSPVQT UIFÎOEJOHTXJMMCFBCMFUPCFUUFSSFQSFTFOUUIFCFOFÎUTPGUFDIOPMPHJDBM
interventions in musical activities for the elderly community.
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The Journal of Urban Culture Research is an international, online, double-blind,
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Fine and Applied Arts of Thailand’s Chulalongkorn University in conjunction with
the Urban Research Plaza of Osaka City University, Japan. JUCR offers its readers
two categories of content. One is a window into the latest international conferences and reviews of related sources – books etc. along with guest articles, special features and case studies. Secondly, its main core is a range of peer-reviewed articles
from researchers in the international community. No fees are charged.
The Aims of JUCR
This journal on urban culture aims at establishing a broad interdisciplinary platform for studies of cultural creativity and the arts that brings together researchers
and cultural practitioners to identify and share innovative and creative experiences in establishing sustainable and vibrant, livable communities while fostering
cultural continuity. The journal embraces broad cultural discussions regarding
communities of any size as it recognizes the urban community’s rural roots. JUCR
encourages researchers and the full range of artists in visual art, design, music,
the creative arts, performance studies, dance, cultural studies, ethnomusicology,
and related disciplines such as creative arts therapies and urban planning. Articles related to either the academic or wide vernacular interpretation of urban
culture and the arts as a tool promoting community and individual well-being,
health, and diversity are welcome.
JUCR has the objective of stimulating research on both the theory and practice of
ÎOFBOEBQQMJFEBSUTJOSFTQPOTFUPTPDJBMDIBMMFOHFTBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMJTTVFTBT
well as calling for solutions across the creative realms. Moreover, JUCR supports
advocacy processes, improvements in practices, and encourages supportive public
policy-making related to cultural resources. JUCR intends to offer readers relevant
theoretical discussions and act as a catalyst for expanding the knowledge-base of
creative expression related to urban culture.
Review Process
+6$3QSPNPUFTBOEFODPVSBHFTUIFFYDIBOHFPGLOPXMFEHFJOUIFÎFMEPGÎOF
and applied arts among scholars worldwide. Contributions may be research artiDMFT SFQPSUTPGFNQJSJDBMTUVEJFT SFWJFXTPGÎMNT DPODFSUT EBODFT BOEBSUFYIJCJtions. Academic papers and book reviews are also acceptable. Articles are typically
only considered for publication in JUCR with the mutual understanding that they
have not been published in English elsewhere and are not currently under consideration by any other English language journal(s). Occasionally, noteworthy articles
worthy of a broader audience that JUCR provides, will be reprinted. Main articles
BSFBTTFTTFEBOEQFFSSFWJFXFECZTQFDJBMJTUTJOUIFJSSFMFWBOUÎFMET'VSUIFSNPSF
to be accepted for publication, they must also receive the approval of the editorial
board.
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2. To further encourage and be supportive of the large diverse pool of authors
whose English is their second language, JUCR employs a 3-stage review process.
5IFÎSTUJTBEPVCMFCMJOESFWJFXDPNQSJTFEPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMSFWJFXFSTFYQFSJenced with non-native English writers. This is then followed by a non-blind review.
Thirdly, a participative peer review will, if needed, be conducted to support the
selection process.
3. All articles published in the journal will have been fully peer-reviewed by two,
and in some cases, three reviewers. Submissions that are out of the scope of the
journal or are of an unacceptably low standard of presentation will not be reviewed. Submitted articles will generally be reviewed by two experts with the aim
of reaching an initial decision within a two-month time frame.
5IFSFWJFXFSTBSFJEFOUJÎFECZUIFJSTPMJESFDPSEPGQVCMJDBUJPOBTSFDPNNFOEed by members of the editorial board. This is to assure the contributors of fair
treatment. Nominations of potential reviewers will also be considered. Reviewers
determine the quality, coherence, and relevancy of the submissions for the Editorial Board who makes a decision based on its merits. High relevancy submissions
may be given greater prominence in the journal. The submissions will be categorized as follows:

 Accepted for publication as is.
 Accepted for publication with minor changes, no additional reviews necessary.
 Potentially acceptable for publication after substantial revision and additional
reviews.

 Article is rejected.
 A notice of acceptance will be sent to submitting authors in a timely manner.
5. In cases where there is disagreement between the authors and reviewers, advice
will be sought from the Editorial Board. It is the policy of the JUCR to allow a maximum of three revisions of any one manuscript. In all cases, the ultimate decision
lies with the Editor-in-Chief after a full board consultation.
6. JUCR’s referee policy treats the contents of articles under review as privileged
information and will not be disclosed to others before publication. It is expected
that no one with access to articles under review will make any inappropriate use
of its contents.
7. The comments of the anonymous reviewers will be forwarded to authors upon
request and automatically for articles needing revision so that it can serve as a
guide. Note that revisions must be completed and resubmitted within the time
GSBNFTQFDJÎFE-BUFSFWJTFEXPSLTNBZCFSFKFDUFE
8. In general, material, which has been previously copyrighted, published, or accepted for publication elsewhere will not be considered for publication in the
main section of JUCR.
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9. The review process shall ensure that all authors have an equal opportunity for
publication. The acceptance and scheduling of submissions for publication in the
journal shall not be impeded by additional criteria or amendments to the procedures beyond those listed above.
10. The views expressed in articles published are the sole responsibility of the authors and not necessarily shared by the JUCR editors or Chulalongkorn University.
Submission Requirements
 Worthy contributions in the urban culture arena are welcome from researchers and practitioners at all stages in their careers. A suggested theme is announced prior to each issue.
 Manuscripts should generally not exceed 7,000 words including the abstract
BOESFGFSFODFT5BCMFT ÎHVSFT BOEJMMVTUSBUJWFNBUFSJBMBSFBDDFQUFEPOMZ
when necessary for support.
 Manuscripts need to use our template for submission. Please download from
our website’s submission guidelines page. Details are described in the top half
PGUIFÎSTUQBHFXJUITBNQMFUFYUGPMMPXJOH%PDVNFOUTOPUVTJOHUIFUFNplate will be returned for reformatting.
 All manuscripts are required to include a title, abstract, keywords, author’s
byline information, an introduction and conclusion section along with a Chicago formatted reference list. Manuscripts with existing footnotes and in-text
references may retain them as a resource for readers, but are not required.
Footnotes are to be relocated as non-standardized endnotes listed before references.
 .BOVTDSJQUTTIPVMEIBWFBMMJNBHFT ÎHVSFT BOEUBCMFTOVNCFSFEDPOTFDVtively. Reference lists need to conform to The Chicago Manual of Style (www.
chicagomanualofstyle.org) as detailed in our template. We recommend the
free online formatter for standardizing ones references. See www.bibme.org.
 Each author should send with their manuscript an abstract of 150 words or
less together with a submission form providing their biographical data along
with a maximum of six keywords.
 All manuscripts submitted for consideration need to be accompanied by a
completed and signed Manuscript Submission form found on our website.
 Authors authorize the JUCR to publish their materials both in print and online
while retaining their full individual copyright. The copyright of JUCR volumes
is retained by Chulalongkorn University.
 Authors should strive for maximum clarity of expression. This point cannot be
overstated. Additionally, authors need to bear in mind that the purpose of publication is the disclosure and discussion of artistic knowledge and innovations
that expands the realm of human creativity and experience.
Contact Information
Journal of Urban Culture Research (JUCR)
c/o Managing Editor
Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts
Chulalongkorn University

Phayathai Road, Pathumwan
Bangkok, Thailand 10330
Voice/Fax: 662-218-4582
Email: jucr.chula@gmail.com
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Criteria and Responsibilities for Editorial Board Membership
Overview
5IF&EJUPSJBM#PBSEJTDPNQSJTFEPGNFNCFSTXIPIBWFTJHOJÎDBOUFYQFSUJTFBOE
FYQFSJFODFJOUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFÎFMET&EJUPSJBM#PBSE.FNCFSTBSFBQQPJOUFECZUIF
Executive Director with the approval of at least 60% of the Editors and Editorial
Board.
Eligibility Criteria
The eligibility criteria for appointment shall include:
 Demonstrated scholarly expertise and ethical leadership in an area not over
represented on the existing Editorial Board.
 Published three or more papers in scholarly publications.
 Demonstrated excellence in the review process, based on independent evaluations of the Editors and Associates.
 Stated commitment to contribute to issues affecting the management of JUCR.
Responsibilities
Members of the Editorial Board are directly accountable to the Managing Editor.
Responsibilities include but are not limited to:
 Provide input on editorial needs and review manuscripts as requested.
 Complete assigned reviews in a timely fashion. Offer mutually respectful and
constructive review of manuscripts to assist in providing the highest quality of
papers.
 .BJOUBJODPOÎEFOUJBMJUZBOEPCKFDUJWJUZXJUISFHBSEUPNBOVTDSJQUTBOEUIF
JUCR review process.
 Participate in the evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of JUCR so as to
help sustain the highest level of excellence.
 Once appointed to the Editorial Board, members are encouraged to submit at
least one paper during their tenure.
Nomination Process
Nominations are submitted in writing (via email or post) and addressed to the
Editor in Chief or any member of the Editorial staff. Candidates/applicants must
submit a CV including a statement addressing her/his interests and suitability for
Board membership. JUCR assumes the general readership would be able to identify the candidate by her/his reputation for scholarship in an established line of
inquiry.
When a candidate is approved by majority vote of the current JUCR board memCFST TIFIFXJMMCFJOWJUFEUPTFSWFCZUIF&EJUPSJO$IJFGGPSBTQFDJÎFEUFSNPG
three years. The Dean of Chulalongkorn University’s Faculty of Fine and Applied
"SUTJOUVSOXJMMÎOBMJ[FUIFBQQPJOUNFOU$POUJOVFENFNCFSTIJQPGUIF&EJUPSJBM
Board will be reviewed every three years by a member of the Editorial Board with
a decision about candidates submitted annually. The number of Editorial Board
members will not exceed 20 unless otherwise agreed upon.
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